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Historically, there has been relatively little concern with 
social interaction between children under three years of age; researchers 
of early social development have been predominantly interested in mother- 
infant interaction. Recent studies, however, have detected a surprising 
degree of social skill even between 3 year olds. The aim of the present study 
was therefore to search for the origins of these skills by describing 
developments in social interaction between infants.
Videotapes were made of infant dyad free play sessions at five 
age levels: 9,13,17,21 and 25 months. These were coded in detail and 
analysed by quantitive and qualitative methods. Each infant’s interaction 
with his mother was also videotaped, and background information was 
obtained from a maternal interview.
It was found that infants directed a variety of behaviours toward 
each other, including: vocalizations; contacts involving toys, e.g. 
conflicts, exchanges and joint activities; direct physical contacts; and 
even communication and social play. Developments in these behaviours were 
described in terms of underlying social skills and summarised in terms of 
a three stage summary model. Stage 1 contacts were unco-ordinated-and 
resulted from independent activities whilst in close proximity. Stage 11 
marked the beginning of social interaction as such because contacts were now 
reciprocal, integrated and facilitative. Stage 111 marked the beginning 
of longer and more flexible exchanges where behaviours were embedded in 
a plan of action that encompassed past and future behaviours. No 
conclusive effects of sex of child and prior social experience were 
found, although there was some evidence for stability in individual modes 
of behaviour toward other infants. In contrast to mother-infant contact, 
infant-infant contact was less intensive and more toy mediated.
The unique properties of infant-infant contact were discussed 
and it was concluded that infant-infant interaction could be a valuable 
experience in early interactive development.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
There have been literally thousands of bopks, journal articles 
and research projects concerned with social behaviour and development 
during infancy and the pre-school years. Historically, a systematic 
concern with early social development dates back to at least the 1930’s. 
Since that time many different ’schools’ and individual researchers, 
orientated by varying theoretical positions and aims, have studied a 
wide and numerous range of topics. Areas of concern are far too numerous 
to list here but they have included many studies of the mother-infant 
relationship and social interaction between nursery school aged children. 
Even by the beginning of the 1940’s it was possible to compile a com­
prehensive review of existing studies in this latter area (Arrington,1943).
Yet despite this wealth of research there is one area that has 
been largely overlooked: very few researchers have concerned themselves
with social interaction between children during the first two years of 
life. In fact at the time this study was conceived,only nine studies 
investigating any aspect of this form of contact could be traced in the 
literature and four of these were conducted in the 1930’s.
Why has there been a relative lack of concern with this type of 
social relationship? There are perhaps two main historical reasons. The 
first is that research into social development during infancy has been 
traditionally almost exclusively concerned with the mother-infant 
relationship. Interestingly, this concern has been common to otherwise 
quite different theoretical orientations. Social learning theorists, for 
example, have traditionally interpreted the close emotional relationship^ 
of a child with his mother in terms of the conditioning of primitive 
reward value to the mother. These theorists (like psychoanalytical 
theorists) credited the feeding situation between mother and infant with 
special importance in the development of attachment or dependency because 
it is in this situation that the mother was thought to take on reward 
value by gratifying the infant’s hunger. Later, by a process of stimulus 
generalization, the infant was thought to associate his mother with the 
gratification of other needs.
A  quite different theoretical position, yet one also concerned 
with an infant’s relationship with his mother, is John Bowlby’s theory 
of mother-infant attachment. Bowlby argued, largely on the .basis of studies 
of institutionalized children, that an infant needs a continuous one-to-one 
relationship with his mother to attain normal social and emotional develop­
ment (1965 (1953) ).
But in a later work (1971) Bowlby went further than stressing the 
relationship between mental ill-health and early maternal deprivation.
In this work he credited the attachment between mother and infant with
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to Bowlby, attachment between mother and child has developed in the 
’environment of evolutionary adaptedness’^ within which the bulk of 
human life has been spent, in order to maintain proximity between 
mother and infant and thus ensure the protection of the child from 
predators. The relationship between mother and child is thus given a 
special, instinctual basis.
One important implication of this view is that other relation­
ships in an infant’s life are credited with secondary importance.
The father’s role, for example, is seen to be one of financial and 
emotional support to the mother in order that she may devote all her 
attention to her infant’s upbringing. The infant’s relationship with 
other infants or young children is not discussed by Bowlby but by 
implication is seen to be of little significance in early social develop­
ment.
Bowlby’s views have not remained unchallenged since their first 
publication. One main criticism, for example, has focussed on the method­
ological point that children living in institutions are deprived not 
only of maternal contact but of a number of different types of stimula­
tion e.g. sensory, linguistic and social. It has thus been argued that 
maternal deprivation in such settings is hopelessly confounded with other 
forms of deprivation. Yet Bowlby*s views have still been enormously 
influential in shaping attitudes and policy toward pre-school provision 
and have been one strong factor in the widely held belief that at 
virtually all costs infants need constant one-to-one contact with their 
biological mother.
From the point of view of Bowlby*s theory, other relationships 
besides that with the mother are seen to be of secondary importance.
Yet some psychoanalytical theorists have pursued this direction still 
further and have argued that the mother-infant relationship acts as a 
prototype for all other relationships in the child’s life. For example, 
Burlingham and Freud conclude from their studies of infants reared 
during the Second World War in a residential nursery that, "This first 
and early love reaction for a mother enriches the life of the child by 
laying the foundation for all future love-relationships” . (1943, p.47)
In a later study Anna Freud is still more explicit about the 
connection between the child’s relationship with his mother and with 
other children! "According to the results of child analysis and re­
construction from the analyses of adults, the child’s relationship to his 
brothers and sisters is subordinated'to his: relationship to-the parents, 
is, in fact, a function of it. Siblings are normally accessories to the 
parents, the relations to them being governed by attitudes of rivalry,
which is inhibited toward the parents, is expressed freely toward brothers and
sisters* sexual wishes,which cannot become manifest in the oedipal
relationship,are lived out, passively or actively, with" elder or
younger brothers and sisters. The underlying relationship with
siblings is thus a negative one...Since contemporaries outside the
family are treated like the siblings,these.first relationships to the brothers
and sisters become important factors in determining, the individual’s
social attitudes’’. (Freud and Dann, 1951, p. 166)
The view expressed here extends Bowlby’s view toward other 
relationships in the young child’s life, That is, other relationships 
in the infant’s life ace not only seen to be of secondary importance 
to the mother-infant relationship, they are in fact structured by it.
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Thus social relations between infants are necessarily dependent on 
mother-infant relations.
Yet there are several indications that this view underestimates 
the possible significance of early social interaction,between children.
Research on non-human primates, for example, has drawn attention 
to the potential importance of this kind o.f social contact.
The research of most relevance here has been conducted by Harlow and 
his colleagues. Harlow has shown, by rearing infant monkeys in a series 
of different environments, that social contact between young ’peer* 
monkeys are of paramount importance in the development of adequate social 
and sexual relations later in life (e.g. Harlow and Harlow, 1965), In 
one experiment, for example, the long term social adjustment of infant 
monkeys who were totally deprived of contact with their mothers or other 
adults but allowed contact with other infant monkeys was found to be 
surprisingly unaffected, (ibid.) Interestingly enough, infant monkeys 
who were deprived of contact with other young monkeys for 4 and 8 months 
from birth, but who experienced normal mothering, were found to exhibit 
’’wariness of bodily contact, lessened frequency of affectionate inter­
change with peers, and a tendency toward increased agonistic responses", 
(ibid.,p.21)
\
Whilst the dangers are recognised of extrapolating findings 
from non-human primates to human development, or even between different 
types of non-human primates, this type of research points strongly 
toward the potential significance of early social contacts between 
children. Moreover, Harlow’s findings on non-human primates are supported 
by a study conducted (interestingly enough in the light of the above 
discussion) by Anna Freud and a colleague on human children. In this 
study six young children spent their early years during the Second 
World War in close contact with each other but without stable care 
or attention from adults. It was concluded after observations of these
children at a later date that although they "were deprived of mother 
love, oral satisfactions?, stability in their relationships and their
surroundings ... were passed from one hand to. another during their 
first year, lived in an age group instead of a family during their 
second and third year, and were uprooted again three times during 
their fourth yearos.were hypersensitive, restless, aggressive, 
difficult to handle,** they were neither deficient, delinquent nor 
psychotic". (Freud and Dann, 1951, p.168) It seems that continual 
contact with each other had to a great extent ameliorated the effects 
of so terrible an early life; an early life that had included, 
amongst other tragedies, the lack of permanent contact with their 
mothers or other adults.
. i Another suggestion that social interaction between infants may
have been somewhat underestimated in the past stems from recent studies 
of an infant*s fear or apprehension toward strangers. There is now a 
well established finding in this field that infants will show signs of 
fear or apprehension when confronted by an adult stranger (e.g. Ainsworth 
and Wittig, 1969, Morgan and Riccuiti, 1969, Schaffer and Emerson, 1964), 
though the age at which this begins and reaches maximum intensity is in 
some dispute (see Schaffer,1971)• However, recent studies have found 
that infants do not react negatively but can react quite positively 
towards strangers who are other young children rather than adults (e.g. 
Greenberg, Hillman and Grice, 1973, Lewis and Brooks-Gunn, 1972). Indeed 
this kind of evidence has led Lewis and Brooks-Gunn (1972) to argue that 
early social relations between children are a qualitatively different 
form of relationship that are not dependent but independent of mother- 
infant relations. They speculate, moreover, that early child-child 
contacts are a phylogenetically older form of relationship than mother- 
infant relations. It can be seen that this view represents the antithesis 
of that put forward by Bowlby and Freud, for whilst these latter researchers 
stress the inferior and dependent status, Lewis and Brooks-Gunn have 
stressed the independent and potentially important function of child- 
child relations.
Lewis and Brook-Gunn’s view is clearly speculative, but when 
taken in conjunction with the other suggestions outlined above, it 
points to the potential significance of early child-child contacts.
One fundamental reason for paying more attention to early social interaction 
between children is therefore to supply data on a social relationship 
that has been somewhat overlooked and possibly underestimated in the 
traditional concern with mother-infant relations, and which bears on 
the issue involving the dependence or independence of mother-infant 
and infant-infant relations.
concern with social contacts between infants is the widely held 
view that children do not begin to make active contact with each other 
until they are of an age to attend nursery school at approximately 
three years* This assumption owes much to the influential work of 
Parten in the 1930*s (1932, 1933a, 1933b). Parten categorized the 
social play of pre-school children into unoccupied behaviour, solitary 
play, onlooker activities, parallel play, associative group play 
and co-operative behaviour and found that the younger nursery school 
children she observed ( 2-2.5 years) tended to engage in proportionately 
more p a r a l l e l 1 activities than the older children (1932). Parallel 
activities involved play with the same item of play material but 
the children1s activities tended to be independent and unrelated: 
they played beside rather than with other children. The older children, 
on the other hand (4-4.5 years), were observed to engage in proportion­
ately more associative and co-operative activities f activities where 
children organized themselves into a coherent group. In co-operative 
play this involved ’division of labour1 and Centralization of control* 
(1932, p.250).
The rather obvious, though virtually untested assumption that 
has arisen from this work, is the view that children in the first two 
years of life are not actively interested in each other, do not engage 
in integrated, reciprocal activities with each.other, and do not begin 
to do so until after their second or third birthday. Child Psychology 
textbooks, if they discuss the early social interaction between children 
at all, have tended to follow Parten*s categorizations and results 
(e.g. Mussen, Conger and Kagan,, 1963, 2nd edn). • >.
Like Bowlby*s'views, this assumption has to some extent found 
expression in the planning and organization of pre-school facilities, 
for there are generally very few institutionalized settings within which 
children under three years of age can make social contact with each other. 
The implicit assumption appears to be that social contacts between 
children begin at about three years and generally that is the age at 
which it is thought best for children to attend nursery school or play­
group. This view is held by the teaching profession (e.g. N.U.T.,1977) 
as well as the Pre-School Playgroups Association.
This type of view has gained added, although rather indirect, 
support from Piaget*s theory of cognitive development. If Parten’s 
work has served to stress the limitations of children’s social competence 
on a behavioural level, Piaget’s theory has been very influential in 
pointing out underlying cognitive limitations in social functioning.
In one of his early books, Piaget (1959 (1926) ) analysed the conver-
three stages of conversation. In the first stage, children’s speech is 
seen as egocentric, i.e. lacking in communicative intent. As Flavell 
has expressed it, "child A says something in the presence of child B 
without any apparent intention that B should hear and- respond. Child B 
does not in fact seem to hear and respond but says something unrelated 
to what A has just said". (1963, p.272) Only gradually are children 
seen by Piaget to progress from egocentric social functioning, or 
'collective monologues’, to a genuine communicative use of language 
with other children.
Although the pioneer research of Parten and Piaget has been 
influential in conceptualising social skills in young children, more 
recent research has drawn attention to some ways in which the extent 
of young children’s communication skills may have been underestimated.
Borke (1971), for example, has drawn attention to the ’empathic’ ability 
(i.e. the ability to infer another person's state of affect) of children 
as young as three years. And Garvey (1973, 1974) has shown that speech 
between three year olds in free-play situations reveals a far greater 
degree of social contingency, adaptation and effectiveness than might 
be predicted from Piaget’s earlier studies.
Whilst not in disagreement with the claim that social competence 
will develop with age, these more recent studies have shown that by the 
time children are of an age to attend nursery school they are capable 
of surprisingly sophisticated and effective social behaviour and under­
standing. They also beg the interesting question of what form social 
contact between children might take before this age.
Yet, as will be seen in the next chapter of this thesis, our knowledge 
about the origins of social interaction between children is for the most 
part patchy and incomplete. Thus another fundamental reason for studying 
social contacts between infants is that it can yield information on the 
origins of social contacts more fully studied between older'children. Indeed, 
such a study might be conceived as a prerequisite for a full and general 
understanding of the development of sociability between children.
Two historical reasons have been postulated to account for the 
relative lack of concern with infant-infant contact and, in response 
to this, two sets of reasons for the potential significance of such a t 
concern have been put forward. But there is an additional reason for a 
concern with infant-infant contacts. This concerns their value as a 
setting for the study of developments in social skills.
One major aim of recent research on early social development 
has been to explore specific ways in which infants become integrated . 
into a social world in the context of contacts with adults, primarily 
their mothers. Research in Schaffer’s laboratory in Strathclyde, for
endogenously organized behaviour becomes ’meshed1 into social contact 
by the way that mothers act contingently to their infant’s behaviour
i
(Schaffer, 1974). Examination of videotapes of mother-infant contact 
in the presence of brightly coloured objects revealed that mothers 
would often follow their infants’ gaze to objects and then comment 
upon them. Thus the continuity and upkeep of social contact depended 
upon the mother’s sensitivity to her baby’s behaviour.
Other recent research has also drawn attention to the important 
role of early social contact between mother and infant in the acquisition 
of fundamental cognitive, social and linguistic skills.
Newson and Newson (1975), for example, have argued that such 
contacts involving a shared object of attention aid the fundamental
f
cognitive distinction between object and action and are thus crucial 
to the development of symbolic functioning in the infant. Bruner (1975) 
has also suggested that joint contacts between mother and infant that 
involve a referred topic may act as a prelinguistic prototype for the 
grammar of language. John Shotter has also stressed the importance of 
everyday, yet ’instructional’, contacts between a mother and her child 
in the transition from ’spontaneous’ to ’deliberate’ action in the child 
(Shotter, 1970, p.241).
Yet despite the undeniable significance of adults, and in 
particular the mother, in the young child’s development, adult-infant 
contact may not, paradoxically enough, be the best setting within which 
to assess an infant’s level of social competence. It is just because a 
mother acts as a ’double-agent’ (to use a phrase of Shotter and Gregory’s, 
1976) - i.e. she acts on both her own and her infant’s behalf - that the 
infant’s contribution to the social exchange is difficult to gauge. In 
other words, it is because adults inevitably tend to structure social 
exchanges with very young children- that the child’s potential contrib­
ution may be disguised. On the other hand, observation of an infant’s 
contact with a social and intellectual equal - i.e. another infant - 
may better enable detection of how an infant can act in sncial exchange 
when unconstrained by adult initiations. Thus a third reason for study­
ing social interaction between infants is'.that it can provide a profitable 
setting for the clarification of an infant’s social competence. To 
adopt linguistic terminology, it may enable closer approximation to an 
infant’s social ’competence’ than his social ’performance’ as evidenced 
in contact with adults.
To summarise: two historical reasons have been advanced in order 
to account for the relative lack of concern with social interaction 
between infants. In the context of this discussion three reasons have 
been proffered for why such a concern is of potential significance.
underestimated, relationship in an infant’s life apart from that 
with his mother, and would have a bearing on claims for the funda­
mental and even prototypical role of mother-infant relations. Secondly, 
it is something of a prerequisite for a full understanding of the 
subsequent development of social interaction between children. And, 
thirdly, it looks to be a profitable setting within which to explore 
social skills during infancy.
Reference has been made in this chapter to the fact that only 
few studies have been specifically directed at social interaction 
between infants. It is now appropriate to review these studies in 
order to clarify the state of knox^ledge in this field.
One surprising thing confronting anyone reviewing the literature
is how few studies have been specifically directed toward social interaction
between children in the first two years of life. As mentioned previously,
at the time this study was conceived (late 1973), only nine studies could 
1
be traced.
In chronological order these are: Buhler (1933, 1935), Shirley (1933), 
Maudry and Nekula (1939), Burlingham and Freud (1943), Bridges (1953), Haas 
and Harms (1963), Vincze (1971), and Lenssen (1973). Subsequently a study 
by Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz was also published (1975).
Main aspects of research design and research findings of these studies 
will be first briefly reviewed. This will be followed by a fuller discussion 
and appraisal of research findings.
II
In the first study of Charlotte Buhler’s (1933), pairs of infants
aged six to ten months were placed facing each other in their hospital ward
and the resultant interaction was observed. Buhler's later investigations
of social contacts between infants (1935) are presented in a book dealing
with psychological development from birth to maturity. In these works,
she reports that infants in their first year actively seek contact with
each other, for example, they touch, pull and push each other, take and
offer play material, interfere in each other’s activities and co-operate 
ii
in play. Buhler also discusses individual differences. For example, some 
children seemed characteristically aggressive, others were inhibited by 
another infant and yet others were more interested in play material.
Methodological procedures used in these studies are not discussed!, 
only research findings and interpretations are presented. Perhaps the
it
strongest conclusion Buhler draws concerns a ’psycho-biologic’ change
from the first to the second year of life. This she feels must account for
the transition she observed from predominantly positive social contacts
between infants in the first year of life to predominantly negative
ones in the second year. 
ii
Buhler’s work represents something of a milestone in the field for 
it was the first systematic attempt to study this kind of social contact.
Shirley (1933) brought together pairs of infants aged 43 weeks, and
1
This review covers all studies of infant-infant contact with which the 
author was acquainted at the time of writing (1975). Studies published 
after this time, or which came to the author’s attention after this time, 
will not be reviewed here because they did not affect thinking behind the 
study. These studies will be considered during discussion of the results 
and the conclusions (Chapters 5 and 6).
Each pair was observed in a series of six one-minute situations: without
play material, with a toy each (metal tapes), with a toy between them 
(a hand bell), where both babies watched another mother and baby, where^ 
baby A ’s mother picked up baby B,and where baby B ’s mother picked up baby A. 
The study was conducted as part of a larger investigation of social and 
emotional development in pre-school children and no attempt was made to 
study social contacts between under 2 ’s in any depth. Practical difficulties 
ruled out what might have been an interesting longitudinal study. At 
Shirley’s own admission little can be concluded from the study. Perhaps 
the most definite result was the finding that somewhat more aggression was 
observed between infants when a toy was placed between them than in the other 
conditions. From this, Shirley concludes that 'aggressive- social behaviours 
have begun by 10 months.
Maudry and Nekula’s study (1939) was undertaken at a suggestion of 
»»
Charlotte Buhler and was conducted because ”a more precise account of the 
development of the social relations during this period was a prerequisite 
for any sound attempt to study individual differences” , (ibid., p. 193)
Maudry and Nekula observed the social behaviour of twenty four ’chief 
subjects’, aged 6-8, 9-13, 14-18 and 19-25 months in from four to twelve 
play situations with other children of the same age called ’partners’.
The infants were from families of low social status and were temporarily
in the care of a social agency in the city of Vienna. In each play situation
the children were placed together in a playpen situated in the middle of
the nursery and were subjected to six four-minute experimental situations,
each situation characterized by a change of play material. The entire session 
lasted about twenty minutes.
Behaviour of both children was recorded by the use of a written 
sequential account. Although Maudry and Nekula are not very clear about 
their methods of coding, it appears the accounts were then divided into 
units or ’impulses’ of behaviour and then categorized into a behavioural 
’inventory’. The records were then subjected to quantitive analysis 
by calculating the number of times behavioural items occurred either at 
the beginning of each ’New Situation’ or throughout the experimental 
session and then pooling them for each of the four age levels. Data were 
presented as either raw totals or percentages. Presentation of raw totals 
is not particularly informative, and sometimes misleading, because 
different numbers of ’chief subjects* and different numbers of ’partners’ 
appear to have been observed for different lengths of time at each age 
level. Maudry and Nekula do not report any statistical tests for significance 
in their analysis, conclusions are presumably reached by inspection only.
Maudry and Nekula present their results in three parts: first 
reactions to the experimental situation, an inventory of behaviour during
A  number of rather complex developmental trends are reported which map 
out a progression from rather ’impersonal’, ’unspecific' and ’blind'' 
contacts (6-8 months), to predominantly negative contacts which are seen 
to be largely the result of a common interest in play material (9-13 months), 
and finally to more specific, co-operative, integrated and friendly contacts 
near: the end of the second year (19-25 months). The authors conclude that 
the role of the partner is successively that of play material (6-8 months), 
obstacle to play material (9-13 months) and playmate (19-25 months).
Although some aspects of Mandry. and Nekula’s methodology .are. somewhat 
questionable (as shall be seen later in this chapter), their study has 
probably been the most influential one in this field and the most detailed 
of the studies to be reviewed here.
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Burlingham and Freud (1943) and Bridges (1953) both studied infants 
reared in residential care. Burlingham and Freud studied infants brought 
up under the auspices of the Hampstead Nursery during the Second World War 
and Bridges observed sixty-two infants varying in age from three weeks to 
two years almost daily for three months at the ’Montreal Foundling and 
Baby Hospital'.
Burlingham and Freud argue that infants reared in residential care 
never have the opportunity to fulfil what they see as an instinctual need 
for attachment to mother. Under normal familial circumstances young children 
would only relate to each other after the firm existence of this relationship. 
In contrast, group reared infants are constantly in the presence of other 
age mates. This means ’’that they have to become social at an age when it is 
normal to be asocial” . (1943, p.23) Under these circumstances a wide range 
of social contacts between infants were observed. These ranged from contacts 
where another infant was treated as a lifeless object^’to occasions where 
the relations between the children seem hardly different from those between 
adults” , (ibid., p.24) Reactions observed included love, hate, jealousy, 
rivalry, competition, protectiveness, pity, generosity, sympathy and even 
understanding.
Bridges (1953) also describes a wide variety of social contacts 
between infants. These include; - mutual smiling, touching, imitation, 
exploration of another child as an object, possessiveness over toys, 
aggression, snatching toys, speech and language, uniting as a group, and 
playmate preferences. In addition, she gives data on the first observed 
contacts and individual differences..
Although Burlingham and Freud and Bridges are astute observers, 
and offer some interesting insights, their studies are limited because 
they are based on unsystematic observations of children in an atypical setting.
Haas and Harms (1963) note that Child Psychology textbooks had very 
little, if anything, to say about social interaction between infants. They
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preliminary observations had suggested that infants aged between six to 
eighteen months could interact with each other. In a similar way to 
Maudry and Nekula, Haas and Harms subjected pairs of infants (matched 
for age and level of motor skill) to six four-minute play situations, 
each characterized by a change of toys. Their sample consisted of fifty-six 
infants aged between 5 months 21 days and 15 months 14 days. The infants 
came from families of above average socio-economic status and education. 
Observations took place in a sectioned-off area of an infant laboratory 
with mothers either present or behind screens.
In order to code behaviour 'Haas and Harms made use of a ’check sheet’ 
of behavioural items that was evolved after pilot work. They report that 
they had discovered during the pilot work that one observer could not with 
ease record all the behaviour of one child and yet it seemed ’impractical’ 
to record the behaviour of only one child in what is essentially a two-way 
process. They thus decided to observe only certain aspects of the social 
behaviour of both children. The checklist of behavioural items was divided 
into two so that the observers could simultaneously observe the children’s 
behaviour, and abbreviations and symbols were devised in order to minimise 
the amount of writing involved. Each four minute 'task' was divided into 
24 ten-second time intervals. Any number of different behavioural items 
could be coded, but each item could be scored only once during each time 
interval.
Haas and Harms1 aim was ”to develop a reliable method for describing 
the patterns of behaviour between infants in a social situation” . (1963,p . 83) 
As it stands, their study represents a useful effort to evolve a reliable 
method of observation. However, Haas and Harms*contribution to this field 
is only methodological in nature because the follow up study, within which 
they planned to use their methods of observation to yield normative data, 
never appears to have materialised.
Vincze (1971) observed a group of children who were reared together 
in the National Methodological Institute for Infant Care, Budapest, Hungary. 
The age of the children ranged from three months at the beginning, to thirty 
months at the end of the study, the difference between the oldest and 
youngest being six months. The group comprised of nine children for most 
of the time, dropping to six and then five during the last few months of 
the study. The children were observed for their first year and one half in 
a large common pen and later in the day nursery and garden.
Two to three 15 minute protocols were made each week during the 
children’s ’play-time’. Although Vincze does not present methodological
recorded verbally (presumably into a tape recorder) in terms of a category
list of nine types of behaviour in which actions were classified into a
tripartite system of ’actions’, ’reactions’ and ’counter-reactions’.
»»
Vincze’s study was undertaken in reaction to Buhler’s work which 
she felt had indicated that antagonism was more characteristic of infant 
social contacts than friendly contacts. Vincze claims she found far livelier
if
and colourful contacts between infants than did Buhler-.: This conclusion 
was based, on her observations of mutual smiling, laughing, touching, palpating, 
snatching, offering and struggling over play material. In general, the author 
felt that infants found ’’considerably more pleasure than discontent” (1971,p.108 
out of interaction with each other. She concludes her article by criticising 
the view that infants will harm each other if allowed to play together in
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play pens. Indeed, she argues that social contacts between infants have 
pedogogical implications for they enable the establishment of early social 
relationships and, in group-care situations, may partly compensate for 
inevitable restrictions in contact with adults.
Lenssen (1973) observed 45 ten month old infants in two situations: 
with a ten month old infant stranger and his mother, and with a five month 
old infant stranger and his mother. The ten month old infant was placed on 
the floor ( ’floor baby condition’) and the .five month old infant remained on 
his mother’s lap ( ’lap baby condition’). Each situation consisted of two 
nine-minute phases: subject and mother alone and then in the presence of the 
strangers.
Lenssen reports that infants were far more interested in the infant 
stranger (whether 5 or 10 months) than the other infant’s mother and that, 
far from being a fear-evoking encounter, contact with another infant seemed 
to be a source of pleasure and stimulation. She takes her results to 
corroborate Rheingold and Eckerman’s finding that infants need not necess­
arily fear strangers but may respond positively to them. Lenssen’s study 
was specifically conceived in order to investigate infant’s fear of strangers 
and thus its focus, in terms of a general understanding of infant-infant 
social contact, is rather narrow. ■ -
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) observed pairs of infants at three 
age levels: 10tol2,16 to 18, and 22 to 24 months. The infants were 
observed in 20 minute unstructured ’free play’ sessions in an unfamiliar 
play setting with mothers present. The goals were ”a) to describe the 
extent and forms of interaction that the children freely engaged in with 
one another, b) to assess changes over the second year of life in their 
interaction, and c) to compare their behaviour with one another to that with 
their mothers and with novel inanimate objects” . (1975,p.43)
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz matched pairs of children in their sample 
on age alone. One observer recorded the behaviour of the children from behind 
a one-way window. She focussed on one child at a time, alternating 15 seconds
observation time with 15 seconds recording time and shifting from one 
child to the other every two minutes. Thus in each 20 minute ^ l a y ’ 
session each child was observed 20 times. In a similar way to Haas and 
Harms, the presence of a behavioural item could be recorded only once 
in each time interval, irrespective of whether it occurred more than 
once.
The number of fifteen second time-intervals within which 18 
categories of infant-infant social behaviours occurred then acted as 
the basis for statistical analysis. Measures for each child in each 
pair were summed and treated as the unit of replication in analyses 
of variance. Frequency counts of the occurrence of specified behavioural 
items for each child were therefore pooled at two levels: they were
first pooled with the partner, and then with other pairs at the same age 
level.
For the most part, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz!s directed their 
analysis toward comparison of various forms of infant-infant social 
contact between and within different age levels. They report a number 
of developmental trends. For example, watching another infant remained 
constant with age, but contacting the same toy and involvement in another 
infant!s activities with play material increased with age. * Social play1 
is reported to exceed fsolitary play* and fcontact with peer* is 
reported to exceed 1 contact with mother1 by the time infants are two 
years old. The authors take their findings to show that infant-infant 
contacts develop in terms of "an orderly increase in the variety and
frequency of social interaction" (1975,p.48), and that infants generalise
responses developed in contact with adults to other infants. They also 
speculate about how peer contacts may differ from adult-infant contacts.
It can be seen from this brief review that the research designs
of the ten studies were by no means similar. Specifically, they differed 
in terms of whether the observed children were familar with each other 
(Bridges, Burlingham and Freud, Maudry and Nekula and Vincze) or unfamiliar 
(Buhler, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, Haas and Harms, Lenssen and Shirley);
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were studied in pairs (Buhler, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, Lenssen, Maudry 
and Nekula and Shirley) or groups (Bridges, Burlingham and Freud and 
Vincze); were children reared in residential care, of low socio-economic 
status (Bridges, Burlingham and Freud, Maudry and Nekula and Vincze) or 
children reared in the family home (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, Haas and 
Harms, Lenssen and Shirley); were observed in unstructured free play 
activities (Bridges, Burlingham and Freud, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz and 
Vincze) or in experimentally controlled situations usually where toys 
were changed (Buhler, Haas and Harms, Maudry and Nekula, and Shirley); 
were studied cross-sectionally (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, Haas and Harms,
Lenssen, nauury anu iNt:tvuia etna v±. xuu5j.uuuj.uaxi.; ,
Burlingham and Freud and Vincze); were studied with structured obser­
vational techniques e.g. time-sampling (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, Haas 
and Harms, Lenssen, Maudry and Nekula, Shirley and Vincze) or were 
unstructured, interpretative observations (Bridges, Burlingham and 
Freud); and finally the studies differed in the historical period within
it
which they were conducted i a range of some 42 years from Buhler*s article 
of 1933 to Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz*s study of 1975#
These differences in research designs often make it difficult 
to reliably compare research findings and build up a clear picture of 
how infants behave toward each other. However, an attempt will be made to 
do this by appraising agreements and disagreements between studies. This 
will be done by focussing on age developments in social interaction.
For the sake of presentation, specific types of social contact will be 
discussed in turn.
First contacts
There appears to be some agreement that contacts between infants
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lag somewhat behind infant contacts with adults (Bridges,1953, Buhler,
1933 and Vincze,1971). Vincze, for example, found that inter-peer contacts 
amongst group-reared infants were preceded by the infant*s visual regard 
of the observer. Glances directed toward the observer became more frequent 
up until the fifth month of life and thereafter decreased suddenly, being 
replaced by progressively more frequent glances at the other infants.
That an infant*s interest in other infants appears to be preceded 
by an interest in adults must, of course, be seen in the context of the 
greater role played by adults in the infant*s early care. It would thus 
be dangerous to draw any firm conclusions from these results. It cannot 
be said with certainty, for example, that they indicate a fundamental 
preference for adults over infahts. This is because infants are likely 
to have had far more prior contacts with adults and will thus be sensitised 
to them. Moreover,their relatively restricted mobility and social 
sophistication will mean that the majority of contacts will be adult 
initiated. Attempts to evaluate differences between the onset of an 
infant*s interest in adults and other infants are likely to be an 
especially fruitless enterprise in the case of home reared babies, for they 
will most probably come into very little contact with other infants ‘ 
compared to adults. It is no surprise that investigators who have commented 
on these differences in Onset have observed institutionalised group-reared
babies. . . - •. . /
Several of the studies have reported developmental patterns in an 
interest in other infants. Bridges, (1953), for example, observed babies 
in a hospital setting who lay within close proximity, and had potentially 
full sight, or each other. She reports that from eight to nine weeks
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at two months of age did the movements of another baby arrest their
attention# Thereafter interest;in other infants developed slowly#
Only at seven to eight months, for example, were babies seen to
smile or reach out to another baby in a nearby crib#
!!
Buhler (1933) also reported an age development in the first 
contacts that infants direct toward each other# She found that when 
four to five month old infants were placed near each other they did 
not appear to be aware of each other1s presence. Only during the second 
half of the first year did they begin to actively attract another*s 
attention# Similarly, Vincze (1971) found that mutual smiling and 
laughing between infants occurred from six months cnward. She also notes 
a relationship between an infant*s degree of mobility and posture, and 
the extent of social contacts directed at other infants. She reports 
that mutual smiles amongst group-reared infants were not observed when 
both infants were in a supine position; "at least one of them had to 
lie sideways or in a prone position". (1971, p.104)
It therefore appears that infants allowed more or,less free 
contact with other infants from birth will only come to actively seek out 
contacts with each other during the second half of the first year of 
life and that this development must be seen in the context of the 
motor and posture development of the child. An attempt to assess the 
nature and onset of first contacts between infants reared in the more 
typical *nuclear* family home environment has not, to this writer*s 
knowledge, been undertaken.
Group factors
A  question of some importance when considering social contacts
between infants concerns the number of infants who normally make
contact at one time. Bridges (1953) reported that the hospitalised
infants she observed tended to play alone at one year of age- it was
not until fourteen to fifteen months of age that they were observed
to prefer playing in groups of two. In this respect, Buhler (1933)
observed that only two children in a group of three were able to
maintain contact with each other at the same time during the first
year of life. Only in the middle of their second year were they observed
n
to maintain contact with more than one other infant. Buhler (1933) also 
reports results from a study by Klein and Wander in which three two 
year olds were placed together and their behaviour observed. It was 
found that 8% had no contact with the other infants, 67% made contact 
with one other infant and that only 25% were able to maintain contact 
with two other infants at the same time.
These are interesting results when seen in the context of studies 
which have found a positive association between age and size of group
children of this age group tended to form larger groups of five children 
only as they approached their fifth birthday. In contrast, the youngest 
age group studied (2—2% years) were the least likely age group to form 
groups of five. More recently, Clark, Wyon and Richards (1969), on the 
basis of~an observation study of the free play activities of children 
at two nursery schools, also reported a positive association between age 
and size of group.
There is, then, a strong suggestion of a positive relationship 
between age and size of group, at least during the pre-school years, and 
it appears that this relationship shows some development with age even 
during infancy.
| One of the reasons why more controlled studies, conducted after
t!
Buhler’s early work, have observed pairs of infants together, owes much 
to a belief that infants do not engage in active contact with more than 
one other infant until late infancy. Maudry and Nekula, for example, 
justify their decision to observe pairs of infants together by reference 
to Klein and Wander’s results.
Social contact between infants of different ages
I!
Only Buhler (1933), Bridges (1953), and Lenssen (1973) report data
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on social contacts between infants of different ages. Buhler found that 
in the first year of life it was the older infant who was generally 
* superior1 in the social situation. This she puts down to their better 
developed motor co-ordination. In a similar way, Bridges observed that 
infants under eighteen months of age would attack other infants largely 
for the ’intoxicating1 feeling of being the cause of an effect. Bridges 
also states that the older infants found that ’’hitting a smaller child is 
apt to cause more disturbance than hitting a big one. Also the former is 
not so liable to hit back and hurt” . (1953, p.44)
That social contacts between infants of different ages need not 
necessarily be characterised by the aggressiveness of the older on the 
younger infant, is apparent from many of Burlingham and Freud’s (1943) 
descriptions. They report instances when infants comforted, soothed, and 
helped each other. They also report that friendship and even ’love-play’ 
could be observed.
Lenssen (1973), in a more controlled study, observed the reactions 
of ten month old infants to ten month old strangers placed on the floor, 
and five month old infant strangers who remained on their mother’s laps. 
Lenssen’s prediction that the ten month old ’floor baby’ would be more 
stimulating than the five month old ’lap baby* was not born out.
She reports that ten month old infants found both ten month and five 
month old infant strangers "interesting, stj.mulating and pleasurable".
have investigated social :contacts between children of different ages have_ 
based theif findings on unsystematic observations of institutionalized 
and group-reared children. Studies that have attempted to introduce more 
control into their research design have tended to observe infants of the 
same age together..
Social contacts with other infants compared with reactions to other 
aspects of the immediate social and physical environment
In order to get a general impression of social interaction between 
infants, it is of interest to compare them with other aspects of the 
social and physical setting within which interaction takes place. Most 
of the studies simply present data on interaction itself. However, Eckerman 
Whatley and Kutz (1975), in a social situation comprising S u b j e c t 1 infants 
their mother, another infant and the other infant’s mother, compared the 
amount of contacts directed at the other infant, their mothers, and play 
material. They report that contacts directed towards play material and 
to the other infant increased significantly with age, whereas contacts 
directed at the mother descrease^ over the three age levels studied 
(10-12, 16-18 and 22-24 months). Contacts with play material were nearly 
double the amount of contacts with other infants at all three age levels. 
Contacts with mother amounted to slightly less than contacts with other 
infants at the 10-12 month age level and decreased to a very low level 
thereafter. Although the authors are rather unclear on this, it appears 
that ’contact mother’ in this context only refers to direct physical 
touches. Though they did code contacts with mother involving play material, 
they are apparently excluded in this analysis. If included, contacts with 
mother may have shown a rather different prevalence and development.
Social contacts with the other infant’s mother are reported to be rare.
Maudry and Nekula (1939) analysed infant’s ’First Reaction to the 
New Situation’. This they take to constitute every instance where the 
situation was ’rearranged* by the experimenter in order to change play 
material or put children together. The assumption here is that after each 
’interference* by the experimenter ’’the situation was so much altered 
that the ; reaction to it was a genuine choice” . (1939, p . 199) They report 
that turning to the’surroundings’ steadily decreased with age to about 
half its original frequency (30.57. at 6-8 months, 20.37. at 9-13 months, 
20.4% at 14-18 months and 17.6% at 19-25 months), whereas a measure of» 
all social contacts directed toward the other child increased over the 
four age levels. A measure of the infant’s interest in ’free’ play 
material also increased over the four age levels studied.
At a general level, these findings seem to reveal a growing interest 
with age in the social possibilities of contact with the other infant, 
accompanied by a growing interest in the play material present. In this 
respect, Maudry and Nekula (1939) take their finding that attention to the
surroundings decreases wicn age to reiieot a  giuwiug aLtc.h.iuh «_w 
immediate play situation. It can be seen that the comparison attempted 
by these two studies is at a rather gross level. No attempt was made, 
for example, to investigate the possibility of different types of 
contacts being directed at an infant’s mother and another infant.
Looks between infants
An analysis of the quantity of visual orientation from one infant 
to another is perhaps the most basic measure of the degree of interest 
they have in each other. Visual orientation is also, of course, an 
integral aspect of most communicative interchanges; it can perhaps be 
considered the basis of social interaction for it is an indication 
to the participants (and an observer) that they are involved in an 
interactive episode. It is of some interest, therefore, to assess the 
degree of infant-infant visual orientation and also the way in which it 
is used in the context of social interaction.
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) found that looks from one 
infant to another were by far the most frequent form of social contact 
between infants at all three age levels studied (10-12,16-18 and 22-24 
months). Unfortunately, Maudry and Nekula (1939) included ’looking’ as 
but one aspect of a sub-category ’looking and grasping’, which were in 
turn part of so-called ’positive social behaviours’ (defined below).
They did not therefore obtain separate information on the amount or 
developmental course of,this behaviour; the smallest ’unit’ or behavioural 
category for which quantitive data was supplied was ’looking and 
grasping’.
An analysis of developments with age -in looks between infants 
could be a useful guide to more general developments in infant-infant 
social interaction. Is it the case, for example, that infants tend to 
visually orientate more towards each other with age, perhaps reflecting 
an increasing interest in each other, or is there evidence of other 
developmental patterns, perhaps indicative of other mechanisms? Only 
Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s (1975) study yields relevant data. It was 
found that ’looks’ to another infant remained relatively constant 
throughout the three age levels observed. But the authors do not attempt 
to explain why ’looks’ should be virtually the only one of 21 categories 
of infant-infant contact that does not show any noticeable developmental 
pattern.
Another potentially informative way of analysing the quantity of 
visual orientation is to assess infant’s looking behaviour in a social 
situation involving 'an infant and other people. That is, at whom does 
the infant tend to direct his visual attention? Lenssen (1973) found 
that infants, in a situation involving their mothers and a strange 
infant and mother pair, looked far more at the infant strangers thai
Lenssen takes to indicate "an overwhelming preference on the part of 
infants for the other babies". Of course, it may be argued that 
looking behaviour in this situation does not represent 'preference* 
so much as apprehension of the strangers or interest in a novel event. 
Although™this may account for the greater amount of looks to the 
strangers than to the mother, it is still of interest to note that, 
of the two strangers, it is the other infant who attracts, the greatest 
interest. An account of the infant's looking behaviour simply in terms 
of an interest or apprehension in a novel or strange event will be hard 
pressed to account for this. Furthermore, fear of strangers has often 
been conceived in terms of the 1 incongruity hypothesisf.This states 
that a stranger is too discrepent from a child1s established schemes 
and thus arouses apprehension. Yet as Lewis and Brooks-Gunn (1972.) have 
remarked, from this point of view it is the other young child who 
ought to. be most incongruous and thus arouse most apprehension^ .infants 
have relatively little contact with other infants and therefore the 
other infant's mother will be more like the familiar size and shape of 
their own mother.
Conflicts
Maudry and Nekula (1939) divided the behaviour of infants with 
each other into three main categories ; * interference without social 
intention1 - any contact between the infants that did not seem to contain 
any awareness of the other infant, e.g. manipulating another infant's 
clothes without paying attention to him; Tpositive social behaviour* - 
looking, smiling, touching, grasping, caressing and moving towards 
partner, and co-operation in play; and *negative social behaviour*. The 
developmental pattern of these three forms of social contact is shown 
in Fig. 1
Fig. 1: Development of Infant-Infant behaviour with age (taken from Maudry 
and Nekula, 1939)
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outweigh 'positive* and 'chance' contacts at the 6-8 month age level and 
reach a peak at 9-13 months (far outweighing both positive and chance 
contacts). Thereafter they decrease; they equal positive contacts at 
14-18 months but are outweighed by them at 19-25 months.
Maudry and Nekula subdivided 'negative social behaviour' into 
'fights for material' and 'personal aggression*. Fights for material 
were considered to be of three types, 1) taking or trying to take material 
from partner or "after defeat watching partner closely until he abandons 
material and then seizing it” , 2) withdrawing or protecting material 
from partner, and 3) "watching partner or material closely after fight 
with signs of tension". 'Personal aggression', on the other hand, consisted 
of hitting, pushing, biting, pulling, or addressing partner with sounds 
of anger, disapproving faces, crying or screaming. Maudry and Nekula report 
that these two forms of negative behaviour had different developmental 
courses. 'Fights for material' peaked at 9-13 months (accounting for the 
overall peak in negative behaviour at that age) and decreased thereafter, 
whereas 'personal aggression' showed a linear increase throughout the 
four age levels studied.
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) report rather different results. 
They divided infant-infant social contacts into 'positive* and 'negative' 
social behaviours for the purpose of comparing their results with Maudry 
and Nekula and report that positive behaviours outweighed negative 
behaviours at the three age levels studied (the ratio in mean frequencies 
of negative to positive behaviours being 1.0 to 7.6 at 10-12 months, 2.2 to 
7*8 at 16-18 months, and 5.2 to 12.6 at 22-24 months). The authors further 
add that "taking a toy and struggling - negative social responses accord­
ing to Maudry and Nekula - together account for far less than half of the 
direct involvement in the peer's play at all ages". ( 1975, p.46) A  
closer look at Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz results, however, reveals that 
’struggle' and 'take over a toy', when taken together, far Outweighed 
all the other categories of 'direct involvement in peer play*. 'Struggle', 
in fact, occurred more frequently than all the other social behaviours 
except 'watch' and increased dramatically with age. There is thus a 
suggestion that the so-called negative behaviours do not occur quite so 
infrequently as Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz suggest they do. t
It can also be seen that the two studies found different develop­
mental patterns for 'fights for material*. Maudry and Nekula report a 
decrease after an initial increase in these contacts whilst Eckerman, 
Whatley and Kutz report an increase in 'struggle' over a toy throughout 
the first two years of life*
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz did not categorize infant-infant social 
behaviours specifically into 'personal aggression’, so their results are 
not strictly comparable with those of Maudry and Nekula. Their results
pushing and kicking) increased in a linear fashion with age. The results 
of both studies therefore suggest that direct physical aggression between 
infants increases over the first two years of' life.' However, neither of 
the two sets of investigators attempted to discuss the relationship 
between this form of aggression and conflicts over play material, and 
neither attempted to explain the developmental pattern they report in 
conflict behaviours.
Several investigators have stressed that fights between:infants 
over toys are due more to a common interest in play material than to any 
direct antagonism towards each other. Vincze (1971) expresses this point 
thus: "The act of taking away another’s toy must not be regarded as an 
act of aggression. The purpose of the act is to get ahold of the object, 
and not to annoy or hurt its owner".-.. (1971,p.106) In a similar way,
Maudry and Nekula (1939) report that negative reactions between infants 
were only evident when play material was present. When no toys were 
present, positive behaviours prevailed.
Bridges’ (1953) descriptions of contacts between institutionalized 
infants show more extreme forms of aggression than those reported by 
either Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz or Maudry and Nekula. She reports that 
ten month old babies were rather indifferent to having their play material 
taken and did not take over another infant’s play material on purpose, or 
struggle over toys. Subsequent to this age level, however, developments 
were observed in ’fights for material’ (to use Maudry and Nekula’s term). 
Bridges observed that 11-12 month infants would cry and object violently 
to having their play material taken, at 13 months they would snatch play
things "as a pastime entertaining in itself", and from 15-24 months
"children in the nursery were observed to be constantly taking one another1 
playthings". (1953, p.44) This form of ’fight for material’ does not
appear to reflect an interest simply in the same play material that has
been reported by other studies. It appears from Bridges descriptions that 
infants are more interested in the act of snatching toys, of dispossessing 
another infant, than they are in the toys themselves. The developmental 
course reported in these contacts by Bridges (albeit based on unsystematic 
observations) appears to be more in agreement with Eckerman, Whatley and 
Kutz (1975)(they reported an increase in ’struggle’),than Maudry and 
Nekula (they reported a decline in ’fights for material’).
Bridges also supplies data on so-called ’personal aggression’ 
between infants. She reports that aggressive hitting, hair-pulling, and 
biting for fun - clearly ’personal aggression’ in Maudry and Nekula’s
M
terms - appeared at 14 to 15 months. Buhler (1935), also observed what 
she considered to be an expression of satisfaction and pleasure in 
triumphing over a ’rival1, but found these to first occur during the
There appears, in fact, to be something of a difference of opinion 
in the literature about the ’tone’ of social interaction between infants. 
Maudry and Nekula’s results (1939), as well as those of Burlingham and 
Freud (1943), Bridges (1953) and Buhler (1933, 1935), indicate that 
’negative-1 or aggressive behaviour between infants is quite common. On 
the other hand a different view is taken by Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz 
(1975) and Vincze (1971) who argue that positive social behaviour outweighs 
negative behaviour. Indeed, Vincze has reacted strongly to what she takes
»i
to be Buhler’s view that ’’antagonism ... (is) ... more frequently experienced 
than intimate associations’’. (1971, p. 100) Vincze argues that: -’’The social 
inter-relation of the children seems to offer considerably more pleasure 
than discontent” . (1971,p . 108) She points out that the experimental
1 ii
situation used by Buhler may have been more a test of an infant’s reactions 
to a conflict situation than an assessment of freely occurring social 
behaviour. One might also point to the different wider social and political 
pressures on children who would have taken part in the two studies. That
ii
is, Buhler's study took place in pre-war Vienna, whilst Vincze’s study
took place in post-war communist Hungary. Even so, Vincze*s interpretation 
ii it
of Buhler’s position is somewhat extreme. Although Buhler does report the
occurrence of ’negative’ behaviour, she also reports the occurrence of
’positive’ behaviours and argues, moreover, that the ’primary’ response
of one infant to another during the first year of life is ’positive’ *1935)
AlsOjsome of Vincze’s descriptions of infant-infant Contacts read surpris-
ingly like those of Buhler.
In view of the finding that infants tend to show signs of fear or
apprehension toward adult strangers (see chapter 1), it might be thought
that differences found in the tone of infant-infant contacts are
attributable to whether infants were strangers or familiar with each other.
Yet assessment of the studies from this point of view does not reveal a
ii
clear picture. Buhler (1933, 1935) and Lenssen (1973), for example, both
ii
observed stranger infants yet, as we have seen, Buhler found a good deal 
of negative, and Lenssen a good deal of positive behaviour. Conversely,
Vincze (1971), Bridges (1953) and Burlingham and Freud (1943) observed 
familiar infants and they too report conflicting results.; Vincze found 
contact to be predominantly positive, yet Bridges and Burlingham and Freud 
report many examples of negative or aggressive behaviour.
There is, then, to sum up this discussion of ’conflicts', something 
of a dispute about the developmental course of 'fights for material’ and 
the ’tone’ of infant-infant social contacts. Although there appears to be 
some agreement that 'personal aggression’ increases with age, opinions 
differ about its intensity* We seem to have, in fact, a rather disparate 
collection of research findings that do not easily yield a coherent picture.
There have also not been any systematic attempts to account for 
developments in conflict behaviour reported by the studies, nor an 
attempt to assess interrelationships between different forms of 
conflict behaviour.
Direct involvement in another infants* activity
Having looked at conflict or ’negative’ behaviours, it is of 
interest to look at more ’positive’ forms of social involvement. It has 
already been shown that Maudry and Nekula (1939) categorized social 
contacts between infants into chance, negative, and positive social 
behaviour. The developmental relationship between these three categories, 
and a discussion of negative social behaviours,has been presented above.
As, for ’positive social behaviour’, Maudry and Nekula. subdivided this 
category into two: 1) ’looking and grasping* (looking, smiling, babbling
and moving towards the partner. Touching, caressing and grasping for 
partner while ’’paying attention to his reaction” )«and 2) ’Co-operation 
in play’(’’attempt to start co-operation by showing things, performing, 
imitating, giving or taking in friendly manner with attention to reaction 
of partner ... both children engaged in the same activity while paying 
attention to each other, mutual adjustment of activity to each other” .
(1939, p.206) Like the two sub-categories of ’negative’ behaviour, the 
two positive categories are also reported to have different developmental 
courses. Maudry and Nekula’s results show that ’looking and grasping' 
remained fairly steady at all four age levels studied, whereas ’co-operation 
in play’ started at a very low level at 6-8 months, but then increased 
up to 19-25 months, at which age level they occurred slightly less 
frequently than ’looking and grasping’.
Maudry and Nekula’s results, although interesting, lose some of their 
potential effectiveness by the way in which different types of behaviours 
were pooled within one behavioural category. For example, their results do 
not reveal separate information on such aspects of infant-infant social 
interaction as giving and taking play material, imitating or ’mutual 
adjustment’ to another infant's activity. The pooling of the two sub­
categories into the gross category 'positive social behaviour’ is also 
somewhat problematic. ’Positive' seems to have an affective connotation 
but, as Haas and Harms (1963) have argued, it may be difficult to infer 
the ’tone’ of infant-infant social contacts. Need 'moving toward partner', 
for example, be a 'positive' social behaviour?
Maudry and Nekula's results do, hox^ever, allow a broad comparison 
with other studies. Their category 'co-operation in play’, for example, 
is roughly comparable with Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s (1975)£uraraary category 
of 'direct involvement in play’ (except that Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz 
included \’tak e .over toy’,'take a toy* and 'struggle* - most probably
Nekula, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz found an increase in this category 
of infant-infant social behaviour with age* A closer look at their 
results however, shows that S t r u g g l e 1 constituted about a third of 
this category at 22-24 months. If ’struggle1 is omitted, ’direct 
involvement in peer’s play’ still increases, although not so sharply.
In contrast to Maudry and Nekula, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz 
looked at the developmental courses of categories of behaviour within 
’direct involvement in play’. They found that ’show’, ’offer’, and 
’accept a toy’ did not increase with age. The increase in ’direct 
involvement in play’ was directly attributable to increases in 
’imitation’, ’take a toy’, ’struggle’ and ’co-ordinate pla y ’(this latter 
category is defined as;”Act together with the peer to perform a common
f
task, such as building a tower of blocks; or each child repeatedly 
takes turns performing an activity with attention to the other’s 
activity, as one child builds a tower of blocks, stands back and laughs 
as the other kicks it down” . (1975, p.44))
One form of contact that these results bear on is exchanges of
toys between infants (i.e. offering and receiving toys). From Eckerman,
Whatley and K utz’s results it appears that these do not increase with age.
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We also have some data on the age of onset .of exchanges. Buhler reports 
(1935) that offering and taking toys began at 6 months whereas Vincze 
(1971) reports that offering occurred later than taking or snatching a 
toy (onset of 8 months and 4-6 months respectively). Even when taken 
together, these results yield a far from complete account. Considering 
that a number of researchers have found that exchanges of play material 
occupy a prominent role in the social interaction between mother and 
infant (e.g. Bruner, 1975, Escalona, 1973), it is a pity that we know 
so little about such exchanges in infant-infant contacts.
Another form of social contact reported by some of the studies is 
imitation by one infant of another. Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s (1975) 
results on the development of this behaviour have already been presented* 
It might be added that these researchers consider that their measure of 
’imitation’ is probably an underestimate because only imitation by the 
focus child of the other child’s behaviour was coded, and they therefore 
argue that a best estimate of ’imitation’ should be twice that reported.
If this procedure were adopted then ’imitation’ would far outnumber other 
categories of ’direct involvement in play’. However most forms of. 
behaviour were only coded for the ’focus’ child, i.e. the partner’s 
behaviour was not recorded. It would thus seem to follow that ’best 
estimates’ of most of Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s categories are double 
those that are reported.
Of the other studies, only Maudry and Nekula (1939) report on
imitation. Unfortunately, however, they pooled ’imitation1 within the 
sub-category ’co-operation in play’ of ’positive social behaviours’, 
and thus their results do not yield separate data on this behaviour.
Information on the development of imitation between infants 
is thus rather scanty. There is little information about its prevalance 
and developmental course, and no information about different types of 
imitation. That imitation between infants may be worthy of more extensive 
study is suggested when one considers the importance that has been 
attributed to imitation as an agent in early development by theoretical 
positions as diverse as social learning and cognitive developmental 
theories.
There is one sub-category of behaviour within the larger category 
of 1’direct involvement in play’ in Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) 
analysis -i.e. ’co-ordinate play’- that appears to be very similar in 
character to Maudry and Nekula’s (1939) category of ’co-operation’ ( a 
sub-category of ’co-operation in play’). The defining attribute of these 
twp categories is that two infants act together whilst paying attention 
to each other,e.g. in order to take turns (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz), 
or .to engage in ’mutual adjustment’ to each other’s activities (Maudry 
and Nekula).As has been pointed out earlier, Maudry and Nekula’s results 
do not permit a separate analysis of the development of this form of 
social behaviour. Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s results show that ’co-ordinate 
p l a y ’ did not occur at all at the 10-12 and 16-18 month age levels, but 
that it was the second most frequent category of ’direct involvement in 
play* at the 22-24 month age level. These results suggest that children’s 
contacts are becoming more co-ordinated as they approach their second 
birthday.
What seems to differentiate the ’co-ordinate’ categories of social 
behaviour between infants from other categories of ’direct involvement 
in play* (e.g. offer, take and accept a toy) is that they involve 
reciprocal relations whereas the other categories denote single behavioural 
events. Unfortunately Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) did not attempt 
to analyse the structure or character of co-ordinated activities between 
infants, only gross frequency counts of i t ’s occurrence are presented.
This means that although their results suggest that social interaction 
becomes more co-ordinated with age, we are none the wiser about the actual 
nature of these contacts, that is, about just what constitutes the 
development of ’co-ordination’. What seems to be called for here is an 
analysis of social interaction that goes beyond an analysis based on 
summations of frequency counts.
Maudry and Nekula (1939) went some way toward such an analysis 
in their assessment of the number of behavioural ’impulses1 within 
sequences of ’fights’ and ’games’ (which will be defined and discussed .
results show different developmental courses for ’fights1 and ’games’ 
that were constituted by five or more behavioural impulses. That is,
’fightst increased two-fold between the two age levels 6-8 .months and 
9-13 months and thereafter declined slightly. In contrast, ’games’ that 
were constituted by five or more behavioural impulses were non-existent 
at 6-8 months, increased and occurred with equal frequency at 9-13 and 
14-18 months and then increased two-fold to the 19-25 month age level. 
Maudry and Nekula’s results also show that fights and games occurred 
with about equal frequency at the oldest age level. These researchers 
do not, however, offer any explanation for these different developmental 
courses.
Contacts without social involvement
. . Both Maudry and Nekula (1939) and Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) 
included in their analyses a category of social behaviour characterised 
by contacts between two infants that involved the.same play.material but 
without direct involvement in eaeh other’s activity. Maudry and Nekula 
included this form of contact within the global category ’chance contact 
and interference without social intention’ and did not analyse it 
separately. Eckerman,Whatley and Kutz, however, did present separate data 
on this type of behaviour. Calling it ’same play material’ they defined 
it as: ’’contact of the same toy as the peer or i t ’s duplicate for at least 
3 continuous seconds without any direct involvement in the activities of 
the peer” . (1975, p.44). This behaviour was found to increase very slightly 
from 10-12 months to 16-18 months and then increase by over 100% at the 
22-24 month age level. No further analysis of these contacts was undertaken 
by the authors and no explanation was offered for the relatively huge 
increase in these contacts at the 22-24 age level.
It is of interest to note the similarity between Eckerman, Whatley 
and K u t z ’s category of ’same play material’ and Parten’s (1932) category 
of social participation between pre-school children;;, ’parallel p l a y ’. 
Parten defined parallel play thus: ’’The child plays independently, but the 
activity he chooses naturally, brings him among other children. He plays 
with toys that are like those which the children around him are using, 
but he plays with the toy as he sees fit, and does not try to influence 
or modify the activity of the children near him. He plays beside rather 
than with the other children. There is no attempt to control the coming 
or going of children in-the group". (1932, p.250)
In Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s study ’same play material’ is a 
relatively.low level form of social participation that can be contrasted 
with ’co-ordinate play’ (defined above). Parten also developed a hierarchy 
of degrees of social participation in older children. At a higher level 
than parallel play were ’associative play' and ’co-operative pla y ’.
play’, denoted common activities involving mutual adjustment.
By comparing the results of the two studies it is possible to 
obtain some account of the development of social participation between 
children throughout the first five years. Using the above definition,
Parten found ’parallel play’ to be most frequent from between 2 - 2.5 years. 
’Co-operative play’, on the other hand is reported to rarely occur at the 
2 -2.5 and 2.5 - 3 year age levels but to be the most common behaviour 
at the 4 - 4 . 5  year age level. Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz report that 
mean frequencies for ’same play material’ and ’co-ordinate p l a y ’ at the 
three age levels studied were 6.5, 6.8 and 14.1 and 0.0, 0*0, and 2.5 
respectively. It thus appears from these results that the relatively 
low level forms of social involvement ( ’same play material’ and ’parallel
i
play’) far outweigh higher forms of social participation during the 
first three years and that the latter only begin to characterise social 
relations between children as they approach their fifth year. Yet it is 
also interesting to note that co-operative child-child activities like 
those described by Parten with reference to older pre-school children 
have also been found during infancy.
These results provide only the barest sketch of early developments 
in social participation between children. None of the studies of infant- 
infant contact have looked at relationships between different forms of 
social participation. Does ’co-ordinate play’, for example, develop out 
of ’same play material’, or are they independent forms of contact? In 
this regard there appears at the outset to be some difficulty in diff­
erentiating adequately between the two forms of social participation.
It is difficult to conceive, for example, how a sequence of interactive 
behaviours can be either ’same play material’ (no social involvement) or 
’co-ordinate play’ (direct social involvement). Furthermore,it is likely 
that such a distinction will be more difficult to make in the case of 
infants than for later age levels, for interactive behaviours are not 
likely to be so clearly defined either in intention or appearance.
Direct physical contacts
Social behaviours, between infaftts that involve-mutual contact With 
the same play material (either with or without social involvement), or 
that are enacted from a distance (e.g. imitation and vocalizing ), can 
be distinguished from contacts that involve direct physical contact, e.g. 
touching, striking, caressing and hugging. In this vein,Eckerman, Whatley 
and Kutz (1975) distinguished a separate category of infant-infant 
social contact: ’physical contact’. This was then further subdivided
into ’touch’ and ’strike’* The former category denoted non-forceful
direct physical contacts e.g. patting, hugging and rubbing, whilst the
latter uenuueu lurceiui ut aggi-esMve u x j . c i . l  ^umai-Ls \  acc auwvc
discussion of conflicts). Their results show that1touch*was the 
most prevalent of all the sub-categories apart from ’watch1 at the 
youngest age level studied, but thereafter decreased to about one-quarter 
its original frequency (mean frequencies of 2.0, 0.5 and 0.6 at 10-12,
16-18 and 22-24 months respectively). Interestingly enough, however,
’strike* increased in a linear fashion over the three age levels. It 
thus appears that aggressive physical contacts between infants increase 
with age, whilst direct physical contacts with a more neutral character 
decrease with age. Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz do not discuss this 
interesting finding, nor do they offer any explanation for it.
Bridges (1953) reports that a week or two after hospitalised infants 
wejre first put into a play pen (at 9-10 months), she observed that they 
began to "explore one another as they explore themselves. They feel the 
other child’s head, bite his toes, or grasp his hand". (1953,p.43) Bridges 
does not, however, report on any further developments in these contacts 
beyond this age.
Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s and Bridges results concern infants 
of 9 months or older. Vincze (1971) has reported data on the developmental 
course of touching between group reared infants prior to this age. She 
reports that mutual touching increased until five months of age, reached
its highest frequency between five and seven months and then begin to
decline from eight months on. Hair and hands appeared to be the preferred
objects of manipulation. That Vincze reports mutual touching to occur
much earlier than Bridges would seem to be because the infants in Vincze’s 
study had virtually unlimited contact with each other from a very young age, 
whereas the infants in Bridges study appear to have only come into extensive 
contact with each other from 9-10 months on.
Interestingly enough, Vincze found that mutual manipulation between 
infants did not increase with accompanying age developments in locomotion.
On the contrary, she reports that infants were more likely to touch another 
infant when lying on their backs or tummies. Mutual touching was apparently 
very rare when the child could crawl, sit or stand. Vincze concludes : 
"Children who can move about with ease are not given to the habit of 
palpating each other’s bodies". (1971, p.105)
This finding is surprising, for one would expect that infants 
would be more likely to directly contact each other as they begin to 
move around freely. Vincze does not, hox^ever, attempt to explain this 
negative association between the developmental course of locomotion 
and mutual touching.
There is thus some indication from these studies that touching 
between infants decreases with age. What is of some interest, but has 
not been looked at, is why -this should be the.; case, and what •
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form of contact and other forms of infant-infant contact.
Social play
Only three of the studies have discussed social play between 
infants. Eckerman,Whatley and Kutz (1975) defined the category ’social 
play’ as being constituted by the behavioural categories ’same play 
material’ (defined above) and ’direct involvement in play’ (imitate, 
offer, show, accept, take and take over a toy, struggle and co-ordinate).
For the purpose of comparing social play and solitary play, the authors 
also included ’play’ with mother (offering a toy to her, playing with 
a toy on her lap) in the category of social play. ’Solitary pla y ’ was 
defined as;"all contacts with toys that lasted at least 3 seconds and 
did not involve either the peer or the mothers or qualify as same play” . 
(1975, p.44) They report that solitary play occurred in slightly more 
than a third of the play periods of all age levels, whereas social play 
increased reliably with age.
In an attempt to go beyond an analysis based on the single behavioural 
’impulse’, Maudry and Nekula (1939) classified social interaction into 
’fights* and ’games’. 'Games’ were defined as;"the total of at least two 
impulses through which the same activity or activity with the same object 
is carried out undisturbed by both children"., (1939, p.209-210) The 
single behavioural impulse in a game was considered to be either ’positive 
social behaviour* or activity with the same object. ’Fights' were defined 
in a similar fashion except they were constituted by ’negative social 
behaviour’. Maudry and Nekula’s results show that the number of ’games’ 
constituted by only two behavioural impulses decreased throughout the age 
levels studied (6-8, 9-13, 14-18 and 19-25 months), whereas the number 
of ’games’ constituted by five or more behavioural impulses increased 
dramatically, as we have seen above (no ’games’ with five or more 
behavioural impulses were recorded at the 6-8 month age level).
Although these analyses are of interest, they are severely limited
as an account of the development of social play between infants as such.
What is at fault with both studies is that the category ’play’ is used
as an all-encompassing term that includes many different aspects of
social behaviour but which is not differentiated from these behaviours
by any defining attribute. Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, for example, 4
included all the categories of infant-infant social contact in their
analysis under the rubric ’social play’ except ’physical contact’,
'distant social response’ (vocalize, smile, laugh, fuss, cry, gesture) and
’watch’. On what basis these authors included or excluded categories 
is not made clear: ’.play’ is used by both Eckerman, Whatley and
Kutz and Maudry and Nekula as a blanket term virtually synonomous with
To be fair, it ought to, be said at this point that there 
are severe problems in adequately defining ’play’ (a point that will 
be discussed more fully in the next chapter). For the moment it might 
- be noted that Vincze’s (1971) observations of peek-a-boo, hide and seek, 
and chasing about and romping amongst group-reared infants show that 
infants can engage in playful activities in a more specific sense than 
that used by Maudry and Nekula and Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz. To date, 
however, there have been no systematic studies of the development of 
social play between children in the first two years of life.
Social communication
, Just about the only aspect of communication between infants that 
has been studied (and that very little) has been the use. of vocalizations. 
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) have presented quantitive data op this 
behaviour. They found that vocalizations remained relatively constant 
between 10-12 months and 16-18 months, but increased two-fold by the 
22-24 month age level. However, no attempt was made to detail the exact 
nature of these vocalizations, e.g. whether they were understandable 
words or babbling, the use to which they were put, and the social situations 
within which they occurred.
Bridges (1953) has provided perhaps the most thorough description 
to date of an infant’s use of language to other infants. She found that 
infants repeated and imitated other sounds by 9-10 months (what she calls 
’imitative babbling’), and babbled for the ’social effect’ it produced 
by 11 months. At 15 months infants were seen to point to attract another 
infant's attention, and to also utter some (unintelligible) sounds. Bridges 
gives an example of an infant who pointed at a child’s spoon and uttered 
’babababa’. This Bridges took to mean "you are not eating your dinner and 
you should be” . (1953, p.45) The author argues, here, that infants acquire 
an idea to be communicated before the ability to express it. As the infant 
approached 2 years Bridges observed him. "to convey a definite meaning 
vocally to his playmates ... gradually the youngsters attain some degree 
of mutual understanding". (1953, p.46)
Although Bridges observations are of some interest, they are based 
on uncontrolled and informal observations. Moreover, the hospitalised 
infants she observed are likely to have been a special sample of children. 
Despite these qualifications Bridges study remains the only study to have 
looked at the use of language between infants in any depth. Yet there are 
several indications from other studies of early social behaviour that 
communication and the use of language between infants may be worthy of 
more detailed study. Recent studies have shown, for example, that infants 
can engage in active communicative interchanges with their mothers (e.g.
*empathic* and communicative skills of 2 - 5 year olds (e.g. Borke, 1971, 
Garvey, 1974).
Sex differences
Of the studies of infant-infant social interaction, only Eckerman, 
Whatley and Kutz (1975) attempted to analyse sex differences. In this 
study, sixteen of the total sample of thirty pairs were composed of a 
male and female subject. These sixteen pairs x^ere examined for any effects 
attributable to sex of subject upon four categories of behaviour1;: *watch*,
*distant social response1 (vocalize, smile, laugh, fuss, cry, gesture), 
*physical contact* and *direct involvement in play1. No reliable effects 
attributable to sex were found.
( These negative results should be seen in the context of the well- 
established sex differences that have been found in other aspects of early 
social behaviour e.g. an infant*s behaviour with his mother (Goldberg and 
Lewis, 1969, Moss, 1967), social behaviour between pre-school children 
(e.g. McGrew, 1974, Parten, 1933b) and social contact between non-human 
primates (e.g. Harlow, 1969). These differences have been interpreted in 
terms of both biological and social-learning factors. There are several 
possible reasons for Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz*s results. It might be 
suggested, for example, that children acquire sex-typical behaviour in 
the context of social contact with adults and that these will only be 
generalised to other children at a later date. On the other hand it is 
possible that sex differences do exist in infant-infant contact but that 
the method of coding behaviour used by Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz was not 
sensitive enough to capture them. In either case we clearly have very 
limited knowledge about this issue. In view of this situation it would 
seem most advisable to treat Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz*s results as 
provisional and in need of further study.
Individual differences
Studies of social contact between infants have been far more
concerned with mapping out developmental norms than describing individual
differences between infants or assessing possible causal factors behind
ii
them. In fact, only Buhler (1935) and Bridges (1953) have described the 
nature of individual differences in infants* reactions to other infants.
ti
Buhler observed that some infants were characteristically
aggressive, e.g. they would constantly attempt to gain possession of
another infant*s play material. Conversely, other infants were character*^
istically defensive and never voluntarily interfered with other children.
. ii
In her earlier report, Buhler (1933) also remarks that there are
some children "who never seem to become aware of the other child and who
seem to be interested only in their toys and the manipulation of materials7’ 
ii
(1933, p. 375) Buhler does not, however, offer any explanation for why *
Bridges (1953) also found wide individual differences in the 
behaviour of institutionalized infants : "Some are much more aggressive 
than others, some are tiresomely interfering, some are pugnacious when 
they are crossed, while others allow their toys to be taken away uttering 
hardly a murmur". (1953, p.45) Bridges puts these differences down partly 
to constitutional factors^’but mostly to environmental conditions which 
vary for each child even in so orderly and uniform a place as a hospital". . 
(ibid.,p.45)
Whilst Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) and Lenssen (1973) did 
not describe differences between infants in their response to eafeh other, 
they did attempt to assess possible causal factors behind them. In the 
former study, the effects attributable to siblings in the family and the 
amount of prior exposure to ’peers’ outside the family were explored, 
but no suggestive results were found and statistical analyses were not 
attempted. Similarly, Lenssen compared first born with later born infants 
on 30 behavioural variables but did not find any significant differences, 
neither did she find consistent differences between children with 
different caretaking histories.
It can be seen from this discussion that although differences 
between infants in their contact with each other have been reported, we 
have very little detailed knowledge about the nature of these differences 
and possible factors in their ontogenesis. Yet the possibility that 
associations can be found between an infant’s social behaviour and, for 
example, aspects of his home experience and relationships is suggested 
by studies of mother-infant contact (e.g. Beckwith, 1972, Clarke-Stewart, 1973) 
Summary
In this review of the literature it has been found that there are 
only a few areas where two or more researchers appear to be in general 
agreement, areas where research findings appear to be in disagreement, 
and some areas that have received little or no systematic consideration.
By way of summing up?these will be considered in turn.
To take, firstly, areas where some agreement exists. There is 
general agreement that social contacts are directed at other infants 
somewhat later than to adults, and that infants only begin to actively 
seek contacts with each other during the second half of the first year, 
of life. It must be remembered, however, that these are results stemming 
from observations of infants of usually low socio-economic status in 
institutional settings and thus the generality of these findings to, say, 
children reared in nuclear family settings is open to question.
There is also agreement about a number of developmental trends
in various types of infant-infant social contact. A number of independent 
studies, when taken together, for example, suggest that children tend 
to form progressively larger groups -with- age. This appears to be true
uui.j.ug LULcinuy ctuu ctL&u uuu pie-buiuui yucirb* m e r e  is aioO some 
agreement that activities between infants involving ’co-operative' 
or ’co-ordinated’ activities tend to increase toward the child's second 
birthday, although the type of activities considered to be evidence 
of co-operative exchanges are not strictly comparable between studies.
Andjfinally,there is some agreement that direct physical touching between 
infants tends to decrease with age, whilst conflicts involving striking 
or hitting tend to increase with age.
When taken together,these findings indicate that social contacts 
begin in the second half of the first year, are at first much affected 
by motor and posture factors and are largely made up of direct contacts.
With age, however, they become progressively more co-ordinated and 
directly aggressive, and occur in the context of progressively larger 
groups. Overall, these findings can hardly be said to form a comprehensive 
picture.
There are a number of areas where findings are in some disagreement. 
One of the most basic areas of disagreement concerns the overall develop­
ment of social contact between infants. More specifically, opinions 
differ about whether these developments are best seen in terms of quantitive 
increases.in the frequency of behavioural categories or in'terms of 
qualitative changes in behaviour. The former view has been proffered by 
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) who conceive development in terms of 
an "orderly increase" in infant-infant behaviour, and the latter view can
it
be found in the work of Buhler (1953) and Maudry and Nekula (1939).
/Even authors who have stressed qualitative developments in infant-
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infant contact differ about the type of changes involved. Buhler, for 
example, has taken the extreme view that the contacts of the one and two 
year old child are fundamentally different and have gone through a psycho- 
biological change. Maudry and Nekula, on the other hand, have mapped out 
a more complex series of advances within which another infant is successively 
related to as play material, as obstacle to play material and as play-mate.
Although opinions therefore differ about developments*-in infant-infant 
contact, and despite the importance of this issue in an overall understanding 
of changes in social behaviour, the issue has not been explicitly addressed 
by any author. On the contrary, these opinions have, at present, more the , 
status of implicit assumptions that underly presentation of results.
There are also different views about the ’tone’ of infant-infant 
contacts. Some researchers have observed aggressive, conflict exchanges, 
whilst other observers have stressed that infants appear to find pleasure 
in contacting each other. Similarly, some researchers have found 
constructive activities to prevail.
There is also disagreement concerning developments in conflicts 
between infants involving items of play material. Some researchers report
studies report that they increase witn age cnrougnout tne u r s L  l wu 
years. There is also some disagreement about whether these contacts
simply represent a common interest in playing with the same toy or 
whether they represent a more specific interest in dispossessing 
another infant of his toys.
That there should be disagreement between studies and so few 
established findings is hardly surprising when one considers differences 
in research design and type of subjects that have been employed. Two 
main reasons for these disagreements stand out.
The first reason is the different way that ostensibly similar 
behavioural categories have been operationalised. In other words, different 
studies have reported data on similar behavioural items (e.g. co-operative 
activities and direct physical aggression), but the activities which 
constitute these categories may have differed from study to study. As 
a result of this situation, studies may report different results for they 
may not always be considering comparable behavioural items.
The second factor making for disparity in results is the lack of 
standardisation of both research setting and subjects. The wide diversity 
of both these aspects are listed at the beginning of this review. It is 
hardly surprising, for example, if institutionalized infants who are 
forced to sit upright in front of a stranger with one toy between them, 
behave less pleasantly toward each other than home-reared infants allowed 
to make contacts with another infant in the context of a variety of toys, 
at their own pace, and within the close proximity of their mothers.
'There are also a number of aspects of social interaction between 
infants to which little or no attention has been paid. For example, 
very little attention has been directed at the prevalence and develop­
mental course of imitation between infants.
Little attention has also been paid to parameters of early 
preferences between infants, e.g. when children first begin to prefer the 
company of one child over another and what factors appear to govern this 
development. Once again, studies of nursery school aged children suggest 
preferences are shown:'for. another-child*s company at-an'early age (e.g.* 
McGrew, 1974). Such a concern should have important connotations because 
it could be informative about early friendship and ’peer* relations - 
an area about which we again have little knowledge but which has been 
credited with some importance in older children (e.g. Hartup, 1970).
.There has also been virtually no consideration of the origins and 
early development of social play and social communication between infants. 
These two areas have been more thoroughly researched in the context of 
mother-infant interaction and social contacts between older pre-school 
children, and they promise to be rich and interesting areas of invest­
igation in infant-infant social exchanges* ,
sex and individual differences in social contacts between infants.
That these areas are worthy of further study is again suggested by 
findings from studies of mother-infant contact and social contact 
between pre-school children. There is especially little information 
about the developmental origins and stability of individual differences 
and about possible associations between these and other factors,e.g. 
aspects of an infantTs background and familial relationships - areas 
that again seem to be meaningful areas of research.
Limitations in our knowledge about infant-infant contact not only 
concerns specific categories of interaction but also ways of approaching 
interaction. The typical approach used to analyse and present data has 
been limited to quantitive analysis of particular types of behaviour, 
usually in terms of age developments. This has contributed to the rather 
isolated and unrelated series of results that currently exists. There 
has been little attention directed, for example, at possible interrelation­
ships between different types of"infant-infant contact, or at a comparison 
of infant-infant contact and other social relationships involving 
infants (e.g. mother-infant interaction).
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The above review has shown that current knowledge about social 
contacts between infants is at once patchy and conflicting. Yet this 
contrasts with the significance of a concern with this kind of social 
relationship (see Chapter 1). The present study was conceived in the 
light of this situation. Its general aim was to undertake a more 
systematic exploration of infant-infant contact than has previously 
been attempted.
The study had the following specific aims;
To explore infant-infant contacts in terms of;
1. (a) developments in particular categories of social
behaviour.
I
(b) interrelationships between behaviours.
2 . individual differences in infant-infant contact with
respect to;
(a) their nature and range
(b) antecedent variables (sex, mother-infant contact 
and prior social experience).
3. a contrast of infant-infant and mother-infant contact.
1, (a) Developments in social interaction between infants
It was shown in the last chapter that there is both agreement and 
disagreement about several specific forms of infant-infant contact. One 
intention of the study was to look more closely at these contacts that 
have been discussed by previous studies. It was intended to explore; 
developments in visual behaviour between infants; contacts involving play 
material, e.g. exchanges and co-operative activities with toys; direct 
physical contacts; and conflicts between infants. It was hoped that a 
more detailed study of these areas would draw out findings that could 
illuminate disagreements between previous studies, perhaps replicate 
some previous findings, and extend knowledge about developments in 
specific contacts.
But it was also intended to explore forms of contact about which 
we have little or no information. As discussed in the last chapter these 
include social communication and social play.
Social communication
It was shown in Chapter 2 that comparatively little attention has 
been directed at the development of communication between very young 
children. Recently, however, some researchers have begun to examine the 
communicative skills of pre-school children when interacting with each 
other. As mentioned above, this is tc some extent a reaction to Piaget’s 
thesis that children are unable to adopt the perspective of other 
people before the age of about 7 years and their use of language is
therefore predominantly ’egocentric1. Yet the more recent studies 
indicate that even 3 year olds have a surprisingly sophisticated 
degree of communicative competence (e.g. Borke, 1971, Garvey and 
Hogan, 1973, Garvey, 1974). They also indicate that these abilities 
may have their roots at even earlier ages, i.e. during infancy. A 
complete account of communication between children thus awaits study 
of social relations between infants. It is important to enquire, for 
example, when and how children begin to communicate with each other 
and what developments can be observed to take place after its onset.
Recent studies and approaches to mother-infant relations have 
also begun to re-evaluate the rather limited and unidirectional way 
that early social development has been traditionally conceived. Some 
of these studies have begun to indicate that even the prelinguistic 
infant is involved in complex and rich communicative interchanges with 
his mother, (e.g. Bruner, 1975, Escalona, 1973). Interestingly enough 
in the context of Piaget’s view, some of those studies have been 
directed at clarifying how infants begin to acquire shared and convent­
ional modes of interacting and proceeding (e.g. Ryan, 1974). Yet although 
a mother’s role in the development of her infant’s communicative function­
ing may be primary, social contacts between infants should be a valuable 
setting within which to observe the beginnings of communicative exchanges. 
For, as noted above, infants are at a similar level of functioningj 
whereas a mother inevitably tends to act on behalf of her baby - to 
structure his behaviour - and thus may easily disguise the infant’s 
level of communicative functioning.
Consideration of social contacts between pre-school children and 
of mother-infant interaction thus suggests the relevance of a concern 
with communication between infants. Specific topics of enquiry are 
potentially rich and fascinating. We know very little about how language 
is first used between children. We also know little of the origins of 
’referential communication skills’ (Glucksberg, Krauss and Higgins, 1975) 
between children, i.e. the ability to refer another person to a topic 
(e.g. object and event) by conventional means (e.g. pointing and 
vocalizing). We also know very little about the origins of turn-taking or 
the alternating characteristic of communicative behaviour between children 
that Garvey (1974) has seen to be important for pre-school aged children, 
and Schaffer (1974) for mother-infant interaction.
Social play
Consideration of another type of social behaviour also promises 
to yield interesting results, namely, the development of social play 
between infants. It was seen in Chapter 2 that only a few studies have 
assessed this form of contact and that the results of these studies
which play was defined* The importance of adequately defining play 
activities should not be underestimated. This is indicated quite 
clearly in a study carried out by Blurton Jones of ’free play* 
activities of children aged two to four years. He found that ’rough 
and tumble play’ -was a different type of activity to aggressive 
behaviours. As he puts it* ”In the age group studied, rough and tumble 
play seems to be more clearly differentiated from hostile behaviour than 
it is-in any. other species. Besides showing frequent alternation of 
chaser and chased, lack of threat postures, persistence, and lack of 
spacing effect and lack of injury, as in most animals, rough and tumble 
play has at least four characteristic motor patterns which do not occur 
in hostile behaviour. These are wrestling, jumping up and down with 
both feet together, laughing and play face” . (1967, p.364) In fact in 
a later study Blurton Jones (1972) found a negative correlation 
between the extent of aggressive behaviours and the extent of rough 
and tumble behaviours among the <5lder children that he observed (four 
years of age).
It must be noted there are great problems in adequately defining 
play. Whilst it might be felt that children’s play is easily and self 
evidently recognised, it is in fact difficult to arrive at an exact 
definition of what distinguishes play from other activities. Loizos 
(1967) has discussed some of these problems with regard to the nature 
of play in non-human primates. She points out that perhaps the most 
fundamental defining attributes of play are its exaggerated and un­
economical quality, and the fact that behavioural patterns are adapted 
from other context within which they serve more immediate and obvious 
ends.
Despite problems of definition, there is a widespread and grow­
ing belief that play has a distinguished role in human cognitive and 
social development. This point was argued some time ago by such eminent 
thinkers as Vygotsky (1967) and Piaget (1951), but only recently has 
play become widely and popularly recognised to represent more than simply 
a pleasurable experience for the child (e.g. Millar, 1968).
Much of the young child’s play experiences will be with other young 
children. Even casual observations of children’s free play activities in 
nursery school or playgroup will reveal how intense and colourful these 
activities can be. Yet Catherine Garvey’s recent work suggests that children 
as young as 2 years can play quite skillfully .with each other. The
defining attributes of social play, according to Garvey (1974), are non­
literalness and contingency, and both of these attributes were found 
to be evident in social activities of two to three year olds. Garvey
has also pointed to the social and communicative skills tnat can be
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argues, for example, that three underlying social abilities characterise 
social play: realisation of a distinction between play and reality, the 
holding of mutually accepted rules of procedure and the ability to 
jointly construct a play interaction that reveals a commonly understood 
theme that can be jointly varied*
If it is the case that children aged 2-3 years can engage in 
social play, then it is of interest to explore how it originates during 
infancy and what this early development might look like. That children 
in the first two years of life can engage in playful exchanges in a 
stricter sense that some studies have used the term is suggested by 
Vincze*s (1971) informal descriptions of grouped reared infants. As 
mentioned above, they were observed to engage in games of peek-a-boo, 
hide and seek, and chasing and romping about. It may well be, as Garvey 
has found with pre-school children, that an analysis of social play 
activities between infants may reveal something of social and communicative 
skills that underlie them.
It is also of interest to investigate the origins and early 
development of social play between infants in order that it may act as a 
basis for comparison with analyses of social play between non-human 
primates. Harlow (1969), for example, reports that*rough and tumble play* 
between rhesus monkeys was clearly apparent in a laboratory playroom 
situation at 30 days of age and had reached a near maximal level by 
90 days. It may be informative to enquire whether social play between 
infants shows any similarities to that found between infant monkeys.
Do, for example, human infants engage in categories of play behaviour 
like Harlow*s * rough and tumble play* and *approach-withdrawal* play?
l.(b) Inter-relationships between behaviours
In the above section, attention has been directed at forms of 
social contact between infants that were to be explored in the study.
It was also intended to cut across this concern with particular types 
of social contact in order to explore interrelationships and structural 
aspects in social interaction. One of the limitations of previous 
studies has been the rather general and inflexible way that social contacts 
between infants have been described. Typically, for example, age develop­
ments in particular types of social contact are discussed, usually in 
terms of gross frequency counts within a specified time interval. Whilst 
possibly informative at a general level, this type of approach 
yields a broad and yet segmented picture of infant-infant contact*
An attempt was made in the present study.to go beyond such a general 
perspective in order to more sensitively capture the subtleties and 
interrelationships of developments in sociability between infants*
research instruments and methods of analysing data. Whilst these will 
be detailed fully in following chapters, it is appropriate to make 
some general comments about the approaches that were adopted, for 
these were crucial to the design of the study and methods used.
Three main approaches were adopted. They each have in common 
a concern with relations between behaviours.
(i) Comparison of behaviours
As we have seen, the most usual approach to infant-infant contact 
has involved a concern with developments in individual types of contact. 
Yet this can result in a fragmentary picture that stands in need of 
integration.At any particular age level during infancy, for example, 
the frequencies of different behaviours can be compared in order to 
clarify main modes of social functioning. The frequency of contacts 
involving toys and touching might be compared in this way in order to 
clarify whether infants make contact primarily through one medium or the 
other. But this approach can be profitably extended in order to compare 
age developments in different social behaviours. This will illuminate 
possible changes in social functioning, for example, whether certain 
forms of behaviour appear to increase with age at the expense of other 
behaviours. Developments in any one behaviour are likely to be better 
grasped when seen in relation to developments in other behaviours.
Several previous studies, for example, have pointed to a decline in 
touching between infants with age. This age development may be better 
understood if accompanying developments in other behaviours are 
considered.
(ii) Associations between behaviours
Another way of approaching developments in infant-infant contact 
is to consider associations between different behaviours. That is, to 
consider the degree to which infants who engage in one form of behaviour 
also engage in another. This type of approach can be used to clarify the 
extent to which engagement in different behaviours (say toy contacts 
and direct physical contacts) tend to go together, for example, whether 
they both reflect a common underlying disposition or represent separate 
functions. When couched in a developmental context, this should offer 
valuable insights into structural developments in infant-infant social 
interaction.
One important parameter of early sociability that can be explored 
by this approach is the degree of integration and differentation in 
infant-infant behaviour. Several investigations of cognitive and perceptu 
development have suggested that these systems proceed by a process of 
differentation and hierarchial integration. This is implicit, for example
Also implicit in PiagetTs view at least, is the close interdependence 
of cognitive and behavioural systems* developments in cognition and 
behaviour are conceived as two sides of the same process. From this 
point of view, analysis of associations between infant-infant behaviour 
will provide a parallel measure of behavioural structure on a social 
plane. Furthermore, infant-infant contacts are an especially fruitful 
setting for such an investigation because, as stated above, they are 
more likely to reflect an infantfs own level of social functioning than is 
his behaviour in contact with older people.
At present, one can only speculate about what form infant-infant 
contacts might take from this perspective. Do they proceed from a rather 
generalized form of social orientation (reflected in high associations 
between different behaviours) to more specific and differentiated forms 
of social orientation? Or do they have at first a relatively un-coordinated 
form (reflected in low associations between behaviours) but become more 
integrated with age?
(iii) Sequences of behaviour
Most previous studies have assessed infant-infant contact in terms 
of frequencies of behaviours. This type of approach is not}however,a 
very sensitive measure of the subtleties of ongoing interaction. Social 
behaviours are not usually isolated acts - they are more usually embedded 
in a sequence of behaviours, within which they will be affected by pre­
ceding behaviours, and will in turn affect following behaviours. A 
method of analysis involving counts of individual behaviours therefore 
tends to * cut-up * sequences of interaction.
That social behaviours are usually embedded in the context of a 
’behavioural stream* is largely taken for granted when considering the 
social behaviour of older children and adults. Yet the integration and 
reciprocity of social discourse rests in large measure on a highly 
sophisticated and largely acquired repertoire of social skills. Infants 
therefore face the major task of learning properties of other people and 
social discourse virtually from scratch. They will have tc learn, for 
example, that social interaction depends on adjustment to another person’s 
behaviour and sensitivity to their social advances. These are parameters 
that can only be realistically captured by looking at how infants act with 
each other in sequences of interaction, and their assessment promises to 
yield valuable insights into developments in early social skills.
This assessment was to take several directions. At a basic level, 
it is of interest to enquire whether developments in social skills are 
reflected in durations of interactive sequences. Maudry and Nekula’s 
(1939) analysis of ’fights’ and ’games’, for example, suggests that the 
number of behavioural ’impulses’ within an interactive sequence will
method of categorizing behaviour means that this result stands in 
need of further study.
At a more qualitative level, it might also be expected that 
developments in social skills will be reflected in a clearer co­
ordination between behaviours when in social exchange. One of the most 
basic dimensions of any social exchange is that the participants adapt 
their behaviour so that as one person acts the other attends and then as 
the second person reacts the first attends and so on. Social exchanges 
will thus have a fturn-taking* quality. Research in Schafferfs laboratory 
(1974), mentioned earlier, suggests that the upkeep and co-ordination 
of adult-infant interaction heavily depends on the contingent response 
of the adult to the infant*s behaviour. We also know from Garvey!s 
research (1974) that children as young as 3 years can engage in co-ordinated 
exchanges involving turn-taking. what happens when two equally socially 
immature infants are placed together is largely a matter for speculation.
At the outset it might be expected that social contacts will be at first 
relatively un-coordinated, but that with age and social experience they 
will take on a clearer alternating structure. However, the age at which 
infant-infant contacts begin to take on this characteristic and details 
of what developments might then ensue are again a matter for speculation 
and were to be explored in the present study.
A  third dimension to be explored was developments in social respon­
siveness. This is another essential component of ^successful* social 
discourse, for behaviours not only alternate, they also affect, and are 
affected by, other peopleTs behaviour. From the point of view of Parten*s 
analysis of social participation amongst pre-school children (1932), one 
would expect a sizeable majority of infant-infant behaviours to be in 
*parallel* and thus independent of each other. Studies of infant-infant 
contact, on the other hand, have pointed to the growth of reciprocal and 
responsive behaviours with age, though specific manifestations of this 
development have yet to be explored.
2. Individual differences in infant-infant contact
The second main direction taken in the study was exploration of 
infant-infant contact in terms of individual differences, i.e. differences 
between infants in their behaviour toward each other and possible factors 
associated with this.
(a) Differences between infants: Their nature and range
Evidence for the existence of individual differences on a number 
of behavioural measures during infancy has been found by a number of 
investigators (e.g. Escalona, 1969). Yet as shown in Chapter 2, little
attention has been directed at possible ways in which infants differ 
in their behaviour^ with each other,# That individual differences can exist
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Bridges (1953), though this evidence rests on brief and informal 
descriptions.One aim of the present study was thus to explore the 
possibility of individual differences more fully. This was to involve 
a detailed description of the individual infant1s behaviour. Questions 
to be asked included whether infants differ in their behaviour toward 
each other and if so in what ways. Another issue concerns the extent 
of developmental stability in these differences* This is another largely 
unexplored field, mainly because previous studies have been predominantly 
concerned with age norms of a group of children rather than with the 
individual child. Yet it is a key component in a full understanding of 
sociability between infants. It is important to know, for example, whether 
individual differences only represent different rates of development or 
whether they represent more enduring and long term forms of social 
orientation.
(b) Individual differences with respect to'sex, mother-infant contact and 
prior social experience.
As well as describing differences between infants in their behaviour 
toward each other, it is important to explore factors that might be 
associated with them,
(i) Sex differences
It was noted in chapter 2 that studies of nursery school aged 
children and studies of mother-infant interaction suggest that the 
possibility of sex differences in infant-infant social"interaction ought 
to be further investigated. .
Sex differences in social contacts between pre-school children 
have been found in many aspects of behaviour including: aggressiveness 
(Dawe, 1934, Jersild and Markey, 1935), activity level (Goodenough,1930, 
Hattwick, 1937, and Smith and Connolly, 1972; all found that boys were 
more active than girls), play patterns (Blurton Jones, 1972 and Smith 
and Connolly, 1972, both found that boys indulged in more contact * rough 
and tumble play* and non-contact ’approach withdrawal’ play than girls), 
vocalizations (Arrington, 1943, and Goodenough, 1930,.found that girls 
tended to vocalize more than boys) and choice of play-partners (Clarke,
Wyon and Richards, 1969, McGrew, 1974 and Parten, 1933b).
Sex differences'.-ifiithe interaction of -infants with their mothers 
have also been reported. Moss (1967), for example, found that mothers 
responded differently to even very young babies according to their sex. 
Goldberg and Lewis (1969) observed the same mothers and their infants 
at six months and thirteen months and found striking sex differences at 
both ages on a variety of measures. In a free play situation, 
with just mother and infant present, girls were found to be more reluctant 
to leave their mother initially, they returned sooner co her. they madr-
and spent more time nearer her. From results obtained from the free 
play situation, as well as infant’s responses to a barrier frustration 
task and their observed toy preferences, Goldberg and Lewis concluded 
that; "girls were more dependent, showed less exploratory behaviour, 
and their play behaviour reflected a more quiet style. Boys were 
independent, showed more exploratory behaviour, played with toys 
requiring gross motor activity, were more vigorous, and tended to run 
and bang in their play". (1969, p.29-30) The authors further report 
that mothers of six month old infants touched and talked to girls more 
than boys. They take their results to show that children acquire sex- 
typical behaviour because their parents reinforce or encourage those 
behaviours and that clear sex differences can be detected in social 
behaviour by six months. Goldberg, and Lewis state, finally, that their 
"findings emphasise the importance of checking sex differences before 
pooling data and,most important, of considering sex as a variable in 
any infant study", (ibid., p.31)
In view of these research findings it seems important to take 
Goldberg and Lewis’ advice and check for sex differences in social 
interactions between infants. This is a relatively unexplored relationship
which could supply valuable information on sex differences before the 
child begins to make the transition to extra-familial settings ( of 
whatever sort) and yet which is outside his relationship with his mother 
and immediate family. Amongst questions that might be asked are when, 
and in what ways, sex differences manifest themselves in social interaction 
between infants and how they compare with those in mother-infant 
interaction.
(ii) Mother-infant contact
One key facet of individual differences in social contacts between 
infants, apart from their nature and developmental stability, concerns 
factors that might affect .their ontogenesis. One factor that appears-worthy 
of investigation is the infant’s relationship with his mother. An attempt 
to clarify ways in which this may affect his relations with other . 
infants is of some significance because it is relevant to the debate 
over whether, and in what ways, an infant’s relationship with his mother 
affects other social contacts in the infant’s life (see Chapter 1). It 
is interesting to note that studies of mother-child contact have been 
mostly concerned with the mother's effect on the child or, more recently, 
the effect of both partners on the resultant social interaction (e.g.
Lewis and Rosenblum, 1974), and not with associations between mother-child 
contact and other relationships in a. child’s life. Conversely, studies of 
the pre-school child’s social behaviour in extra-familial settings like 
nursery schools have been characteristically concerned with mapping out
relationships. This lack of knowledge about the interplay between 
familial and extra-familial influences upon social behaviour is 
especially true of our knowledge about infancy.
One way of approaching possible associations between thfe two 
types of relationship is to look for salient variables that have been 
brought to light by studies of mother-infant interaction and which 
might have a bearing on an infant's behaviour with other infants. Although 
research into mother-infant contact has a well established history 
(e.g. Sears, Maccoby and Levin, 1957), this discussion will focus on 
more recent studies of mother-infant interaction that have tended to draw 
variables and research findings from observational data. .
It is now becoming clear that more is involved in an assessment of
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the effect of a mother on her baby than the mere availability of the 
mother (Schaffer and Emerson, 1964, Clarke-Stewart, 1973). Schaffer and 
Emerson,for example, found that the amount of time a mother spent with 
her infant was not significantly-related to the intensity of the infant's 
attachment to her. They have further reported that 397o of all the infants 
in their sample had the most available person, whilst 72% had the most 
responsive person as their main attachment object. (Percentages are 
independent}and can thus exceed 100%, because 'available' and 'responsive* 
attachments were calculated separately). Some consideration must therefore 
be directed at factors which go beyond the mere availability of the 
mother to the infant.
,0ne aspect of mother-infant interaction which might have implications 
for the infant's contacts with other infants is the amount of stimulation 
a mother characteristically directs at her child. Schaffer and Emerson 
(1964) have argued that mothers can differ in the degree to which they 
stimulate their infants. They liken these differences to a continuum, at 
one end of which mothers continually bombard their infants with objects 
and constantly direct their activities, whilst at the other 'end, mothers 
rarely intervene, preferring to leave their infants to their own activities. 
On the basis of mother's repqrts, questions to them and uncontrolled 
observations, Schaffer and Emerson found that mothers who interacted 
continuously and intensely with their babies tended to have babies who 
were more intensely attached to them.
Escalona (1973) classified a mother's behaviour towards her infant 
as either 'initiatory inputs', i.e. behaviours that are not necessarily 
contingent on the infant's behaviour at the time, and 'reactive inputs', 
i.e. behaviours such as facilitating and soothing, which can be considered 
to be responsive to the infant's ongoing behaviour. Escalona suggests that 
infant behaviours can be similarily classified as either 'initiatory7 or 
'reactive' and argues that the more initiatory a mother's behaviour is 
toward her baby the more reactive will be her baby's behaviour.
association between maternal initiations to her infant ('social 
stimulation* and 'stimulation yith objects') and infant initiations 
to mother (e.g. 'giving objects to mother'). In contrast to Escalona's 
results, therefore, Clarke-Stewart's results suggest that the more 
'initatory' a mother's behaviour is towards her infant the more 
'initiatory' will be her infant's behaviour toward the mother* One 
question concerning the infant's social relations with other infants 
that is suggested by this debatesconcerns: whether or not -a mother who 
tends to be more initiatory towards her infant will tend to have an 
infant who is more initiatory towards other infants.
It is not only the gross amount of stimulation a mother directs 
at( her infant that is likely to be salient in the infant's social 
development. It is also important to look at what effect different 
forms of maternal stimulation might have. Schaffer and Emerson (1964) 
and Clarke-Stewart (1973), for example, have looked at the effect of 
a mother's preferred mode of stimulation on her baby's behaviour. Schaffer 
and Emerson have argued that mothers can be seen to use two principle 
modes of stimulation. The first mode they call the 'personal’approach.
In this mode, a mother's behaviour is seen to be characteristically 
direct and immediate, e.g. picking the baby up, or handling, cuddling, 
talking, kissing and cooing him. The essential quality of this mode, 
according to Schaffer and Emerson, is that a mother presents herself 
as the centre of attraction • objects and play material are only used 
as subsidiary aids. Schaffer and Emerson further subdivided the 'personal' 
approach into two types. 'handling' and 'non-handling'. 'Handling' 
maternal stimulation is characterised by a great deal of physical contact, 
e.g. hugging and cuddling, whilst 'non-handling' maternal stimulation, 
although perlonal in character, is expressed in visual and auditory 
ways rather than tactual and kinesthetic, e.g. contacts like talking and 
smiling that take place from a distance.
Schaffer and Emerson call their second mode of maternal stimulation 
the 'impersonal* approach. In this mode, mothers use means of stimulation 
(e.g. physical objects) that draw the infant's attention away from 
themselves. Schaffer and Emerson have given examples of the type of 
maternal responses to infant distress that might characterise these three 
modes of stimulation. 'Personal-handling' mothers would tend to cuddle 
their infants, 'personal non-handling' mothers would tend to talk, coo 
and smile at them, and 'impersonal' mothers would tend to distract their 
attention by the use of toys.
On the basis of this classificatory system, Schaffer and Emerson 
found no significant associations between a mother's preferred mode of 
'stimulation and her infant's attachment intensity* However, classirication
of mothers into these three modes or stimulation was ^at tne aucnor-s 
own admission) not an exacting one, based as it was on unsystematic
observation and mother’s reports. Moreover, Schaffer and Emerson were 
only interested in the relationship between a mother’s preferred 
mode of stimulation and intensity of infant attachment behaviour.
Evidence that a mother’s preferred mode of stimulation may be 
a salient factor in the infant’s characteristic mode of behaviour 
comes from a study by Clarke-Stewart (1973). In this study a similar 
method to Schaffer and Emerson’s was used in order to classify mother’s 
preferred modes of s t i m u l a t i o n b u t  this was largely based on measures 
taken from a systematic'direct observational study of mother-infant 
interaction. In addition, Clarke-Stewart,investigated relationships 
between a mother's preferred mode of stimulation and her infant's 
behaviour on the same modes and not simply attachment intensity. Mothers 
were classified into three groups according to their ranks on measures of 
’physicalness', 'verbalness' and 'materialness'. These categories appear 
to be virtually synonomous with Schaffer and Emerson's categories of 
'personal-handling', 'personal non-handling'and 'impersonal' respectively. 
Infants were then ranked at 17 months on measures selected to represent 
behaviours on the same dimensions, i.e. physical attachment to mother, 
language competence and prolonged object involvement respectively. 
Clarke-Stewart found that a mother's preferred mode of stimulation was to 
some extent reflected in her infant's preferred mode of behaviour.
A  specific issue that is suggested ' by these results, and
which is of relevance to the present study, concerns whether a mother's 
preferred mode of stimulation tends to be reflected, not only in her 
infant's preferred mode of behaviour, but will also generalize to the 
infant’s characteristic mode of interacting with other infants. That is, 
will mothers who customarily touch their infants, vocalize to them or 
engage them in contact with toys, tend to have infants who behave towards 
other infants on the same dimensions?
Another aspect of mother-infant social interaction that may bear 
on t h e (way an infant behaves towards other infants is the intensity of 
his' attachment to his mother. It might be expected that the more
intensely attached infant will not so readily interact with another infant 
with both mother.and infant present. This suggestion seems to follow from 
the work of those researchers who have placed great stress on the main­
tenance of proximity between mother and infant as one of the defining 
attributes of attachment (e.g. Bowlby, 1971, Schaffer and Emerson, 1964). 
On the other hand, the converse relationship might be expected. That is, 
infants who are more closely attached to their mothers may feel more 
secure with her present and may thus feel freer to explore social poss­
ibilities of contact with another infant in the same environment. In
which to venture from and return to.
(iii) Prior social experience. •
Though an infant's relationship with his mother is likely to be 
of prime importance in his social development, other aspects of his 
early experience might also be influential and, more specifically, affect 
his behaviour with other infants.
One important factor is likely to be the amount of opportunity 
he has had for social contact with other infants. At a general level 
one would expect that infants who are reared in the nuclear family system, 
which is characteristic of western industrialised cultures, may have 
relatively little opportunity for contacting other infants. But infants 
will clearly vary in the extent of this type of contact and it is of 
interest to see whether this is reflected in their behaviour with other 
infants. It seems plausible to propose that an infant who has experienced 
more contact with other infants will tend to interact more freely and 
perhaps in a more mature manner than infants who have had little opportunity 
for such contact. However this has only the status of an informed guess 
and stands in need of further study.
In a similar way it might be expected that the exclusiveness and 
extensiveness of infant's early social experience will affect his way of 
behaving with other infants. Infants who spend most of their day exclusively 
in the care of their mothers, for example, might be expected to be more 
hesitant and immature in contact with other infants than those who have 
a more,extensive caretaking network involving, say, father and grandparents.
The extent of social contact with other people besides the immediate 
family may also be influential, and may, in fact, offset an otherwise 
highly exclusive relationship with mother. Infants who have siblings or 
who have had opportunities for contact with pre-school children might 
also be expected to reflect this experience in contact with other infants.
In this respect, siblings are likely to behave at a more advanced level 
and interaction with them may serve to draw out5 and extend, an infant's 
social behaviour toward this J.evel.
Several dimensions have been put forward as being of possible 
significance in an infant's way of responding to other infants. These 
are?sex differences; the amount of maternal stimulation; a mother's t
preferred mode of stimulation - 'physical', 'verbal*, or 'material'; 
attachment intensity; the amount of opportunity for social contact with 
other infants; the exclusiveness and extensiveness of the infant's 
'caretaking' environment; and the amount of opportunity for social contact 
with people other than those in the immediate family, older pre-school 
children and siblings. It was intended in the present study to explore 
relationships between these factors and individual differences in the
infant's behavour toward other infants*
3) A contrast of infant-infant and mother-infant social interaction
I
There is, to date, little knowledge of how'infant-infant contacts 
differ from other social contacts involving infants. Previous studies, 
for example, have tended to look at them in isolation from a wider 
social matrix. Yet it is important to investigate similarities and 
differences with other social relationships, e.g. that with an infant's 
mother, in order to obtain a more realistic perspective on the place 
of infant-infant contacts in early social development.
The main aim of this comparative approach was to clarify how 
infant and mother differ from each other as social stimulus and social 
partner. This was seen as one way of approaching the issue raised in 
.Chapter 1 , namely, the extent to which infant-infant contacts are 
dependent on mother-infant contact or are on independent social 
relationship with perhaps a different function and effect. It was to 
take several forms. At a broad level the two contacts were to be compared 
to see if they involved predominant forms of contact that marked them 
as distinct from each other. This comparative approach was also to be used 
in a developmental context in order to compare the onset and further 
development of social behaviours. One issue, to be explored here concerns 
whether infants tend to generalize behaviours to other infants that have 
been acquired in contact with their mothers - a suggestion made by 
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975). From this point of view one would expect 
a time-lag between forms of mother-infant contact and their appearance 
in infant-infant contact. On the other hand, the two types of social 
contact may have independent roots, as Lewis and Broolcs-Gunn (1972) have 
suggested, and may thus involve different styles of social orientation 
from their onset.
Summary of aims
The main aim of the study was to explore in some depth developments 
in social interaction between infants. This was to be done in three ways: 
l.(a) To study developments in specific types of infant-infant contact about 
which previous studies show some agreement and some disagreemente.g. 
visual behaviour, contacts involving play material, direct physical contact 
and conflicts, as well as types of contact about which we have little 
knowledge,e.g. communication and social play.
(b) To explore infant-infant contacts in terms of interrelationships 
between behaviours -
a) by a comparison of different behaviours at particular age levels 
and developmentally.
b) by assessing associations between different behaviours.
c) by exploring sequences of contact in terms of their duration, 
co-ordination and contingency.
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with respect to:
(a) their nature and range
(b) (i) sex
(ii) mother-infant contact 
(iiiJ~prior social experience 
3) To contrast infant-infant and mother-infant contact.
In order to pursue the aims detailed in the last chapter 
three types of information were required: information on infant- 
infant social interaction, mother-infant social interaction and 
an infant's home background and biographical details. It is the 
object of this chapter to discuss methodological considerations 
that guided the research design used to obtain this information,
1) Infant-infant social interaction 
(a) How data were obtained
It was decided that the most appropriate method of pursuing 
the aims described in the last chapter was to conduct a direct 
observational analysis of ongoing social behaviour between infants.
Whilst the use of other methods of studying social behaviour are 
well established, e.g. interviews and questionnaires, and their 
value as research instruments for certain purposes recognised, it 
was felt that only direct observation could detect, and enable reliable 
quantification of, the details and subtleties of ongoing social 
interaction. The essential limitation of questionnaires and interviews 
as research instruments in the context of the present study is that 
they inevitably yield an adult's retrospective account of children's 
behaviour and the potential distortions and unreliability of such a 
method are well recognised (e.g. Yarrow, 1967).
It was further decided not to record social behaviour by the 
use of/interpretative instruments like rating scales. It was felt 
that these would still not adequately enable a detailed account to be 
obtained of such characteristics of social behaviour as contingencies 
and sequencing. Rating scales inevitably yield a selective and 
simplified version of social events.
After some consideration it was also decided not to conduct 
experimental manipulations of infant-infant social contact in the 
way that some researchers have done (e.g. Maudry and Nekula, 1939,
Shirley, 1933), but to observe, as far as possible, freely or 'naturally' 
occurring behaviour. Experimental manipulations are a potentially 
valuable method of investigating infant-infant social interaction, but 
it was felt that such a procedure was rather premature with so little 
normative data about this form of contact currently available. The 
position adopted was in agreement with some ethological investigators 
(e.g. Blurton Jones, 1972) who have argued that a detailed description 
of 'natural' behaviour is a necessary first step before experimental 
manipulations are introduced in order to test a priori hypotheses. Indeed, 
Hutt and Hutt (1970) have documented some possible dangers of mis-
preconceived theoretical constructs. Expressed differently, it was 
felt that before the effect of independent variables on infant- 
infant social contact could be reliable assessed, the dependent variable 
should first be described in some detail. Clearly there are problems 
in deciding what is meant by 'natural' behaviour, for behaviour is 
always subject to external constraint. Yet an attempt was made to 
facilitate and observe behaviours freely initiated by the infants 
themselves, in preference to responses to experimental manipulations 
such as the introduction of specific toys.
(i) Method of recording behaviour
At the heart of any direct observational study of behaviour is 
a decision concerning how behavioural events are to be recorded. In 
the past many different procedures have been used, as Hutt and Hutt 
(1970)and Wright (1966) have shown. Broadly speaking, however, three 
main types have been used. They are.: on-the-spot written commentaries, 
vocal tape-recorded commentaries, and visual and auditory records 
of behaviour.
Historically, the most popular of these methods has been on- 
the-spot written commentaries. Most of the early time sampling studies 
conducted during the 1930's and 1940's used this method (e.g. Arrington, 
1931, Goodenough, 1930). Usually behaviour is recorded in terms of a 
checklist evolved prior to main observations. Abbreviations and symbols 
are often used to facilitate speed of recording. Of the studies of 
social/interaction between infants, Eckerman,Whatley and Kutz (1975),
Haas and Harms (1963); and Maudry and Nekula (1939)used this m e thod.
Its main advantage is that it is inexpensive and convenient to use.
However it also has a number of disadvantages.
Perhaps the most important of these is that there are clearly 
limits to how comprehensively and accurately behaviour can be recorded 
and thus it is potentially unreliable. This disadvantage is especially 
apparent when a detailed, sequential account of ongoing social behaviour 
is required, as in the present study. Arrington has expressed the 
problem of comprehensiveness thus: "Two years of experimentation had 
been necessary to overcome the persistent optimism of the observers 
with regard to the amount of activity that one person could record 
at the same time. At the end of the experimentation period, however, it was 
clear that one person, however intelligent or carefully trained, could 
not record reliably a child's total activity - material, social, physical 
and emotional - at a given time, even when these were classified arbit­
rarily into the simplest objective units".(1931, p.22) The procedure 
adopted by Arrington to overcome this problem was to divide her behavioural 
checklist into two and make use of two observers. Haas and Harms (1963)
also noted this problem but they adopted the strategy of ignoring 
some aspects of interaction in order to record others in greater 
detail. However,:this_latter procedure i s .clearly unsatisfactory if a 
comprehensive account of social interaction is required. This 
latter disadvantage of on-the-spot written commentaries is especially 
aggravated in the case of the lone investigator.
Written accounts of ongoing behaviour are also potentially 
inaccurate because it is very difficult for an observer, no matter 
how skilled, to monitor and make notes about behaviour at the same 
time. Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) attempted to overcome this 
problem by alternating 15-second periods of observation with 15-second 
periods of coding. However this method produces a segmented account 
that cannot capture sequences of behaviour.
Tape recorded commentaries of ongoing behaviour are potentially 
more reliable in some respects. They are, for example, potentially 
more accurate because an observer need never look away, nor have to 
write, whilst watching behaviour. The method is also useful because 
it provides a permanent account of behaviour that can be analysed later 
in more depth.
Yet the method also has a number of disadvantages. This is because 
the permanent records from which later analysis must proceed are now 
entirely in the medium of the spoken word. There are two main problems 
here* firstly, the accuracy with which the spoken word can adequately 
describe ongoing behaviour is rather problematic, and, secondly, there 
is a potential loss of information in translating both visual and audit­
ory behaviour into a purely auditory form. An added disadvantage of 
spoken commentaries is the effect it could have on the behaviour of 
children who can hear it.
It was because of these disadvantages of written and spoken 
commentaries that it was decided in the present study to record behaviour 
by making a permanent visual and auditory record on videotapes. This 
method of recording has a number of advantages. The main one is that 
it can translate behaviour into a permanent visual and auditory form 
that can then be analysed in depth at a later time. Technical facilities 
such as playback, stills, a time counter and slow motion can further 
increase the detail with which behaviour can be coded. These facilities* 
thus enable greater accuracy and comprehensiveness than the other two 
methods. Video recordings are also useful in the initial listing of 
behavioural categories because'they enable provisional lists to be 
piloted and improved* They also help to overcome inevitable limitations 
in comprehensiveness of on-the-spot commentaries because different 
aspects of behaviour can be analysed at different times.
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One of the most important components of a direct observational
study of behaviour concerns the way behaviour is categorized. This
is a crucial factor because quantification is based on the way
behaviour is categorized and thus the meaningfulness of results are
at stake. Typically, for example, the number of times a particular
category of behaviour occurs^represents the basic unit in analysis.
It is argued by the present investigator that some of the potential
value of previous studies of social interaction between infants has
been lost because of the rather global and possibly unreliable way in
which behaviour has been categorized. Three considerations guided the way
in which categorization of behaviour was approached in the present
investigation: it should be comprehensive, detailed and reliable.
Comprehensiveness: Comprehensiveness of categorization was considered 
to be an important aim in order not to exclude behaviours which might 
be crucial in a full understanding of social contact between infants, 
either in their own right or in relation to other categories. In this 
respect, Haas and Harms *(1963) decision to exclude certain behaviours 
in order to concentrate on others was considered unsatisfactory.
Detail: Not only the breadth, but also the detail of categorization is 
an important aim. This is in order not to subsume different behaviours 
with perhaps rather different effects under a global heading. The 
possible dangers of an inadequately detailed categorization of behaviour 
were referred to in the last chapter x^ith regard to Blurton Jones’(1972) 
distinction between aggressive behaviour and rrough and tumble play* 
in pre-school children. Some studies have lumped these two similar 
looking behaviours into one category, yet Blurton Jones’ more detailed 
analysis indicated that they were constituted by different, though at 
first sight similar, behaviours, and that they appeared to have quite 
different functions and effects.
Reliability: Whilst the degree of comprehensiveness and detail of a 
categorization system depends largely on the aims of the researcher, 
attempts to ensure reliability must be central in the construction of 
any system. Results stemming from a system where insufficient care 
has been taken to ensure that behavioural categories are mutually 
exclusive and denote objectively observable events may produce a 
distorted picture and must be treated with some caution. Haas and Harms 
(1963) for example, have argued that Maudry and Nekula’s (1939) categories 
of ’positive* and ’negative* social relations are potentially unreliable 
because they depend on subjective evaluation of the ’tone* of infant- 
infant contacts rather than on objectively observable units of behaviour.
In order to evolve a comprehensive, detailed and reliable 
categorisation system, a pilot study'was conducted involving repeated
point, a provisional checklist of behaviours was drawn up from a 
review and synthesis of previous studies. Categories were then added,' 
differentiated,pooled or dropped as necessary. The advice of 
ethological investigators of animal behaviour was found useful in 
this task*. In contrast to psychologists, ethologists such as Altmann 
(1965) have stressed the great importance of adequately defining and 
categorizing behaviour. Altmann, for example, has discussed the 
demanding yet necessary construction of a categorization system in 
terms of ’when to split and when to lump*. In common with the 
ethological approach, it was found that repeated viewing of behaviour 
enabled detection of behavioural intricacies and details that might 
have been otherwise overlooked.
It might be remarked, as an aside, that methodological points 
made recently by ethologists studying child behaviour (e.g. Blurton 
Jones, 1972) are not entirely foreign to psychology. Some of the 
early pioneer studies that made use of time-sampling techniques, for 
example, contain prodigious discussions of methodological issues 
that would not look out of place in a recent volume on ethological 
methods of observation and analysis (e.g. Arrington, 1931 and 1943,
Bott, 1928).
More specific details governing choice of behavioural categories, 
as well as a description of the final infant-infant behavioural check­
list, can be found in the- next chapter. >-
(iii) Coding behaviour
Having made a visual and auditory record of social interaction 
between infants, and devised a categorization system, a major decision 
is then faced concerning how to code behaviour. It is a common mis­
conception that making a visual and auditory record somehow ameliorates 
this problem. However, all one has really done is transfer behaviour 
from one medium into another* .problems concerning how to code 
behaviour will have to be confronted regardless of whether it is. 
directly observed or observed later on a film.
Two major forms of coding behaviour were considered. In the first 
method the occurrence or not of a behaviour is noted in a specified 
time period and, in the second, a continuous account is made if discrete 
occurrences of behaviour. After exploratory use of both these methods 
it was decided to combine elements of each in the coding procedure of 
the present study.
Time base.coding: The first method essentially translates the actual 
occurrence of a behaviour into a time base. This is the so-called 
’time-sampling1 method of direct observation that received wide usage 
in the ’boom’ of child observation studies in the 1930’s and 4 Q ’s
usage in the more recent interest in observational studies 
of child behaviour (e.g. Blurton Jones, 1972, Hutt and Hutt,
1970). Of the studies of social interaction between infants this 
method was used by, for example, Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) 
and Haas and Harms (1963).
The essential advantage of this method is that it permits 
quantitive measures of the prevalence of a particular, behaviour 
to be easily derived, for example, by summing the number of time 
periods within which the behaviour occurs. In this respect it was 
found during pilot observations that time based ceding was more 
practical than a continuous account because the coder does not have 
to,note with painstaking accuracy every separate occurrence and 
duration-of .a'behavidur* .a. note can simp.ly be _made of wh'ether the' 
behaviour occurred or not in a time period. This is a major consideration 
with^ regard to behaviours that occur very spasmodically and rapidly, 
e.g. visual glances at people. It is often far easier in such cases 
to say that a behaviour occurred within a certain time period than 
it is to note how many times it occurred. It is also a far easier 
procedure than attempting to note durations of a behaviour. During 
pilot observations it was found very tedious, and at times' unreliable 
to exactly specify the length of a behaviour; Unfortunately, behaviour 
does not proceed in terms of well defined beginning and end points.
Another advantage of the first method is that it codes different 
behaviours in terms of the same common denominator - a  time base -and 
thus permits comparison of behaviours that might be otherwise difficult 
to compare. For example, it permits comparison of behaviours that occur 
rapidly and briefly with behaviours that have longer durations. In 
contrast, comparison of the discrete occurrences of these two forms of 
behaviour might produce a rather distorted picture of their relative 
prevalence. To take an extreme case • one behaviour may occur many 
times but in a short period and receive a high total frequency score, 
whilst another behaviour may'occur once but for an extensive period of 
time and thus only receive a score of one. Conversely, an account of 
durations rather than frequencies introduces the opposite potential 
form of distortion, i.e. a behaviour that occurs once but for a 
relatively extensive period of time will far outweigh a behaviour that 
occurs briefly but far more consistently over a period of time. The 
difference meant here might be between a continued period of contact 
with'- a toy and brief but frequent visual glances to another infant.
Length of time interval: A major consideration in the use of time- 
periods as a basis for coding concerns the length of time-period to 
be used* As Wright (1966) has shown, this has varied enormously xn
minutes. Parten, in her classic studies of social play, participation 
and leadership in pre-school children (1932, 1933a, 1933b), sampled 
the behaviour of each child for a time-interval of one minute per day.
Of the studies of infant-infant social interaction, Haas and Harms (1963) 
used a time-interval of 10 seconds, and Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) 
one of 15 seconds.
The length of time-interval is important for one main reason;; 
the number of times a behaviour can occur within it is by and large a 
function of its length. This means that behaviours are likely to occur 
more often in longer, and less frequently in shorter time-intervals.
The pitfall of using a long time interval is that it carries more potenti 
variance in the number of times a behaviour can occur and there is thus 
more possibility that discrete occurrences of that behaviour will be 
distorted. Conversely, too short a time interval also has one potential 
pitfall, for it may ’cut-up’ discrete occurrences of a behaviour. A 
behaviour, may, for example, extend through several or more short time- 
intervals.
It was in order to avoid the potential pitfalls of long and 
short time intervals that a 5 second time-interval was chosen. Arrington 
who also made use of a 5-second time-interval, has expressed the belief 
that it represented ,!tlie closest approximation possible, within the 
limits of accurate recording, to the average duration of separate 
instances of the behaviours observed” .(1943., p.85) Whether in fact 
lengths of behaviours can be equated in this way, and whether a five 
second time-interval represents the best possible measure, is clearly 
.open to question. Yet it was found during pilot coding that this time- 
interval yielded a detailed account of behaviour and it appeared, overall 
to achieve the best possible balance between occurrences of the briefest 
and longest behavioural acts.
Coding different behaviours in terms of a common time base is 
thus one practical way of obtaining a measure of the occurrence of a 
behaviour whilst avoiding some potential disadvantages involved in 
coding actual frequencies or durations of occurrence. It was for this 
reason that the method was used in the present study.
Sequence coding: Despite the value of coding in terms of time periods, 
it has several limitations which led to the complementary use of the 
second method of coding. The main limitation, for the purposes of the 
present study, is that it cannot adequately capture sequences of 
social behaviour. It cannot, for example, act as the basis of an 
assessment of integration and contingencies between behaviours, nor 
for durations of interactive sequencies. Yet, as discussed in Chapter 3, 
attention to these qualities promises to be an illuminative way of
Stems from two things ; firstly, the discrete occurrence of a behaviour 
is lost by noting only its occurrence or not in a time-interval and, 
secondly, time-intervals are typically separated in time and spread 
randomly over a longer period, perhaps several days, in order to ensure 
the representativeness of behavioural samples so o b t a i n e d .  Fasten- (1932, 
1933a, 1933b)5 for example, observed children for only one minute samples 
per day over a period of days# Thus information on discrete behaviours 
are lost at two stages.
The potential limitations of this method can be illustrated by 
looking at the method used by Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975). They 
coded the social contacts of infant dyads by concentrating on one child 
at a time and alternating 15 -second periods of observation with 15-second 
periods of.coding.Every 4 observation periods (every 2 minutes) attention 
w.as switched from one child to the other. Discrete occurrences of behaviours 
were not noted - only their occurrence or not in a 15 second period. It 
can be seen that this method loses information on interaction between 
children by focussing on one child at a time. But information would still 
have been lost if both children’s behaviours had been coded simultaneously. 
Child A  may, for example, have instigated contact with Child B in an 
observation period but Child B ’s response may have occurred during a 
coding period and would not thus have been noted. As Wright has remarked® 
’’The typical time sampling schedule is a series of far-between flashes 
on a behaviour stream that otherwise flows in the dark” . (1966,p.98)
, To some extent these limitations can be overcome by adopting two 
procedures. Firstly, behaviour can be coded in terms of continuous 
rather than discontinuous time periods. Thus in terms of the above example, 
Child B ’s response would have been coded. And secondly, a short time 
interval can be chosen in order that as few behaviours as possible are 
pooled within one time period (see above).
Within constraints necessarily imposed by the use of a time 
base as a method of coding, these procedures enable a closer approximation 
to discrete occurrences of behaviour than the typical time-sampling 
method and both were thus adopted in the present study. Yet they can 
still over-simplify behaviour. It is possible, for example, that both 
infants could act within the same time interval. In such a case?information 
would still be lost on temporal and contingency characteristics, for*we 
cannot say who acted first in the time interval, nor which infant initiated 
and which responded. It was therefore decided to capture these character­
istics of social interaction by also making a detailed sequential and 
continuous record of both infants’ behaviour in the study setting.
Length of. session: Behaviour, was video-taped continuously for 20 minutes.
It was found during pilot observationscthat this .was long .enough for
interaction, yet not so long that infants (and mothers) became bored 
or tired.
To summarise this discussion of coding procedures: two types 
of coding procedure were considered: coding behaviours in terms of 
their occurrence or not in a time interval and coding behavioural 
sequences in terms of discrete occurrences. The complementary 
advantages and limitations inherent in both these methods lead to 
both being employed. More specific details of this employment 
are described in the next chapter.
(b) Characteristics of subjects
(i) Age-range and age levels
Social interaction between infants was observed from the last
i
quarter of the first year to the end of the second year of life. That is, 
from 9 months to the child’s second birthday. Observations were begun at 
9 months for several reasons. The first is that pilot observations, as 
well as previous studies (see Chapter 2), had suggested that infant- 
infant contacts begin to be most profitably explored after infants have 
attained a certain degree of mobility. Moreover, a number of other 
developments, e.g. vocalizations and use of play material, have begun 
to play a role in infant-infant contacts toward the end of the first year. 
The 9 month age level is clearly an arbitrary beginning point to some 
extent, and it might be argued that information may have been lost on 
earlier contacts between infants. On the other hand, it was found 
during exploratory observations of younger infants in home environments 
that long gaps with no contact whatever (even visual) could often occur. 
Whilst the onset of infant-infant contacts is of interest, direct 
observational studies such as that designed for the present study are 
time consuming to conduct and analyse. Accordingly, it w a s  considered 
preferable to focus in some depth on a particular age range of most 
interest^and arguably of most significance, rather than attempt to cover 
a wider age range in rather less depth and with the possibility of 
redundancy in observation time.
It was further decided to observe infants at four monthly age 
levels through the age range chosen because this appeared to represent 
an optimal balance between the desire for a detailed account of chrono­
logical developments on the one hand, and constraints imposed by the 
time consuming nature of observational methodologies on the other. Age 
levels placed further apart might have missed the onset of important 
developments whilst those placed closer together in time might have 
generated redundant information.
(ii) Size of group and age of infants observed at one time
Another decision taken was to observe pairs of infants (dyads).
studies have shown, for example, that infants do not begin to interact 
with more than one other infant until the middle of the second year ' 
of life (Buhler, 1933). Exploratory observations also revealed the 
very delicate and often faltering character of initiations and responses 
between-Infants and how easily a larger group situation could confuse 
them and impede the setting up of social exchanges. These observations 
also indicated that the course of initiations and responses between 
infants was most clearly revealed in a dyad situation. In such a 
situation it is relatively easy to see what effect, if any, a social 
initiation from one infant has on another. It was considered preferable 
to first clarify sequences in dyadic situations before attempting-the 
more complex task of assessing social sequences in larger groups.
J
Observations of pairs of '.infants - also - enabled direct- comparison 'with 
other systematic studies which have, for the most part, also looked 
at infant dyads (see Chapter 2).
It was decided to observe same-age infant dyads because it was 
felt that this could enable the clearest account of chronological 
developments to emerge. Whilst of considerable interest in its own right, 
the effect of different age dyads would tend to make this account 
difficult to make.
(iii) Familiar v unfamiliar infant dyads
Another decision concerned whether to conduct observations on 
infants who were familiar or unfamiliar with each other. It was at 
first thought that observations on familiar infants would be preferable 
because this would reduce the possibility of infants being apprehensive 
of each other and would therefore better enable an account to be gained 
of freely and ’naturally’ occurring behaviour. Yet there is one main 
drawback. This is the extreme difficulty of adequately controlling 
for degree of familiarity. Clearly, familiarity is not an all or nothing 
phenomena - it is more likely to take the form of a continuum with 
opposite poles represented by strangeness and intimacy. The point is 
that different degrees of familiarity might have different effects on 
social interaction, but with so little data currently available, it was 
felt that this issue deserved a study in its right and that it would be 
preferable to avoid its potentially confounding influence altogether 
and conduct observations on unfamiliar infant dyads. x
(iv) Cross-sectional and longitudinal samples
In common with a good deal of research in developmental psychology, 
it was decided to carry out observations on a cross-sectional sample 
of infants. The advantages of this procedure are well known and include 
coverage of a wide age range in a relatively short period of time and
reduction of subject attri.tion over.the course of the study - a problem
Yet ' cross-sectional designs also have several limitations. 
Most importantly, information can never be obtained on the behavioural 
development of individual children. Thus cross-sectional designs are 
essentially uninformative about such issues as the degree of develop­
mental stability in an infantTs interaction with other infants. In 
order to obtain data that could act as the basis for such an analysis, 
it was decided to observe a small group of infants throughout the same 
age-range as the cross-sectional sample. It was hoped that this would 
complement and extend data from the main cross-sectional sample.
(c) Characteristics of research setting
Another aspect of the research design concerned the physical 
setting within which social interaction between infants was to be 
observed. Having taken the decision to observe freely occurring 
behaviour, one difficulty is faced at the outset - unlike older 
children there are very few institutionalized settings within which 
infants have the opportunity to contact each other. In the face of 
this dilemma two main options are open. Observations can either take 
place in an infant’s home environment or in an environment created 
especially for research purposes.
The former procedure might be considered preferable because 
infants would not be inhibited as they might be in a strange setting 
and would thus be more likely to engage in 1 natural* behaviour. However, 
there are a number of disadvantages. The most important of these is the 
great difficulty of adequately controlling for a host of extraneous 
variables which could all affect infant-infant contacts. These include: 
the size and shape of the physical setting, the number and type of people 
and play material present, the effect of degree of familiarity with 
the physical setting , and the effect of an observer*s presence on 
proceedings.
In order to more easily control these factors it was decided to 
create a special research setting. In this way it was possible to 
standardise and thus control'the shape and size of the physical setting 
and the number and type of people and play material present. This 
procedure also enabled observations to take place from behind a one­
way window and this obviated the potential effect of an observer’s 
presence on the infants’ behaviour. It was also now possible to use 
elaborate and bulky video equipment that would have been impractical 
and a potentially influential factor if used in home settings. One 
final and practical advantage of a neutral setting was the greater 
control it gave over arranging subjects* visits.
Characteristics of research setting will be described 
fully in the ’Procedure* below. Essentially, an attempt was made to
in appearance. Mothers were asked to accompany their infants 
because some children at least at this age could be expected to 
protest at being left in a strange setting.
2) Mother-infant social interaction
In order to pursue the aims described in Chapter 3, information 
was also required on mother.-infant interaction. This was necessary in 
order to assess possible associations between an infant’s behaviour 
with his mother and other infants, and to contrast infant-infant and 
mother-infant interaction ( see Chapter 3).
The method chosen to obtain this information was again a direct 
observational study of ’naturally’ occurring behaviour. Like infant- 
infant contact, videotape recordings were made of interaction in the
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same specially designed research setting. The reasons for these choices 
are the same as those already described.
Mother-infant interaction ..was categorized and coded by the use 
of a similar, though simplified, version of the infant-infant procedure.
It was categorized in a broader and less comprehensive way, and coded 
only in terms of its occurrence or not in a time-interval. This simpler 
method was used for the practical reason that information on mother- 
infant contact was essentially background material, and some constraint 
had to be placed on the large amount of data that can be generated by 
this type of observational study.
Apart from the advantages of a direct observational study described 
above,. the use of a similar method of describing the two forms of interaction 
created a similar data base that would hopefully ensure a more reliable 
and meaningful use of the two sources of data in the same analysis. It 
also had several practical advantages. For example, economies were made 
on time and resources by using the same setting and equipment. Staging 
the mother-infant visit before the infant-infant visit in the same 
setting, also served to familiarise infants with the play setting and 
toys prior to the infant-infant visit and enabled them to be screened 
for any abnormalities or signs of retardation in their behaviour (details 
of these procedures will be presented below).
There are several possible criticisms of observing interaction in 
a specially designed environment. In the first place it can be criticised 
on the grounds that it may yield an unrepresentative sample of behaviour.
It might also be argued that an adult would be especially self-conscious 
in such a strange setting. Despite these criticisms, there were several 
reasons why the special setting was still used. With regard to the first 
criticism, data from these observations were used primarily to compare 
and correlate mother-infant and infant-infant measures within the 
sample, and of course, within that sample, mothers and infants were
placed on all subjects. .Even so, it is as. well to recognise, at. 
least provisionally, that results may be to some extent specific 
to the playroom environment. Yet even this should not .represent a. serious probl 
for behaviour is always subject to more or less environmental specificity: 
it was not the aim of this study to lay claims for the general represent­
ativeness of interaction observed in the playroom, problematic and 
time consuming as such as task would be. As for the second criticism - 
although it is probably true that mothers were more self-conscious than 
infants, informal discussions with them after the ’play sessions’ revealed 
that they enjoyed the experience on the whole and did not feel particularly 
inhibited.
3) Information on biographical details and previous social experiences
i
The final type of information required concerned biographical 
details and previous social experiences. This information was to be 
used to assess possible associations with an infant’s behaviour toward 
other infants. It was obtained by interviewing mothers during their 
first visit to the playroom setting. Mothers were essentially employed 
as ’informants’ on a number of aspects of their infants’ social contacts. 
Though this type of methodology involves the potential distortions 
of any retrospective account (see above), it was considered to be the 
most convenient method possible. Arguably the best way of obtaining 
information on a child’s everyday social contacts would be from a detailed 
observational study of a child’s day-to-day experiences. Yet this would 
necessitate an arduous and lengthy study, far exceeding the resources of 
the present investigation. Furthermore, infants usually spend the bulk 
of their time with their mothers and thus mothers are in a privileged 
position vis-a-vis knowledge about their baby’s experiences.
As shall be described more fully below, the interview was in two 
parts. In order to obtain factual information that would be amenable 
to quantitive analysis, questions in the first half were structured by 
’fixed alternative’ answers. However, the second half involved semi- 
structured questions in order to obtain more qualitative information 
that might have been simplified or distorted by a more structured approach.
To summarise the above discussion of research methodology: a 
number of considerations have been discussed which guided decisions 
relating to how data on infant-infant contact were obtained, character­
istics of subjects, and research setting. It was decided to obtain data 
by use of a direct observational study, involving use of video tape 
recordings. Behaviour was then to be coded continuously, and in terms 
of its presence or not in short time intervals by a detailed, com­
prehensive and reliable list of behaviours* Cross-scctional and long­
itudinal samples of unfamiliar infant dyads were to be observed at
a specially created research setting.
Data on mother-infant social interaction were 'to. be*obtained 
by a relatively simplified direct observational study, and data on 
home background and biographical details from interviews with 
infants’ mothers.
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The aim of this chapter is to describe characteristics of the 
research method. The following will be discussed: research instruments,
i.e. methods of collecting data on infant-infant and mother-infant 
behaviours, and the maternal interview schedule; the subjects; the 
setting; and the procedure, i.e. the sequence of events.
1) Research instruments 
a) Infant-Infant Behaviour
(i) Method of recording behaviour
Behaviour was videotaped from inside an observation booth and 
through a darkened glass which from the light side gave every appear­
ance of being a mirror.
In addition to the basic items of equipment - camera, video tape 
recorder and microphone - two extra items were used. The first of these 
was a zoom lens, attached to the camera. This was found useful in
enlarging aspects of the infants1 behaviour which might have been other­
wise difficult to code, e.g. when both infants were in close proximity 
to each other and engaged in joint or independent activities with toys. 
The second additional item of equipment was a video-number generator, 
set to record a visual time base in units of one second onto the films. 
The generator could have been set to smaller time units but this was
not considered necessary in terms of the length of time interval used
in coding behaviour. A visual time base was chosen in preference to other 
methods, e.g. audio signals, because it can produce a detailed signal 
that yields an easily recognisable reference point for coding and play­
ing back tapes.
Detailed specifications of video equipment and a photograph of 
the equipment in situ in the observation booth can be found in Appendix 
1 and Fig. 2 respectively.
(ii) Categorizing behaviour: the infant-infant Behavioural checklist
As described earlier in this chapter, attempts w e r e  made to 
produce a comprehensive,detailed and reliable list of behaviours. The 
final ’Behavioural Checklist’ can be found in Table 1 along with brief 
definitions. Behaviours were categorized into three broad parts: 
infant-infant contacts, non-social contacts with play material?and 
position in the research setting.
Infant-infant contacts
The checklist was designed to include every form of contact 
- between the infants* The position was adopted that a checklist should 
not be drawn up on the basis of a priori conceptions of what constituted 
’social’ behaviour, for this might exclude formative behaviours that 
were not social from an adult point of view. It was considered that
Fig. 2 Video equipment in situ in the observation booth
.uistxncuions ueiween social cinu nun-suLiai cuiiLciULa, 11 viauie at 
all, should follow rather than precede the construction of a 
checklist.
The criteria used to designate when ’contact1 had taken 
place were when an infant looked at another infant, or come into 
physical~contact either with or without the medium of play material. 
Behaviours that occurred when infants were apart were considered to 
be a ’contact1 if accompanied by looks to the infant.
Infant-infant contacts fell into three main categories.
The first - contacts from a distance - were contacts that did not 
involve physical contact, either directly or through the medium of 
play material. They were thus ’distal’ contacts. At a basic level 
these contacts involved simply looking at another infant. In addition, 
it was found necessary to include four other behaviours. These were 
behaviours that occurred when the infants were apart and were designated 
’contact’ either because they were accompanied by looks to the other • 
infant or were overtly contingent upon his behaviour. They were:
’vocalize to infant’, ’gesture’, ’imitate’ and ’communicate’.
In the second set of contacts between infants - contacts .in­
volving play material - interest was centred on, and mediated by, 
play material. The most obvious of these were incidences when both 
infants came into contact with the same toy ( ’contact same toy’,
’touch toy to other infant’s toy’),or when an exchange or an attempted
exchange of play material took place ( ’take unoffered toy’, ’attempt
toy*, ’withhold toy’, ’reach for toy’, ’offer toy’,* show toy*,’receive toy'
Two additional categories were subsequently added in order to include
all forms of contact involving play material. The first denoted
gestures from a distance whilst looking at another infant that were
clearly a request for play material - ’ask for toy’. Whilst in a
sense a ’contact from a distance’, this form of behaviour was included
here because contact was primarily mediated by play material. The
second additional category - ’take toy other infant has left’ - was
introduced in order to take account of times when one infant took
up activity with play material immediately after, or contingent
upon, the other infant putting play material down. Whilst the
infants’ activities were not strictly contemporaneous,they were
linked through a common interest in the same toy.
On the basis of these categories it was also possible to 
derive an account of conflicts between infants involving toys. This 
was the only contact involving play material that was not mutually 
exclusive. It was used to denote incidences when two or more behaviours 
occurred in a sequence involving a struggle for possession of play
Contacts from a distance
Looks to infant (LI) ~ Visual orientation toward another infant.-
Vocalize to infant (voc I) - Vocalizations accompanied ‘by looks to 
another infant or contingent upon another infant!s behaviour.
Gesture (gesture) - Any behaviour directed at another infant whilst 
looking at him apart from other categories below.
Communicate (comm) - Behaviour directed toward another infant in an 
attempt to convey information.
Imitate (im) - Repetition of another infant's behaviour in the same 
or the immediately following time interval.
Contacts involving play material
Take unoffered toy (take) - Unoffered play material is taken from 
another infant who previously possessed it.
Attempt toy (ATT) - Unsuccessful attempts to take unoffered play material.
Withhold toy (Withhold) - Attempts to retain possession of play material.
Reach for toy (Reach) - Unsuccessful attempts to make contact with 
another infant’s toy.
Offer toy (Offer) - An infant holds play material out to another infant 
whilst within reach of him.
Show toy (Show) - An infant holds play material out to another infant 
whilst not within reach of him.
Receive toy (Receive) - Either passive or active reception of offered 
play material.
Ask for toy (Ask) - An infant holds out a hand to another infant for
/
play material whilst not within reach of him.
Take toy other infant has left (Take toy I has left)-Contact is taken
up with play material that another infant has put down, either in 
the same or the immediately preceding time interval.
Touch toy to other infant’s toy (Touch toy to toy) - An infant touches 
another infant’s play material with his own play material.
Contact same toy (cst)-Contact with another infant involving the same 
item of play material in the same 5 second time interval that is 
not coded in terms of any of the above contacts involving play material
Conflicts (conflicts) - Incidences when a struggle took place for 
possession of play material.
Direct physical contacts
Touch infant (Touch) - An infant touches another without use of play materia
Touch infant with toy (Touch I with toy) - An infant touches another
infant with play material.
Touch infant’s clothes (Touch I cloth) - An infant touches another 
infant’s clothes.
Reach for infant (reach inf) Unsuccessful attempts to make direct 
physical contact with another infant.
Withdraw from infant (Withdraw) - An infant successfully or unsuccessfully 
moves away from, or fends off, the advances of another infant.
Strike infant (Strike) - An infant is aggressive, or attempts to be 
aggressive, against another infant.
Touch infant accidentally (Touch (acc) ) - An infant touches another 
infant without recognising that he has done so.
Touch infant accidentally with toy (Touch toy (acc) ) - An infant touches 
another infant with a toy without recognising that he has done so.
Supplementary behavioural categories
Non-social vocalizations (Voc) - Vocalizations that are not uttered
whilst looking at anyone in the playroom and are not contingent 
upon their behaviour.
Cry (Cry) - Any incidence when an infant shows signs of intense distress.
Fret (Fret) - Sounds of distress that are not extreme enough to be 
coded 1 cry’.
Contact mother
Looks to mother (LM) - Visual orientation of own mother.
Vocalize to mother (Voc M) - Vocalizations uttered whilst looking at own 
mother or which are contingent upon her behaviour.
Direct physical contacts to mother (CM (touch) ) - Any contact with an 
/ infant’s own mother that is not mediated by play material.
Contacts involving play material to mother (CM (toy) ) - Any contact 
directed at own mother involving play material.
Contacts to other infant’s mother
Looks to other infant’s mother (LI’sM) - Visual orientation of the 
other infant’s mother.
Vocalize to other infant’s mother (VOC I ’sM) - Vocalizations uttered 
whilst looking at another infant’s mother or which are 
contingent upon her behaviour.
Direct physical contacts and contacts involving play material to other 
infant’s mother (CI’sM) - Any contact with another infant’s 
mother involving direct physical contact or which is mediated 
by play material.
Non-social, contacts with play material
Take free play material (TFT) - Any time an infant begins activities 
with an item of play material except when it is used in social 
contact.
Continued active involvement with.pl'ay material (WFT) - Any time interval 
within which active involvement with plav material continues,
except when play material is used in social contact. 
Continued inactive contact with play material (WFTNM) - Any time 
interval within which an infant continues to contact play 
-material but without active involvement in it.
Activity and position
The position of each infant was noted in terms of the grid of the 
playroom shown in Fig. 3.
involving other toy contact categories, they could only be said 
to have occurred when two or more of these categories were involved 
in an interactive sequence involving a struggle for. a toy. In these 
terms, ’take unoffered toy1 which was not followed by'a noticeable 
response from the other infant was not a true conflict, but ’ attempt 
toy1 followed by fwithhold toy1 was. Conflicts did not strictly 
denote observed behaviour - they expressed a relation between observed 
behaviours? unlike the other toy contacts,the category Conflicts* 
were not used to code behaviour onto the Behavioural Records (see 
below) but were derived from the Records. i
The third main category of contacts between infants - direct 
physical contacts - denoted incidences when infants came into actual 
or attempted contact and where interest was primarily on another 
infant’s body, e.g. his face, hands, or items of clothing. Although 
play material was sometimes used it was used primarily as a medium to 
make contact with the other infant’s body. Apart from Treach for 
infant1 and ’withdraw from infant1, these categories always involved 
actual physical contact. In the course of pilot observations it was 
thought necessary to distinguish direct physical contacts where one 
or both infants indicated awareness that contact had taken place, e.g. 
by being accompanied by looks to the other infant, and contacts 
where neither infant seemed to be aware that they had come into 
contact. It seemed important to make this distinction because they 
appeared to involve a quite different degree of social interest and 
awareness which, on the basis of pilot observations>appeared to 
largely differentiate direct physical contacts of the younger from 
the older children. Thus unintentional, unrecognised or A c c i d e n t a l 1 
contacts were coded separately. They were in turn divided into 
accidental direct physical contacts that were mediated by toys and 
those that were not.
In order to yield a complete account of infant-infant contact, 
three supplementary categories were also included - 1 cry1, ’fret’ and 
’non-social vocalizations1. Whilst not necessarily ’contacts* in the 
sense of being accompanied by looks to another infant or contingent 
upon another infant’s behaviour, they could be informative about the , 
context and consequences of other infant-infant contacts. Cries and 
frets, for example, were sometimes indicative of negative affect 
caused by another infant’s presence or behaviour.
In order to yield a complete account of the infants’ social
mother were also coded. Contacts with the infant’s own mother 
were coded rather broadly into ’looks to mother’, ’vocalize 
to mother’, ’direct physical contacts to mother’ and ’contacts 
involving play material to mother’. It can be seen that these are 
essentially the same main categories as the infant-infant
checklist except that contacts with mother were not then further differ­
entiated. Moreover, contacts a mother directed at her infant were 
not recorded. There were two reasons for this simplified categorization 
system. The main reason was that primarily focus was on infant- 
infant contacts and contacts with the infant’s own mother were only 
used as contextual information about these contacts. Secondly, the 
possible range of contacts with mothers during the infant-infant
I
visit were rather constricted and did not merit detailed analysis (this 
was largely a function of instructions to mothers about how to behave - 
see below).
Contacts with the other infant’s mother were coded into looks 
arid vocalizations. An additional category included both direct physical 
contacts and contacts involving play material. The primary reason for 
pooling these two categories was that infants vrere found during pilot 
observations to infrequently contact the other mother. Moreover, they 
did not warrant separate analysis in terms of the rather global contextual 
information required of them. '
In order to ensure that coding was as reliable as possible the 
above categories were defined in detail and coding conventions were 
employed where necessary. Detailed definitions, conventions, and 
operational examples of all the behavioural categories can be found 
in Appendix 2.
Non-social contacts with play material
It was thought to be important to gain an account of an infant’s 
non-social contact with play material in the presence of another infant, 
for it could present a more complete and informative account of the 
nature of an infant’s activity. If, for example, an infant remained close 
to another infant but did not make social contact with him, it would be 
informative to know whether he was occupied for the bulk of that time 
with play material or not. There is a great difference, for example, 
between an infant who spends all of his time near another infant but 
totally engrossed in a toy, and an infant who spends all his time near 
another infant, whilst continually looking at him, and not manipulating, 
or showing any interest in play material. It was not the purpose of this 
analysis to code non-social contacts with toys by use of an extensive 
checklist for interest was not on this type of behaviour in its.own .
right but as background or contextual information that would 
illuminate infant-infant contacts.
During the course of pilot observations it was found that 
non-social contacts with play material could be divided into three 
broad categories: initiation of contact with an item of play material, 
continued active involvement with an item of play material, and 
inactive contact with play material. It was thought that these three 
categories enabled a broad, yet still meaningful, analysis of non­
social contact to be conducted* Apart from representing different 
levels of involvement with play material, they were often differentially 
informative about social contacts between infants (as will be seen in 
(Chapter 6 ).The item of play material involved in non-social contact 
was always noted. This enabled an analysis to be made of the number of 
different items of play material used in each session.
In order to code these categories reliably it was necessary 
to ulitise detailed definitions and conventions. These can be found in 
Appendix 2. Procedures used to code non-social toy contacts will be 
described shortly.
Position and movement
It was also considered important to gain some account of an 
infant’s position and movement in the environment within which contact 
was being observed with other infants because it might be informative 
about the character of their contacts. For example, there is likely to 
be a difference between contacts that occur whilst-.infants are constantly 
within close proximity of each other, and contacts that occur only 
infrequently and in the context of a great deal of proximity to mother.
An infant’s position in the ’playroom.!, was assessed by 
dividing it into 15 equal rectangles and noting within which rectangle 
an infant was situated at the exact beginning of each 5 second time 
interval. The ’grid* used for this analysis is shown in Fig.3.
By this method-of coding it was possible to derive measures of 
five variables activity rate’(number of times an infant occupied a 
different rectangle),’exploration rate’(the number of different rectangles 
entered),»proximity to infant* (number of times infants were situated 
in the same rectangle),’ proximity to mother’(number of times an infant 
was situated in the same rectangle as his mother), and’distance from 
infant1(see Appendix 9). Detailed conventions were employed to enable 
reliable coding of position in the playroom and these can again be found 
' in Appendix 2.
(iii) Coding behaviour
As described above it was required to obtain a description of 
behaviours in two forms; in terms of their occurrence or not in a time 
interval and in terms of a sequential account. It was possible to ootai.n
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done by coding all behaviours onto records divided into short 
continuous time intervals. Most infant-infant contacts were coded 
in terms of discrete occurrences, all other categories were only .coded
in terms of their occurrence or not in each time interval (see below).
It was thus possible to obtain an account of all behavioural categories
in terms of their occurrence or not in each time interval (because the
sequence data could be easily deduced* into whether or not a behaviour 
occurred in a time interval) but also a sequential account of social 
behaviours (because actual occurrences were coded). In addition, the 
sequential account was elaborated by detailed written accounts of 
selected behavioural sequences. These served to clarify, and give 
context to, sequences that were either of special interest or not 
fully described in terms of the above coding procedures.
These sequence descriptions were not necessarily Representative* 
of a particular category in a quantitive manner associated with sampling 
methods, because only parts of the video tapes were coded in this way.
On the other hand it is hoped that they were not unrepresentative.
Sequences were usually described in order to capture a variety of different 
types of behaviour. Those left out were therefore similar to sequences alre­
ady described. Moreover, as we shall see in' the Results Chapter, most 
of the social categories occurred relatively infrequently and it was 
possible to conduct sequence descriptions of most of them.
By the same coding procedure, therefore, behaviours were.described 
in two/forms:
1. in terms of their occurrence or not in each five second 
time interval
2 . in terms of a sequential account, supplemented by fuller 
descriptions of selected sequencies.
The -Infant-Infant Behavioural Records:
Each 20 minute session was transcribed onto so-called ’Behavioural
Records’. These consisted of sheets of horizontally lined paper, each
line representing a five second time interval. In all, therefore, there
were 240 lines on each record. The behaviour of both infants in a dyad
was then coded side by side for the extent of a session.
In order to avoid redundancy in coding, each category was noted
in terms of the symbols shown in brackets after category names in Table 1.
These, symbols were simply abbreviations of the category name and no attempt
was made to evolve a highly condensed system of notation. Such a procedure
is most useful where coding needs to be conducted with speed, e.g. with
on-the-spot recording; transferring behaviour onto a permanent record
rendered the use of such a system unneccesary. Specific items of play
material used in any form of social or non-social, category were coded in
For the sake of clarity two Behavioural Records were made. All 
the infant-infant contact categories were transcribed onto Behavioural 
Record A, and non-social contacts with play material and position were 
transcribed onto Behavioural Record B.
Behavioural Record A ; Most infant-infant behavioural categories were 
coded in terms of actual occurrences within or between time intervals.
Thus if a behaviour occurred twice within a time interval it was coded 
twice. Contingent relations between behaviours were coded by lines 
across the Records from one infant to another. Arrowheads served to 
indicate which infant initiated contact and which responded, in cases 
where it was>possible to infer this. The continued duration of a 
behaviour, i.e. from one time interval into the next, was noted by a 
continuous line, the end of which was denoted by an arrowhead. Infant- 
infant categories not coded in this way were ’contact same toy’ and 
’conflicts’, and some ’looks’ and ’vocalizations*. This was because 
1 conflicts'were a derived measure that expressed a relation between other 
individual toy contacts within a time interval (see above). In contrast, 
’contact same toy’ was mutually exclusive of other categories but, 
like1conflicts^denoted the behaviour of both children involving a 
common object. In the case of ’looks’ and ’vocalizations’, pilot obser­
vations had revealed the extreme difficulty and potential unreliability 
of attempting to note separate instances and durations of these behaviours. 
Looks, for example, often occurred for a very short length of time.
However, discrete occurrences of these behaviours were coded when it was 
possible to do this and when it gave clarity to a sequence of behaviours, 
e.g. in order to see whether an infant recognised another’s social 
initiation.
Other1 looks'and'vocalizations'5 all ’contact same toy’ and 
’conflicts’, together with ’cry1, ’fret’ and all contacts to the two 
mothers were simply coded in terms of their occurrence or not in each 
time interval. Thus discrete occurrences within and between time intervals 
were not coded. v
Full details and rationale of this coding procedure can be 
found in Appendix 2.
The detailed descriptions of selected sequences were written at 
the end of the Behavioural Records. As mentioned above, it was found that 
these descriptions were useful in order to describe interactive sequences 
in their entirety and with attention to context and all constituent 
-behaviours. They were written in long hand and no attempt was made to 
stick rigidly to the above categorization system.
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Categories involving play material were coded in terms of whether 
or not they occurred in each five second time interval. Discrete 
occurrences and durations were not noted. The main reason for this 
was that it was thought nothing would be gained in terms of the aims 
of the study by such a detailed analysis. Moreover, ’continued active 
involvement with play material’ and ’continued inactive contact with 
play material’ were often carried continuously over many five-second 
time intervals. The item of play material involved in non-social 
contact was always noted. This enabled an analysis to be made of the 
number of different items of play material used in each session. The 
continued occurrence of a category from one time interval into the 
next was noted, as for infant-infant contacts, by a continued line.
In order to record these categories reliably it was again necessary 
to utilise detailed definitions and conventions. These can be found 
in Appendix 2.
An infant’s position in the playroom was noted at the exact 
beginning of each five second time interval in terms of the playroom 
grid number (see Fig.3). Coding of position was therefore unlike social 
and non-social categories for two reasons: firstly, it was noted at the 
beginning of each time interval and not within the time interval, and, 
secondly, it did not have the property of only sometimes occurring - 
it was noted at the beginning of every time interval. In a sense, the 
procedure used to code position was. a kind of discontinuous time-sampling 
technique, though samples were separated by only 5 seconds. In order 
to avoid redundancy in coding, an infant’s position was only coded when 
a new position was adopted. Further details of conventions used to code 
position can be found in Appendix 2. ;
A sample page of .Behavioural Records A and B. can be found in 
Appendices 4a and 4b respectively.
Usually it took eight viewings of a film in order to fully 
transcribe behaviour. Looks, hon-social contact with play material, and 
position required two viewings each (one for each child), and vocalizations 
and other social contacts required.one viewing each. This gives some measure 
of the time consuming nature of this form of coding. ‘
(iv) Interobserver reliability
The usual method adopted in ’closed’ direct observational studies 
to ensure the comprehensiveness and reliability of a behaviour checklist 
has been to compare the behavioural record of the main observer with 
that of one or more other observers and to then calculate the degree of
agreement between them. It is regarded that if the observers records are 
in accord then a researcher can be reasonably confident that he is
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fashion. If interobserver agreement is relatively poor, however, 
then it is likely that behaviour has been inadequately defined and 
that the behavioural checklist needs to be refined. Tests of inter­
observer agreement are important because results are as reliable or 
unreliable as the behavioural checklist they are obtained from.
Of the studies of social interaction between infants only
Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) and Haas and Harms (1963) report
1
that they undertook tests of interobserver agreement.’The method 
adopted by Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz was the usual one of taking the 
total number of times two observers coded the occurrence of a 
behavioural category, dividing the smaller by the larger and multiply­
ing by 100. An important limitation of this method is that it only 
assesses the relationship between two summation scores - it does not 
measure the agreement or disagreement between observers on individual 
tallies of behavioural items. Using Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s 1 
method it is conceivable (though admittedly unlikely) that two observers 
could record occurrences of behavioural items at completely different 
times, yet attain the same summation score for the occurrence of that 
behavioural item and thus achieve a measure of 100% observer agreement.
Accordingly, it was thought important in the present study to 
assess agreement between observers in more detail than that allowed by 
summation scores. In order to do this5a method of calculating inter­
observer reliability was adapted from one used by Arrington (1931).
In this adaption, each five second time interval was taken separately 
and agreement or disagreement concerning the occurrence of each 
category.was noted. As suggested by Arrington, the Behavioural
Records of each observer were taken separately in order that agreements 
were not underestimated by giving double weight to disagreements. Thus 
Observer A ’s record was first compared with Observer B ’s and then 
Observer B ’s record with Observer A Ts. Whilst the total agreements of 
both these steps will inevitably be the same, disagreements need not be. 
It can be seen that if the records were not taken separately, agreements 
between observers would be exactly halved, thus overestimating dis­
agreements. For further clarification of the advantages and disadvantages 
of this and allied methods of assessing interobserver reliability see 
Arrington (1931, p.31-32).
The formula used to assess interobserver reliability was:
Number of agreements
________ ___ x 100
Number of agreements +  disagreements 
A disagreement was said to have occurred whenever one observer
coded tde occurrence or a oenaviourai category out anotner oDserver 
did not. However, disagreements can occur for several reasons, each 
of which may reflect different types and degrees of error. It may be 
the case, for example, that two observers disagree simply on the exact 
time at which a behaviour occurred. These are errors of timing. Whilst 
there is an in-built allowance of 4 seconds within each time interval 
for this type of error, two observers may code the same behaviour in 
adjacent time intervals and this would be coded a disagreement. In order 
to take account^of this type-of error, an account•was -made of all 
incidences when observers coded the same behaviour in adjacent time 
intervals. Whilst this cannot constitute an exact account of timing 
errors (the observers may have coded quite different occurrences in 
adjacent time intervals), it can be considered an approximation.
Another record was made of disagreements that were the result 
of one observer coding a different category of the same type of 
behaviour. For example, one observer might have coded ’vocalize to 
infant’ and the other observer ’non-social vocalizations’. It is 
obviously only meaningful to compare behaviours of the same type.
Thus behaviours within the following subsets were compared with each 
other - looks, vocalizations, contacts involving play material, direct 
physical contacts, contacts with mother and non-social contacts with 
play material. Categories involving position in the playroom were, 
of course, not amenable to this form of analysis.
It was considered important to differentiate between these two 
types of disagreement because they constituted two quite different 
types of error. It is likely that the latter, ’different category’ 
disagreements, are more severe (see below).
It sometimes happened that one observer coded the same category 
in an adjacent time interval to another observer (errors of timing), 
but also coded a different category of the same behavioural subset in 
the same time interval- (different category disagreements). This is 
illustrated in the following example:
Seconds Observer A Observer B
5 Voc Voc inf
10 Voc
Clearly one could equally note both types of error. In order 
to standardise such ambivalent cases, the decision was made to note the 
more severe ’different category’ disagreements. This left the adjacent 
disagreement unaccounted for and thus it had to be noted as an outright
A final form of disagreement was when one observer coded 
a behavioural category that was not coded in an adjacent time 
interval or as a different .category'..within-the same time'interval’by 
another observer. These were considered to be disagreements without 
qualification. (Included here were incidences when one observer coded 
a different category of the same subset in an adjacent time interval).
Measures of inter-observer reliability were obtained on the 
basis of a second observer independently coding the same videotapes 
as the principle observer. Conventions and definitions of behavioural 
categories were discussed thoroughly with the second observer in order 
that both observers would base observations, as far as possible, on 
the same information. In order to ensure reliability of the checklist 
across the age range observed, three films were selected, one each at 
9,17 and 25 months. Ten minutes of each of the three films were observed. 
Measures of inter-observer agreement were therefore based on two 30 
minute observational records of the same films. This amounted to 360 
five second time-intervals.
Percentage agreements between the two observers can be found 
in Table 2. In line with the above discussion, four different forms 
of agreement have been calculated. These were;, .outright ^ agreements, 
outright agreements plus errors o.f timing, : outright agreements 
plus’*different category’ disagreements and outright agreements plus 
adjacent and different category agreements.
/.Reference to Table 2 shows that percentage agreements for these 
four measures were on average 74.83%, 84.36%. 83.037, and 93.5% respect­
ively. These results reveal information about different types of dis­
agreement between observers. Disagreements resulting from coding the 
same category in adjacent time-intervals constituted about 10% of all 
errors. This figure gives some account of errors of timing. Such errors 
appeared to primarily concern behaviours which occurred near the beg­
inning or the end of a time-interval. Thus both observers may have 
noted the occurrence of the same behaviour, but one might have coded it 
in an adjacent time-interval to the other. It is likely that these errors 
were caused by the less experienced observer because the occurrence 
of a particular behaviour can with practise be finely timed by repeated 
and prolonged play back of a sequence of behaviour in conjunction with 
observation of the visual time-base.
Table 2 also shows that disagreements resulting from coding 
different categories within the same subset of categories again accounted 
for approximately 10% of all disagreements. It is likely that these 
errors represent a stronger form of disagreement than errors of timing.
Behavioural 
Category 1
Outright 2$ 
Agreements
Outright . 3 
Agreements 
and errors 
of timing
Outright 4 
Agreements +  
different 
category 
errors
Outright 5 
Agreements+ 
errors of timing-l- 
different 
category errors
Looks to 
infant 91.11 96.74 92.03 97.64
Looks to 
infant’s 
mother 65.04 71.16 72.29 78.41
Looks to 
mother 78.53 82.84 81.86 86.18
Vocalize to 
infant 67.75 71.92 88.83 92.99
Vocalize to
infant’s
mother 38.18 58.18 75.46 95.46
Vocalize to 
mother 66.19 76.49 86.80 97.1
Non-social
vocalizations 73.32 80.57 88.17 96.38
Gesture 100 100 100 100
Imitate 0 66.67 0 66.67
Communicate 100 100 100 100
Take toy 98.15 98.15 98.15 98.15
Attempt toy 53.57 ' 100 53.37 - 100
Reach for 
toy 6 - - - -
Withhold
toy 61oll 100 61.11 100
Offer toy 97.06 98.53 98.53 100
Show toy 6 - - - • -
Receive toy 96.16 96.16 100 100
Take toy 
other infant 
has left 83.34 83.34 83.34 83.34
Touch toy 
to other 
infant’s toy 100 100 100 100
Contact same 
toy 86.45 90.48 95.97 100
Total contacts 
involving play 
material 
(TLMATCN2)
85.09 j 94.19 89.62 98.72
Behavioural 1 
Category
Outright 2 
Agreements
Outright 3 
Agreements and 
errors of 
timing
Outright 4 
Agreements +  
different 
category 
errors
Outright 5 
Agreements +
| errors of 
timing 4- 
different 
category errors
Total direct 
physical 
contacts 7 67.34 81.48 82.16 96.30
Direct 
physical 
contacts to 
mother 93.62 100 93.62 100
Contacts 
involving play 
material to 
mother 86.67 100 86.67 100
Take free play 
material 71.21 76.99 80.92 86.03
Continued 
active 
involvement 
with play 
material 86.76 90.73 93.04 97.6
Continued 
inactive 
contact with 
play material 76.83 76.83 100 100
Position 90.34 93.7 - (8 ) J - (8 )
Total average 74.33 84.36 ! 83.03 \ 93.5
1. Behavioural categories not included occurred too infrequently for 
reliable analysis, or did not occur at all during observation time.
2. Agreements v adjacent disagreements +  different category disagreements-f- 
non-adjacent disagreements.
3. Agreements +  adjacent disagreements v different category disagreements -r 
non-adjacent disagreements.
4. Agreements +  different category disagreements v adjacent disagreements +  
non-adjacent disagreements.
5* Agreements +  adjacent disagreements +  different category disagreements +  
non-adjacent disagreements.
6 . Percentage agreement could not be calculated because behaviour category did 
not occur during observation times.
7. Individual direct physical contact categories were taken together for 
this analysis because of their relatively low frequencies of occurrence 
during observation times. However, Mifferent category disagreements* 
were noted if they occurred within total direct physical contacts in 
the normal way.
8* Percentage agreements were not calculated on position scores on these 
measures because they would have been meaningless.
occurrence of an infantTs vocalization but coding it in terms of 
a different vocalization category. In such cases disagreement stems 
■from differences in ways of categorizing behaviour rather than from 
its exact occurrence in time.
It can be seen that outright disagreements between observers,
i.e. that involved neither errors of timing nor different category 
disagreements, were proportionately few in number (6.5%). 6
Contacts from distance
Looking now at coding agreement within subsets of behaviours, 
it can be seen that outright inter-observer agreement concerning 1 looks 
to infant* was high (over 90%) and that about 6% of errors were errors 
of timing. Outright agreement between observers concerning 1 looks to 
infant*s mother* was not as high (65%) and errors were as likely to be 
different category errors as errors of timing. One possible source of 
disagreement about this category of visual behaviour involved times 
when the other infant was close to his mother and looks to either one 
or the other were at times difficult to discriminate. On the other hand, 
looks to the infant*s own mother were easier to discriminate because she 
occupied a distinct and separate part of the playroom (see below), and this 
is reflected in the higher outright agreement (78.5%).
A  more general source of disagreement between observers, potentially 
concerning all three types of looks, stemmed from the fact that infants 
sometimes had their heads facing away from the camera. In such cases,
assessment of the direction of looks was something of an inference based■ /
on the position and angle of the infant*s head. It is likely that diff­
erences between the more experienced and the less experienced observer 
were most clearly reflected in the accuracy with which such inferences 
were made.
On average, outright disagreements between observers were higher 
for the vocalization categories than for any other type of behaviour.
Most commonly, disagreements involved observers coding the same vocal­
ization in terms of different vocalization categories. This appeared to 
be because.of the rather indistinct contextual cues which might enable 
assessment of the target of vocalizations. This contrasts with the other 
distal behaviours and especially contacts involving play material and 
direct physical contacts. It is usually clear, for example, at whom an 
infant has offered a toy, but less clear whether a vocalization is 
directed at another infant, the other mother or to no one.
Apart from different category errors, outright disagreements 
involving vocalizations occurred because of their relatively quiet and 
often indistinct nature. Thus one observer may have heard and interpreted 
the direction of a vocalization whilst another may not even have heard
it. In contrast, the direction ot adult vocalizations are easier to 
infer because they are clearer and can be identified by semantic cues;
these are for the most part miksing or unclear in .infant-infant contact.
That outright percentage agreement of the other three contacts 
from a distance (i.e. ,gesture!, Communicate* and *imitate*) was either 
very high or very low reflected their relatively infrequent occurrence. 
Contacts involving play material
Disagreements concerning total contacts involving play material 
were more likely to involve errors of timing (approximately 9 %  of all 
errors) than different category errors (approximately 5% of all errors).
For example, one observer might have considered an offer of play material 
to have continued from one time interval into another, whilst another 
might not. Clearly,this type of disagreement could be caused by differences 
in coding involving fractions of a second.
Direct physical contacts
Direct physical contacts did not attain such a high outright per­
centage agreement as contacts involving play material (67% and 857. respect­
ively ),perhaps reflecting their relatively lower frequency of occurrence. 
However, a large proportion of disagreements involving direct physical 
contacts concerned errors of timing or different category errors. Thus 
outright disagreements totalled only 5% and were in this respect similar 
to contacts involving play material.
Non-social contacts with play material
Like the vocalization categories, the three non-social contacts 
involving play material were rather subject -to internal different 
category disagreements. This was especially the case with * inactive non­
social contact with play material* (WFTNM), for different category dis­
agreements accounted for all disagreements (see Table 2, Column 3). In 
such cases it was usually coded as * continued active involvement 
with play material* (WFT). Other sources of error concerned difficulties 
in some cases of discriminating social from non-social contact with play 
material and difficulties faced in coding contact with two or more toys 
simultaneously.
Here, as elsewhere, accuracy of coding depended on constant and 
often tedious play backs of sequences of behaviours, accompanied by a 
diligent concern with detail.
Position and movement
Finally, outright agreement concerning position measures was over 
90%. Disagreements concerning position involved either errors of timing 
(3%) or classification of position into a different rectangle ('67o)» The 
latter errors most often occurred when infants were situated where two 
rectangles joined.
It is considered that the results in Table. 2 indicate the overall
criteria of reliability employed. What the results cannot show with 
certainty is whether disagreements involved actual disagreements in 
judgement between observers or differences in coding precision and 
experience between observers. For the most part, however, it is con­
sidered that the latter was the case. This view stemmed from discussions 
between the observers after the reliability study. Further playbacks . 
of videotapes sometimes revealed behaviours that the second
.observer had previously completely ^ missed.Moreover clear developments 
in coding expertise were reported by the less experienced observer, even 
during the relatively short duration of the reliability study.
In actual fact, attempts to assess observer reliability in terms 
of,the criteria employed here are involved in something of a dilemma.
This is because a large percentage agreement only reflects the fact that 
observers are coding in similar ways. This can never constitute exact 
proof of reliability because it is conceivable that both observers are 
coding similarly but inaccurately (perhaps as a result of their joint 
training). On the other hand, a low percentage agreement may not reflect 
an unreliable coding system so much as the fact that one observer has 
coded behaviour inaccurately whilst another has coded behaviour per­
ceptively. In common with some ethologists^it is considered that extensive 
observation of a particular form of behaviour can enable an accuracy 
and fineness of judgement that would not be possible to the unacquainted 
eye. As Hutt and Hutt (1970) have remarked, an observer might sometimes 
have to rely on his own judgement, for adequate tests of agreement would 
involve a second observer partaking in equally intensive (and arduous) 
training.
The method used to describe mother-infant social interaction was 
essentially a simplified version of that used for the infant-infant 
sessions*
(i) Method of recording behaviour
Mother-infant interaction was videotaped in the same way as the 
infant-infant sessions and in the same playroom setting.
(ii) Categorizing behaviour: The Mother-Infant Behavioural Checklist
The behavioural checklist used to analyse mother-infant social 
interaction was chosen with two main considerations in mind. In the 
first place it was required that behavioural categories would enable 
an analysis in terms-, of dimensions suggested by studies of mother- 
infant interaction and discussed in Chapter 3, and,in the second place, 
it was required that behavioural categories should be comparable with 
those used in the infant-infant behavioural checklist shown in Table 1. 
Another consideration concerned the need to reconcile the potentially 
extensive and rich behavioural checklist that could be used to describe 
mother-infant interaction with the degree of detail required of this 
part of the study. These considerations, when taken together, pointed 
to the need for a small behavioural checklist that meaningfully 
quantified dimensions of maternal behaviour that were suggested by 
previous studies and which was comparable with the infant-infant 
behavioural checklist. The behavioural checklist shown in Table 3 was
drawn up on the basis of pilot observations to meet these requirements.
/
Table 3 Mother-Infant Behavioural Checklist
Maternal Behaviour 
Vocalizations
Contacts involving play material
c
Physical contact
(a) Functional contact
\
(b) Playful contact 
Infant Behaviours
■ I
Vocalizations
Contacts involving play material 
Physical contact
It can be seen that maternal behaviour was cpded in terms of 
three main categories or Tmodes;i The first main category was 
fvocalizations1» These simply denoted any incidence when a mother 
vocalized dur?lng the play session* It is recognised that information
on dilterent torms or maternal vocalizations was i o s u  uy unis jlui.iu 
of coding, yet,as infant vocalizations in the infant dyad play 
sessions were not themselves further differentiated,such an analysis 
would have been somewhat redundant. Furthermore, attempts to adequately 
code maternal vocalizations can be extremely time consuming and arduous.
The category localizations* was similar to Clarke-Stewart1s (1973) 
’verbalness’ and Schaffer and Emerson’s (1964) second subdivision of 
maternal ’personal’ approaches, i.e. visual and auditory stimulation or 
’personal - non-handling’ stimulation (see .Chapter 3).
The second main mode of maternal stimulation was ’contacts involving 
play material*. These were contacts a mother directed at her infant that 
primarily involved an interest in proporties of play material. This 
category involved exactly the same behaviours as contacts involving 
play material between infants.
The third maternal category - ’physical contact’ - was defined as 
any physical contact a mother directed at her child. In the same way as 
direct physical contacts between infants, maternal physical contacts 
primarily involved an interest in her infant’s body. If play material 
was used, it was employed as a medium to further this interest. ’Physical 
contact’ is similar to Clarke-Stewart*s(1973) ’physicalness’ mode of 
maternal stimulation.
It was found during pilot observations that maternal physical 
contacts fell into two main sub-categories; ’functional’ and ’playful’ 
contacts. ’Functional’ contacts were physical contacts that 
involved routine tasks like wiping the infant’s nose, arranging his 
clothes or holding him without further interaction. ’Playful’ contacts, 
on the other hand, denoted instances when mothers amused or showed 
positive emotion toward their infants. Included here were games like 
peep~o and hugging the infant. This distinction was considered an 
important one because the two types of physical contact appeared quite 
different in tone and might well have had different effects. ’Playful’ 
physical contacts are similar to Schaffer and Emerson’s (1964) first 
preferred mode of maternal stimulation • the ’personal-handling’ 
approach.
Infant behaviours in the mother-infant play sessions were cate­
gorized in the same way as maternal behaviour with one exception - they 
were not categorized into ’functional’ and ’playful’ sub-categories.
This was due to the surprisingly infrequent occurrence of infant physical 
contacts to mother, and also because the ’tone’ of infant physical 
contacts to mother could not be differentiated into ’functional’ and 
’playful’ categories as clearly as a mother’s contact with her infant.
It might be rioted that mothers were found during pilot observations to 
initiate far more of these contacts and to be far more expressive in
Detailed definitions, examples and conventions used in cate­
gorizing and coding mother-infant interaction can be found in 
Appendix 5.
It might be mentioned that it was originally intended to 
categorize maternal contacts to her infant not only in terms of 
preferred modes of contact but also in terms of whether they were 
initiations or responses. Valuable as such an analysis.might have.been 
(e.g. to assess the possibility that the amount of maternal initiation^ 
to infants was associated with the extent of infant initiations in 
the infant dyad situation), it was found impossible on the basis of 
preliminary observations to reliably distinguish behaviours that were 
initiatory from behaviours that were responsive. As an example of the 
difficulties faced by such an analysis take the following episode: 
an infant picks up several plastic shapes in turn from the playroom 
floor. His mother, on seeing him do this, holds out her hand, beckoning 
him to give her a shape. This episode then extends for several minutes 
with the mother holding out her hand to receive play material. One 
difficulty concerns whether the mother’s first’ beckoning, gesture was 
an initiation or response. It was a response in the sense that it 
followed the infant’s behaviour, but an initiation in the sense that 
it started the social interchange that followed. Analysis of the 
ensuing interaction in terms of initiations and responses proves equally 
if not more tortuous*. Rather reluctantly, therefore, attempts at this 
analysis were curtailed.
(iii) Coding behaviour
Like the mother-infant categorization system, the method used 
to code mother-infant contact was a simplified and less time consuming 
version of that used for infant-infant contact. This was achieved in 
several ways. In the first place behaviour was only coded in terms of 
its occurrence or not in each time interval and no attempt was made to 
make a sequential account or make descriptions of selected sequences. 
Like the infant-infant analysis, behaviour was coded in terms of 
continuous time intervals, yet in order to reduce the amount of time 
and data involved in analysis, a ten-second time interval was used. 
Furthermore, the length of session was reduced from 20 to 10 minutes. 
There was another reason for this latter step - it was found during 
pilot observations that many mothers were unused to spending more than 
a few minutes in continuous and direct contact with their babies.
Mothers reported that they usually contacted their babies during the 
course of other activities,e.g. housework. Requests to interact with 
their babies for long periods of time might thus have placed a great 
strain on some mother’s ability to be ’natural’ in the playroom
o x  u u a  u i u n «
The Mother-Infant Behavioural Record:
Like the infant-Infant Behavioural Records, a sheet of paper 
was divided into horizontal lines - each line representing in this 
case a 10 second time interval and making 60 time intervals in all. 
Mother and infant behaviours were then.coded side by side down the 
page. Unlike the infant—infant Behavioural Records, however, separate 
columns were assigned to each behavioural category and the occurrence 
of a behavioural category in each time-interval was simply noted 
by a tick. Discrete occurrences, durations of occurrences, and 
information on contingencies between between mother and infant behaviour 
were not noted. An example of a mother-infant Behavioural Record can
i
be, found in Appendix 6.
(iv ) Inter-observer reliability
Inter-observer reliability checks on behavioural categories in 
the mother-infant behavioural checklist were assessed by the same method 
of comparing individual time-intervals as that used for the infant-infant 
behavioural checklist. The advantages of this particular method over 
comparisons of total summary counts have been described above. However, 
unlike the above method, no account was made of disagreements resulting 
from coding another category within the same subset of behaviours. The 
reason for this is that behavioural categories were relatively ’molar1 
categories that could not meaningfully have been mistaken for other 
’molar’ categories. In other words, analysis of times when different 
categories are coded instead of the category of interest, is only mean­
ingful when comparisons are made between similar ’atomic’ categories 
within a more ’molar’ category, e.g. vocalizations to infant with 
vocalizations to mother within the molar category ’vocalizations’.
Like the method used above, videotapes were independently coded 
by two observers for 10 minutes. Total inter-observer reliability 
measures were thus based on 30 minutes of continuous coding.' Percentage 
inter-observer agreements were calculated by use of the formula and 
method described above for infant-infant contacts and can be found in 
Table 4.
It can be seen by reference to Table 4 that outright inter­
observer percentage agreement ranged from over 87% to nearly 974 for  ^
both maternal and infant behaviour categories. When errors of timing 
were considered to be agreements, percentage agreement ranged from 88c/0 
to 100%.
Mother-infant behavioural categories thus had somewhat higher 
percentage agreements on average than the infant-infant checklist*
These results suggest something of a paradox - namely, the more general 
and less detailed a categorization system the higher will be the inter- 
observer agreement.
TAttLh) mter-opserver percentage Agreements: nocner-imani: cenaviourai
Checklist
Maternal Behaviours
i
Outright Agreements | 
(Agreements v Adjacent j 
disagreements and Non- 
ad jacent disagreements
!
Outright Agreements and ( 
errors of timing I 
(Agreements -fr Adjacent j 
disagreements v  fto.n- 
adjacent disagreements
Physical contact 
Functional 89.18 93.94
Playful 88.1 88.1
Total 87.96 . 91.67
Vocalizations 96.96 99.67
Contacts involving 
play material 87.16 94.23
-Infant behaviours
1
Physical contact - -
Vocalizations 94.86 100
Contacts involving 
play material
1 ...............
91.53 93,38
Did not occur during time of reliability observations and could not thus 
be calculated.
'1'fle M-aternai interview .
As described above, the maternal interview was in two parts.
The aim of the first part was to obtain quantitive information 
on biographical details and dimensions of prior social experience that 
have been discussed in Chapter 3. Information was obtained on the number 
and age of siblings, the amount of prior contact with other infants, the 
amount of prior contact with other pre-school children, the number of 
’primary’ caretakers, the number of S e c o n d a r y ’ caretakers, the extent 
of non-familial social contact,and attachment intensity. The information 
was obtained by structuring questions in order that they had to be 
answered in terms of 1 fixed alternatives1. This was done in order to 
ensure that all mothers answered questions in the same terms and in a 
fopm amenable to quantitive interpretation.
For the sake of convenience, questions were printed in questionnaire 
fashion and mothers were asked to complete the answers themselves. This 
also allowed mothers to easily grasp questions by being able to visually 
inspect possible answers. However, they were free at all times to discuss 
questions seek further information, and note any qualifications they felt 
were necessary. This procedure might be likened to a more orthodox 
interview situation where the interviewee (in this case a mother) has 
been asked to complete the interview schedule herself. A  copy of the 
interview schedule can be found in Appendix 7.
Several considerations guided the choice and structure of questions. 
In the first place it was decided to obtain information separately on the 
amount of contact infants had had with other infants (Question 4) and 
with pre-school children (Question 5) in order to establish whether 
experience of these relationships had different or similar associations 
with infant-infant contact. ’Other infants1 in this context were defined 
rather specifically as children of the same age, give or take a month.
The reason for this was that some decision had to be made about just how 
similar other infants -should be. Although this definition of similarity 
is to a large extent arbitrary, it was important to adopt some definition, 
for otherwise mothers could have had different age ranges in mind, and 
results could thus have involved different phenomena. Contact with pre­
school children was defined as contact with any other child who was 
under five years of age.
Answers to these two questions, and the question about overall 
number of contacts (Question 6c), were structured by setting a time 
limit of one week. It was felt that requests to recollect the events 
of the last week, which were presumably still fresh in a m o t h e r s  mind, 
would yield a more accurate estimate of the extent of the infant’s 
social contact than requests for a more general estimate. It was found
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would go to some lengths to give an accurate estimate if set a 
time period in this way (sometimes even producing their diaries I ), 
and often recollected instances of social contact that requests for 
a more general estimate might have underestimated or missed. It 
might be argued, of course, that this procedure ran the risk of 
reifying what could have been an atypical week in the infant’s life.
An infant who normally, for example, had a good deal of contact with 
other children may have had very little or no contact in the last week.
On the other hand it was felt that the disadvantage of not specifying 
a time-period outweighed this argument. Furthermore, mothers were 
asked whether the child’s social experiences in the last week had been 
typical and it was noted if they were not.
Answers to questions about the extent of an infant’s contact 
with other infants and pre-school children were further structured by 
specifying degrees of contact, i.e. one, two, four, eight, or more than 
eight hours contact. This again ensured that mother’s judgements were 
all based on the same parameters and hopefully further assisted re­
collection of their child’s experiences by structuring answers within 
certain boundaries.
In assessing the number of people who played a part in the infant’ 
care, a distinction was made between those people who looked after his 
day-to-day routine physical heeds - ’primary’ catetakers (Question 6a), 
and those who looked after the infant in other ways e.g. by playing with 
him, taking him for walks, etc. - ’secondary’ caretakers (Question 6b).
It is likely that these forms of caretaking represent different degrees 
of involvement with the infant and might affect the infant’s behaviour 
with other infants in different ways. ’Primary’ and ’secondary’ care­
takers are similar to Schaffer and Emerson’s (1964) ’narrow’ and ’wide* 
definitions of number of caretakers respectively.
It also became evident during discussions with mothers after 
pilot observations that a distinction should .be made, between those . 
’primary’ and ’secondary’ caretakers who had a full-time role in the 
infant’s care and those who had only a temporary or occasional role.
To take ’primary* caretaking as an example, the difference was between, 
say, the infant’s mother and father who might care for the infant’s » 
routine physical needs virtually every day of the year and the infant’s 
grandmother who might care for the infant’s routine physical needs for 
only a month or two weeks in a year.
In order to gain a complete account of the extensiveness of an 
infant’s social contacts ^ Information was also obtained on the overall 
number of people with whom the infant had contact other than those in
the least intense form of social contact and ought to be distinguished . 
at least provisionally from primary and secondary caretaking. The 
information yielded by this question was similar to Schaffer and 
Emerson’s (1964) TNumber of People Contacted1.
The final aspect of an infant’s home experience that it was 
thought might be a salient factor affecting his behaviour with other 
infants was the intensity of his attachment behaviour (see Chapter 3). 
Whilst infants are likely on the whole to select mothers as their main 
attachment objects this is not always the case (Schaffer and Emerson, 
1964). Measures of overall attachment intensity might thus be under­
estimated if they are based exclusively on attachment to mother. Infants 
may, for example, show more intense attachment behaviour to their fathers 
or even siblings. For this reason it was decided to look for associations 
between overall attachment intensity and,aspects of an infant’s intera­
ction with other infants, irrespective of its main attachment object.
Schaffer and Emerson’s procedure for assessing attachment 
intensity was adapted for this purpose because it appeared to yield 
a meaningful,quantifiable measure. Moreover, it is based on an infant’s 
behaviour in seven everyday separation situations and not in a specific 
laboratory.situation (as with some measures of attachment intensity).
As in Schaffer and Emerson’s procedure, separation protest to 
each situation was assessed in terms of its occurrence or not, its 
regularity and its intensity.
' It was rated as follows for each infant to each separation 
situation: 0 - no protest
1 - protests occur but qualifications exist with respect
to both regularity and intensity
2 - protests occur but qualifications exist with respect
to either regularity or intensity
3 - protests occur without qualifications with respect
to either regularity or intensity
An overall measure of attachment intensity could then be obtained 
by summing the score of each infant for each separation situation.
Specific procedures used to devisee measures of the other 
questions will be detailed when the relevant results are discussed in 
Chapter 5.
t The aim of the'second half of the interview was to obtain more 
detailed, qualitative information on ways infants behaved with other 
young children and siblings. A less structured approach was adopted 
than in the first half. This was for several reasons. In the first place 
more detailed information was required than would have been permitted 
by structuring questions with fixed alternative answers. Secondly,
made it difficult to devise a set of questions applicable to every 
child. And, thirdly, with so little knowledge to date about infant- 
infant contacts (especially in home settings), it was felt preferable 
to allow mothers freedom in .describing what went on rather than 
predetermining the form answers should take and possibly missing 
valuable yet unexpected information.
However, some degree of structure was introduced in order to 
create a basis for drawing out age developments and comparing the 
experience of individual children. In order to do this the same topics 
were covered with each mother, though no attempt was made to structure 
discussion of these topics. As a starting point, mothers were questioned 
further about the degree of contact their baby had with other infants 
(Question 4). If the infant was reported to have had such contact, mothers 
were asked what form they took. They were also asked if their infants 
had regular playmates and, if so, what they got up to. Similar questions 
were then asked about contacts with older pre-school children and 
siblings (if applicable). Attempts were made to identify possible diff­
erences in these three forms of social contact .
It was hoped that this information on an infant’s social behaviour 
with other young children in home settings would complement and extend 
that stemming from the playroom infant dyad sessions.
(a ) The cross-sectional sample
The cross-sectional sample comprised 6 pairs of infants 
(2 male-male, 2 female-male, 2 female-female) at 5 age levels - 
9 13,17,21 and 25 months. There were thus 60 infants in all. Infants 
were in all cases matched on age and sex alone. This is depicted in 
Table 5.
Table 5 ; Characteristics of Cross-Sectional Sample with Respect to Age 
and Sex
Characteristics 
of dyads with 
respect to sex
.... . ' ....
! AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Male-male 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads
Male-female 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads
Female-female 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads 2 dyads
Number of 
children
L...........  .._ !
12 12 12 12 12
i
Total sample 60
Age specifications of the cross-sectional sample at the time of 
the infant-infant visit can be found in Table 6.
Table 6: Ages of Cross-Sectional Sample .
Age 9 months 13 months
' ........ ‘" I ...
17 months 1 21 months
I
~ —
25, months
Mean (weeks) 40.23 57.73
■
73.39 92.94 110i51
i
Range 34 wks 
4 days-
42 wks 
1 day
j i I
53 wks j 69 wks \ 90 wks I 108 wks 
2 days- j 6 days- 1 5 days- j
| 60 wks f 75 wks f 96 wks j 113 wks 
| 4 days [ 4 days \ 4 days j 1 day
taken part in another research project at the University. Although no 
formal tests were conducted the infants could thus be screened for any 
ailments or abnormalities likely to adversely affect their social 
behaviour with another child. Only two subjects had to be dropped from 
the study. One had a history of hearing problems and the other was 
retarded for his age.
No systematic data were obtained on such features, as socio­
economic class, length of parents* education or parental attitudes 
to the child*s upbringing, and no attempt was made to control for these 
factors in the study. It was felt that at this stage attempts to 
assess the potential effect of such factors would be premature. However, 
there were two aspects associated with the sample selection procedure that 
tended to make the sample to some extent a homogeneous group. The first 
of these concerns the fact that the population of Guildford is largely 
constituted by a population of above average socio-economic class - and 
the sample are likely to reflect this. The second involved the fact that 
the mothers and infants who took part in the project had either already 
successfully taken part in one research project at the University, or had 
expressed interest in the project, and were thus to some extent a self­
selected sample. It is therefore likely that mothers who took part in this 
project were from both above average socio-economic backgrounds and 
interested to some extent at least in their child!s development.
Information on a number of aspects covering the extent of infants1 
prior social experience were collected during the maternal interview 
and details of these will be presented in chapter 6, Part 4.
(b) The longitudinal sample
The longitudinal sample comprised six infants (three males and 
three females) who visited the playroom at the same five age levels as 
the cross-sectional sample. At each visit infants were paired with a 
different infant in order to control for possible effects of familiarity. 
The six infants were called Sophie, Mark, Michael, Hannah, Carol and 
Anthony and-the dyad pairings at each age level were as follows:
Table 7s Dyad Pairings of the Longitudinal Group
AGE IN MONTHS
9 1 13 17 21 25
' 1
M i ch a e1-Garo1 
Anthony-Mark 
Hannan-Sophie
Mark-Michael 
Hannah-Anthony 
Sophie-Carol
Anthony-Sophie 
Hannah-Michael 
Caro1-Mark
.
Sophie-Mark *' •. 
Anthony-Mi chael 
Carol-Hannah
1, . . .
. Hannah-Mark 
Michael-Sophie 
Carol-Anthony
All names are fictitious
The study setting - called the ’playroom’ - was a small room 
annexed to a psychology laboratory in the University. One end was 
completely sectioned off to form an observation booth. The room 
measured 5.81m x 1.28m overall and 4.53m x 1.28m excluding the 
observation booth. The appearance of the room was designed to be as 
pleasant as possible for the mother and infant. Three ’Womble’ posters 
(Orinoco, Wellington and a group scene) and a countryside poster 
(depicting a country scene with animals and trees) were placed on 
the walls and colourful curtaining material was used to decorate the 
observation window and one of the ’Womble’ posters. The room had two 
tables: the ’screen table’ which was placed in front of the observation 
booth and the ’toy table' which was placed against the left wall when 
looking out from the observation booth. Two chairs were provided for 
mothers to sit on. The room had one door. A diagram drawn to scale and 
photographs of the room can be found in Figs. 4, 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows 
the view from the end of the room, opposite the observation booth, 
and Fig. 6 depicts the scene looking out from the observation booth.
Items of play material were chosen with care because their 
character could be very influential in the type of social and non-social 
use to which they were put by infants. Toys chosen were a wooden pegboard 
pegs and hammer; a plastic pillar box, shapes and lid; a plastic ’shape-o 
ball with shapes; a plastic push toy; two hand bells; and a plastic doll 
with a yellow raincoat. It was hoped that the toys chosen provided 
enough items to discourage conflicts resulting from a limited supply of 
toys, yet not enough to overwhelm the infants. Toys were chosen that 
did not narrowly constrain an infant’s activities, and encouraged a 
wide range of social and non-social pursuits. The same items of play 
material were available in every session in order to standardise the 
research setting in this respect.
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The sequence of events in the study was as follows:
- Contacting subjects s
Subjects were sent a letter in which they were given brief 
details of the research, asked for their co-operation, and told that 
they would be contacted by phone within the next few days# In the course 
of this phone-call mothers were given further details of the project and 
what their involvement in it would entail. They were told that it would 
involve two visits, the first with their infant and the second with 
another mother with a child of the same age as their own. If they, were 
willing to take part in the project a definite appointment was made for 
the first visit and a provisional or definite appointment made for the 
second visit dependent upon consultation with the other mother about a 
suitable time. The infant-infant visit was arranged to take place 
approximately one week after the mother-infant visit.
The Mother-Infant visit
Upon reception at the University mothers were escorted to the 
psychology laboratory to which the playroom was annexed and given more 
complete details about the project and what was required during this 
visit. Care was taken to ensure that they had a clear idea of what 
was required of them and that they felt at ease. Instructions were 
open-ended in order that mothers could ask questions and make comments 
but all mothers were provided with the same basic information. A 
detailed account of these instructions is given in Appendix 8a.
1 After the 'play* session the observer entered the playroom from 
the observation booth, interviewed mothers as described above and then 
escorted them from the psychology laboratory.
The Infant-Infant visit
. A similar procedure was followed for the infant-infant visit. 
Upon reception subjects were again escorted to the laboratory. When 
both mothers had arrived they were reminded of the main details of the 
study and then given instructions about what was required of them 
during this visit. Once again' great care was taken to ensure that 
mothers felt at ease and understood what was required of them. As 
before^instructions were largely open-ended but everyone was given 
the same basic instructions. Essentially^iothers were asked to respond 
but not initiate contacts with their infants and were encouraged to 
chat to each other. Full details of these instructions are given in 
Appendix 8b. After the infant-infant session the observer entered the 
playroom, discussed the infants’ behaviour with their mothers, and 
then finally escorted subjects from the laboratory.
As a result of these visits data were available in the form 
of videotapes of infant-infant and mother-infant interaction and the 
maternal interview transcripts. The videotapes were then transcribed 
onto the Behavioural Records as described above. Details of how 
measures used in analysis were derived from these records are given 
in the next chapter.
Introduction
In keeping with the discussion of aims in Chapter 3 the results 
will be presented in three main parts. Developments in categories of 
infant-infant contact and their interrelationships will be explored in the 
first part, infant-infant contacts with respect to their nature and range 
and antecedent variables will be explored in the second, and infant-infant 
and mother-infant contacts will be contrasted in the third part. Data 
from the maternal interview will also be presented in a fourth part.
Part 1 The Development of Social Interaction between Infants
In this section of the results, developments in selected categories 
of infant-infant behaviour will be analysed and discussed. Before this 
is begun it is first appropriate to describe how measures were derived 
from the data base and what approaches were then used in analysis of these 
measures.
The data base
Data from the Infant-Infant Behavioural Records were in two forms:
(i) In terms of the occurrence or not of behavioural categories, listed 
in Table 1, in each five second time interval. This list involved ’observed’ 
categories in the sense that they denoted categories of ongoing observable 
social behaviour. For the purposes of analysis^this list was extended by 
the addition of ’derived’ and ’summary’ categories. As the term implies,
the former were derived from the observed categories. For example, ’activity 
rate’ denoted the number of times an infant moved from one position in the 
playroom to another. Derived categories were: ’number of different items 
of play material’ and all categories taken from coding an infant’s position 
in the playroom. These have all been defined in Chapter 5. ’Summary’ 
categories were simply the sum of selected observed and derived categories. 
’Total vocalizations’, for example, equalled the sum of all four observed 
vocalization measures, i.e. ’vocalize to infant', ’vocalize to mother’,
’vocalize to other infant's mother', and ’non-social vocalizations'. A 
complete list of observed, derived and summary categories can be found in 
Table 8. It was these categories which were used in analysis.
Measures of observed and summary categories were obtained by 
summing the number of time intervals within which a behaviour occurred in 
each 20 minute session. Methods of calculating measures of derived cate­
gories are, with the exception of ’distance from infant’, self-evident 
from their definitions. The method used to calculate measures of this 
latter variable can be found in Appendix 9.
(ii) The second form of data involved a sequential account of behavioural 
sequences. This involved ongoing sequential coding of discrete behaviours
in terms of categories found in Table 8 and descriptions o f  b e h a v i o u r a l  sequence 
written at the end of the behavioural records (see Chapter 5).
Table 8 Checklist of Observed, Derived ana aummai-y
Categories
0 - Observed Categories D - Derived Categories S
Behavioural Category 
Contacts From a Distance 
0 Looks to infant 
0 Vocalize to infant 
0 Gesture 
0 Communicate 
0 Imitate
Contacts Involving Play Material 
0 Take Unoffered toy 
0 ’Attempt toy 
0 Withhold toy 
0 Reach for toy 
0 Offer toy 
0 , Show toy s 
0 Receive toy 
0 Ask for toy
0 Take toy other infant has left 
0 Touch toy to other infant’s toy 
0 Contact same toy 
D Conflicts
S ’Responsive’ Contacts Involving 
Play Material 
S Unresponsive Contacts Involving 
Play Material 
S Total Contacts Involving Play 
Material ( with CST)
S Total.Contacts Involving Play 
Material (without'’CST)
- Summary Categories
Computer Variable Name Constituent
Categories
LKINF
VOCINF
GESTURE
COMM
IMITATE
TAKE
ATTEMPT
WITHHOLD
REACH
OFFER
SHOW
RECEIVE
ASK
TKTYLFT
TCHTYTY
CST
CONFLICT
RESPMAT =ATTEMPT4WITHH0 LD+OF FER
+SHOW+RE C ElVE+ASK 
UNRESMAT =T AK E-fR EACH+TKTY LF T+
TCHTYTY
TIMATCN2 =TAKE+ATTEMPT4WITHH0LEH-
REACH-HDFFER+SHOW+RECEIVE-H 
ASK+TKTY LFT+TCHTTTx-f CST 
TLMATCN3 =TAKE+ATTEMPT+WITHKO L.EH-
-HREACHrfOFFERH-SHOW-HRECEI VE 
' ASK+IKTYLFT+TCHTYTY
Direct Physical Contact's
0 Touch infant TOUCH
0 Touch infant with Toy TCHINWTY
0 Touch infant’s clothes TCHCIOTK
0 Reach for infant RECHD
0 Withdraw from infant WITHDRAW
0 Strike infant STRIKE
0 Touch infant accidentally ACCT
0 Touch infant accidentally with toy ACCTOY
S Total direct physical contacts
| S Total accidental direct physical
! contacts
Supplementary Categories
! 0 Non-social vocalizations
0 Cry
0 Fret
• S Total cries and frets
Contact Mother
0 Looks to mother
0 Vocalize to mother
0 Direct physical contacts to
j mother
0 Contacts involving play material
to mother
S Total contacts to mother
Contact other Infant’s mother
i 0 Looks to other infant’s mother
0 Vocalize to other infant’s mother
0 Direct physical contacts and
contacts involving play material 
to other infant’s mother
S Total contacts to other infant’s 
mother
Summary Categories
| S Socially directed vocalizations
1
j S Total vocalizations
; S Total infant-infant - contacts
i (without gesture)
S Total infant-infant contacts
S Total infant-infant contacts
(without CST)
S Social play
Non-Social Contacts with P lay Material
0 Take free play material
0 Continued active involvement with 
play material
S Total active non-social contact
with play materia3
TTLDIRCT =T OU CH+T CHINWTY+T CH C LO TH+
RECHD+WITHDRAW+STRIKE+ 
ACCT+ACCTOY 
•TTLACCV . " ^ACCT+ACCTOY
VOC
CRY
FRET
TLCRYFRT =CRY+FRET
LKMOTHER 
VOCMTHR 
CMTOUCH
CMPLAYMT
CMTOTAL =V0 CMTHR+CMTOUCH+CMPLAYMT
LK.INFM
VOCINFM
COI-NFM
COINFMTL =VOCINFM+COINFM
RESP.VOC =V0 CINF+VO CINFM+VO CMTHR
TTLVOC =V0 CINF+VO CINFM+VO CMTHR
+VOC
T0TALIN3 =V0 CINF+TIM AT CN 2+
TTLDIRCT
T0TLIN3A =V0CINF+GESTURE+TLMATCN2+
TTLDIRCT
T0TLIN4A =VOCINF+GESTURE+
TLMATCN3+TTLDIRCT
SOCPLAY =TOT LIN3 A+CMTOTAL+
•COINFMTL
TFT
WFT
TLTFTWFT — TFT+WPT
0 Continued inactive contact with
play material WFTNM
S Solitary play SOLPLAY
D Number of different items of
play material NOOFTOYS
Activity and Position
D Activity rate ACTRATE
D Exploration rate EXPIRATE
S Total activity and exploration TLACTEXP
D Proximity to infant • TOGETHER
D Proximity to mother CMPOSN /
D Distance from infant DISTANCE
=T LTF TWFT+WFTNM
=ACTRATE+EXP IRATE
The purpose of Part 1 of these results was to investigate develop­
ments in infant-infant contact, on the basis of these two forms of data.
I
In line with the discussion of behavioural interrelationships in Chapter 
3, four approaches were adopted. The first three involved quantitive analyses 
and were based on the time interval data and the fourth involved a more 
qualitative assessment of the behavioural sequence descriptions.
1. ' The first and main analysis required was an assessment of age changes
in the frequencies of behavioural categories. Measures of the frequency
of each category in Table 8 were obtained at each age level, i.e. 9,13,
17, 21 and 25 months. Differences between age levels were then calculated 
by one way analyses of variance. In order to see whether age trends had 
characteristic patterns, tests for polynomial trend components were conducted 
where appropriate. Differences between individual age levels were also 
assessed where appropriate by a.posteriori contrast tests.
The results of these analyses are presented in full in Appendix 11 and 
details and the rationale of statistical procedures employed can be found 
in Appendix 10.^
Extracts from these results will be presented in the text where 
appropriate.
2. Apart from assessment of age differences in individual behaviours, it 
was intended to compare the frequencies of different behaviours. This was 
the first approach to assessing interrelationships between different 
behaviours that was discussed in Chapter 3. This analysis rested on 
assessment of differences in frequencies of behaviours within age levels, 
and was performed by calculating^where appropriate,2 way analyses of 
variance with behavioural category a repeated measure, and by t-tests
for correlated samples between selected categories within age levels 
(see Appendix 10). ■
3. The next approach to assessing interrelationships between behavioural 
categories was concerned with associations between behaviours. As 
discussed in Chapter 3 this permitted assessment of the degree to which engage 
ment in one behaviour was associated with engagement in other 
behaviours. This approach rested on calculation of Pearson product- 
moment correlations between individual behaviours at each age level. The 
five resulting correlation matrices are presented in Appendix 12a-e.
Certain constraints were placed on categories that could be used in this 
analysis and these, along with a full discussion of statistical procedures 
used j, can again be found in Appendix 10. Once again, extracts from 
these results will be presented in the course of the text where appropriate.
4. The above three approaches rested on the time•interval data, that is,
on summary counts of the number of time intervals within which a
behaviour o c c u r r e d .  As discussed in Chapter 4 ?this type of data 
A consideration of the effect of intra-dyad and inter-category correlations 
on statistical anal ses can be found at the end of A endix 10.
L / a & c  iiiivy ^  ^  u v ^  ^  a. ^  w * v *  v j . v  v**. « . *  v> **.w  w  ^  —
act as the basis for an assessment of such characteristics as 
integration, responsiveness and sequence durations that it was 
intended to explore in the study (see chapter 3). This exploration 
was therefore based on the behavioural sequence data.
Quantitive methods of analysing sequence characteristics have been
developed by researchers of non-human behaviour (Altmann, 1965, Dingle,
> '
1969), as well as researchers of mother-infant interaction (Leach, 1972,
Lewis and Lee-Painter, 1974), but it was decided to use a more inter­
pretative approach in the present study. The main reason for this 
decision rested on reservations about the ability of quantitive analyses 
to, as yet, fully capture intricacies of social sequences. For example, 
one method has involved assessment of the probability that one behaviour 
will fo1low or precede another (see Hutt and Hutt, 1970). Despite the 
prodigous mathematical and computational procedures employed, and even 
when extended to 1 chainsT of more than two behaviours (e.g. Altmann,1965), 
this type of analysis rests on a simple and deterministic model of 
social interaction - i.e. that behaviour is caused by immediately pre­
ceding behaviour(s). It was decided that a more flexible, qualitative 
approach would be better suited to the aims of the study. It could be 
used, for example, to detect distinguishing features of sequences and 
detection of infrequent, yet potentially crucial behaviours. Conversely} 
it could be used to assess overall sequences of interaction, the context 
within which behaviours occurred, and possible relations between behaviours 
separated by other behaviours in time.
There was a second reason why a quantitive sequence analysis was not 
attempted. Exploratory analyses had revealed that there are great diff­
iculties in adequately and exactly quantifying sequences of interaction. 
Amongst difficulties involved here are problems in specifying beginnings 
and ends of sequences, the ’direction of effects’ in contingency relations 
(i.e. who initiates and who responds - see discussion of this problem 
with regard to mother-infant interaction in Chapter 5), and, indeed, whether 
some behaviours are properly considered contingent at all.
As noted above, sequential data were in the form of sequential coding 
of categories in Table 8 and behavioural descriptions written at the 
end of the Behavioural Records. It was found that the full intricacies 
of sequences were most adequately expressed in the descriptions of 
behavioural sequences. These appeared most able to provide the basis for 
the qualitative approach that was desired. It was found difficult to 
recapture a'full account of all factors involved in a sequence (e.g. context 
cues and«effects of-non-social contacts on social contacts) solely on 
the basis of sequential coding and thus the fourth approach, rested on
It was therefore decided that the best way of achieving the type 
of analysis required was on the basis of interpretative assessment of 
sequence descriptions. To this end the sequence descriptiions were grouped 
broadly into the different behavioural categories. For.example, sequence? 
involving ’contact same toy’ were grouped together. An attempt was then 
made to organise these descriptions by drawing out qualitative stages of 
interaction. These stages were not based so much on the most common 
behaviours at a particular age level but designated the emergence of 
new forms of behaviour or interaction. The primary focus was thus on 
interactive sequences, i.e. on the social product of two infants’ actions 
toward each other, rather than on isolated behaviours. Whilst the stages 
inevitably reflected chronological developments to a large extent,they
f
were not seen to supersede previous forms of interaction, for behaviours 
reflecting different stages could all occur at a particular age level; 
the stages complemented the quantitive analyses described above by 
attending to emergent structural .components of interaction.
In the analysis below, stages of development will be illustrated by 
behavioural descriptions. These descriptions were chosen because they 
perhaps best conveyed characteristics of the designated stage. Each 
description will be headed by a reference number (e.g. D4), the names 
of the two infants, their age and their sex. (Subjects names are in all 
cases fictitious in order to ensure anonymity of subjects.) Unlike the 
first three quantitive approaches,the descriptions came from both cross- 
sectional or longitudinal sessions.
To summarise: four approaches were adopted to analyse data from 
the behavioural records, the first three quantitive and the fourth.qualitative. 
They were: an assessment of age developments in infant-infant contact, a 
‘comparison of developments in different behaviours, an assessment of 
intercorrelations between behavioural categories and a qualitative 
assessment of structural changes in interaction. *
Focus of analysis and discussion
Because analysis and discussion of all the behavioural categories in 
Table 8 would have produced voluminous results that would have been 
unwieldly and lacking in focus, it was decided to focus specifically 
on categories of infant-infant contact. Results concerning categories
i
involving the infant’s mother, the other infant’s mother, non-social 
contacts with play material, and position in the playroom, were therefore 
discussed only in terms of their bearing on infant-infant contact.
Specific types of infant-infant contact to be analysed and discussed 
were chosen on the basis of the aims of the study (discussed in Chapter 3), 
in terms of the results, and in terms of a framework stemming from 
previous studies (see Chapter 2). They were grouped in terms of the
nix-ee ux.uau Ldutiguj. u l xiii-ciiiL- cunuacLb* contacts irom a
distance, contacts involving play material, and direct physical 
contacts. Categories from contacts from a distance were: looks, 
vocalizations and communication. Categories from contacts involving 
play material were: conflicts over play material, exchanges of play 
material, ’responsive’ and ’unresponsive’ contacts involving play 
material,’and contact same toy’.Categories involving direct physical 
contacts as well as social play and apprehension between infants 
were also analysed and discussed.
Each of these types of contact were approached in terms of 
the four approaches described above as appropriate.
Before attention is turned to this analysis it is of interest, 
in order to gain an introductory perspective on an infant’s behaviour 
in the playroom, to compare the extent of social and non-social contacts 
at each age level, and the extent of social contacts directed at the 
three other people in the playroom, that is, the other infant, the 
mother and the other mother,
a) Social v non-social contact
At a broad level there are two main types of activity that 
infants can engage in when confronted with the playroom situations, 
they can direct their attention toward social or to non-social activities. 
Social activities involve all contacts directed at the three other people 
in the room and non-social activities involve all contacts directed at 
items of play material or other objects in the room.
.> Table 9 shows the mean number of time intervals that infants 
engaged, in total social and non-social.activities at each age level." For
this analysis total social contacts or ’social play' included all 
contacts directed at the other infant, the mother and the other mother 
except looks and categories that were not mutually exclusive (i.e. 
’conflicts', ’communicate’ and ’imitate’). Total non-social contacts 
or 'solitary play’ included the two active forms of non-social contact 
(take free play material* and'continued active involvement with play 
material)),as well as 'continued inactive non-social contact with play 
material’. Table 9 also gives separate information on these last three .types 
of n o n - s o c i a l  contact. The-developmental.courses of ’social p l a y ’ and 
'solitary play’ are also depicted graphically in Fig. 7.
The clearest thing to emerge from this analysis concerns the far 
greater amount of time infants spend in non-social, in comparison to 
social pursuits. A two-way analysis of variance with type of social 
contact as a repeated measure showed that the former significantly
BEHAVIOURAL
CATEGORY
AGE IN MONTHS
9 .. 13 : 17; 21 25
Social Play 
( T0TLIN3 A+CMT0TAL+C0IN7MTL) 55.25 65.92 74.42 86.33 .105.67
Take free play material 
(TFT) 16.08 18.83 18.33 19.42 14.42
Continued active involve­
ment with play material 
(WFT) 87.5 107.67 102.25 113.25 123.58
Total active non-social 
.contact with play material 
(TLTFTWFT) 103.58 126.5 120.58 132.67 138
Continued inactive contact 
with play material (WFTNM) 65.42 55
1
76.33 ;57.75
!
' i
79.5
Solitary Play 
(TLTFTWFT+WFTNM) 169 181.5
l :
> * '
196.92 ;190.42  ^ 217.5
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig. 7: Social and Solitary play
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simple main effects (Winer, 1962, p.311) showed that infants engaged 
in significantly more non-social pursuits at all five age levels 
(9 months: F (1,55)=24.43; 13 months: F= (1,55)=23•61; 17 months:
F(1,55)=27•81; 21 months: F(1,55)=18.29; 25 months: F (l,55)=21.94; 
p £0.01 in all cases). At the three youngest age levels infants spept 
roughly three times as much time, and at the two older age levels 
twice as much time, in non-social compared to social activities.
Moreover, the extent of non-social activities conveyed by these figures
is likely to underestimate their true occurrence because of the fact 
that only one non-social contact with the same item of play material 
could be coded in any five second time interval whilst it was possible 
for more than one social category to be coded (see Appendix 2 for 
conventions used to code behavioural categories).
It can be seen that ’solitary play', as defined here, involves 
’inactive’ as well as ’active’ contact with play material. By definition, 
inactive contacts denote a lack of involvement with play material and it 
might therefore be argued that a more meaningful comparison would only 
be with active involvement in toys. Such a measure can be easily derived 
by summing only the two active forms of non-social contact (TFT and WFT). 
Even on the basis of this argument, infants still spent more time on 
average in non-social contacts (see Table 9), though the extent of the
difference is now obviously reduced. .
Comparison of social and non-social pursuits can be pursued 
further by examining their developmental courses. In the same two-way 
analysis of variance as just mentioned a significant interaction effect 
between age and type of social contact was found (F(4,55) = 7 . 4 7 ,  p £0.01). 
This indicates that the two types of contact develop in different ways. 
Further univariate tests showed that this was indeed the case: there 
were significant differences between age levels in the case of social 
activities (F(4,55)=2.67, p < 0 . 0 5 )  but not non-social pursuits, and 
social but not non-social pursuits increased in a linear fashion with 
age (F(4,5^=10.91, p= 0.002). Thus despite the fact that non-social 
pursuits always outweigh social pursuits, the latter, whilst not the 
former, increase with age. This last result can be clarified by \ 
examination of Table 9: infants engage in nearly twice as many social *
1 For this analysis, non-social pursuits were taken as active (TLTFTWFT) 
plus inactive (WFTNM) contacts with play material.
age level, whilst non-social contacts, however defined, do not 
show such a pronounced increase.
There is thus evidence that infants are becoming nore
interested with age in possibilities of social contact. This finding
supports the results of Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) who used
similar categories of ’social’ and ’solitary’ play.
b) Comparison of social contacts directed at the infant, the mother 
and the other mother
Having considered the overall amount of social contacts in 
the context of non-social pursuits it is now appropriate to look 
more closely at the former. Infants can contact three people in the 
playroom: the other infant, their own mother or the other mother.
How do they react to the situation? Do they prefer to maintain contact 
with the familiar and safe figure of their mothers, or do they turn 
their attentions to the infant and adult strangers? Table 10 gives 
the relevant results.
In order to make social contacts directed at the three people 
comparable, ’gesture’ was omitted from total infant-infant contacts.
Thus total social contacts to all three people were constituted by 
vocalizations, contacts involving play material and direct, physical 
contacts. These results are also depicted graphically in Fig.8.
It can be seen that infants do not divide their attentions equally 
between the three people. In particular they rarely contact the other 
infant’s mother. In contrast to other age levels these occur most 
frequently at 9 months when they mostly involve vocalizations(see below). 
Another clear result concerns the far greater number of contacts 
directed at the other infant than the two adults at nine months (diff­
erences were statistically significant - t-tests for correlated samples, 
p <0.05). This result clearly owes much to the fact that infants were 
placed facing each other at the start of each session, coupled with the 
relatively limited powers of mobility of children at this age. This 
last suggestion is born out by analysis of activity measures. For example, 
the total mean number of rectangles crossed (activity rate) at nine 
months was 4.25, but this figure had increased seven fold by 13 months(30.25). 
Comparison of the total amount of contacts directed at the infant and 
the mother after the situation at 9 months reveals a rather 
complicated age development. It can be seen that infants contact the 
other infant and their own mothers a similar amount on average at 17 
and 21 months but contact their mothers more extensively on average at 
13 and especially 25 months. None of these differences were statistically 
significant (t-tests for correlated samples), though differences did 
approach the 5% level of significance at 25 months. These results show
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
Total infant-infant 
contacts (T0TALIN3) 45
13
24.5
17
32.5
2 1
45.42
25
35.75
Total contacts to 
mother (CMTOTAL) 4.17 40.08 37.42 38.75 69.58
Total contacts to other j 
infant!s mother (COINFMTL) | 5.33 0.83 1.92 0.08
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig.8: Total contacts to infant, mother and other mother
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than their mothers (as reported by Becker, 1977 and Eckerman, Whatley 
and Kutz, 1975), or their mothers more than other infants (as reported 
by Bronson, 1975 and Lewis et al, 1975). In addition they do not lend 
support to the rather neat age effect found by Eckerman, Whatley and 
Kutz (1975) who reported that contacts to other infants increased, but 
contacts to mother decreased, with age. The present results reveal a 
more complex developmental situation. Moreover, overall contacts to 
mother tend to increase with age (linear term significant, F(4,55)=
12.5 8, p= 0.001), whereas those directed toward other infants do not.
The present results do not therefore greatly clarify differences 
in results from other studies where comparison has also been made of 
these two types of contacts. It is probably wise not to make too much 
of these differences because they might well be partly.attributable to 
differences in various aspects of the experimental or play situations 
employed. For example, in the present study mothers were encouraged 
not to initiate contacts with their infants but to respond where 
necessary (see Appendix 8b). In the face of this, infants may have felt 
less desire to contact her than in studies where instructions to mothers 
were vaguer and thus allowed her more scope to initiate contacts and 
receive contacts from her infant.
There is one result} however} that gains support from other studies 
and thus seem to be a consistent trend. This is the finding that very 
few contacts are directed at the other infantTs mother. This is in 
agreement with the results of Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) as well 
as those of Becker (1977), Lenssen (1973) and Lewis et al (1975).
The present results thus give a general account of how infants 
react to the three people in the playroom situation. It is clear t hat' 
though the infant and other mother are equally strange, infants prefer 
to contact the infant rather than his mother. Indeed, the overall amount 
of these contacts more closely match those directed at the infant’s own 
mother.
As described above, 'total social contacts were constituted by 
vocalizations, contacts involving play material and direct physical 
contacts. Apart from these more overtly ’social’ behaviours there 
was one main form of social behaviour not included in this analysis* 1
1As mentioned in Chapter 2, studies published after the review of the 
literature was written or which came to the author’s attention after 
that time, and which did not therefore affect the research strategy, 
will be discussed in the following chapters in the context of research 
findings.
These results can be found in Table 11 and are plotted graphically 
in Fig.9 i.
These results show a different picture to that for total 
social contacts. That is, infants look significantly more at the 
other infant than at their mothers or at the other mother at all 
five age levels (t-tests for correlated samples, all differences 
p<0.00l). The amount of visual orientation toward other infants by 
far outweighs other forms of social behaviour, either to the infant 
or the two adults. Indeed, infants look at other infants during approx­
imately one in every two time intervals in a 20 minute session. They 
also occur more frequently on average than the most frequent form of 
non-social behaviour, i.e. continued active involvement in play material 
(WFT). These results are in agreement with Eckerman,Whatley and Kutz 
(1975) and Lenssen (1973) who also found that infants have an extensive 
visual interest in each other.
Comparison of infant-infant and mother-infant interaction in 
the same situation thus shows that infants tend to contact each other 
within the context of a relatively extensive backcloth of visual orient­
ation, but contact their mothers with relatively few accompanying looks 
(total contacts to mother outweigh looks to mother at all age levels on 
average except 9 months).
It might be concluded on the basis of these results that infant- 
infant contacts could be characterised as ’distal’ j whilst mother-infant 
contacts could be seen as ’proximal’ in character - a conclusion reached 
by Lewis et al (1975) on the basis of their results. This proposition 
can be further examined by comparing the amount of infant-infant and 
mother-infant ’distal’ and ’proximal’ behaviours at each age level.
Distal behaviours refer here to behaviours that take place from a distance, 
i.e. looks and vocalizations ( ’gesture’ was not included in infant-infant 
distal behaviours in order to make the two distal categories comparable), 
and proximal behaviours refer to behaviours involving actual physical 
contact, i.e. contacts involving play material and direct physical contacts. 
The results of this analysis can be found in Table 12.
In terms of this analysis, infant-infant contacts are clearly 
more ’distal’ ( ’distal’ outweigh ’proximal’ contacts at every age level- 
t-tests for correlated samples,p <0.001), and mother-infant contacts more 
’proximal’ in character, as Lewis et al (1975) have suggested. However, 
two qualifications need to be made to this picture. In the first place, 
infant-infant'distal’behaviours are almost entirely constituted-. by looks 
(well over 90% at all age levels) and the status of looks as a strictly 
social behaviour is clearly problematic. In fact it could be argued
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Looks to infant(LKINF) 122.83 115.25 110.17 112.42 122.58
Looks to mother (IKMTHR) 10.83 16.5 20.17 16.67 16.17
Looks to other infan t ’s 
mother (IKINFM) 55.75 48 38 24.33 31 ]
... J
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig.9: Looks to infant, mother and other mother
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BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Infant-Infant
Proximal Behaviour mean 
(TIMATCN2+TTLDIRCT) s.d
35.92
17.8
21.5
15.38
30.58
21.5
40.08
21.87
28.5
17.85
Distal Behaviour mean 
(IKINF +  VOCINF) s.d
131.92
38.63
118.25
44.02
112.08
46.96
117.75
36.03
129.83
43.27
.Contacts to mother 
Proximal behaviour mean 
( CMTOUCH i-CMPLAYMT ) s.d.
3.08
7.55
36.17
48.97
32.92
36.27
33.75
31.08
54.17
48.81
i
Distal behaviours mean ! 11.92 
( LKMOTHER +  VOCMTHR) s.d j 1*5.22
__ _______________ . ... t----------
20.5 j 24.67 
21.09 j21.14
21.67
16.49
.i . . .
31.17
28.21
that looks do not involve actual social contact in the same way as the 
other three modes of behaviour. If on the basis of this argument looks 
are excluded from ’distal1 contacts then the resultant character of 
infant-infant contacts is markedly different, for now* proximal’ behaviours 
far outweigh ’distal1 behaviours.
The second qualification concerns the fact that the actual amount of 
’proximal’ behaviours does not differ appreciably between the two relation­
ships (except at 9 and to some extent at 25 months). The major difference 
in the two relationships lies in the far greater degree of infant-infant 
than mother-infant visual orientation. On the present evidence, therefore, 
Lewis et a l ’s .characterisation needs to be qualified. That is, both types 
of social contact are equally ’proximal’, as it were, but infant-infant 
contacts are also far more ’distal* in character.
Table 13: Proximity to infant and mother
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17
i
21 25
Proximity to infant 191.67 J57.33 140•67
; 1
88. 83 66.5
1
,
Proximity to mother
1 i.
14.58 144.67 [67.58
1 1
48.08 74
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
simply as ’distal’ and ’proximal’ respectively is given added weight 
by assessment of the degree ofiproximity infants maintain with their 
mother and the other infant. These results are shown in Table 13 and 
Fig. 10. On the basis of the above characterisation one would expect 
infants to stay closer to their mothers than to another infant. It can 
be seen, however, that this is not the case - the greatest differences 
between the two measures are at 9 and 21 months when infants stay closer • 
on average to the other infant than their mothers. These results are at 
variance with those of Lewis et al (1975) who report far greater proximity 
to mother than infant in a similar situation as the present study. One 
difference in the design of the two studies may explain this: Lewis et al 
observed infants in the presence of three unfamiliar adult/infant dyads.
It is possible that infants would have felt relatively more inclined to 
stay near their mothers in the presence of four times as many strangers.
Having considered an infant’s behaviour in the playroom in a general, 
comparative way, attention will now be turned to infant-infant social 
contacts in more detail. As discussed in Chapter 5^these fell into three 
broad categories: contacts from a distance, contacts involving play 
material and direct physical contacts.
Fig.10: Proximity to infant and mother
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There were two main !contacts from a distance1: looks and vocal­
izations* These were supplemented by three additional categories:
’gesture’, Commun i c a t e 1, and ’imitate1. Of these last three only 
’gesture* was entirely independent of other categories for 
’communicate’ and ’imitate’ could both involve vocalizations (see 
Appendix 10)•
A  quantitive total measure of contacts from a distance is the 
same as the ’distal’ behaviours defined above, the only difference 
being the addition of ’gesture’ (the non-mutually exclusive categories 
were not included). As would be expected, total contacts from a distance 
occur far more frequently than contacts involving play material or direct 
physical contacts1even when these last two modes of contact are taken 
together. However, as noted above, looks constitute over 90% of contacts 
from a distance and their exclusion changes the quantitive status of 
contacts from a distance considerably - they now occur less frequently 
on average than contacts involving play material (TLMATCN2) at all age levels 
(t-tests for correlated samples,p <0.05) and no more frequently than total 
direct physical contacts at all age levels.
Tt is now time to look more closely at the individual contacts from 
a distance.
(i) Looks
The mean number of looks to infant, mother and other mother at each 
age level have already been presented in Table 11 and Fig.9. As described 
above,;these results show that infants look significantly more at other 
infants than at either their own mothers or the other mother.
One explanation for this result might be that infants are placed in 
close proximity to each other at the start of the session and one would 
thus expect them to look more often at this, the nearest person. However, 
reference to measures derived from the infants’ position in the playroom 
shows that infants stay- within close proximity to each other only at the 
youngest age level (9 months). This has already been shown graphically 
in Fig. 10. As suggested above, this situation owes much to the relatively 
limited powers of mobility of children at this age. Once placed near, and 
facing each other,they are likely to stay near each other, engage in 
mutual visual orientation and will not so easily turn and.look at their 
own mothers. Thereafter, however, infants become significantly more active 
and explore the playroom more extensively (see Table 14). That is, 
significant differences were found between age levels in the amount 
( ’activity rate’) and extent'(’exploration rate’) of movement (F(4,55)—
6.504, p <0.001 and F(4,55)= 10.55, p <0.001 respectively). Calculation
and explored the playroom less at 9 months than at other age levels 
(p£:0.05). Reference to Fig,10 also shows that infants at 13,17 and 25 
months were as likely to stay close to their mothers as- the- other infant.
Table 14? Activity and exploration rate
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Activity rate 
(ACTRATE)
4.25 30.25 44.75. 56.33
'
49.58
Exploration rate 
(EXPLRATE)
2.25 6.67 8.25 9.67 8
Thus the significantly'greater amount of looks to other infants 
may well be explicable at 9 months and perhaps 13 months in terms of 
closer proximity and restrictions in mobility. After this age, however, 
infants still show a greater visual interest in each other despite the 
fact that they can now crawl, walk and even run around the playroom.
> Interestingly enough, infants tend to look at the other mother 
more frequently than their own mother and this difference is statistically 
significant at the 5% level at all age levels except 25 months (t-tests 
for correlated samples).One explanation for this may be that looks to the 
infant and mother strangers are greater because they both represent 
interesting and novel visual stimuli. From this point of view it is the 
unusual, novel or strange appearance of the two people w h i c h 'arrests an 
infantfs attention, rather than their potential as social partners. Such 
an explanation, however, has to contend with a number of factors. The 
first of these concerns the far greater degree of visual interest engend­
ered by the other infant in contrast to his mother. This is despite the 
fact that both people are equally strange. Indeed, if size dimensions are 
considered to be salient,the infant!s mother should represent a more 
arresting sight® Another point concerns the far greater degree of 
^proximal1 social contacts infants direct tovra-rd other infants in contrast 
to the other mother. As shown above these were not appreciably less
than those that infants directed, at' their own mother.
It thus seems reasonable to conclude that infants have an interest 
in other infants that extends beyond an interest which simply involves a
to. the other infant than to his/her mother even though they are previously 
Unacquainted with both. i.
A closer look at the developmental patterns of looks to the infant . 
and the other mother supplies evidence that makes this situation clearer. 
Reference to Table 11 shows that’looks to infant remain fairly constant 
with age (differences between age levels were not statistically significant) 
though there is some tendency for these to decline from 9 to 17 months and 
then increase to 25 months (see Fig.9). On the..other hand, significant 
differences were found between age levels in the extent of looks to the 
other mother (F(4,55)=2.62, p <f0.05), and they decreased reliably with 
age (linear term significant,F(4,55)=8.96,p 40.005).
i The two behaviours therefore have at first a similar developmental
course. That is, from 9 to 17 months infants tend to look progressively 
less at both the other infant and his mother. Beyond this age level, however 
the developmental courses of the two behaviours are quite different, 
for infants begin to look progressively more at the other infant but 
continue to lose interest in his mother.
One explanation for these developmental courses may be that visual 
orientation toward infants and their mothers represents interest engendered 
by novel stimuli only at the youngest age levels (9 and 1.3 months). However, 
with age, and greater social maturity, an infant!s attention may not be 
captivated so completely in this way and looks to the infant and his 
mother will consequently decline. What is of interest, therefore, is that 
looks between infants do not continue to decrease in the same way as 
looks to the other mother at the older age levels (21 and 25 months); 
indeed, if anything they increase. The indication is that whilst younger 
infants may look at another infant because he is an interesting and novel 
visual source, after 17 months or so infants are orientated toward each 
other for a rather different reason. In other words, the apparent increase 
in looks to infant after 17 months may signal the onset of a rather 
different form of social interest. This point will be elaborated in 
discussion of other behavioural categories.
(ii) Vocalizations
Four types of vocalizations were coded; vocalizations to infant, 
mother, other mother, and non-social vocalizations. The developmental 
courses of these four variables are presented in Table 15.
- An introductory perspective on an infant*s use of vocalizations 
in the playroom can be gained by comparing the total amount of social 
and non-social vocalizations. The mean amount of the former variable at 
each age level is also presented in Table 15 and the developmental courses 
of both variables are plotted in Fig. 11. It can be seen that infants 
tend on average to utter more non-social than social vocalizations. This
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 ' 13 17 21 25
Vocalize to infant 
(VOCINF)
9.08 3 1.92 5.33 7.25
Vocalize to mother 
(VOCMTHR) 1.08 4 4.5 5 15.42
Vocalize to infantfs 
mother (VOCINFM) 5.17 0.5 1.08 0.17 0.08
i
Total socially directed 
vocalizations (RESPVOC) 15.33 7.5 1 . 5 10.5 22.75
Non-social vocalizations 
(VOC) 13.25 23.33 15.58
i|
20 | 15.08
1
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig.11: Social and non-social vocalizations 
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will be * egocentric* in nature i.e. not embedded in reciprocal exchange 
(e.g. Piaget, 1959 (1926) ).
Of the two variables, total social vocalizations have the 
clearest developmental course. These have a curvilinear trend (quadratic 
term significant, F(4,5 5 ) ~ 8 , 69,p= 0.005), occurring most frequently at 
9 and especially 25 months. Differences between age levels were significant 
(F(4,55)= 2.633,p <0.05), and infants at 25 months engaged in significantly 
more social vocalizations than at 13, 17 and 21 months (Duncan1s Multiple 
Range Tests, p^0.05). It thus appears that socially directed vocalizations 
decrease on average from 9 to 17 months . but again increase to their most 
frequent level at 25 months.
i Total social vocalizations are constituted by three .‘different types
of vocalizations: vocalizations to infant, the mother and the other mother. 
The developmental courses of these three variables are quite different 
(see Table 15). Vocalizations directed at the other infant have a similar 
development to total social vocalizations. That is, they occur most 
frequently at the youngest and oldest age levels. Again the quadratic 
term was statistically significant (F(4,55)= 7.33, p 4,0.01). At first 
sight this is a rather puzzling result because it might be expected that 
infants would gradually vocalize more to the other infant as they become 
more adept and interested in language. That is, the developmental course 
would be linear not quadratic. Why is this not the case? Insight into this 
question can be gained by first considering vocalizations to the infant*s 
own, and the other mother.
Turning to the latter first it can be seen from Table 15 that 
infants utter roughly half as many vocalizations on average to the other 
mother at 9 months as to the other infant, and thereafter seldom find the 
other mother a source of interest in this way. We now have a complete 
picture of an infant*s social contact with the other mother: they rarely 
direct proximal contacts (contacts involving play material and direct 
physical contacts) to her at any age level, they direct vocalizations to 
her only at 9 months, and lose interest in her as a source of visual interest 
after the youngest age levels. How shall these results be interpreted? It 
has already been suggested that looks to the infant*s mother mainly represent 
an interest in a novel and strange social stimulus. This thesis is n o w 1 
advanced to include vocalizations. That is, vocalizations to the other 
mother.at the youngest age level tend to accompany and give expression 
to a visual interest and are not embedded in social discourse. Though 
not answered directly by the results, this suggestion is reinforced by 
informal observations of the context and import of infant vocalizacions 
and gains support from the lack of actual physical contact that accompanies 
looks or vocalizations to the other mother at any age. Infants at 13 and-
lengths of time. One would often observe them look up over the head 
of the other infant at the other mother, and continue to stare at
I
her whilst vocalizing in an unintelligble way. There was no social or, put 
more strongly, interactive ingredient to these vocalizations. Usually, 
for example, the other mother would be engaged in discussion with the 
infant’s own mother and did not notice the child looking at her.
Thus when infants have sufficient powers of mobility to contact the 
other mother should they wish, they do not do so, and indeed further lose 
interest in her as a social stimulus; her initial interest stemmed from 
the fact that she faced the infant and was a new and unusual sight.
Vocalizations to the infant’s own mother, on the other hand, have 
quite the reverse developmental trend,for these increase with age: they
i
occur rarely at the youngest age level and most frequently at the oldest 
age level. Differences between age levels were statistically significant 
(F(4,55)=4.112, p= 0.005), as was the linear term (F(4,55)= 11.77, p= 0.001). 
Infants vocalized significantly more to their mothers at 25 months than at all 
other age levels (Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests pcO.05). When taken in 
conjunction with results concerning ’proximal' contacts (Table 12) and 
looks (Table 11), it can be seen that infants do tend to contact their 
mothers when they have sufficient powers of. mobility to do so. These 
contacts thus represent a more obvious interest in initiating social 
discourse and are not simply an accompaniment to a visual interest. It 
can be seen, for example, that infants at 25 months vocalize to their mothers 
more frequently than they look at her. It will be remembered that voc­
alizations to people were coded if they occurred whilst looking at them 
or were contingent to their behaviour. If looks did not occur then the 
object of the vocalization had often to be inferred from its content in 
order to be coded ’vocalize to mother'. Thus vocalizations were not social 
only in the sense that they accompanied looks. Judgements concerning the 
social interest of this type of vocalization at 25 months can .therefore 
be .made with some confidence.
Vocalizations to mother and other mother have been described in detail 
because they bear directly on an understanding of infant-infant vocalizations. 
It is argued that the curvilinear developmental trend of the latter represents 
two different types of vocalization. At first (approximately 9-17 months), 
they have a similar character and function to those to the other mother but 
thereafter are similar to those directed at the mother. In other words, 
they are at first simply an accompaniment to visual regard and con­
sequently begin to decline with age (like vocalizations to the other 
mother), perhaps as awareness begins to grow concerning social possib­
ilities of another infant. After 17 months, however, they begin to
than simply an accompaniment to visual regard (like vocalizations to 
mother), they are now more likely to be embedded in social exchange 
and in the context of other social behaviours.
These suggestions are supported by examination of the inter- 
correlational data. For example, infant-infant vocalizations are not 
significantly correlated with the most frequent of the three ’modes1 
of infant-infant contact - ’total contacts involving play material’
(TLMATCN3) - at 9 and 13 months; however, by 17 months they are positively 
though not significantly correlated (r =.48), and by 21 months they 
are positively and significantly correlated (r =  .69, p < 0.02). This 
means that those infants who after 17 months contact each other with 
toys will also tend to vocalize at them. Whilst not strictly answered 
by the correlational data it is suggested that vocalizations will tend 
to accompany, sequentially,other contacts, e.g. those involving toys.
This suggestion is also based on informal observations aimed more at 
the type and context of vocalisations than their quantity.
It is not suggested that vocalizations will necessarily be 
used by themselves as communicative acts, though this begins to be the . 
case (see discussion of ’communication’ below). Rather, vocalizations 
will occur within the structure of social acts and exchanges.
It might be noted that an interest in these more properly 
’social’ vocalizations does not begin at the expense of an interest in 
non-social vocalizations. Witness in this context the fact that infant-infant 
vocalizations(VQCXNF)&nd non-social vocalizations are for the first time 
positively and significantly correlated at 17 months (r=.9, p <0.001), 
and also to a lesser extent at 25 months (r=.64, p 4.0.05). These results 
perhaps show that by 17 months infants have a more coherent and generalised 
interest in vocalizations that extends to both social and non-social use.
The above interpretation of the development of infant-infant 
vocalization points to. 17 months as the age level which signals the beg­
inning of a new form of social exchange. This is a point alluded to above 
in discussion of looks to infant and will be further elaborated below.
(iii) Communication
The other three contacts from a distance: ’gesture’, ’communicate’ 
and ’imitate' occurred infrequently at all age levels, as shown in Table 16. 
Because of the low frequencies and large individual differences involved, 
statistical analysis was not conducted and interpretation must proceed 
with some caution. At a general level there is some suggestion that ’gesture’ 
occurs most frequently at the younger, whilst ’imitate’ and ’communicate’ 
tend to occur most frequently at the older age levels. ’Gesture ’^  for example, 
is at its most frequent at 9 months, whilst ’imitate’ begins at 17, and 
’communicate’ at 13 months. These results tend to support the impression
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’communicate’ were specifically related to another infant’s behaviour, 
either as initiation'or response* whilst gesture was more an expression 
of, or an accompaniment to, visual interest in another infant and did 
not influence, or was not a response in, social exchange.*
Thus, although infants rarely contact each other through these 
forms of behaviour, the more advanced $ strictly socially directed behaviours 
tend to begin at the start or middle of the second year and then gain in 
prominence, whilst ’gesture’ appears to be 'noise’ from the point of 
view of its social potential and decreases accordingly.
Table 16: Infant-Infant, gesture^, communicate and imitate.
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY A G E .IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Gesture 0.75 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25
Communicate 0 1.08 0.33 0;25 0.83
Imitate 0 0 0.17 0.17 0.33
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Description analysis
One of the aims of the present study was to investigate the 
development of social communication between infants (see Chapter 3). One 
reason for this was in order to give some information about the origins
of communicative exchanges studied more extensively between older pre-school
•   ^
The term ’gesture’ is perhaps unfortunate because it calls to 
mind behaviours involving conventionalised meanings, i.e. signs (e.g. M e a d ’s 
(1934) ’significant gesture’), and it would be expected that these would 
increase with age. However, as defined in the present study /  gesture1 ipvolved 
any distal behaviour accompanied by.looks to infant except vocalizations and 
communicate (see Appendix 2 for coding conventions). It is likely that 
behaviours involving conventionalised meaning will be coded in terms of 
these latter two categories. In a sense, ’gesture’ will tend to denote 
behaviours ’left over’ after behaviours with communicative intent have 
been coded in other ways.
As defined in the present study, ’communicate’ described any 
action, whether successful or hot, that was used by an infant to refer, 
or convey information about, an object to another infant. In order to 
explore the nature and development of communication between infants 
beyond that allowed by the above quantitive data, descriptions at the 
end of the behavioural records were examined in detail.
On the basis of these descriptions it was possible to pin point 
three stages of development.
Early forms
However, there were two early forms of interchange, prior to the 
first stage, that appeared to be precursors of communicative interchanges. 
The first was when one infant looked at another infant and then followed 
the direction of his visual gaze to what was being looked at.
D 1)William/John 9 months Male/Male
William and John are sitting and facing each other in the centre 
of the room. William looks at John, who is in turn looking at William’s 
mother. John then vocalizes whilst looking at William’s mother. At this, 
William turns and also looks up at his mother. A  little later William 
looks at John whilst John is looking away in the direction of the far wall. 
William then follows the direction of John’s look to the far wall.
The essential hallmark of these contacts is that one infant looks 
at another infant and then follows the direction of his visual orientation. 
That William, in the first episode? turns through 180 degrees in order to 
look at his mother, accentuates that the act is contingent on the other 
child’s behaviour. The importance of this behaviour is that both infants 
now share a common line of regard to a particular object in the room* t.he 
infants are not looking at the same object through chance or independently 
but because one infant contingently follows the direction of the other’s 
visual gaze. This state of affairs might be conceived as the behavioural 
’backbone’ of communication because communication, at a basic level, depends 
on two people having in common the same topic of reference. As a fully 
communicative interchange,however, these behaviours are severely restricted. 
There is no indication, for example, that John meant to refer William to 
either his mother or the far wall, nor any indication that he knew William, 
had followed his look to these objects.
There is a second type of interchange between infants that, although 
more ’advanced’ than these early sequences, is still not a communicative 
interchange as meant here.
D2) Annie/Mary 17 months Female/Female
Mary is standing at the toy table and points at the pillar box. 
Annie, who is sitting near to the toy table but nearer to her mother 
(who is at 3), looks at Mary do this and follows her point visually to 
the pillar box. A little later Annie again visually follows M a r y ’s point, 
this time to M a r y ’s mother.
John because Annie follows, not simply visual direction, but a con­
ventional gesture, i.e. a point to a referred topic. However, they 
cannot properly be considered communicative behaviours for what is 
still lacking is any sign that Mary attempted to refer Annie to either 
the pillar box or.Mary’s mother. That is, there are no looks from Annie 
to Mary which would signify such an attempt.
Stage 1
The essential advance of Stage 1 communicative sequences over 
these two early precursors is that one infant refers another to an object 
by the use of a conventionalised gesture, usually a point. Signs that an 
infant actually refers another to an object are evident because looks 
alternate between the other infant and the object. The main limitation of 
Stage 1, however, is that the other infant does not look at the referred 
object, and does not follow the communicator’s line of visual regard. The 
infant might not see the gesture, for example, or may only look at the 
communicator and not follow the gesture. The behavioural sequence does not, 
therefore, extend beyond the initial gesture.
Stage 11
The essential advance of Stage 11 communicative sequences is 
evidence that both infants recognise they are sharing looks or contact 
after an initial reference.
D3) Sophie/Anthony 17 months Female/Male
Sophie points at the door and looks at Anthony. Anthony has mean­
while been looking at Sophie and visually follows her point to the door.
The sequence is an advance on Stage 1 because it extends beyond 
the initial reference. First one infant refers, looks at the other infant, 
and then the other infant looks at the referred object, contingent upon 
the reference. In this sense the sequence now has the beginnings of social 
reciprocity. The importance of mutual eye contact in binding the sequence 
together and giving it cohesion is also‘evident..
In D3) one infant referred another to an object. Sometimes, however, 
both infants refer each other to the same object.
D4) Michael/Sophie 25 months Male/Female
Michael walks to the Womble group picture (on the far wall of the 
playroom from the observation booth), points to it and turns round. Sophie 
has meanwhile walked towards Michael and the picture. As Michael turns he 
looks at Sophie (it was not clear at this point whether Michael turned in 
order to look at Sophie). Sophie then walks up to the poster, stretches up, 
points at it, turns’, and -looks at Michael.
This sequence represents,an extension of D3) for it moves beyond 
the rather basic pattern of reference and response. Now an infant moves 
toward an object (the poster), contingent upon the conventionalised 
gesture, and herself refers the other infant to the poster. The sequence 
shows clearer evidence of mutual effectiveness because tne--. infants
object and refer each other to it. Again notice how mutual eye gaze from 
each other to the referred topic and back again binds the sequence together. 
This sequence shows more clearly than before evidence of an attempt to turn 
another infant!s attention to an object, and evidence that both infants 
are sharing, and are aware of sharing, a common focus.
Stage 111
Still missing, however, is evidence of a comment on the object 
once both infants are focussed on it. The development of comments about 
a referred topic in the context of shared foci of attention is the 
essential hallmark of Stage 111 communicative sequences.
D5) Charles/Thomas 17 months Male/Male
, Charles goes to the pillar box near Thomas and puts a shape in it.
Thomas watches this, points to the ball, vocalizes and looks at Charles. 
Charles then alternates looks between Thomas and the ball.
(Sometime later in the same play session) Charles walks toward the 
countryside poster whilst holding the ball. He then stands by it, looks at 
Thomas, and vocalizes. He then stretches up and points at something high 
up on the poster.
(A little later) Charles, at the table, looks at Thomas, who is 
near the far wall, and walks toward him. As he walks he points at the 
Womble group poster on the far wall, vocalizing as he points. He walks 
right up to the far wall, turns and looks at Thomas.
These sequences between Charles and Thomas have the same basic 
characteristic of Stage 11 contacts, i.e. one infant refers another to 
an object and the other infant then moves toward it. But the essential 
advance is that an infant vocalizes about a referred object in the context 
of the interchange. The content of the vocalizations is unlikely to have 
conveyed information but vocalizations are deployed in the interchange 
with a critical sense of timing. Notice, for example, they they are 
uttered just as one infant points at the referred object and are followed 
or preceded by looks to the other infant.
The infants thus show evidence of an effective use of language 
in communicative interchanges. In other words, language is used correctly 
at critical junctures. Interestingly, on the evidence of these sequences, 
it appears that infants deploy language effectively in a temporal sense 
before they have acquired or can communicate conventionalised meanings 
with sounds.
Soon, however, infants used objectively understandable vocal 
comments in communicative interchanges.
^6) Sheila/Edith 25 months Female/Female
Sheila and Edith are both at the toy table-. Edith looks at Sheila 
whilst holding the doll and says quite clearly, "red hair". Still looking 
at Sheila she pauses for a moment and then says, "Hello".
This sequence is clearly an extension of those between Charles and 
Thomas for language is not only deployed effectively in a temporal sense, 
it also conveys an objectively understandable comment about an object 
that both infants are attending to. The exchange more clearly marks the
Higgins, 1975).
One can also detect the beginnings of a Conversation1 
about referred objects. Notice that in the context of the interchange 
Edith says Cello* to Sheila. This is a seemingly innocent enough thing 
for her to say yet it was a dramatic moment in terms of the interaction 
between these girls. Edith1s ’Hello’ was in fact a rarely recorded instance 
of the use of a conventional conversational gambit.
It is likely that situations in which an object is shared by two 
infants will facilitate the development of 1 conversation*, i.e. a recip­
rocal vocal interchange, s 
D7) Hannah/Mark 25 months Female/Male
, Mark and Hannah are standing at the toy tablei Mark points at a
design on Hannah’s jumper and says something like, ’’dacharay” (something 
he has done several times before in this play session). He repeats the 
vocalization two more times, looking throughout at Hannah’s jumper as he 
points. Hannah, meanwhile, looks at Mark as he points, vocalizes, and 
then looks at her jumper and vocalizes at the same time as M a r k ’s last 
’dacharay’. She then looks up and vocalizes at Mark. Mark seems a little 
nOn-plussed by this and looks up at Hannah as if for the first time 
recognising she exists. He then says, ”Uh?” Hannah then vocalizes again 
in what sounds like a repeat of her initial vocalization for M a r k ’s 
sake and finally once again looks down at her jumper.
This sequence is an extension of that between Sheila and Edith 
in that it involves a reciprocal vocal interchange. A detailed examin­
ation of vocalizations uttered shows that they are not only contingent 
on each other, they also alternate and are, moreover, adjusted in the 
light of each other. Notice how at first Mark vocalizes about, and points 
to, the design on Hannah’s jumper. At this juncture it was not clear 
whether the vocalizations, or point were intended/for Hannah. Then Hannah 
vocalizes, but at the same time as Mark. At this point Hannah has entered 
M a r k ’s apparent monologue and has awakened him to her presence - his 
”Uh?’’ reflects this. But then Hannah appears to repeat her previous 
vocalization as if attempting to make its import quite clear. Thus although 
the utterances do not at first alternate (both infants speak together), 
they seem to clarify themselves into an interchange with a clear alter­
nating structure within which the infants begin to modify or adjust their 
speech in the light of the other’s speech. That is, Mark says, ”Uh?,f and 
Hannah repeats her vocalization. The interchange is thus more clearly 
'conversational* in nature than Sheila and Edith's (D6) for both infants 
contribute to its development.
Notice also that the vocal interchange takes place within the
context of a shared topic of reference (the design on Hannah’s jumper)
from which vocal utterances take their departure and to which the infants
return their gaze at the end of the interchange.
However, it is worth noting the limitations of the sequence as 
well as its advances. For example, although behaviours begin to alternate
There are two other episodes which reveal other facets of
infants’ language in communicative interchanges.
*
D8) Shirley/Nora 25 months Female/Female
Nora, standing by the toy table and holding the hammer, looks 
at Shirley clambering up onto the screen table and says,whilst waving 
and gesturing x^ith her hammer, "Shirley get off!" She then repeats her 
demand, but louder this time - "Shirley, get off!"
It can be seen that N o r a ’s utterance "Shirley get off!" is finely 
synchronised in a temporal sense with the gesture with "the hammer.
Moreover, the sequence is an extension of earlier examples in that the 
utterance is integrated into ongoing action and is also a clear attempt 
to influence another infant’s behaviour by recourse to vocal sounds with 
a commonly understood meaning. Nora is not merely commenting on a topic 
(Shirley’s behaviour) - she is attempting to control it purely by the 
content of an utterance^ she is not making a point simply by acting 
(e.g. by pulling Shirley away), but by use of sounds that depend for 
their effect on mutual understanding of a necessarily external and 
conventionalised system of meaning. Nora has begun to employ vocal signs 
and, moreover, evidence of a lexico-graramer in an imperative form.
The sequence is also interesting from several other points of 
view. One of these is the use of the other infant’s name as a prefix to 
a vocal command. Nora had never met Shirley before and so must have 
heard the mothers mention her name and then applied it correctly in 
speech to the other infant. In this sense the utterance is doubly
A
compelling for it is a more personalised command, specifically geared not 
only to behaviour but to Shirley herself.
Another interesting aspect of the utterance is that a judgement 
is implied. In other words, Nora brings to the sequence some sense of 
the correctness or incorrectness of Shirley’s behaviour. The fascinating 
thing is that the judgement inevitably stems from a conventional and 
thus external societal, framework. In this sense Nora displays an early 
sense of morality. Reference will again be made to this point when 
developments in ’conflicts’ are discussed.
The second episode to be detailed here comes from the same session.
D9) Shirley Nora
Taps chair with hammer whilst standing 
next to it.
Runs to chair, sits in.it and 
looks at Nora
Looks at Shirley, points at Orinoco poster 
with hammer and says, "What’s, this?"
Keeps looking at Nora and says,"Yes"
Both look at each other - a 
slight pause
toward the table and says, "What’s this?"
Holds hammer toward object and looks at 
Shirley.
Looks at object, then at Nora, 
says, "Yes", pulls herself up 
on chair to get a better look 
at the table and objects, and 
vocalizes (unintelligible).
Touches shape on table
Looks at Nora and then looks 
at Nora touch the shape with 
the hammer
, Touches shape on the table and says,
"What’s this?"
Looks at Nora touch shape 
with hammer
Says, "And this?" Holds_pegboard up that she 
( has until then held unattended at her side
and says, "What’s this?"
Looks at pegboard, looks at
Nora, says nothing and gets '
down off the chair.
At one level this sequerfce reveals all the developments in 
temporal sequencing displayed in earlier sequences. Looking first at 
individual behaviours it can be seen that the infants alternate eye 
movements from the object to the referrer, contingent upon one referring 
another to the object. As in earlier sequences it can also be seen that s
N o r a ’s utterance, "What’s this?" is finely synchronised with a clear 
gesture to an object. The whole sequence thus reveals a clear temporal 
structure. That is, behaviours alternate and reciprocate.
/ However, several developments are also evident. One obvious 
advance is its duration. Though there are difficulties in adequately 
designating the beginning and end of behavioural sequences (see above) 
the extent of the sequence might, for present purposes, be identified 
as N o r a ’s first tap of the chair to the point that Shirley gets down from 
the chair. Defined in this way the sequence had 12 acts, six from each girl 
; ",.an extensive sequence in contrast to others described above.
Another advance is the more clearly ’conversational’ character 
of the sequence in contrast co, say, D7. That is, a clear utterance 
receives a vocal response, another phrase is uttered and so on. Notice 
too that the utterances not only alternate but are adjusted in the light 
of the other infant’s behaviour. This is evident in the way Nora asks *
"What’s this?" and then waits for Shirley’s response before proceeding 
with further questions. It will be remembered that the sequence between 
Hannah and Mark (D7) appeared to acquire characteristics of alternation 
and mutual adjustment only after both infants had vocalized simultaneously. 
Shirley and Nor a ’s sequence, on the other hand, has a quite deliberate 
and exaggerated structure from its onset* Moreover, it also has direction.
Notice how Kora shifts attention successively from the poster, to objects
un Liie Loy Lciui-t: cinu uiien uu unt: pegijuciru• nere Hora asss une same 
question of different objects in turn. In this sense the sequence 
has a thematic direction for 'it has a central focus (reference to an 
object) which is consistent and yet extended in the course of inter­
action (reference is made to different objects).
There is one final feature of the sequence that might be mentioned. 
This is the way the infants adopt different consistent and mutually 
complementary roles. That is, Nora adopts the role of ’interrogator’ 
and Shirley adopts the role of ’respondent’. Jhus Nora has acquired use of 
the interrogative and is, moreover, using it effectively in social contact 
with another infant. As mentioned before, the adoption of these roles 
appears quite deliberate and exaggerated. They are also deployed quite 
consistently and,give the sequence still further structure and direction.
In, fact, the exaggerated flavour of the infants’ behaviour might be 
interpreted as representing early role-play between children. Whether 
or not this is the case, it can be seen how far interaction has progressed 
beyond purely temporal constraints like contingency and alternation.
Taken as a whole,.then, the infants’ behaviours reveal a more evident 
sense of control and direction than in other communicative interchanges 
that have hitherto been described.
Despite advances revealed by this sequence, it is also informative 
to note its limitations. One rather obvious limitation is that it proceeds 
mainly as a result of Nora's behaviour and is thus rather one sided . 
Shirley’s contribution is further limited because her utterance, "Yes", 
although it follows Nora's question, "What's -this?", does not appear to 
involve understanding of how to answer the question and does riot, extend 
interaction. Furthermore, the response does not involve looking at the 
object referred to -a response which would have provided evidence of 
having understood the question - but at Nora. One can see evidence again 
that an infant's effective deployment of language in interaction precedes 
knowledge of its meaning. That is, Shirley appears to know where to speak 
in interactive exchanges before knowing what to speak.
Discussion of developments in communication
Several points of discussion are suggested by this assessment of 
communication between infants. For example, it appears that children can 
engage in social exchanges. before- thriir second birthday. It might be 
objected, however, that contacts between infants are not strictly ’social’ 
as such - it might be argued that they come about only because infants 
are in close proximity or interested in the same toys. Clearly this debate 
hinges largely on how one defines ’social’ contacts. Two qualities might 
be used here in order to designate contacts as strictly socials integration 
and contingency. The first indicates that infants' acts do not occur
and the second indicates that one infant’s act affects another.
Clearly contacts between infants are not all ’social’ in these terms, 
yet some clearly are. There is, moreover, evidence of social qualities 
that extend beyond these two basic characteristics. There is evidence, 
for example, of the beginnings of ’conversations’ within which mutual 
adaption is evident, development of a ’theme’,and the imparting and 
requesting of information. It can thus be seen that qualities that have 
been sought in contacts between nursery school aged children (e.g. Garvey, 
1974) are evident, and can thus have their origins, in contacts between 
infants.
The development of communication has been presented in three 
stages*- conventionalised gesture, mutual recognition and comments. One 
key progression was the integration of conventionalised gestures, e.g. 
points, and comments. Murphy (1978) has recently traced this kind of 
progression in mother-infant interaction. Murphy was particularly interested 
in the use of pointing in communication and explored this by observing 
mother and infant as they looked at a book together. Mo ther-= infant dyads 
were observed when the infant was at 4 age levels: 9, 14, 20 and 24 months. 
Murphy reports that the infants’ pointing and vocalizing had become 
integrated only by the two oldest age levels. These results therefore bear 
out the view advanced in the present study that the integration of gesture 
and comment in communicative exchanges is becoming apparent at the end 
of the second year of life.
! The central role of play material in the genesis of these.contacts 
is also worthy of note. It appears that play material can act to bring 
infants together, encourage joint attention and facilitate attempts at 
reference and even communication of information. The particular role of 
play material in interaction may be that it first brings infants together 
and then facilitates or structures further exchange* at first, infants 
may need the ’prop’ of.play material for without it their exchanges 
might falter and be short in length.
What advances might be expected to take place in communication 
between children as they move into the pre-school years? To take up the 
point just made, it might be expected that it will become freer and more 
independent of physical objects. This is borne out by descriptions of 
interaction between 3-5 year olds by Garvey (1974) and Tough (1977) which 
show that interaction proceeds more from intrinsic properties of language 
use and is not so tied to actual objects for its initiation and continuity. 
It would also be expected that interaction would proceed more, steadily, 
with- both children contributing more equally. It will be remembered 
that one of the limitations'of Shirley and Nor a ’s sequence (D9) was the 
way it proceeded mainly because of only one infant’s initiations.
they become more skilful with age at conveying information that will 
enable another person to pick out a particular object - a ’referent’ - 
from a number of other objects - ’non-referents’ (Krauss and Glucksberg, 
1969, Krauss and Rotter, 1968). This is a skill that lies at the heart 
of communication and ’referential communication’ in particular (Glucksberg, 
Krauss and Higgins, 1975). Experiments in this field typically demand 
that one child describe an object or picture to another, unseen, child.
It appears that children, with age, are better able to understand that 
other people have another and sometimes different point of view, and 
that successful communication depends on explicit statements that take 
this into account. It has been argued that development of this ability is 
closely involved with a decline in ’egocentric’ thought(e.g. Flavell 
et al, 1968).
The interesting thing about the present analysis is that it has
shown some early precursors of communicative behaviour that studies of
older children take for granted. For example, it is during the second 
year of life that children appear able to point out a referent to another 
infant and only a little later they they begin to comment on it.
It is interesting to view this account in the light of Fiaget’s
views on language development between children discussed in chapter I.
There is some cause for disagreement because children have been found 
to engage in integrated and reciprocal exchanges at a much younger age 
than might be predicted from Piaget’s account. Yet it is as well to 
now avoid over reacting and miss the severe limitations which clearly 
do exist just because the extent of sociability has been underestimated 
in the past. It is as well to note, for example, that communication 
only occurred between a few dyads during their second year. Moreover, 
in comparison to mother-infant interaction, these sequences were brief, 
slow, uncertain and unsophisticated. It is possible, therefore, that 
disagreement with Piaget’s account is not as fundamental as appears at 
first sight and argument resides in degrees of sociability rather than 
in its actual occurrence or not. Moreover, the concern of the descriptive 
assessment of communication has been with interesting though rare 
sequences that suggested advances in social contact, rather than with a 
portrayal of the ’average’, and thus possibly more typical, form of ‘ 
contact.
Lewis et al have recently concluded from their study of infant-
infant contact that: "Interaction between infants usually did not take
the form of play around a toy ... compared with proximal contact and
distal behaviours, toy playing was a relatively infrequent form of
social interaction" (1975, p.48). In contrast, the present results
revealed a completely different picture, as shown in Table 17. Comparison
of the overall frequency of the second main ’mode’ of contact - contacts
involving play material - with the other two contact ’modes1 - contacts
%
from a distance and direct physical contacts - shows that (if looks are 
excluded) infants contact each other significantly more often with toys 
than through the other two modes at all age levels (t-tests for correlated 
samples, 9 months: p -CO.05; 13 months: ps:0.002; 17 months: p .<£0.02; 21 
and 25 months: p^O.OOl). In contrast to Lewis et a l ’s conclusion, the 
present results show that a sizeable majority of contacts between infants 
take their departure from, and are structured around, toys and physical 
objects.
The developmental course of contacts involving play material 
is depicted graphically in Fig.12. It can be seen that they have a complex 
development, occurring most frequently at the second oldest age level 
(21 months), with about equal frequency at 9, 17 and 25 months, and least 
frequently at the second youngest age level (13 months). After decreasang^ 
on average from 9-13 months, infant-infant toy contacts thus begin to 
increase on average to 17 and 21 months.
J These results might be compared to the number of contacts invol­
ving pla}7 material that infants direct at their own mother and the other 
mother in the infant-infant sessions (Table 18). It can be seen that 
infants begin to take an active interest in contacting their mothers in 
this way at 17 months. It can also be seen that infants only begin to 
contact the other mother at 17 months. Though the latter category included 
both contacts involving play material and direct physical contacts, the 
impression gained from observation of videotapes was that the bulk 
involved toy contacts: infants rarely engaged in direct physical contacts 
with the other mother. When taken together these results indicate that 
by 17 months infants have developed a new or renewed interest in social 
possibilities of toy contact and that this interest extends to all three 
people in the playroom. It might also be noted that total active non-social 
contacts involving play material do not have this type of developmental 
pattern (see Table 9). Furthermore, social and non-social contacts 
involving play material are not significantly correlated at any age level. 
These results indicate that it is a specifically social interest in toys 
that is emerging at 17 months.
3ut an analysis of toy contacts at such a general level .;»ul.u...-u.es
infant contacts from a distance and total infant-infant direct
physical contacts
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Total contacts involving 
play material (TLMATCN2) 24.92 18.75 24.33 39.17 26.92
Total contacts from a distance 
(VOCINF +  GESTURE) 9.83 3.5 2.42 5.58 7.5
Total direct physical contacts 
(TTLDIRCT) 11.00 2.75 6.25 0.92 1.58
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig* 12: Total infant-infant contacts involving play material
Age in months
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS ' •
9 13 17 21 25
Total infant-infant contacts 
‘involving play material 
;(TLMATCN2 )
24.92 18; 75 24.33 39.17 26.92
Contacts involving play 
material,to mother(CMPLAYMT)
0.08 4.5 20.5 16.58 17.75
Direct physical contacts and 
contacts involving play 
material to other infant’s 
mother (COINFM)
0.17 0.33 2.92 1.75 0
, All cell numbers are mean time intervals
a number of different forms of contact. It is now time to consider these 
contacts in more depth.
(i ) Conflicts over play material
It was shown in Chapter 2 that some disagreement exists in the 
literature concerning the development of conflicts between infants over 
play material. In particular, Maudry and Nekula (1939) found that ’fights 
for material’ tended to decrease, whilst Eckerman,Whatley and Kutz (1975) 
found that ’struggle’ tends to increase in a linear fashion with age. 
Recently Bronson (1975), in common with Maudry and Nekula, found a 
decrease in ’disagreement incidences’ with age.
The development of conflicts between infants was assessed in the 
present study in several ways. At.the outset, the amount of time spent in 
individual behaviours that involved either attempted or actual dis- , 
possession of play material was analysed. Relevant categories were :
’take toy’, ’attempt toy’, ’withhold toy’ and ’reach for toy’. The mean 
number of time intervals spent in these categories at each age level is 
shown in Table 19. The frequencies of these behaviours are rather low, 
with wide individual differences, and thus interpretation must proceed* 
with caution. However some general points can be made.
- It might be noted first of all that virtually all contacts 
between infants that could be conceived as ’negative’ (to use Maudry 
and Kekula’s, 1939, term) or aggressive in tone centred on conflicts 
involving toys. As shall be seen below, infants rarely show direct 
physical signs of aggression ( ’strike1): their disagreements are usually
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25 |
Take toy (TAKE) 3.17 1.67 1.08 4.25 2.08
Attempt toy (ATTEMPT) 3.33 2.25 0.5 3.58 5'
* Withhold toy (WITHHOLD) 1.00 . 1.67 0.33 2.17 4.42
Reach for toy (REACH) 4.17 1.92 0.08 1.00 0.75
Total take, attempt, withhold 
and reach for toy
11.67 7.5 2 11.00 12.25
.
All cell numbers are-mean-time'..intervals 
mediated through toys. Moreover, when taken together (see Table 19), the 
four negative toy contacts constitute a sizable minority of all infant- 
infant toy contacts at every age level except 17 months. This gives some 
measure of the degree to which infants attempted to, and succeeded in,
I
dispossessing each other of toys. •
Of equal interest in the light of previous research is the 
developmental course of these N e g a t i v e 1 toy behaviours*. It can be seen 
from Table 19 that they all tend to occur most frequently at the youngest 
(9-13 months) and oldest (21-25 months) age levels. This is clearly 
apparent when the development of the total of the four behaviours is 
considered. This is also shown in Table 19 and in Fig.13. This has a 
clear curvilinear trend, occurring most frequently at the two youngest 
and two oldest age levels and rarely at the middle age level (17 months). 
Differences between age levels were statistically significant (F (A,55)=
3.15, p <0.05), as was the quadratic term (F(4,55)=7.61, p <0.01).
Further statistical analysis showed that infants at 17 months engaged 
in significantly fewer of these behaviours than infants at 9, 21 and 25 month
months (Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests, p .£0.05).
The developmental course of negative toy behaviours, when 
analysed in this general way, is thus found to differ from that reported
by Maudry and Nekula (1939) and Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (1975) for
they do not a'ppear to decrease or increase in a linear fashion with age 
but tend to show a curvilinear course with ’peaks1 at the youngest and
—  Total take,attempt, withhold and reach for toy
—  Total offer, show, receive and ask for toy
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oldest age levels. It is possible that the more complex age trend found 
in the present study is at least partly attributable to the greater 
number of age levels used,i.e. five (9,13,17,21 and 25 months), as 
opposed to four in the case of Maudry and Nekula (6-8, 9-13, 14-18 and 
19-25 months), and 3 in the case of Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz (10-12, 
16-18 and 22-24 months). Differences in actual ages observed also make 
only general comparisons possible.
Unlike previous studies, however, the nature of !negative1 or 
conflict toy contacts at different age levels was further probed 
by looking more closely at individual contacts involved. The term 
N e g a t i v e 1 has been used because the four behaviours all involve 
attempted or actual dispossession of play material. But these toy 
behaviours can be logically divided into those that necessarily 
involve a contingent response from another infant (attempt and withhold 
toy) and those that do not (take and reach for toy). In other words, 
the first two behaviours, by definition, are followed or preceded by 
a contingent behaviour from the other infant whilst the latter two 
behaviours can be isolated occurrences that do not affect, or are not 
affected by another infant. Comparison of the number of time intervals 
that infants engage in these contingent and non-contingent behaviours 
brings out one way in which conflict toy contacts differ between the older 
and younger infants. That is, infants at the younger age levels are more
~ i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Age in months
whilst the older infants are more inclined to respond to, or affect, 
another infant’s behaviour. Expressed as a proportion of the total of 
the four negative toy contacts, infants at 9 months engaged in non­
contingent behaviours 62.9% of the time, whilst the comparable figure 
at 25 months was 23.17,. One conclusion thus seems clear: contingent 
toy contacts involving play material are more common at the older age 
level•
This conclusion can be approached in another way. The four 
’negative’ toy contacts (take, attempt, withhold and reach for toy) 
denoted the occurrence of discrete behavioural items. In addition, the 
occurrence of two or more of these categories in an interactive sequence 
involving attempted or actual dispossession of play material was coded 
’conflicts’ (see Appendix 2 for full definitions, examples and conventions 
relating to behavioural categories). In other words, ’conflicts’ denoted 
times when individual negative toy contacts were contingently related.
The individual toy contacts were” thus negative by definition but only 
potentially involved in conflicts. ’Conflict’ sequences thus always 
extended beyond one behavioural act that did not have precedent or 
consequence in the other infant’s behaviour. Some measure of the extent 
to which negative toy contacts involved both infants in an interactive 
exchange can thus be obtained by comparing the amount of ’conflicts’ 
with the total amount of individual negative toy contacts. The results 
of this analysis showed that the-'total m e a n . amount of Conflicts* at 9 
months was 3.33 but the total mean amount of individual negative
2
contacts was 11.67. Comparable figures at 25 months were 13.83 and 12.25. •
^ ’Ask for toy’ was a ’negative.’ toy contact in the sense that it involved 
attempted dispossession of toys and could thus potentially occur in a 
conflict sequence. For the purpose of this analysis it was therefore included 
with the o.ther individual toy contacts (take, attempt, withhold and reach 
for toy). However, it occurred rarely (see below) and only marginally 
affected the vtotal of these categories.
2
'By definition conflicts denoted involvement of both infants and thus 
they had the same summary score. Therefore n=6 and not 12. By virtue of 
the coding conventions (see Appendix 2) it is strictly speaking illegimate 
to compax*e conflicts with the individual toy contacts. This is because 
summary counts of conflicts for each session were made up of both infants’ 
behaviour and they could therefore potentially outweigh summary counts 
of the individual behaviours. For example, an infant might take a toy in 
one time interval after earlier unsuccessful attempts. In this case, both 
infants would receive a summary conflict score but only one infant would 
receive an individual behaviour score ( t a k e  toy). The average conflict
are being deployed in interactive exchanges at the older age level* 
they are more likely to struggle for possession of play material 
whilst the younger children are more likely to take, or have their 
toys taken, without affecting or being affected by the other infant.
To summarise this discussion of negative toy contacts so far - 
in contrast to previous studies it has been found that the total amount 
of behaviours involving attempted or successful dispossession of play 
material tended not to decrease or increase in a linear fashion with age 
but tended to peak at the younger and older age levels and occur rarely 
at the middle age level (17 months). However further analysis showed 
that the two peaks involved rather different types of behaviour. That is, 
the older infants engaged in behaviours that were embedded in reciprocal 
exchanges whilst the younger infants were more likely to act without 
affecting or being affected by another infant.
Description analysis
So far conflicts have been assessed in terms of quantitive data. 
However, the character and development of these contacts can be further 
explored by assessing descriptions of specific conflicts and 
their contexts. As for communication three stages have been designated.
The first stage was characteristic of the younger infants whilst the 
second and third stages were characteristic of the older age levels.
Several additional types of conflict behaviours that did not fit easily 
into the stage analysis, but which revealed interesting developments, have 
been discussed separately. The behaviours discussed in this analysis are 
conflicts in the generic sense of involving .all attempted or actual dis­
possessions of play material .and thus both contingent and non-contingent 
behaviours are included. In addition they are often described in the 
context of antecedent and consequent behaviours outside the conflict 
sequence itself. They are thus broader than the Conflicts' (as defined 
above and in Appendix 2) which were entered into quantitive analysis.
Stage 1
The first stage of conflicts between infants is characterised 
by an independent interest both infants have in the same item of play 
material. Infants characteristically come into contact with each other, 
and consequently struggle for possession of toys, because they both 
independently take hold of the same toy. Conflicts are usually brief
%  cont'df
score will then be twice the individual score. However the main focus 
of the present analysis was not to compare conflicts and individual contacts 
in absolute terms but to compare the ratio of conflicts to individual 
behaviours at different age levels and thus the same constraints w e r e  
common to different age levels.
and rr e q u e n n y  muerrupcea uy snii-Lb o l aLieiiLi.un lu uuiei mi.cLa uj. 
the playroom environment. That infants show little awareness of each 
other's presence is evident from how rarely mutual eye contact and 
even independent looks between infants is observed.
DIO) William/John 9 months Male/Male
John and William are sitting in the centre of the room, facing 
one another. John drops a shape which both children look at. John then 
takes the pillar box that William had been manipulating until then and 
brings it in front of himself and William. William then takes hold of the 
pillar box and, as he does so, John looks down at the push toy and lets 
the pillar box go without protest. John then takes up the push toy (not
looking at the pillar box that had just been taken from him), as does
William. Now both children are holding the push toy but John is looking 
up at William's mother. William takes hold of the push toy and swings it 
away from John whilst looking at it. John then looks down at the pillar 
box and takes hold of it. Once again John does not look at the object
which has just been taken from him nor at the infant who took it.
This episode reveals quite clearly how conflicts between infants 
come about not through an interest in the other infant but in play 
material that both happen to independently take hold of. There is no 
mutual eye contact that might be indicative of mutual recognition of the 
other infant's effect on play material and no alternating structure. Both 
infants behave in 'parallel'.
It is informative to note the reaction of the younger infants 
to having their play material taken.Though infants looked relatively 
extensively at each other overall (see above discussion of looks), it 
was surprising how few looks passed between them when they were close to 
each other and touching the same toy. Indeed at times one felt as if 
they were engaged in 'conspiracy not to- look'.Thus looks at this age 
level are not integrated into joint contact.
But of equal interest is the evident lack of awareness of having 
been dispossessed of toys and the lack of any attempts to retrieve toys 
once taken. There is, in other words, little sense of possessing play 
material at this stage. (Such exchanges would not have been coded 
'conflicts' as defined in Appendix 2 because they did not involve a 
struggle for possession of toys).
Stage 11
The defining attribute of negative toy contacts between younger 
infants is thus an independent interest in the same toy. In contrasty 
the defining characteristic of Stage 11 conflicts, which became evident 
at the older age levels, is an interest in another infant's toy simply 
because it is possessed by him. Stage 11 conflicts, in other words, 
reflect an interest more in the other infant than the toy. This is seen 
quite clearly in the following episodes:
D U )  Lynsey/Louise 21 months Female/Female
Lynsey had struggled several times to gain possession of the
mother's lap and walks off with it, Lynsey loses all interest in 
the pillar box, vocalizes in protest at Louise's act, and reaches 
for the bell. ;
D12) The girls struggle over the push toy and Lynsey gains possession 
of it. Lynsey then stands near her mother,looking occasionally at 
the push toy but spending more time looking at Louise's activity.
She then drops the push toy, presumably through lack of interest, but 
as soon as Louise takes it up she squeals in protest and runs to her 
mother.
D13) Peter/Frances 21 months Male/Female
Frances is rather aimlessly pushing the push toy she has just 
taken from Peter. She then turns when she hears a sound behind her, sees 
Peter with the pillar box, reaches over (letting the push toy drop as 
she does so), says, "noI" vigorously, and snatches the pillar box from 
him. She then shouts, "no." and also snatches the pillar box lid from him.
D14) Mark/Sophie 21 months Male/Female
Mark looks at Sophie take a free bell and then takes it from her. 
He then looks at her take the free push toy and takes that from her. In 
a similar way he takes the bell again, the other bell, the pillar box 
lid, and the pillar box all in the space of 8 time intervals (40 seconds).
In these descriptions conflicts arise because of an interest 
generated by the other child's possession of a toy. Often infants are 
not interested in toys once they have taken them and do not use them in 
a constructive fashion. Sometimes they manipulate them in a disinterested 
manner (as Frances in D13) or push them to one side (as Mark in D14).
There is also a rapid turnover of play material. Conflicts do 
not involve struggles for possession of one specific toy. The actual 
nature of the play material seems largely irrelevant. It is the fact that 
the other infant has possession of the object which is of most interest.
The following response to having toys taken at this age also 
differs from earlier age levels. Infants are now likely to protest 
physically or vocally, or at least look at the offending infant. At 
earlier age levels there would have been less likelihood of overt aware­
ness of another infant in such situations. In a kind of negative way,
Stage 11 conflicts also reveal a far greater alternating and contingent 
structure than at earlier age levels. For example, Child A takes Child 
B's toy, Child B then reacts, Child A then counteracts and so on. 
Behaviours thus alternate and are contingent. Like 'communication', 
therefore, contacts between infants are 'social.' even when strictly 
defined in terms of integration and contingency. And these are supposed 
to be negative or aggressive acts I
One can also see that Stage 11 conflicts have gained some 
measure of independence from properties of toys, for they stem from an 
interest in another infant and not the toy. Again in a kind of negative 
way Stage 11 conflicts represent a new interest in affecting or respond­
ing to another infant. .
each other - as if exploring properties of this unusual social 
stimulus and how he would react. The sequences were not enduringly 
negative in tone for engagement in conflicts could alter quickly 
into other contacts, ostensibly more ’positive' in tone. From this 
point of view, conflicts might be conceived as a perhaps necessary 
first type of contact within which infants can first learn properties 
of each other and out of which more facilitative (and acceptable) 
contacts can emerge. Seen in this light an adult perspective on early 
child-child conflicts might miss their learning value in the development 
of social skills.
Stage 111
i One of the defining attributes of Stage 11 conflicts was the
rapid 'turnover' of play material. By contrast, Stage 111 conflicts are 
characterised by prolonged struggles over just one toy in the context 
of which infants use relatively advanced procedures in order to gain 
possession of it. This third stage heralds the development of possessiveness 
over toys and strategies to ensure continued possession of the prized 
item.
D15) Sheila/Edith 25 months Female/Female
At the very beginning of this session Sheila takes the pillar 
box. She then stands near to her mother throughout the session with 
the pillar box clutched to her side, without using it constructively, 
and continually eyeing Edith. Edith meanwhile spends virtually the 
entire session either watching Sheila with the pillar box or attempting 
to gain possession of it. Throughout the session there is a continual 
series of conflicts, all involving the pillar box, that culminate in 
Sheila crying and clutching at her mother.
What is interesting about this session is that Sheila clutched 
the pillar box to her side and started looking at Edith in a suspicious 
and rueful way before Edith had expressed any direct desire to gain 
possession of it. It was, in other words, Sheila's expectation of being 
dispossessed that prompted her to adopt strategies to maintain possession 
of her toy.
At one point in the session Sheila again clasped the pillar box 
to her chest in an exaggerated manner whilst looking at Edith as if 
saying, "you can't have it, it's mine". The interesting thing about this 
act is that it appears to be 'significant' (to use G.H.Mead's,1934, 
terminology). That is, in itself it has no powers to retain the toy - 
its -effect depends upon both children sharing a common understanding of 
its meaning. Its intent and effect is further emphasised by the exagg­
erated way in which it is enacted. One can see evidence that signs 
have begun to replace more physical struggles for possession of toys 
and, in this case,they carry a clear communicative message.
as a possessiveness. One episode is especially revealing in this 
respect:
D16) Some way into the play session, Sheila kneels on the ground (at 4) 
with the pillar box on the other side of her mother to Edith and 
shielded from Edith's sight. (This is one of the rare occasions when 
Sheila actively manipulates the pillar box which she has held throughout 
the session). She then starts to take the shapes out of the pillar box, 
looking at Edith and Edith's mother as she does so. Meanwhile Edith is 
standing next to the toy table. Edith then squats and looks through 
Sheila's mother's legs at Sheila taking shapes out of the pillar box.
She then walks to the centre of the room around Sheila's mother, stands 
in front of Sheila and looks at her. Sheila looks up at this, sees Edithj 
and hurriedly puts all the shapes back into the pillar box, casting quick 
looks up at Edith as she does so. She then fits the lid on the pillar box, 
stands up, and clasps the pillar box to her side.
( Sheila's activity throughout the session is greatly inhibited by the
thought that she might lose possession of the pillar box. This inhibition 
is reflected in her general lack of activity, lack of movement from her 
mother, lack of active manipulation of play material and lack of social 
initiations. Her attitude might*be likened to that of a miser who alternates 
rather fitfully between gleeful examination of prized possessions and > 
adoption of desperate procedures in order to combat real or imaginary 
attempts to dispossess him of his wares.
Another session was also characterised by a protracted struggle 
for possession of a prized item of play material. In this instance it 
was the hammer.
D17) Colin/Neil 25 months Male/Male
For the first eight minutes of the session Colin has possession 
of the hammer. Initially he had walked straight to the hammer on enter­
ing the playroom and had vocalized quite distinctly,"hammer" as he took 
it up. (Colin's vocalizations throughout, the play session were few and 
indistinct for the most, part and thus these initial vocalizations seemed 
to reflect a special interest.and awareness in the hammer.) After eight 
minutes Colin puts the hammer down and a few seconds later Neil picks it 
up. Colin watches Neil,do this and then hit the pegboard with the hammer 
at the toy table. Then Neil turns round and faces Colin. Colin reaches 
rather meekly for the hammer but Neil easily withholds it saying, "No".
For the rest of the session Colin's activities are completely dominated 
by looks to Neil and rather meek and ineffectual attempts to regain 
possession of the hammer.
Colin's activities throughout the latter half of the session were 
totally governed by a desire to repossess the hammer. As a consequence, 
other activities were inhibited like Sheila's in D16 ;h.e.indulged in , 
few active contacts with other toys and spent a good deal of time near 
his mother. .
It can be seen that mutual desire for the same toy can extend 
. sequences of mutual engagement to new lengths. This is another way in 
which properties of toys can structure social interaction. In this case 
it acts to hold infants in extensive mutual engagement by focussing
attention on a common object.
a s nocea aoove, xxve xurr.ner types ox conxxxcus cnat occuxxeu 
between the older infants (17,21 and 25 months) were also identified
and assessed. Whilst relatively infrequent, they, involved interesting 
developments in social interaction. They were: teasing, dominance, 
attempts to ameliorate another infant's desire for play material by 
offering other toys as substitutes, use of significant behaviours and 
sounds in conflict situations, and appeals to the wrongness of another 
infant's behaviour.
Teasing
Teasing became a predominant feature of the session between 
Colin and Neil.
D18) Colin attempts to regain possession of the hammer but is not 
effective in doing so. Neil turns back to the toy table and hits the 
pegboard with the hammer for several time- intervals. He then turns 
around and holds .the hammer right up to Colin's.' face (Colin is kneeling 
on the floor). Colin does not react at first but then looks up and 
very meekly reaches for the hammer. However, Neil has already turned 
back to the toy table saying, "No".
This sort of interaction between the two infants continued 
for some time. A  little later for example:
D19) Once again Neil turns to Colin, who is still kneeling near the 
toy table, and offers him the hammer. However, as Colin meekly reaches 
for the hammer Neil takes it back, saying, "No".
What is fascinating about the development of 'teasing1 and why 
it signals an advance on earlier forms of acting within conflict situations 
is that it involves knowledge and expectation' of how- another- infant will 
react and then denial of the expected action. In the above episode,
I
Neil 'knows' Colin wants the hammer and so'holds the hammer out in a
mock 'offer', but he then quickly retrieves the hammer before Colin
can reach it.(At one point, to Neil's obvious surprise, Colin did catch
hold of the hammer, but Neil quickly regained possession.) The mock
'offer' is interesting for although it is...used in an ostensibly fac-
ilitative manner, its actual intention is quite the reverse and is part
of a higher order plan to deny the other infant possession of a prized
item and taunt him in the process. This was one of the first instances
when an infant took an already acquired social initiation (in this
case an offer) from its usual context and used it in combination with
»
other behaviours for a quite different intent. One can see that infant- 
infant social interaction is becoming more than simply contingent, in 
the sense of one infant's behaviour simply affecting another infant's 
behaviour, for here one infant predicts, manipulates and structures 
another infant's behaviour in order that he can count ex'-respond in a 
way he wants. This appears to be a higher order level of social 
functioning in comparison to simple offers of toys because an infant 
shows evidence of holding in mind his ox<m action, the expected response
ot another intant, ana m s  own counter-response, anu sueeessj-uiiy uixu 
-ging about the occurrence of all three. Whilst popularily considered 
to be a negative and presumably undesirable behaviour, teasing thus 
involves a surprisingly advanced degree of social skillj that an 
infant can hold several of his own potential behaviours in mind and 
then enact them is one thing, but to hold in mind, and bring about, 
both his own and another infant's behaviour, reveals the beginnings 
of effectiveness in social functioning.
D20) Mark/Sophie 21 months Male/Female
Sophie takes the ball away from Mark. Mark looks at his mother 
and says something that appears to be about Sophie taking the ball.
Sophie, who has been watching whilst standing and still holding the 
ball, steps a little nearer to Mark, puts the ball down and steps back. 
Then, as Mark takes the ball that Sophie has put down, Sophie says 
loudly, "NoJ"
In this sequence Sophie attempts to manipulate Mark's behaviour 
in order that she can react to his response in a certain way, i.e. by 
saying, "No!" In other words, Sophie successfully sets up a social exchange 
with Mark in order to manipulate his behaviour for her own ends. This 
might be represented schematically thus:
Act 1. Sophie acts (offers ball)
Act 2. Mark responds (receives
ball)
Act 3. Sophie reacts (NoJ)
This interactive sequence is constituted by three acts - action, 
reaction and counter-reaction. It is thus a three act exchange within 
which behaviours are integrated in a temporal sense and affect each 
other. These are qualities of integration and contingency that have 
been used elsewhere to define sequences of contact as strictly social.
But the sequence goes beyond these two qualities for the content of Act 1 
depends on a plan of action that conditions the occurrence and content 
of Acts 2 and 3. Sophie appears to have acquired a measure of objectivity 
from her own and the. other infant's behaviour, for (like Neil in D19) 
she can hold her own and another infant's potential behaviours in mind 
and successfully bring them to fruition with a particular end state in 
mind (Act 3). Sophie's behaviour is now less conditioned by immediately 
preceding behaviour and is beginning to be brought under the control-of a 
specific plan of action that encompasses both preceding and future acts. 
This interpretation points to the close interdependence of social and 
cognitive functioning. That is, to the interdependence of developments 
in social intentionality and effectiveness on the one hand, and object­
ivity of thought on the other hand.
Dominance
Closely associated with the development of teasing or taunting 
in conflict situatioixs is the development of dominance by o n e  infant o,.
another. In tact, social dominance often manifested itself m  the 
context of teasing sequences. In the session between Colin and Neil 
(D17, 18 and 19), for example, Neil's dominance over Colin was 
quite evident. Moreover Neil seemed quite aware and able to act in 
terms of this dominancej he knew that Colin wanted the hammer and he 
also knew that he could successfully keep possession of it.
A central aspect of the appearance of dominance is the 
development of an attempt to control another infant's behaviour. For 
example, Neil (as above) and Sophie (in D20) both attempt (and succeed) 
in controlling another infant's behaviour and, moreover, gain obvious 
satisfaction from so doing (a fact which may well be one motivational 
factor behind the appearance of dominance).
i Another integral aspect of the development of dominance is an
accompanying development of 'superior' and 'inferior' roles. In the 
session between Colin and Neil, for example, Neil adopts a 'superior' 
role but Colin also appears to recognise and adopt an 'inferior' role. 
Notice that he only meekly and half-heartedly reaches for the hammer. 
Although not revealed in the written descriptions, this caused Colin 
a good deal of anguish and he eventually tifi.ed to solicit sympathy and 
help from his mother.
The development of dominance relations represents another 
advance over conflicts that characterised earlier age levels. In Stage 
1 and even Stage 11 conflicts one infant rarely attained clear dominance 
over the other. Not only was there a rapid turnover of play material, 
but the roles of aggressor and aggressed alternated randomly from one 
infant to the other. The development of dominance reveals a far greater 
awareness of relations vis-a-vis another infant. It indicates an interest 
in another infant and characteristics of alternation and contingency^, 
as before^but'also the development of some form of relationship with 
another infant reflected in the adoption of a consistent and stable mode 
of relating. This introduces a new dimension into infant-infant social 
contacts: they are now more clearly characterised by social intent, 
direction, stability of adopted roles and, dare one say it, drama. These 
developments stand in contrast to the rather bland, less intense and 
undifferentiated contacts between infants at younger age levels.
Offering toys as substitutes ‘
Another sequence in the session between Colin and Neil indicated 
the appearance of more sophisticated strategies for dealing with conflict 
situations than at earlier age levels:
D21) At one point Neil puts the hammer down on the floor to take up 
activities with the push toy. Colin bends down to take the hammer but, 
as he does so, Neil drops the push toy and also takes hold of the hammer. 
Colin's mother then says rather disgustedly, as she watches her son's 
meek efforts to gain possession.of the toy, "Weil, get hold of it then".
After a brief struggle, Neil regains possession of the hammer and 
then does an interesting thing - as he gets up with it, he pushes 
the push toy toward Colin and vocalizes.
A little later, after another brief struggle over the hammer (as 
described above, Neil had 'offered1 it to Colin who, to the apparent 
surprise of both children, took hold of it), Neil regains the hammer 
and pushes the push toy toward Colin.
In both sequences, Neil adopts a strategy hitherto not seen;' 
he attempts to give Colin another toy in order that it may substitute 
or compensate for the toy that he knows Colin wants but which he is 
not prepared to give up. Neil thus shows expectation, manipulation 
and denial of Colin's following activity as above, but he also reveals 
the apparent ability to objectify himself from the immediate conflict 
situation with which he is engaged and act in a way that he feels may 
stop Colin's continual attempt to regain possession of the hammer.
Contrast this method of dealing with conflict situations to that of 
Stage 11 conflicts. At that stage the most likely reaction would have 
been to physically take or defend the toy. Here, however, Neil attempts 
to appease Colin's desire for the hammer by offering another toy. In 
a subtle way, this also served to further entrench his dominance over 
Colin. That is, Colin was being mocked by Neil and being asked to do 
with a 'second best' item. It is interesting to note that after Neil's 
first offer of the push toy as a substitute for the hammer, Colin took 
it up, idly manipulated it and then threw it down a time interval later. 
Clearly, the substitute was not the 'real thing' !
Use of significant behaviours and vocalizations in conflict situations
Another relatively advanced strategy for dealing with conflict 
situations is revealed in the following episode.
D22) Mark/Sophie 21 months Male/Female
After the conflict situation described in D14, where Mark 
successively took toys from Sophie as she picked them up, Sophie did 
a very interesting thing. After Mark has taken the last toy (the pillar 
box), she points her finger at him and, whilst looking at hi.m, gesticulates 
her finger up and down and says, in synchrony with the movements of her 
finger, "No, no, no,"
This is a more advanced response to another infant taking toys 
than mere physical withholding or submission. Sophie's motor and vocal 
gestures are not only embedded effectively in the context of social 
interaction, they are also expressive in intent and impact. The finger 
movements appear to represent the beginnings of (again to use G.H.Mead's, 
1934, terminology) a 'significant' gesture, for their meaning extends 
beyond the actual physical movements employed. Like Sheila's gesture 
with the pillar box in D 15, they are being used to convey a particular 
communicative intent. Notice too that the words, "No, no, no" are used 
in conjunction wTith the finger movements* The words are understandable
and appropriate enough but they are still used in an expressive,
repetitive way. They thus have a similar function as the tinger 
movements. Sophie’s use of language in this conflict exchange 
might be conceived as a transitional phase between the use of 
language as a form of expressive protest and the use of language 
involving a lexico-grammer (Halliday,1975) which could impart 
objectively understandable information.
It might also be noticed that Sophie seems to cast judgement 
on Mark, albeit in a primitive way. After having had six toys taken 
from her in quick succession, she appears to comment both vocally and 
gesturally on M a r k ’s behaviour. This is again an advance because it 
implies the ability to objectify herself to a certain extent from 
ongoing interaction in order to comment on previous behaviours. Once 
again one can see that interaction between infants is now more than 
simply, action, reaction and counter reaction, where each element is 
determined by the preceding act, for it is now beginning to involve 
actions enacted and understandable in terms of a body of acquired 
knowledge and objectified from immediate, ongoing behaviour.
It has been suggested that Sophie's^"No, no, no", can be seen 
as a transitional phase between the use of language in a purely exp­
ressive way and the use of language to convey information or meaning.
The following episodes should make this proposed distinction clearer. 
D23) Shirley/Nora 25 months Female/Female
Shirley, and Nora are both engaged in putting shapes into the 
pillar box, Shirley stands up and says in a fretful way whilst looking 
at Nora, "No, that's mine".
One can immediately see that the use of language is clearly 
divorced from the physical act of protest. (In Sophie's case, language 
was still used in an expressive way.) Its meaning is, moreover, quite 
clear. Shirley has not only acquired words to express intent, she 
employs only linguistic means to affect a state of affairs in a way 
that she wants. Language has, in other words, completely replaced 
physical means of dealing with conflict situations and its effect now 
depends upon both children understanding what is said.
Appeals to the 'wrongness' of another infant's behaviour
One other strategy for dealing with conflict situations was an 
appeal to the 'wrongness' of another infant's act of taking a toy. This 
has already been alluded to with respect to Sophie's 'comment' on Mark's 
behaviour (D22). More usually, however, comments about another infant's 
behaviour would be directed to mothers.
D24) Gary/Adam 21 months Male/Male
Gary attempts to take a letter shape from Adam and does so after 
a brief s'truggle. In response, Adam looks at his mother, vocalizes 
fretfully, and points a finger accusingly at Gary.
Nora has the pegboard which it appears Shirley wants to 
hit with the hammer she holds.; Shirley runs to her mother whilst 
pointing, vocalizing in protest, and looking at Nora. Nora 
meanwhile looks at Shirley as she does this.
These two episodes reveal two important.developments in an 
infant’s reaction to conflict situations. The first is an indication 
that they now clearly detect the effect of another infant on toys and 
ongoing activities with toys. It is quite clear, for example, that both 
Adam and Shirley recognise, and have means for pointing out, the other 
infant as the source of a particular state-of-affairs. It is also 
apparent (especially in Shirley’s case) that mothers are used as an 
instrument in order to retrieve or obtaip toys. The implications of 
these factors as guides to the infant’s developing social and cognitive 
skills seem profound. It can be seen, for example, that they have clearly 
differentiated a cause-effect relationship in the social sphere (i.e. 
that another infant has caused their distress), they have means at their 
disposal to identify the cause (e.g. pointing or vocalization), and can 
appeal to other aspects of their social environment as instrumental aids 
in obtaining a state-of-affairs they would like (i.e. eliciting help 
from their mothers in order to obtain possession of toys).
But there is a second development revealed by episodes such as 
24 and 25. In both these episodes one obtained the impression that Adam 
and Shirley not only point at another infant by way of identifying the 
cause of their dilemma, they also reveal a feeling that another infant’s 
action has infringed their sense of what is .right or wrong. Both Adam 
and Shirley, for example, respond not so much to the physical behaviour 
of the other infant as to a sense of whether it is correct or incorrect. 
To some extent, Sophie’s behaviour in D22 also reveals this awareness. 
This appears to herald the beginnings of a primitive sense of morality - 
an integral aspect of human social relations.
The development of this awareness means that an infant's 
behaviour toward other infants is not random or totally constrained 
by other immediately preceding behaviours, but is beginning to take 
its departure from a plea to an objective and socially defined body of 
knowledge. This has implications for attempts to understand and analyse 
early social behaviour for it means than its adequate interpretation, 
even during infancy, must take account of social knowledge from which 
it takes its meaning and instigation. Thus in order to understand 
behaviour one must understand aspects of a culture from which it takes 
its meaning - a point made sometime ago by Winch(1958).
We are now in a position to make more positive statements 
about the curvilinear developmental trend that was evident from the 
earlier quantitive analysis of negative toy contacts. It can be seen 
that the overall curvilinear trend disguises two different forms of 
behaviour which make up the peaks at the younger and older age levels.
These differ in two fundamental ways. Those between the younger infants 
(Stage 1) appear to occur as a by-product of an initially independent 
interest in the same toy. Those between the oldef infantss on the other hand 
(Stage 11, 111 and the five additional types of conflict), are more 
strictly social exchanges involving contingency and interaction which 
come about through an interest in the other infant as well as the toy. 
further advances are also evident. For example, the successful prediction 
and manipulation of another infantfs behaviour and the use of language 
involving a lexico-grammar and thus the.'ability to impart objectively
Understandable.information.
It is tempting to postulate on this evidence that the relative 
dearth of conflict type behaviours around 17 months represents a time 
when infants’ orientation toward each other is changing in a fundamental 
way. In other words, it represents a transition period between the 
disappearance of conflicts that occur only because of close proximity, 
and the onset of a higher-order level of orientation involving more 
truly social exchanges. Further evidence concerning the beginnings of 
a new form of social orientation around the middle of the second year 
of life will be discussed in the next sectipn.
This analysis thus indicates that conflicts between infants 
can reveal advances in social interaction. It has also brought to 
light their potential salience as a learning agent in early social 
skills. At first, for example, they may be one important and perhaps 
necessary way that infants can ’measure u p ’ each other - a way of 
learning how each other ticks. Later on, infants can begin to acquire 
social effectiveness by experimenting with the social feedback from 
another infant. Engagement in conflicts also acts in som? cases to 
sustain extensive mutual involvement.
The pedegogical implications of this point of view are clearly 
problematic for some conflict situations were productive in this 
sense for only one child (see discussion of teasing and dominance).
Whilst a purely non-interventionalist approach to conflicts would 
obviously be unrealistic, the above discussion does point to the 
potential value of some conflicts between young children and thus the 
need for a sensitive rather than heavy-handed consideration of"them 
by adults•
Reference has been made several times during discussion of 
results to the fact that infant-infant contacts at 17 months appear 
to stand between the decline of early,, asocial forms of contact and 
the beginnings of more truly social and reciprocal exchanges.
Examination of the development of the next four contacts involving 
play material listed in Table 8-offer, show, receive and ask for toy - 
makes the nature of this change clearer. What these four behaviours 
have in common is the fact that they are what might be called 
1facilitative’ behaviours. That is, they are an attempt to encourage 
a response from the other infant (offer, show, ask for toy), or they 
are a response to such an initiation (receive toy). This stands in 
contrast to the four negative toy contacts (take, attempt, withhold, 
and reach for toy) which usually involved attempts to curtail social 
interaction. It has already been seen that the negative toy contacts 
had a curvilinear trend, occurring most frequently at the youngest 
and oldest age level. What, then, is the developmental course of the 
more socially facilitative behaviours?
The relevant results are presented in Table 20. Once again 
frequencies are low, with wide individual differences^ and thus inter­
pretation must proceed with caution. Taken generally, however, it can 
be seen that these behaviours have a quite different development to 
the four negative toy contacts. That is, they appear to increase in a 
linear fashion with age. This trend can be more clearly seen when the 
total of the four behaviours is considered. These results are also 
presented in Table 20 and Fig.13. When taken together the facilitative 
behaviours tend to increase in a linear fashion until 21 months and then 
decrease somewhat at 25 months.
The relative lull of negative toy contacts at 17 months thus 
seems clearer: the socially facilitative behaviours are beginning to
emerge just as negative toy contacts are decreasing. However, it has 
been shown that these early negative toy contacts are not strictly 
speaking S o c i a l ’ for they tend to be un-coordinated and unresponsive 
and appear to occur merely as a consequence of close proximity. The 
tendency toward a linear increase of the four facilitative behaviours 
may thus represent the first signs of truly social behaviour in the 
sense that they involve a first interest in affecting or responding 
to another. It is no surprise that the second peak of negative toy 
contacts which emerges at the two oldest age levels,is,in contrast 
to the earlier peak, made up of a reciprocal form of exchange generated 
by an interest in the other infant (see above).
The two ostensibly opposite types of behaviour are thus both 
structured by social integration and responsiveness, infant-infant
' Table 20: Utter, snow, recexva ano asK ror toy unranE-miani:;
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Offer (OFFER) 0.25 2.67 3.75 5.08 1.67
Show (SHOW) 0.25 0.67 0.83 0.83 0.5
Receive (RECEIVE) 0 0.92 1.58 1.33 0.75
Ask (ASK) 0 0 0.25 0.25 2.42
Total offer, show, receive 
and ask for toy 0.5 4.25 6.42 7.5 5.33
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
contacts do not proceed simply in.terms of one behaviour superseding 
another, for the increase in both facilative and negative behaviours 
represents a dual involvement in the more social contacts from around 
the middle of the second year of life.
Description analysis
This analysis depends on definitions of behavioural categories 
( 1facilitative’ and ’negative’) in terms of the necessary degree of 
social contingency involved. In terms of the assumptions made this is 
fair enough but it is as well to be cautious about such a logical 
analysis. Amongst other thiiigs, it can do little to illuminate qual­
itative changes with age in the same category of behaviour. A  com­
plementary interpretative analysis was thus undertaken which stemmed 
from assessment of behavioural records. One form of facilitative *
behaviour was chosen for this purpose - exchanges of play material. 
These.were not exchanges resulting from struggles but freely initiated 
offers and reception of toys. As shall be seen, this assessment gave 
some, insight into the quantitive data, for example,' about .the decline 
in facilitative behaviours at the oldest age level after their earlier 
linear type increase. Once again, three stages were designated.
Stage l
The first stage was characteristic of contacts between the 
youngest infants and involved offers of toys that received no response 
or an incoherent response from the other infant.
D26) Hannah/Anthony 13 months Female/Male
Anthony offers Hannah a bell but she does not actively receive 
it. The bell falls onto Hannah’s lap and she looks at it.
It can be seen that the initial offer of play material is not 
met by active reception from the other infant. The sequence is thus 
limited in length, for it does not extend beyond the initial offer.
Sometimes, however, another infant does respond:
D27) William/John 9 months Male/Male
William shows the ’shape-0’ ball to John who flaps at it quite 
violently with one of the bells.
In one sense this sequence represents an advance .on D26 because 
an offer receives a following response from the other infant. Thus the 
first sequence involves a single, isolated act, whilst the second denotes 
the beginnings of an interchange involving two acts. Yet it is still 
essentially limited because the response is incoherent* it does not 
relate to the initial offer and does not call forth a contingent response 
from the offerer. Thus the interchange inevitably carries little 
potential for extension beyond two acts.
Stage 11
The second stage characterised infant-infant contacts around 
the middle age range (17 months). The essential advance is that an
offer of a toy is followed by active reception of it by another 
infant.
D28) Annie/Mary 17 months Female/Female
Annie and Mary are near the toy table. Mary is taking shapes : 
from the pillar box and Annie is looking at the doll in her hand. Mary 
then offers Annie a shape and Annie looks up at Mary as she takes it.
Mary then looks at Annie and smiles. The girls are now engaged in eye to 
eye contact. Both look at the shape in Annie’s hand and then back to 
each other.
This episode involves an offer and reception of play material 
accompanied by looks from either child to each other and to the toy.
It shows several advances over Stage 1 contacts. In the first place 
it has an alternating structure, as in some Stage 1 contacts, but 
now the content of the initial act (offer of play material) largely 
constrains or determines the content of the following response (reception 
of play material). Moreover the infants appear to recognise that they 
are involved in mutual engagement with each other and the same toy.
This is evident in the way they alternate looks from toy to each other 
in a way uncharacteristic of Stage 1 contacts. Largely because of this?
the sequence has a self-conscious appearance, as if the infants are 
beginning to recognise social possibilities of contact with each other* 
they are now clearly interested in each other and in affecting each 
other’s behaviour. M a r y ’s smile at Annie after reception of the toy 
was a distinctly personal recognition of another child and of her 
contribution to the exchange. At that point her attention had trans­
ferred from action with the toy to Annie herself. The offer and reception 
are also quite deliberately enacted and have greater direction and co­
ordination than Stage 1 exchanges.
Stage 11 exchanges need not involve only one offer-receive 
unit. Sometimes there were several such units.
P29) Charlotte/Joan 17 months Female/Female
Joan has been continually taking shapes out of the pillar box 
and giving them to Charlotte. Charlotte has received the shapes and 
put them in the pillar box.
Then, some way through the play session, Charlotte, who has until this 
point always adopted a ’receiving role’, once again receives an offered 
shape, but rather slowly this time. She then very untypically holds out 
her hand to Joan as if asking for another shape.
In this session many offer- receive ’chains’ followed in 
succession. An interesting facet of these exchange chains is that they 
begin to acquire a ritualised structure that involves repetition of 
the same basic acts. An ’offer’ is enacted in order to effect a foll­
owing response from another infant. Infants have thus begun to show 
evidence of prediction and attempted control in social interaction..
And an offer gesture appears to be one form of . behaviour to which a 
recognised following response is easily acquired.
Charlotte’s rather uncharacteristic ’ask for toy’ is quite 
clearly an attempt to initiate the offer-receive exchange within 
which she has until then adopted a recipient and rather reluctant 
part. She thus begins to initiate exchanges herself because of 
Joan’s social initiations. In this sense, infant-infant contact 
can be seen to facilitate social initiations i they represent, 
for Charlotte, a learning environment within which new behaviours 
are acquired and then used.
Infant-infant exchanges involving play material are also a 
context within which the participants can utilise additional social 
behaviours. •
D30) Peter/Frances 21 months Male/Female
Frances rather forcefully offers a doll to Peter saying,
"dolly thank you". In saying this,Frances emphasises the "you" of 
"thank you". She then walks to her mother saying, "dolly thank you".
Here the rather rigid offer-receive interchange is accompanied 
by a clear and understandable'vocalization. Frances’ comment shows 
that she has acquired the correct word for the object and that she 
uses the word at an appropriate point. She also reveals knowledge 
of the conventional vocal response accompanying reception of objects 
(i.e. "thank you"), and again uses it at an appropriate time. Most 
interestingly, however, is the fact that Frances speaks on Peter’s 
behalf. That is, she seems to be informing Peter of the response that 
he ought to give. The fact that Peter does not give what she considers 
to be the right response appears to rather unsettle her for she walks 
to her mother saying^"dolly, thank you" as if seeking reassurance 
that this is_ the right response. It is clear that for Frances not any 
response will do. she expects a certain response and, not obtaining it, 
seems to cast judgement on Peter.
On two other occasions when Frances offered play material she 
accompanied the offer with, in-the first instance, "there", and in the 
second instance, "here are". What is interesting in both these cases is 
that Frances is ’marking’ the offer with an appropriate vocal accomp­
animent - a vocal accompaniment that signifies her action both semant­
ically and temporally. She is, in other words, using vocalizations that 
have a clear semantic content but, moreover, in the context of her 
physical offer.
The way that Frances offered the toys also indicated that she 
was attempting to be nice to Peter - an interesting social advance. 
Significantly, she had at first attempted to snatch toys from Peter 
but this did not achieve the satisfaction (or the parental approval) 
that she expected. She thus changed tactics and attempted to win 
Peter (and the mothers) round by offering toys - a sign that she was 
employing rather more subtle and underhand social skills I Poor Frances 
did not appear to know what she wanted other than some response.
Peter’s lack of interest in her advances finally frustrated her to 
the point that, having watched him ruefully for some time from 
her mother’s side, she suddenly rushed to him and pushed him 
violently over as she snatched his toy - one of the rare cases of 
personal aggression or ’strike’. *
Stage 111
The essential advance of Stage 11 over Stage 1 exchanges 
was that the offer constrained the nature of the following behaviour,
i.e. it elicited reception of play material. However;this characteristic
.. \
also signifies the essential limitation of Stage 11 exchanges because 
preceding and following behaviours are rather rigidly and automatically 
enacted. By becoming ritualized, the possible range of behaviours are
.advance is now too rigid a framework. Inevitably infants begin to 
move beyond this situation and this advance has been designated 
the hallmark of Stage 111 exchanges. The essential advance over 
Stage 11 is that exchanges are now embedded within longer sequences.
D31) Shirley/Nora 25 months Female/Female
Shirley looks at Nora and Nora shakes a bell and looks at 
Shirley. Nora then offers her bell to Shirley, who, after receiving it,
shakes it and looks again at Nora.
The advance is that Nora’s offer is not simply followed by
reception of play material but by an act that relates back to N o r a ’s
previous behaviour with it (shaking the bell). This shows that ’offer 
toy* and ’receive toy’ are now used as a medium for a purpose that 
extends beyond the confines of the exchange itself. In this case it 
is used in order that one infant can imitate another infant’s behaviour. 
The exchange thus takes its place within, and encourages, a longer 
behavioural sequence. This marks the onset of a degree of flexibility 
.into infant-infant contact for ’offer toy’ and ’receive toy’ are not 
now ends in themselves but are used, and understood, as media within 
a more global context.
To summarise this discussion of toy exchanges between infants - 
three stages have been designated. The first stage was characterised 
by offers followed by either no response or an incoherent response.
The advance of Stage 11 was that an offer now constrained the nature of 
the other infant’s following response, i.e. reception of play material. 
The third stage denoted advances beyond the' rather constrained and 
ritualized Stage 11 contacts and took the form of integration into 
longer sequences within which exchanges had a functional role rather 
than being ends in themselves.
Discussion of developments in exchanges
It is now time to see what bearing this qualitative analysis 
has on the earlier quantitive results. Whilst not strictly answered 
by the analysis, it rather appears as if the linear type increase in 
facilitative contacts (offer, show, receive and ask for toy) is largely 
accounted for by an interest in Stage 11 type contacts, i.e. exchanges 
structured for the first time by integration and reciprocity. This 
supports the earlier conclusion that truly interactive exchanges 
between infants are beginning to emerge around the middle of the 
second year of life. In effect, offer/receive chains appear to represent 
one easily acquired way in which infants can express an interest in 
affecting, and responding to, each other. However, it is because of 
their essentially rigid and limited structure that they become embedded 
in longer sequences (Stage 111). This may also explain signs of
.a  u e c i e c i a c  x n  i a m . i t a i . i v v ,  ^  .. w  x _
months). In.other words, infants appear to outgrow these simple 
and ritualistic exchanges and either incorporate them into social 
discourse in new ways or rechannel their social involvement elsewhere.
The results of this and the previous section indicate that 
infant-infant contacts do not proceed simply in terms of a linear 
increase in social contact, nor by involvement in one behaviour 
replacing another. This is because, in the first place, facilitative 
and negative toy contacts, at least, appear to decline at times 
during infancy and, in the second place, because these ostensibly 
opposite forms of behaviour are similarly structured by integration 
and responsiveness. These are important conclusions because they 
damply that a perspective that looks at child-child relations only after 
the child’s second birthday may miss developments that have their 
origins and decline beforehand. The present results indicate that 
infant-infant exchanges proceed in terms of qualitative advances that 
will structure different types of contact. This will be elaborated 
when the summary model of infant-infant contacts is presented below.
(iii) Responsive and unresponsive contacts with play material
So far, eight different types of toy contacts have been considered. 
These are : take, attempt, withhold, reach, offer, show, receive and ask 
for toy.
The first four categories have'been called ’negative’ toy 
contacts and the last four ’facilitative’ toy contacts. The addition of
t
’take;toy other infant has left’ and ’touch toy to other infant’s toy'
1
completes the contacts through toys listed in Table 8. On an a priori 
basis these ten categories can be divided into two types. Firstly,those that 
by definition are.responsive to another infant’s behaviour and, secondly, 
those that by definition are not necessarily responsive. This sort 
of distinction has already been made in the discussion of negative 
contacts. Responsive categories necessarily involve social contingency.
That is, they either elicit, or are an attempt to elicit, a response 
from the other infant, or they are a response to a previous act. Included 
here are: attempt, offer, show and ask for toy (initiations), and 
withhold and receive toy (responses). The second class of categories, 
on the other hand, do not necessarily involve social contingency.
1 '
B y  definition (see Appendix 2), ’contact same toy’ was a generic 
category that denoted the activity of both children. It did not therefore 
denote specific forms of expression through toys and was thus not 
included in the present analysis.. It will be considered separately 
below.
Included here are: taice, reacn, • taK.e coy uniex. iiaauL mas icu. 
and ’touch toy to other infant’s toy’. It can be seen that this 
division between responsive and unresponsive contacts cuts across 
that used earlier between negative and facilitative. That is, 
negative behaviours can be both responsive and unresponsive. By 
way of a quantitive summary of toy contacts, the development of 
responsive and unresponsive categories was compared.
These results are presented in Table 21 and depicted 
graphically in Fig. 14. Responsive and unresponsive toy contacts 
had quite different developmental courses. A two way analysis of 
variance with type of social contact as a repeated measure showed 
that the interaction effect between the two types of contact and 
age was significant (F (4,55)=11.16, p <0.05). Further univariate 
tests showed that responsive contacts increased with age (linear 
term significant, F (4,55)=8.36, p = 0.005), whilst unresponsive 
contacts decreased with age (linear term significant, F (4,55)=5.68,
p= 0.02).
These results amplify the conclusion reached at the end of 
the last section. They show that responsive contacts increase, whilst 
unresponsive contacts decrease with age, and that this cuts across 
the particular type of contact engaged in. In other words, the 
responsive contacts of both negative and facilitative modes 
increase with age, whilst unresponsive contacts decrease. Once again 
the importance can be seen of assessing qualities of interaction that 
cut across developments in specific forms of contact.
(iv) Contact Same Toy
The final type of toy contact was ’contact same toy’. This 
involved all instances when both infants touched the same toy other 
than those coded in terms of the other toy contacts. Unlike the other 
toy categories, contact same toy was not coded in terms of discrete 
occurrences but whether or not both infants touched the same toy 
in a five second time interval. The mean number of time intervals
Whilst to some extent a contingent response.) this category was for 
the present purposes categorised as ’unresponsive’. ,This is because 
it did not normally meet the defining criteria of^social, contingency,» i.e. 
it was not a social initiation nor, unlike withhold and receive, was it 
a response to a social initiation. Invariably, for example, the other 
infant had no social intent in putting the toy dox^n- he had simply moved 
onto another pursuit. In a sense, therefore, the behaviour x^as contingent 
to the toy rather than to a social act.
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Responsive contacts involving 
play material (RESPMAT) 4.83 8.17 7.25 13.25 14.75
Unresponsive contacts 
involving play material 
(UNRESMAT) 10.58 5.25 4.08 7.25 3.5
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Fig.14: Infant-infant responsive and unresponsive toy contacts
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BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Contact same toy (CST) 9.5 5.33 13 18.67 8.66
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
within which this category occurred is presented in Table 22.
The developmental course of 1 contact same toy1 has a similar
1
and rather complicated cubic like trend as total contacts involving
play material (see Table 17). Univariate parametric facts were not
conducted because of the relatively small number of cases at each 
1
age level. However,it can be seen that these contacts constitute a 
sizable minority of all toy contacts at each age level, though there 
are signs that they decrease, relative to total toy contacts, at 
25 months. This means that infants are beginning to make contact more 
often through the other toy contacts, principally the responsive 
negative toy contacts, i.e. attempt and withhold (see above).
Description analysis
From the point of view of Parten’s (1932) assessment of social 
participation in nursery school children, one would expect the majority 
of joint toy contacts between infants to be ’parallel1 in character, 
that is, to involve independent activities with the same toy that are 
not co-ordinated or co-operative. As shown in Chapter 2, on the other 
hand, previous studies of social contacts between infants have observed 
co-operative or co-ordinated toy contacts between infants (e.g. Eckerman, 
Whatley and Kutz, 1975), though these have not been described in detail.
In the present study 'contact same toy’ was a relatively global 
category that subsumed different types and levels of joint involvement 
with toys and these could not therefore be subjected to quantitive 
analysis. The behavioural sequence descriptions were thus inspected 
for evidence of more qualitative advances. As before, three stages were
1
By definition, this category involved both infants and thus each dyad 
necessarily had the same score. Mean scores are thus based on n^b and 
not n=12.
Stage 1
1 The first stage refers to contacts between infants which involve 
the same toy but which come about through an interest in the toy rather 
than the other infant.
D32) William/John 9 months Male/Male
' John reaches for the free pillar box and brings it between 
himself and William. William then reaches for the toy and consequently 
both infants are now touching it. However, William is touching the 
bottom of the pillar box and John is looking at it. They do not look 
at each other.
This sequence does not involve mutual eye contact, contingency 
or alternation. Activities with the same toy are parallel and independent. 
However, in the course of these 'parallel* activities infants can
I
begin to acquire some awareness of the effect of their actions on 
another infant and of the effect of another infant on their own behaviour. 
D33) Eric/Jaqueline 9 months Male/Female
Eric has the push toy. .Jaqueline turns, looks at Eric and touches 
his toy. Eric looks at Jaqueline, flaps the push toy up and down, drops 
it, takes hold of it and flaps it up and down again. As he does this he 
looks at Jaqueline, then at the push toy, then up at Jaqueline again.
Although the infants do not yet engage in cohesive and alternating 
activities, there is interest in the effect of another infant's actions 
on play material. At first Eric appeared unaware of Jaqueline's presence, 
but when he encountered resistance in the movement of the push toy he 
flapped it up and down, whilst looking at Jaqueline, as if attempting, 
in a^rather blind way, to affect or even gauge her behaviour. Certainly 
his flapping of the push toy was in response to Jaqueline also touching 
it.
At first, these contacts are 'blind'- (-Maudry and 
Nekula, 1939), in the sense that interest is in the toy rather than 
each other. However, joint recognition is forced on infants by virtue 
of the effect they each have on the toy. Often these first- looks of 
recognition were signs of puzzlement, as if infants were concerned 
about the peculiar movement of the toy and for the first time aware 
of the other infant's presence and what effect he might be having 
on the toy. Once again the salient role of play material in early 
social interaction is evident; by chance, and a limited supply of
k
space and toys, infants will*be attracted to. common objects,'from 
which joint recognition can then derive. In the course of these 
contacts infants must come to learn that other infants have different, 
initially more puzzling, but ultimately more interesting, properties 
in comparison to inanimate objects.
At a more speculative level there is another form of recognition 
that may derive from these contacts and indicates the potential
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cognitive development: contacts that arise out of a common 
interest in the same toy may aid a distinction between the child's 
own actions, the actions of another infant and the actions of both 
on physical objects. When a toy' s movement: was affected by another 
infant, infants were sometimes observed to alternate looks from 
infant to the toy and then back again. It is probable that infants 
are beginning in these contacts to gain some measure of objectivity 
from their own actions and play material. Potentially, this will aid 
a clearer differentiation between action and object.
Stage 11
The second stage of contacts involving the same toy is character­
ised by a more clearly defined alternating and contingent structure.
It is at this stage that contacts progress from being independent 
activities with the same toy toward attaining some measure of inter­
dependence and integration.
D34) Stuart/Valerie 13 months Male/Female
Stuart is standing against the toy table. Valerie walks to the 
toy table, having seen Stuart there. Both infants then stand side by 
side facing the table. Valerie looks at Stuart's activity with the 
plastic shape and then moves a shape herself. Stuart then looks at this 
movement. Valerie then puts the shape back on the table, Stuart looks 
at it, picks it up and then looks at Valerie's movement with the shapes
on the table again. Valerie then takes up a shape, Stuart looks at it,
Valerie puts it on the table and Stuart touches it.
It can be seen that the infants' activities are beginning to 
be affected and structured by mutual attention to each other's activity.
One infant looks at the other infant's activity, then acts, then looks 
at the other infant's activity and so on. Infants are thus beginning
to engage in exchanges that reveal interest in each other’s activity as wel
as ■ some measure of alternation and contingency. It should also be 
noted that the interest in play material originates, and is given 
direction, not by properties of the toy (as Stage 1 above), but because 
of an interest in the other infant's activity with the toy.
D35) Charlotte/Joan 17 months Female/Female
For several minutes during this session the two girls both 
contacted the pillar box. In this contact, both infants put shapes in 
it and then took them out. Often Charlotte had to stand over, the pillar 
box whilst waiting to put her shape in as Joan delved into the pillar 
box in order to retrieve some more shapes. When Joan had finally collected 
one or more shapes she would offer one to Joan who would either receive 
it and drop it in the pillar box, or ignore the offer and drop in her 
own shape. Charlotte appeared to find Joan's offers an unwanted interr­
uption to her more pressing concern with putting shapes in the pillar box. 
Once or twice she looked very disconcerted as she tried to clasp her own 
and the unasked for shapes, whilst at the same time attempting to drop 
one of her shapes in the pillar box.
contact with the same toy. This involved alternation between putting 
in and taking out shapes from the pillar box. The alternation appears 
to stem from two things j mutual adaption to each other’s activity 
and constraints exerted by properties of the play material itself, 
such that only one child at a time can easily take out or put shapes 
into the pillar box. It is important to note the importance of 
common activities with play material in the development of reciprocity 
and integration. Properties of play material can structure and guide 
an awareness of, and accommodation to, another infant’s behaviour.
Stage 111
However, the individual differences revealed in D35 pin-point 
specific limitations of Stage 11 ’contact same toy’. That is, Joan’s 
contact with play material involved an interest in affecting Charlotte’s 
behaviour that Charlotte did not reciprocate. The evident alternation 
and contingency was therefore largely forced into the sequence by 
properties of the toy and Joan’s initiations; there is little evidence 
of a mutually desired and co-operatively directed contact with the toy.
The beginnings of this characteristic have been designated the defining 
attribute of Stage 111,
D36) David/Daniel 21 months Male/Male
David walks to the toy table when he sees Daniel taking the free 
pegboard. David looks at Daniel with the pegboard and Daniel looks at 
David standing in front of him at the table. David then takes the hammer, 
Daniel puts the pegboard on the floor, Daniel squats with the pegboard in 
front of him and David kneels on the other side of the pegboard from 
Paniel.All these actions are accompanied by looks to each other. Both 
infants then touch the pegboard and David hits one of the pegs tentatively 
with the hammer.Daniel then pushes the pegboard toward David and vocalizes. 
Both infants touch the pegboard again and Daniel touches the specific 
peg that David had hit.
One can see here not only evidence of alternation and contingency 
but also the development of a sequence which has direction. That is, both 
infants contribute to the setting up of a situation where play material 
is jointly used. Notice how Daniel takes the pegboard, David takes the 
hammer, Daniel puts the pegboard on the floor, they squat and kneel 
with it in front of them, David hits the pegboard— and the sequence is 
accompanied throughout by mutual visual regard. It seems clearer now 
that not any response is. adequate; behaviours are constrained by a 
mutual awareness of what activities are possible with a toy.
D37) Mark/Sophie 21 months Male/Female
Mark and Sophie stand at the toy table, manipulating shapes and 
looking at each other, but not actually touching the same toy. Mark then 
looks up at Sophie and pushes one of the shapes on the floor. Sophie 
looks at the fallen shape and then brushes one .of her own shapes on the 
floor. Both infants then vigorously brush all the shapes on the floor*
primarily from an interest in the other infant’s activity and 
that both infants contribute to the direction of the sequence - 
a sequence which has in this case a clearly recognisable end point 
(i.e. where all the shapes are knocked on the floor)'. It is inter­
esting to note the subtle way ’parallel’ activities with a toy can 
become joint activities.
Some sequences involving contact with the same toy are also 
beginning to acquire elements of role differentiation. In other words, 
infants are beginning to adopt mutual but non-identical roles in 
a shared task. This is to some extent evident in D36. Properties of play 
material may aid this process because the activities possible with a 
specific toy will force constraints on infants’joint activities with it. 
In D36, for example, David saw Daniel with the pegboard and then took 
up the hammer. The fact that the pegboard and hammer are normally used 
in conjunction with each other dictated what activities the infants 
adopted. Clearly, properties of play material are an integral aspect 
of the structure of this sequence, for just as the pegboard and hammer 
are different but complementary, so too are the infants.’ behaviours 
different yet complementary.
This type of role differentiation is an integral part of human 
social interaction and it can be seen to emerge in its most basic 
form in infant-infant exchanges. To extrapolate a term normally used 
in other contexts, an observer can detect the beginnings of a ’division 
of labour’ in these exchanges; that is, a sequence of activities which 
depends for its completion on both parties contributing in a different 
yet complementary fashion.
To summarise this assessment of ’contact same toy’: three types 
have been identified. The first involved un-coordinated contacts that 
came about through an interest in toys rather than each other, the 
second involved an interest in the other infant and the beginnings 
of integration and contingency, and the third involved interchanges 
with mutual co-operation and direction.
Discussion of developments in contact same toy
This qualitative analysis indicates that contacts between infants 
can involve a level of social participation that extends far beyond » 
the ’parallel’ contacts described by Parten (1932). There is thus 
support for Eclcerman, Whatley and ICutz’s (1975) finding that infants 
can engage in co-ordinated exchanges with toys. What the present results 
cannot show, however, is the relative extent of the three, types of 
contact same toy. On the basis of the sequence descriptions it.would seem 
unwise to over-estimate the degree of social participation involved.
.developments, ’earlier’ forms did not disappear as more advanced 
forms emerged. Furthermore, different types might occur within 
the same sequence (see D37). It is not the case, therefore, that 
all contacts involving the same toy at the oldest age level were 
Type 111 contacts, for all three types could occur. There were 
also many instances when infants played independently with different 
toys whilst in close proximity to each other. Though these behaviours 
could not have been coded in terms of a social category in the 
• present study (they would have been coded as one of the three non­
social contacts with play material), they could be conceived as 
’parallel’ activities in terms of Parten’s (1932) analysis. From 
jthis point of view, a large proportion of infants* toy contacts would 
be in ’parallel’. In comparison, truly co-ordinated exchanges of 
‘Stage 111 type were relatively few in number. For all that, what 
the present analysis does indicate is that co-ordinated exchanges with 
direction9 role differentiation and an end point can occur, and that 
the seeds of sociability are thus already evident in infant-infant 
contacts.
The present analysis also suggests some ways in which .contacts 
involving the same toy might progress as infants enter the pre-school 
years. These involve differences in orientation and use of toys. On 
several occasions in the above analysis,the importance of toys as a 
medium of social exchange has been discussed. Interestingly, toys 
appeared to have a different role in the context of different levels 
of ’contact same toy’. That is, they at first served to bring infants 
together and to facilitate joint recognition. At a later point,social 
interaction was structured and guided by their specific properties, „
And later still, during some of the Stage 111 type contacts, one 
could begin to see infants using toys for their own jointly formulated 
ends. The developmental progression is thus from constraint by toys to 
objectification and use of toys. One would thus expect this progression 
to continue in child-child contacts after infancy* toys would tend 
more and more to be used as a means by which children could pursue 
social ends.
Having considered contacts between infants that occur from 
a distance and contacts involving toys, it is now time to consider 
the third mode of contact - direct physical contacts. These are 
different from the first two modes because they involve an interest 
primarily in another infant’s body. If toys are used they are employed 
as a medium in pursuit of this interest. The target of manipulation 
in such contacts is thus the other infant and not the toy. It is of 
interest to compare the development of these contacts with the other 
two modes because several previous studies have reported a decrease 
with age in touching between infants (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, 1975, 
Vincze, 1971). The mean number of time intervals within which infants 
engaged in all categories of direct physical contact are presented 
in Table 23.
Overall, these tend to decrease with age, occurring most 
frequently at 9 months and rarely at 21 and 25 months. This is depicted 
graphically in Fig.15. Differences between age levels were statistically 
significant (F(4,55)=7.87, p <0.00l), as was the linear term (F(4,55)
=  16.64, p £0.001).
The development of the third ’m ode’ of contact thus differs from 
the other two for it is the only form of contact to occur far less
at the older than the younger age levels. At this broad level there is
thus support for the findings of previous studies.
It is surprising in the light of previous studies, however, 
that/whilst infants contact each other physically most frequently at 
the youngest age level, there is a suggestion that they still contact
each other in this way at the middle age level (17 months). Low
frequencies and relatively wide individual differences again necessitate 
cautious interpretation, but some clues about differences between direct 
physical contacts at these two age levels can be gained by considering 
the most prevalent forms of contact at each.
It can be seen from Table 23 that behaviours which occur most 
predominantly at the youngest age level are ’touch infant with toy’, 
’touch infant’s clothes* and ’total accidental direct physical contacts’. 
All of these behaviours rarely, if ever, occur after this age level.
In contrast, there are two behaviours which occur more frequently on 
average at 17 than 9 months. These are ’touch infant’ and 'withdraw 
from infant’. On a priori grounds these two sets of behaviour reflect 
a different style of contact. The first three behaviours reflect a 
rather tangential and unintentional contact: infants are not contacted 
directly but through their clothes, by a toy,or accidentally in the 
course of other activities. The behaviours at 17 months, on the other
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25
Touch (TOUCH) 1.67 0.33 2.42 0.5 0.17
Reach for infant (RECHD) 1.42 0.83 1.08 0.08 0
Strike infant (STRIKE) 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.083
Touch infant with toy(TCHINWTY) 2.42 0.67 1 0 0.33
Withdraw (WITHDRAW) 0.58 0.42 1.42 0.08 0.17
Touch infantfs clothes(TCHCLOTH) 2.33 0 0 0 0
Total accidental direct physical 
contacts (TTLACC) ^ 2.58 0.5 0.25 0.17 0.08
Total direct physical contacts 
(TTLDIRCT) 11.00 2.75 6.25 0.92 1.58
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
Both or the two forms of accidental direct .physical contact occurred 
relatively rarely and for the purposes of presentation are pooled here 
to give an overall measure of accidental contact.
Fig.15: Infant-infant total direct physical contacts
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touch each other directly and not through another medium, or
they respond to these contacts (by withdrawing).
Description Analysis
These results are complemented by qualitative assessment 
of sequences of direct physical contacts. In line with the quantitive 
analysis, two stages were designated.
Stage 1
The first stage occurred predominantly at 9 and 13 months and 
involved little awareness of the other infant as a social partner. This 
took a number of forms.
No recognition of effects on another infant:
i One form is illustrated in*,the following examples: - - . i
D38) Barbara/Claire 9 months Female/Female
Barbara and Claire are sitting on the floor. Barbara pushes 
the push toy vigorously back and forth, hitting Claire continuously 
on the ankles and feet. Claire looks up at Barbara at this but 
Barbara seems unaware that she is hitting Claire.
D39) A  little earlier, Claire swings the push toy around and hits 
Barbara without looking at her. She then swings the push toy back 
again and again hits Barbara, this time on the side of her face.
First Barbara, and then Claire, appear unaware of the effect
their activity is having on each other. As with Stage 1 conflicts
and toy exchanges, their contact appears to derive incidentally
from an interest in their own quite independent activities with a toy
and not through any social interest in each' other.
Independent activities whilst touching each other:
Infants also reveal little awareness of the effect of their
direct physical contact in the way they sometimes carry out independent
activities whilst at the same time touching each other.
D40) Hannah/Anthony 13 months Female/Male
Hannah gets up onto her hands and knees, turns, and sits down.
In so doing she sits close up to Anthony with her back toward him and 
touching him. x
D41) Sophie/Carol 13 months Female/Female
Sophie sits down from a hands and knees position, with her 
back toward Carol and touching her.
In both these episodes, infants appear to tolerate very close
physical proximity in a way older children would not (as will be
described below). Not only this, but they sometimes maintain ongoing
activities, seemingly oblivious of the close presence of another infant.
It can again be seen that these direct physical contacts are not the
result of a specific social interest. Indeed, the converse is true:
they appear to derive from a lack of recognition of another infant
as a social partner. This gives colour to the earlier findings from
(that is, contacts made whilst in the course of movements in the 
playroom with no overt awareness of their effect on another infant), 
were most prevalent at the youngest age level.
Interest in another infant1s clothing:
“ Stage 1 direct physical contacts can involve 
ap interest in another infant^but they are still limited as spec­
ifically social or interactive sequences none the less. Infants will, 
for example, take an active interest in another infant’s clothing.
D42) Vera/Suzanne 9 months Female/Female
Both girls sit facing each other. Suzanne takes hold of Vera’s 
dress. She then repeatedly tugs at it, at one point extremely vigor­
ously. Meanwhile Vera simply looks at Suzanne (even though she is 
being pulled quite violently about) and even smiles at her soon after 
she has stopped tugging. Suzanne looks at Vera’s dress all the time 
that she tugs but finally looks up at Vera’s face at the moment she 
stops tugging.
D43) Michael/Carol 9 months Male/Female
Michael lies on his stomach facing Carol and Carol sits facing 
■Michael. Many times during this session Michael manipulates and sucks 
C a r o l s  sock.
Unlike previous direct physical contacts that have been 
described, Suzanne and Michael are both interested in their partners*, 
However, the focus of their interest is not the other infant as such 
but his clothing. Thus another infant is of interest as play material 
rather than as play partner.Witness, in this context, that neither 
Suzanne (D42) nor Michael (D43) accompany their contact with looks 
to the other infant’s face. Interestingly, when Suzanne finally does 
look at Vera, she stops tugging on her dress. This appears to indicate 
that Suzanne has not until this point associated the material she has 
been tugging with Vera as such. It may be that Suzanne ceases tugging 
on the dress because she suddenly becomes aware that Vera and the 
material are in some way connected. In a.similar way to ’contact same 
toy1, some understanding of the presence and properties of another 
infant can derive as a consequence of initially ’blind* contacts ;
' infants can learn that other infants react to being touched or tugged 
in a manner altogether different to physical objects and thus represent 
a distinct, and ultimately more interesting, object.
Interest in another infan t ’s face or hands:
Contacts involving an interest in another infant’s face or 
hands, as well as his clothing, can carry little awareness of the 
other infant as a social partner.
U H H )  Darpara/uiaire v moncns remaie/remaie
Claire looks up at Barbara, having just hit her accidentally 
with the push toy (see D39)..Barbara then looks directly at Claire 
and vocalizes. Claire also vocalizes and looks at Barbara’s mother. 
Barbara then leans forward and touches Claire’s face with her 
finger and puts her finger in Claire’s mouth. Claire looks briefly 
at Barbara and then up at Barbara’s mother again.
Barbara’s contact is neither mediated by toys nor focussed 
on clothing and .she touches Claire’s face whilst looking directly at 
her. In this sense her behaviour reveals a more direct recognition 
of another infant than previous forms of direct physical contact. 
However, the episode is still limited as a social exchange. For one 
thing Barbara does not appear to recognise.that putting a finger to 
Claire’s face is liable to cause her discomfort. It again represents 
an interest in another infant as play material with little recognition 
that she can react or initiate such contacts herself.
The episode is also limited as a social exchange in that it 
does not have clear behavioural structure. It involves two ’behavioural 
.-streams’ involved in quite separate interests and is thus un-coordinated 
and not truly interactive. Notice that Barbara’s initialtouch, is not 
followed by a response from Claire. Notice, too, that although Claire 
does look at Barbara, and thus for a moment there is mutual eye contact 
(Barbara was already looking at Claire), the look is very brief, and 
quickly reverts back to Barbara’s mother: Claire’s looking behaviour 
does not reveal recognition of being touched or of being involved 
in social contact.
Stage 11
In contrast to Stage 1 direct physical contacts, Stage 11 
contacts represent a clearer recognition of the possibility of another 
infant as a social partner and denote a more coordinated interactive 
exchange. In line with the quantitive data these contacts appeared 
to emerge at around 17 months.
D45) Michael/Mark 13 months Male/Male
Michael crawls toward Mark, who is sitting on the floor, and 
accidentally touches the pillar box. Mark then reaches and touches the 
pillar box. Now Mark is looking at the pillar box and Michael at 
Mark. Mark again reaches and touches the pillar box, causing it to 
gently roll back and forth. Michael crawls nearer to Mark, reaches 
and touches his legs, and then pulls himself onto his hands and knees 
in a face-to-face position. (Mark then looks up at Michael’s face 
and follows his look to the push toy that Mark is jogging up and down.) 
Michael then pushes himself up on M a r k ’s legs into a kneeling position 
and, reaching forward, touches M a r k ’s left shoulder with his right 
hand. Both children are now looking at each other. Michael then touches 
M ark’s right shoulder with his left hand. At this, Michael’s mother 
gives an apprehensive laugh and says, "Michael” , causing him to turn, . 
lock at her and release Mark.
Michael has a clearer' recognition of the other infant than was 
evident in Stage 1 contacts. Notice, for example, how he pulls himselx
this, his behaviour has direction and some purpose,for successive 
behaviours have a common focus - exploration of the other infant.
Michael also pauses between acts as if assessing how the other 
infant will behave. Such awareness of another infant’s potential' 
for action was markedly different to other episodes already described 
in this section. Michael’s behaviour also gives the sequence a length 
and cohesion uncharacteristic of Stage 1 contacts. The sequence also 
appears less easily distracted and more consistent.
However, the sequence is clearly limited in that it is rather 
one-sided (Mark plays a totally passive role). The following descriptions 
reveal advances in Stage 11 direct physical contacts.
D46) Michael/Hannah 17 months Male/Female
Hannah walks toward Michael, puts her hand out to his face, 1
drops it a little and then gently reaches for his eyes. At this,
Hannah’s mother gently takes Hannah’s hand away. (Whilst Hannah touches 
Michael, the push toy she is holding hangs unattended at her side ,) 
Michael then walks around Hannah (whose back is now turned to him) and 
faces her again. '
D47) A  little later Michael again walks some distance in order to 
adopt a face-to-face position vis-a-vis Hannah, and this time touches 
her shoulder and cheek.
One thing that is immediately apparent is that the infants 
appear to more overtly recognise they are involved in a mutual exchange. 
In both sequences, for example, Michael walks 180 degrees around Hannah 
in order to adopt a face-to-face position. He appears to appreciate 
that this is a position within which further interaction can more 
clearly proceed and he thus attempts to initiate further contact with 
Hannah as such and not with another infant as play material.
There is another, more qualitative^aspect to the sequence 
which indicates further awareness of another infant as such. Although 
more difficult to convey in the above description, this might best be 
described in terms of the delicate, timid and even sensitive x^ay in 
which the two infants approach each other, as if they recognise that 
the other infant can react and be made uncomfortable by being touched 
and yet they want to see just how he will act and what he feels like. 
Their approaches thus have an exploratory and self-conscious quality.
Notice,too, that in D46 first Hannah acts and then Michael, 
giving the sequence a clear, although basic, alternating structure.
That both infants contribute to the sequence shows an advance on the 
first Stage.11 sequence described above (D45).
i
To summarise this analysis and discussion of direct physical 
contacts: in line with previous studies they have been found to
descrease with age, though there was a suggestion of a second peak
different types of contact s those most prevalent at the younger 
age levels were unintentional and unco-ordinated and not. inspired 
by an interest in social possibilities of another infant, whilst 
those that began to emerge at the middle age level (17 months) were
/
more coordinated and reflected a growing interest in another infant. 
Discussion of developments in Direct Physical Contacts
This developmental progression clearly parallels that 
described for other types of contact. Yet there is one vital diff­
erence - unlike contacts from distance and toy contacts, direct physical 
contacts decrease markedly just as they are becoming structured by 
social integration and responsiveness. Why is this the case?
There are several probable reasons. One of these concerns the 
inevitable dislike of direct physical contacts by their recipient. It 
has been argued that the second stage of direct physical contacts ' 
reflects a growing interest and awareness in another infant. Yet this 
is also true of the recipient as well as the instigator. Thus infants 
are more likely to recognise but to also be made uncomfortable by 
being touched and will often take steps to avoid such advances. (There' 
was a suggestion from the earlier quantitive data that ’withhold1 tends 
to increase at 17 months.) In the face of such discouragement it is 
small wonder that these contacts, then begin to decrease. This is seen 
in the following sequences 
D48) David/Daniel 21 months Male/Male
Daniel sits down in front of David with his back turned toward 
him. David looks at Daniel as he sits down and then withdraws slightly. 
Daniel looks over his shoulder at David and David looks at Daniel..
Daniel again looks over his shoulder at David and David withdraws by
moving backwards.
Both infants are clearly aware that they are in contact in a 
w a y  un-characteristic of Stage 1 contacts. However, it also appears 
that Daniel has infringed a barrier that did not exist before, for 
David is clearly unhappy about such close proximity and contact and 
moves backwards in order to free himself. Even Daniel, who instigated 
the sequence, appeared rather awkward and unsure of himself once he 
was so near to David. This was manifest in the frequent and rather 
nervous looks over his shoulder in David’s direction.
This, and other similar sequences, indicate the development 
with age of a greater awareness and dislike of close physical prox­
imity with another infant. It is possible to conceive this, is in terms 
of the development of ’personal space’. In other words, infants come
i
with age and experience to expect to engage in social discourse at a 
certain physical distance and find infringements of this distance 
rather unsettling. Clearly this development is closely involved with
another infant. -
A second and allied reason for the decline of direct physical 
contacts, just as they appear to be inspired by social integration 
and responsiveness, concerns their limitations as a medium of social 
exchange. This can be perhaps most clearly highlighted by comparing 
them with toy contacts. It has already been seen that toys can serve 
to give interaction a focus and a basis for continuity and direction.
In contrast, direct physical contacts do not endow interaction with 
such a potent dynamic. Once infants had made direct advances to each 
other by touching they would often falter and appear confused about 
how to then proceed. The infants in D45, 46 and 47, for example, 
appeared very self-conscious and unsure what to do next. And this is 
despite the fact that they were clearly interested in each other and 
apparently keen to continue interaction. ’
Paradoxically, therefore, it is only once infants have begun 
to take a more personalised and responsive orientation to each other 
that they recognise the limitations of this form of contact as a 
medium of social exchange. Consequently, they begin to re-channel 
this interest through other, more fruitful, forms of contact.
There is one final factor which could contribute to the decline 
of direct physical contacts. This concerns discouragement, not only 
by other infants, but by the infants’ mothers. It will be noticed, 
for example, that in D45 and D46, an infant’s direct physical advances 
toward another infant were in the former case curtailed, and in the 
second case affected, by the action of an infant’s mother. In fact, 
mothers often appeared to find their infants' involvement in direct 
physical contacts with other infants a source of some worry and 
embarrassment and their negative attitude towards such contacts 
could well contribute to their decline. <
Social play between infants was the only type of behaviour 
not subjected to statistical analysis. This was primarily because 
it appeared to take its character from, and thus to be most fruit­
fully analysed and discussed, not only in terms of individual /
behaviours,but also in terms of overall patterning and sequencing 
of behaviour. It was felt that statistical analysis of individual 
behaviours would miss factors which particularly denoted interaction 
as ’play’. Consequently it was decided that the most profitable way 
of looking at social play was on.the basis of the behavioural sequence 
descriptions. Just what factors did constitute social play will become 
clear in the course of this discussion.
Social play was only observed in a few infant dyad sessions, 
yet when it did occur it kept infants in mutual contact for a longer 
period than any other form of contact. Unlike other forms of behaviour, 
social play did not appear to have clear stages of development. Rather 
infants, at older age levels, appeared to suddenly ’snap into’ it.
Social play sequences between two infant dyads will be described 
in some detail in order that their full character may be conveyed and 
then discussed. Each sequence was made up of a series of particular 
behavioural patterns. The onset of each pattern will be headed by the 
time of onset (taken from the video number generator), correct to the 
nearest whole second, in order that the duration of each pattern can 
be gauged. Other times will be given where appropriate. The duration 
of each complete pattern will also be given. Throughout the sequence referenc 
will be made to the infants’ position in the playroom. This will be 
couched mainly in terms of the scheme of rectangles used to divide the 
playroom (see Fig.4). Reference to this diagram throughout the session 
may be helpful. All positions in the room, described in other ways in 
the sequence, are from the perspective of an observer looking out from 
the observation booth.
D49) Lynsey/Louise 21 months Female/Female
Louise is at the toy table, bell in mouth, and looking at Lynsey.
Both girls then wander around in the centre of the room (7 and 8), as 
if looking for something to do. This acts as a kind of break in the 
continuity of the session.
13.29 Louise walks to the left near corner of the playroom (5) with the 
bell still in her mouth, and Lynsey, standing in the centre of the room, 
watches her do this. Louise is now out of sight of the camera. Lynsey 
then stretches up and looks up at the observation booth partition, 
giggles-, and walks to her mother. Then, at 13.55, Lynsey runs to the 
right near corner (15). Now Louise is in the left near corner of the 
room(5-) and Lynsey is in the right near corner of the room (15) *» 
both relatively unused spaces.-
1. 13.58 Lynsey runs out from her corner, runs the length of the room , 
and goes to the far end of the toy table. Just at this moment (14.00),
Louise walks into view of the camera from her corner. Lynsey then
direction and continues running to tne iert near corner to;. Louise 
follows immediately with a brisk walk to the same corner (5). As 
soon as Louise arrives ? Lynsey leaves the corner, ‘looking at'Louise, 
and walks to the right near corner - 15 (14.10), (22 seconds).
2. 14.12 Lynsey runs from her corner down the whole length of the
room and touches the far wall. As she reaches 7, Louise runs out from
her corner. Lynsey runs back, and passes Louise at 7. Louise continues ' 
running to the far wall, turns and runs back, thus following Lynsey 
(14.21). Lynsey continues running to 15. Louise changes direction and 
runs to 5 (14.22). Both are again in the same, and opposite, corners
as at the end of the first round.Sounds of giggling. (10 seconds).
3. 14.25 Lynsey runs out from her corner, and again as she reaches 7
(14.27), Louise also runs out, but this time Lynsey goes straight
to the left corner of the room (1). As Louise gets to 7 she stops running »■'. 
and walks slowly to the far wall (6). Lynsey looks at Louise as Louise 
walks slowly from the far wall to the right far corner of the room (11). 
Louise then turns and looks at Lynsey (14.36). Lynsey runs straight to 
the right near corner of the room (15) and Louise follows her, running 
this time without hesitation or change of direction to the left near 
corner (5) (14.39). Again sounds of squeals and giggles. (14 seconds).
4. 14.42 Again Lynsey runs out from her corner but this time she has 1 
only reached 14 when Louise appears. Lynsey stops running at 8. Louise 
continues running to the right far corner(ll). Lynsey then walks to 7, 
looks at Louise, and walks slowly back down the room again, turning and 
looking at Lynsey as she does so. As Lynsey does this, Louise runs 
past her and, as she passes 9, Lynsey also starts running. Again Lynsey
goes to the near right corner (15) and Louise goes to the hear left corner(5) 
(14,50). ( 8 seconds).
5. 14.54 Again Lynsey runs out first, turning and looking for Louise 
when she has reached 4. Louise again comes out when Lynsey is at 14.
This time, however, Lynsey stops running at 14, squeals, looks at Louise 
as Louise runs, turns back a little toward the screen, stops, and looks 
at Louise again. At this, Louise also stops, looks at Lynsey, turns and 
runs to 5 again. Lynsey watches Louise do this and runs to the right 
near corner again (11) (15.00). Again the sound of squeals. (6 seconds).
6. This time Louise runs out first and gets to 7 before Lynsey runs out 
squealing. Louise runs straight to the right far corner (11) and turns 
and watches Lynsey as she runs to the left far corner (1). Almost 
immediately, and at exactly the same time, both girls run back down the 
room, Lynsey slowing down a little at 8 as Louise crosses in front of her. 
Again they go to their respective corners.
7. 15.16 This time Lynsey runs out first, and from the moment she first come 
into the ' camera’s scan she is looking in Louise’s direction. Lynsey
gets to 9 before Louise runs out from her corner and runs straight to 
the right far wall (11). Louise runs to the centre of the far wall 
(slowing down a little as she nears it), but quickly moves to the left 
far wall (1), turning and looking at Lynsey when she gets there.Now both 
children are standing and looking at each other in their respective - 
far corners. Once again the girls run out at the same time, again 
Louise crosses in front of Lynsey, and again both dash to their respective 
corners (15.26). Sounds of squeals and laughter. (10 seconds).
8. 15.34 Laughing frantically, Lynsey runs out from her corner, gets as 
far as 7, and turns to look for Louise. She then stands quietly looking 
in Louise’s direction who has not yet appeared. She then laughs, says 
something in an excited way, bends slightly forward 'and makes a playful 
noise. At 15*47, Louise comes into view of the camera but this time 
from the right near corner. Clearly she has manoeuvred her way under 
the table from the left to the right near corner and this is what had 
stopped Lynsey in her movement down the room and had then caused her 
such delight. Louise then dashes down the centre of the room, kicking 
the ball accidentally as she goes and stops next to Louise (8). Laughing, 
Lynsey runs to the right near corner. Louise looks at the ball briefly.
(5), looking in Lynsey’s direction as she does so. Lynsey utters a 
loud excited noise.
9. 15.57 This time Louise comes out first, turning to look briefly in 
Lynsey’s direction as she reaches 9. Lynsey comes into view of the 
camera when Louise has reached 8, but this time she does not run out 
but looks under the table. Louise falls to the ground at 6 and looks 
up in Lynsey’s direction. She then gets up and runs, (almost skipping 
at one point) to the table, looking at Lynsey as she does so. She 
must have hit her knee as she reaches the table, because she gives a 
slight pained sound and moves to her mother. Her mother re-arranges 
her skirt and Louise quickly turns, looks at Lynsey, and runs to Lynseyfs 
unused near corner (15). Lynsey says, "Bye” in a playful, almost 
naughty way. She repeats, "Bye" again. Both girls are now at 15.
10* 16.27 Lynsey runs laughing down the room and reaches the left far 
corner (2) without any sign of Louise. She turns immediately and runs 
back again with her arms held up and looking at the left near corner (5) 
as she runs (16.35).
11. 16.37 Lynsey runs out to the left far corner again (1) and then
runs back, looking at the left near corner as she does so (clearly Louise 
has, unseen by the camera, manoeuvred her way back under the screen 
table to left near corner). (16.45).
12. 16.46 As round 11.
13. 16.56 Lynsey runs out and falls to the ground, looks up at her mother 
whilst on her hands and knees, and laughs. She stands up, holds her 
skirt up twice, and looks and bends to the ground as Louise appears, 
crawling, from under the screen table (10). Lynsey, followed by Louise, 
walks to the right near corner. It is difficult to see the girls movements 
at this point. Both girls look at the screen door as Lynsey touches it. 
Lynsey then rushes out a short distance, and turns as Louise appears.
Both girls face each other momentarily and then rush back into their 
corners again. (17.24).
14. 17.31 Again Lynsey runs out to the left far corner (1), turns, and 
then runs back. However this time, as she reaches 8, she looks up and, 
seeing Louise in her normal near corner, changes direction and runs to 
the left near corner (Louise’s usual corner). Louise sees Lynsey do this 
and runs from the right to the left corner, in front of the screen table. 
Lynsey squeals as Louise comes to her corner and then runs back to her 
normal corner (Louise steps aside to let her do this). Now both girls 
are in their ’normal’ corners again (17.45).
15.17.46 Lynsey runs out from the right near corner,looking in Louise’s 
direction. This time, instead of running back immediately, she first runs 
across to the right far corner and then starts running back.
At the end of the session (20.00) the infants* activities were
still continuing in this fashion and it is quite possible that they
would have continued unabated for sometime had the session not been
terminated. One of the most striking things about the sequence is thus
its length. By the end of the sessiofi the infants had been continually
involved in contact with each other for 6% minutes - an extremely long
duration compared to other sequences observed in the playroom.
Perhaps the most obvious characteristic of the sequence, and
one that is an important factor in denoting the sequence as social
play, is the way it is made up of a repeated pattern of activities*
For ease of reference this pattern will be called, following Garvey
(1974), a ’round’. Each round is on average 12 seconds in length and
is made up of particular movements around the playroom. Usually, each
round involves Lynsey running from the right near corner to the left
left near corner to the right far corner of the room and back again. 
There are a number of features about these activities which reveal 
some fascinating developments in infant-infant social interaction.
One rather basic aspect of each round is its clear ' 
behavioural structure. This reveals itself in the way infants’ 
behaviours are integrated, so that as one infant runs out from the 
observation booth, or the far wall, the other infant will either run 
out at the same time or soon after. The structure of the sequence 
also reveals itself in the way that the infants adjust their own 
behaviour in the light of constant monitoring of the other’s behaviour. 
The sequence thus contains the basic characteristics of integration 
and contingency that have been found in other types of behaviour 
described above.
However, the sequence shows a number of advances on these ' 
two basic characteristics. In order to illustrate and discuss these, it 
is worth looking at each round as it occurs.
The preliminary events that occur before the onset of round 1 
are interesting because they represent a definite changing point in 
the infants’ behaviour. Until this time the two girls had engaged in 
frequent struggles of Stage 11 form for possession of toys (see Dll and 
D12). Now, however, they cease this activity and wander around as if 
looking for something else to occupy their attention. At this point 
Louise walks to the left near corner of the playroom, a relatively 
unused part of the room. It is difficult to describe Lynsey’s reaction 
to this but she giggles in an excited fashion and moves toward her 
mother as if surprised, yet enthralled and interested,in this unusual 
act. All the time she watches Louise closely. At this point one can 
sense that the character of the session has changed? the girls have 
stopped their rather frantic struggles over toys, as if suddenly aware 
of more interesting possibilities. They now appear to be weighing each 
other up, as if recognising their mutual interest in each other, and 
deliberating about what form their activities might take.
Lynsey’s movement to the right near corner of the playroom 
(another relatively unused place) signifies that the girls’ behaviours 
are becoming linked with each other and that they are jointly beg­
inning to break away from previous behaviours.
In round 1 the basic movements can be seen to take shape. 
Notice, however, that Lynsey only walks as far as the toy table and 
Louise only walks out as far as 8. Lynsey also returns initially 
to the left near corner, but quickly returns to the right near corner . 
when Louise arrives. Lynsey’s repeated looks at Louise as she does 
this indicate that it is contingent upon Louise’s arrival.
because the basic movements are now extended and much clearer# Both 
girls now run to the far wall and Lynsey returns directly to the 
right near corner of the playroom. This time Louise appears to change 
direction, contingent upon the other girl’s position, and moves to 
the left near corner. At this juncture each girl~h'as ’adopted’ "a' 
particular near corner of the room! Louise the left and Lynsey the 
.right. What is interesting is that adoption of these positions was 
arrived at by a process of mutual agreement.
In round 2 the girls clarified their respective positions, at 
the near end of the playroom. In round 3 they more clearly adopt 
specific far corners of.the playroom. This time Lynsey runs directly 
to the left far corner. Louise, who has followed Lynsey out, appears 
to deliberate at this. She walks to the middle of the far wall and 
then to the far right corner, closely watched by Lynsey. At this—  i 
point, then, the girls have jointly constructed a particular patter­
ning of movements, within which each has adopted particular, and 
opposite, corners of the playroom. It is of interest to note that 
their return to their respective near corners is now without change 
of direction or hesitation - indicating that the pattern of movements 
is now becoming firmly established.
In round 4, Louise appears when Lynsey has only reached 14, 
indicating that she now has a firmer expectation of how she ought to 
act. This time she runs directly to the right far corner of the room,
more firmly establishing that particular movement and corner as her
own. Notice,too, that in round 5 Lynsey again runs out first and this
time turns and looks for Louise as if expecting her to follow..
Already in round 4 and round 5 Lynsey deviates from the newly 
laid down pattern. In round 4 she stops at 8 and in round 5 she stops 
at 14. However, in round 4 she returns to her near corner contingent 
upon, and whilst closely attending to, Louise’s behaviour. Notice too 
that she stops earlier in round 5 than round 4, squeals and again looks 
at Louise. It looks very much, at this point, as if Lynsey is attempt­
ing to control Louise’s movements. She appears to be predicting how 
Louise will act and then attempts to alter Louise’s movement by 
altering her own. She is partially successful in this because Louise 
also stops. This time Louise more clearly initiates a return to the 
near corners - showing that the sequence is directed by initiations 
from both girls.
This last characteristic is firmly established in round 6 when 
Louise runs out first, thus continuing her contribution to the develop­
ment of the sequence. Interestingly, in round 6, after Lynsey's
round 4 and 5, the girls enact the accepted movements, diagonally 
across the room with speed and decision. Moreover, they run from 
the far wall at exactly the same time, indicating that their move­
ments are not only contingent on each other’s immediately pre­
ceding behaviour, but are also initiated on the basis of a jointly 
accepted understanding of how they should both act. It is also 
informative to note that Lynsey slows down on her return in order 
to allox-7 Louise to x<ralk in front of her. This contrasts x<rith the 
girls’ earlier conflicts over toys, for it is an act that clearly 
aims to facilitate Louise’s behaviour and it enables the sequence 
to proceed smoothly.
In round 7 Lynsey runs out first thereby regaining initiation 
of the round, and is immediately looking toward Louise. This again . 
shows clear expectations about Louise’s behaviour. In this round the ' 
girls also appear to assess each other’s position at the far wall 
and then dash with clear direction toward their own near corners. Once 
again Louise crosses in front of Lynsey, further establishing integ-
t
ration of the girls’ movements.
In rounds 6 and 7, the girls enacted the basic pattern of 
activities in a clear and decisive manner without deviation or 
innovation. Having now firmly established the basic pattern, in 
following rounds they again deviate from, and to some degree extend, 
its basic structure. However, in the course of these changes and 
extensions, the girls still clearly remember and return to aspects 
of the earlier structure.
In round 8 Louise deviates from the established round by 
manoeuvring her way under the screen table from left to right, thus 
causing Lynsey to stop her movements down the playroom and causing 
her obvious delight. Yet despite the deviation both girls return to 
their adopted corners.
There are two main changes in round 9 from the basic pattern: 
Louise breaks from the traditional return by staying in Lynsey's 
usual corner and Lynsey introduces the playful, "bye” . Once again one 
can see the delight the girls find in extending and departing from 
accepted behaviours. Lynsey’s "bye" is a sign that she is accepting 
Louise into a joint act (playful hiding in the corner) and a clear 
innovation on her usual lone use of'.the corner.
In rounds 10,11 and 12 Lynsey returns to her usual contribution 
to the basic round, but this time without any sign of Louise. However, 
she constantly monitors Louise’s position throughout this lone run, 
as if assessing what Louise is doing and how she will act.
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of the turn, Louise’s appearance from under the screen table, and 
the girls’ movements to the same corner (near right) - thus re­
introducing this extension of the use of the near corners. Notice, 
however, that in round 14, Lynsey moves toward Louise’s usual corner 
when she sees Louise in her usual corner. Interestingly, Louise then 
appears to want to regain her corner and by the end of the round 
both girls have re-established possession of their original corners.
This time Louise steps aside to enable Lynsey to cross the playroom, 
revealing that willingness to aid progress of the other infant, and 
the sequence, is mutual.
This detailed commentary on developments in the sequence 
brings to light several interesting aspects of the girls* behaviour.
The main characteristic of the sequence is the way that each infant , 
adopts a different yet complementary pattern of activities in the 
playroom that involves ’possession’ of diagonally opposite corners.
This is an extension on basic characteristics of social interaction 
like integration and contingency. What is startling about the sequence 
is the consistency with which each infant pursues her particular choice 
of movements throughout successive ’rounds’. One can see clear evidence 
that the infants are adopting complementary but different ’roles*. 
Furthermore, although the roles are consistent, the infants are also5’ 
able to switch them (e.g. Louise moves to Lynsey’s corner), and then 
return t o  them.
What is also fascinating about the infants’ behaviour is that , 
the successful repetition of each round depends on each infant sharing 
knowledge about how she, and the other infant, will act. In other words, 
they both show evidence of correctly predicting their own and the 
other infant’s behaviour. In this sense the adoption of each invididual 
role involves knowledge of both roles; of a whole within which their 
own behaviour is a part. .
Another aspect of the sequence is the way the basic movements 
are only gradually built up into their complete form and thereafter act 
as a kind of basic structure which the children take delight in changing 
and taking up again. This shows evidence of a thematic development.
That is, interaction has a consistent form which is at first developed 
and then extended. In fact, the dynamic of the sequence stems in large 
measure from a balance between maintenance of a basic pattern of 
activities and introduction of derivations and innovations into itsf
structure. This balance between the established and the innovative 
ensures that the sequence is never static and has what might be seen 
as a creative element.
revealed in’the way movements form a symmetrical pattern to and 
from relatively unused spaces that takes in the full extent of the 
playroom.
The infants’ movements are also characterised by qualities of 
exaggeration and ’nonliteralness ’• that is, they serve no immediate 
functional purpose (like,for example, movements involved in dashing 
toward another infant to snatch his toy away that characterised the 
two infants’ earlier exchanges - see Dll and D12)and are enacted with 
vigour simply for their own sake.. It is these qualities which largely 
give the sequence its play-like appearance.
Moreover, the play sequence does not involve the ’prop’ of toys 
at all. That is, toys did not serve to instigate or structure interaction. 
This serves to further reveal the control and direction of the activities 
involved.
Two other qualities also help to provide the sequence with its 
play-like quality. These are its frantic pace and the intense delight 
it obviously brings the girls. Movements up and down the playroom are 
carried out at a fast run and are accompanied throughout by squeals 
and giggles. This quality further enhances the cohesiveness of the sequence.
Interestingly, the sequence appears similar to those between 
captive infant monkeys involved in what Harlow (1969) has called 
’approach-withdrawal’ or ’non-contact’ play (in contrast to another 
play pattern called, ’rough and tumble’ or ’contact' play). Like the 
play sequence described here, ’non-contact’ play between monkeys occurs 
at a frantic, intense pace with deviations and returns- to a'basic 
structure and a given point in a room.
The second social play sequence is similar in a number of 
respects to that between Lynsey and Louise, yet it also reveals, 
several interesting differences and advances. Once again the sequence 
will be fully described in order to convey its full character and 
development.
D50) Mark/Hannah 25 months Male/Female
13.25 Mark takes the push toy from Hannah and drops it on the far side 
of his mother from the observation booth (11). He then runs rather 
slowly to the screen table and Hannah bends down and picks up the push 
toy. Mark then turns around before he reaches the screen table (9), 
sees Hannah with the push toy, dashes back and again takes it from her. 
However, Hannah,with an excited gesture and facial expression,■almost 
gives the push toy to Mark. Mark holds the push toy for a second or two, 
looked at by Hannah, and then walks over and drops the push toy at 11 
again..
1. Mark looks at Hannah, hesitates, and then runs to the screen table. 
Meanwhile Hannah runs from the toy table to the push toy (nearly 
bumping into Mark as she goes), picks up the push toy and turns and 
looks at Mark as she does so. Mark then runs to Hannah who has by now 
returned to the toy table. Hannah squeals excitedly at this and throws 
the push toy on the floor. Marks picks it up, runs to 11 and throws it
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both turn and look at each other. Hannah then walks toward Mark
and gives him the push toy. Mark saysj "ta". and receives it.
(15 seconds). _
Hannah picks up the push toy, Mark runs to the screen table.
Hannah takes the push toy to Mark and then goes to the toy table.
Mark runs to 11 and drops the toy. (12 seconds).
4'. Mark runs to the screen table, Hannah picks up the push toy.
Hannah runs to the screen table and, smiling broadly and excitedly, 
gives the push toy to Mark- and then runs to the toy table. Mark 
runs to 11 and drops the push toy. (11 seconds).
5. Mark runs to the screen table. Hannah picks up the push toy, runs
to Mark and gives it to him. Mark drops the push toy at 11 and Hannah
runs to the toy table. (12 seconds).
6.The same again except that Hannah pushes rather than actually hands 
the push toy to Mark. Mark says "ta" at this. (15 seconds).
7. Mark runs to the screen table. Hannah picks up the push toy, looks
at Mark who is scrambling up onto the screen table, and pushes the 
push toy to him. Mark says,"ta queue" in a deliberate way, accentuating 
the syllables, and runs to 11 where he again drops the push toy as 
Hannah runs back to the toy table.(20 seconds). 1
8. Same again except that Hannah runs back to the toy table before Mark 
runs to drop the push toy at 11. (20 seconds).
9. Same movement as 7. (17 seconds).
10. Same as 7. (19 seconds).
11. Same as 7. (18 seconds).
12. Same as 7. (18 seconds).
13. Same as 7 except that Mark falls over on his way to the screen tabl 
(16 seconds).
14. The same again except that Mark runs out from the screen table as 
Hannah walks the push toy toward him and then turns and runs back. 
Hannah also pushes, the ball with* the push toy in the centre of the room 
(20 seconds). .
15. Same as 7. (14 seconds).
16. Same as usual but Mark runs out and then back to the screen table 
as Hannah walks the.push toy to him. However this time, as Mark walks 
from the screen table, he does not throw the toy down. Instead he goes 
to 6 and then runs to the screen table. Hannah follows him. Mark then
runs to 11. Hannah jumps up and down in front of the screen table and
then runs to the toy table.
For the rest of the session the activities of the two infants involve 
running with or without the push toy and following each other from the 
toy table to the screen table. At one point, Mark followed Hannah onto 
the toy table and they both sat side by side, gaining obvious delight 
and satisfaction from the situation.
There are obvious similarities between this sequence and that 
between Lynsey and Louise. It is structured in the same way by integ­
ration and responsiveness and involves a repeated pattern of activities 
to and from specific parts of the playroom. In this case, Mark moves 
from 11 to the screen table and back, and Hannah moves from the toy 
table to 11, to the screen table and back. As in D49, the sequence 
proceeds by joint understanding of what actions should take place.
Each infant adopts a different but complementary■1 role1 that is 
consistently enacted throughout the sequence. Moreover, both infants 
contribute t o ,and take delight in,the sequence and it proceeds at a n  
equally intense and frantic pace. It is also interesting to note 
that the average duration of each turn (approximately 16 seconds) is
However, there are several interesting differences between 
D49 and D50.
Nonliteral toy exchange:
One difference is the way that Mark and Hannah'incorporate 
an exchange of play material into the basic pattern of movements.
That is, Mark drops the push toy at 11, Hannah picks it up,
takes it to Mark at the screen table, and Mark drops it again at 11.
This endows the sequence with added complexity and integration.
But there is one interesting facet about this toy exchange 
that distinguishes it from other forms of contact already discussed. 
Perhaps the best way to bring out this-difference is to look at the 
way in which the sequence begins.
The sequence can be seen to start at the point that Mark takes 
the push toy from Hannah. This was done in a manner characteristic 1 
of Stage 11 conflicts and of M a r k ’s early behaviour in this particular 
sequence and in other sessions within which he had taken part. (These 
two children were in the longitudinal group.) At this point there 
is nothing distinctive about the sequence and no hint of what is to come. 
Then Hannah picks up the push toy when she sees Mark drop it at 11.
When Mark, who has moved to the screen table, sees this, he dashes 
back and again snatches it from her. At this point, M ark’s behaviour 
is still typical and serves to effectively end social interaction by 
gaining possession of the toy. However, Mark's next two acts are 
absolutely crucial. After a moment’s deliberation, he again drops the 
push toy at 11 and, after another moment’s deliberation, he again runs 
to the screen table. By acting in this way Mark suddenly alters the 
whole tone of the interaction; instead of effectively ending social 
interaction by snatching play material from Hannah, he initiates it 
by throwing the toy down in the same place as before. The self-conscious 
pauses for deliberation are untypical and serve to show that Mark 
appears suddenly aware of other possible ways of behaving; he appears 
to have suddenly hit on a plan of action. His run and look toward Hannah 
at the screen table also shows that this plan involves Hannah. He 
expects that she will again pick up the push toy and he then again 
dashes back to retrieve it. What Mark has done here is treat the act 
of taking unoffered play material in a ’nonliteral’ way in order not 
to end, but to further, social discourse. He appears to have discovered 
that, in so doing, Hannah will then act in a particular way. He 
consequently encourages this behaviour by dropping the push toy in a 
specific place in the playroom.
The infants* activities are therefore nonliteral at this point, 
not only in terms of their exaggerated, excited movements, but also in 
the way that they have come to use a behaviour (take unoffered toy)
clear objective (i.e. to gain possession .of play material;. What 
makes M a r k ’s behaviour especially interesting is that it now differs 
so fundamentally in tone from his earlier behaviour, both in this 
and other sessions. Instead of relating rather crudely and spas­
modically toward other infants he appears to have suddenly objectified 
himself from his previous behaviour and now uses it in a quite 
different and socially facilitative manner.
It is possible that the acquisition of this new mode of behaviour 
is prompted by Hannah’s reaction to his initial ’take unoffered toy’. 
Instead of withholding the toy or not responding at all when Mark 
snatches it a second time, she appears to virtually hand it to him. 
Clearly Hannah is already beginning to treat Mark's behaviour in an 
unexpected way. Instead of a more typical response (e.g. ’withhold*), 
she encourages Mark to take the push toy, and finds great delight.in , 
so doing. Hannah is quite clearly treating M a r k ’s behaviour in a play­
ful, rather than a serious manner, and this appears to prompt Mark to 
act accordingly..
It is interesting to note that the two qualities that Garvey 
(1974) has used to define social play between nursery school aged 
children - contingency and nonliteralness - can also be found in 
exchanges between children under two .years of age.
What is also interesting is the way that the infants appear 
to suddenly ’snap into’ the play sequence and how it then transforms 
their behaviour. This was especially apparent in the case of Hannah 
who had appeared rather shy in previous sessions and had tended to 
stay near her mother whilst watching the other infant (see below). 
However, involvement in the play sequence with Mark totally absorbed 
her attention, took her away from her mother’s side, and saw her 
moving around the playroom with such zest and excitement that her 
mother was clearly astounded at the transformation. In fact, Hannah’s 
mother exclaimed during the session with some conviction to M a r k ’s 
mother that she had never known Hannah enjoy herself so much. As 
mentioned above, M a r k ’s behaviour w-as also a transformation of his 
earlier rather crude and brief encounters with other infants.
Sharpening, levelling and elaboration:
Another advance of Hannah and M a r k ’s sequence is best approached 
by first looking at a similarity to D49. This, is the clear way in which 
the basic pattern of activities in both sequences are gradually and 
jointly created. Two processes appear to be operative. The 
first is an initial process of setting up the basic pattern of
behaviours - what one might call a process of ’sharpening’. This is 
followed by smooth repetition of the basic round without hesitation or 
deviation - what one might call a process of ’levelling’. However,
represent an extension of Louise and Lynsey’.s sequence. This is the 
clearer appearance of a third process, complementary to the first two, 
within which new behaviours are not only enacted during the course of a 
round but are then incorporated into it, thereby extending its basic 
structure. This might be called a process of ’elaboration’. In the 
sequence between Louise and Lynsey, the girls enact different behaviours 
in the course of the basic round,but these are not then so clearly 
incorporated into the basic pattern; they are more like deviations 
from the accepted pattern to which the girls then return in part, or 
fully, rather than innovations which are then assimilated into its 
basic structure. -
Examination of the sequence between Hannah and Mark reveals 
a number of such innovative behaviours. One is. the way. Hannah takes the 
push toy to Mark rather than simply giving it to him or throwing it ' 
down. Mark also introduces several innovations. For example, he utters first 
"ta” and later, the more elaborate,”ta queue” , as he accepts the push 
toy from Hannah. It might be noted in passing that this is the first 
incorporation of vocalizations into the structure of the play round.
Mark introduces another extension when he clambers up onto the screen 
table instead of merely running to it - an activity which causes Hannah 
intense excitement. All of these, behaviours are then incorporated into the 
round and thus extend its basic structure.
As mentioned above, it is the balance between the basic pattern 
of activities on the one hand, and deviations from this pattern on the 
other hand, which appears to give these sequences their dynamic. The 
sequence between Hannah and Mark is especially fertile in this respect 
because of the clearer way the process of ’elaboration’ is operative.
This third dimension gives the sequence a vital,ongoing and creative 
quality for it shows that infants can mutually innovate and extend a 
jointly created pattern of activities.
It seems clear that the creation of a clear and stable pattern 
of activities is a necessary precursor and foundation for later 
innovations and deviations. In other words, it is only in the context of 
a basic and accepted pattern that delight can be found in enacting, 
and then incorporating, innovative behaviours into it. This tension 
between the established and the innovative is not only a corner-stone 
for extensive and patterned exchanges, it also gives infants 
the basis and confidence for experimenting or taking risks with new 
behaviours - new behaviours which they then deploy not in isolation, 
but in social interaction.
This discussion of the nonliteral and innovative quality of 
social play again shows that infant-infant contact does not develop
behaviour indicates that significant advances in social skills are 
reflected in the way behaviour is enacted as well as how m a n y .times 
it occurs. The appearance of ’elaboration1 also indicates that social 
play proceeds by a re-combination or restructuring of previous acquired . 
behaviour. Once again it is the way behaviours are combined rather 
than their frequency of occurrence which is important.
The present interpretation also shows that it would be wrong 
to conceive of social play as a trivial pursuit that is inferior to 
other, more obviously functional, social behaviours. Indeed, social 
play can involve a higher-order level of social functioning. This is 
because infants have advanced to the point where they can use 
previously acquired behaviours in an altogether different way and in 
different combinations. In a sense,then,they have gone beyond 
constraints of the immediate situation; they have stepped up a level ' 
in their social behaviour and reveal an objectification, control and 
flexibility uncharacteristic of some other types of social behaviour 
described elsewhere. >
Social play can thus be seen as a particularly fertile learning 
setting for the acquisition and practise of social skills. It is also 
likely that the confidence and creativeness shown during social play 
will be especially fostered within a social setting involving social 
and intellectual equals. This is because interaction is not structured 
by a more sophisticated adult or older child and it can therefore 
proceed more at the infants’ own pace^and innovations will be more 
clearly their own.
Two other sequences were observed in the infant dyad sessions 
that are of interest because they appear to represent early prototypes 
of more fully developed social play as described above. They will be 
described and discussed, albeit briefly, because assessment of their 
particular limitations can reveal more about what conditions appear 
to be necessary before ’full-blown’ social play can occur.
D51) Mark/Carol 17 months Male/Female
1. The first act of this sequence appears to be when Mark takes a free 
bell that is in front of Carol. Carol watches Mark do this, puts the 
bell that she has been shaking down on the floor in front of her, and;, 
reaches and takes the bell Mark has only just picked up. Mark moves the 
bell slightly toward Carol, as she reaches, in a slight offering gesture.
2. Mark crawls on his hands and knees and takes the bell from in front 
of Carol that she has just put down. Again Carol watches him do this.
Both infants now have bells. Once again Carol puts her bell down on the 
floor in front of her and reaches for M a r k ’s bell. Once again Mark 
slightly offers the bell and Carol receives it.
once again Carol puts the bell she is holding on the ground in front 
of her. She then reaches for M a r k ’s bell and this time Mark offers 
her the bell with a quite distinct movement.
4. Same 3
5. Same 3 /
Some of the hallmarks of the play sequences described above
can be found in this sequence. For example, there is the establishment
and almost ritualistic repetition of a pattern of movements, involving 
contingency, reciprocity, and mutual effectiveness. The basic behaviours
which constitute each round are:
1) Mark takes the bell that Carol has put down in front of her.
2) Carol reaches for the bell.
3) Mark offers the bell.
4) C a r d  receives the bell.
5) Carol puts the bell down in front of her. '
In a similar way to the sequence between Hannah and Mark (D50), 
exchange of a toy is an essential part of the round. Mark, like Hannah 
in D50, comes to expect the ’take unoffered toy’ and begins to more 
clearly offer the bell, revealing an expectancy of how Carol will act 
and of his contribution to the play sequence. In a similar way to D50 , 
’take unoffered toy’ has become ritualised and is treated by Mark, not, 
as a conflict behaviour, but in a nonliteral way in order to facilitate 
social exchange.
There are, however, a number of instructive ways in which this 
sequence differs from D49 and 50. One essential difference is the lack 
of obvious mutual delight and excitement. The round proceeds at a steady 
even pace with no smiles or sounds of enjoyment. Allied to this point 
is the lack of movement around the room. It will be recalled that in 
bothD49 and 50, spaces in the room became integral aspects of the play 
round. In D51, however, there is very little movement: Carol sat 
throughout and Mark crawled only a few feet to pick up the bell.
The second difference involves the length of the sequence. 
Whereas D49 and D50 lasted for seven minutes or so and gave little 
impression of ceasing at the termination of the session, D51 ended 
of the infants’ own accord after less than one minute.
The third and final limitation of this sequence as a play 
sequence is the lack of a clear mutual understanding that the exchange 
of play ..material is nonliteral; it is very little removed from a 
normal offer-receive exchange and it is not exaggerated (as in D50). 
Associated with this point is the lack of development and innovation 
in the round - the basic elements remain stable and unchanged throughout 
The second prototypical play sequence is the following:
Mark has successively taken every toy that Sophie has picked 
up in a manner typical of Stage 11 conflicts (see D14). Then, 
having experienced and watched Mark do this, Sophie does something 
unusual in response to an attempt to take her push toy. She at first 
withholds it, vocalizing, MnoM , then drops it, runs to the toy 
table, picks up the doll and then, looking up at Mark says, "no", '
and runs to the far right corner of the room (11).
A little later, Sophie dashes to the centre of the room from 
11, sees Mark at 14, makes a sound and turns and runs back to 11, 
saying, Mgo wayiM
In a rather similar way to D50 and D51, struggles over a toy 
are being treated by Sophie as part of a game. That is, 'withhold' - 
a typical response to ’attempt toy' - is enacted in an exaggerated and 
nonliteral way. It is interesting to see how this response originates. 
Sophie’s first reaction is to briefly withhold the toy and then pick 
up another one when she loses the first to Mark. Quickly, however, she 
transforms the attempt**withhold sequence, into a game. A key component 
of this development is the way Sophie begins to predict how Mark will 
behave. This is apparent in the way she says "no" and "go away" and 
then runs away before Mark has actually given any sign of attempting 
to take the toy. Sophie, in other words,expects Mark to attempt to take 
the toy or chase her and it is the very predictability of Mark's 
behaviour which enables her to treat it in a playful way.
Because Sophie predicts «how Mark will behave, she can manipulate 
it rather in the way described under the section on 'teasing' (D32).
That is, she encourages it by offering him cues ("no" and "go way") 
for an expected following response (chase or attempt toy). Once again, 
one can see that onset of play hinges upon a delicate balance between 
the predictable and the innovative.
This sequence thus sees Sophie predicting, controlling and 
gaining enjoyment from Mark's behaviour. It is clear, however, that 
Mark does not treat his efforts to take Sophie's toy in a nonliteral 
way} he appears serious and persistent as in Stage 11 conflicts. The 
sequence is thus one-sided and does not proceed from mutual knowledge 
and expectation of behaviour. It also carries little potential for 
growth or the setting up of a stable 'round' pattern. It is this 
which differentiates the sequence from D49 and 50 and is the reason 
why it is not full-blown social play.
That infants show signs of apprehension or fear toward adult 
strangers is' one of the corner-stones of most accounts of early'social 
development. It was shown in Chapter 2, however, that the ffear of 
strangersf phenomenon has recently come under scrutiny and attempts /
have been made to explore effects of different types and degrees of 
strangeness. One issue concerns whether infants show signs of app­
rehension toward infant and young child strangers. As shown in 
Chapter 2, the evidence is conflicting. In common with studies involving 
adult strangers, some researchers have reported that infants respond 
negatively to infant strangers (Buhler, 1933, 1935, Kagan, Kearsley 
and Zelazo, 1975). In direct contrast, other studies have found 
evidence that.infants respond neutrally or even positively to each
other (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, 1975, Greenberg, Hillman and Grice,
\
1973, Lenssen, 1973, Vincze, 1971). The data of the present study 
were examined in order to assess their bearing on this issue.
One way of exploring signs of apprehension in a quantitive 
manner is to examine the frequency of behaviours considered to be 
indicative of it. This has been the usual method adopted by researchers 
in this field. One measure that might be used for this purpose is the 
total amount of contacts an infant directs toward strangers. The 
rationale here is that infants will avoid social contact with someone 
that they fear. A  similar parameter was used by Kagan, Kearsley and 
Zelazo (1975). The relevant results have already been presented in 
Table 10. These results show that total social contacts tend to decrease 
at two age levels - 13 and 25 months. There were several other 
indications that infants tended to show relatively more signs of 
’apprehension1 at these two age levels. The situation at 13 months will 
be explored first.
We can begin this exploration by looking at the prevalence of 
another possible sign of apprehension: the degree to which infants 
stay close to their mothers. The use of this criterion would follow 
from the usual conception of attachment behaviour in terms of proximity 
seeking,as well as from studies that have shown the role of the 
mother as a ’secure base’ for the child. Thus if the child is 
apprehensive or afraid one would expect him to stay close to a 
familiar and loved person, and in the playroom setting this would be 
his mother. The results shown earlier in Table 13 show that infants 
are beginning to stay closer on average to their mothers at 13 than 
9 months, though they tend to maintain more proximity to mother 
at the other, older age levels. However, examination of the type 
of contact infants engage in when in proximity to mother (Table 24)
contacting her with toys - relatively more is spent simply touch­
ing her, though this does not attain conventional levels of stat­
istical significance (t=1.86, p<0.1, t-test for correlated samples). 
Proximity maintenance does not thus appear to primarily involve 
active contact with mother. It appears to involve a more passive 
form of contact*
Table 24: Direct physical contacts and contacts involving play 
material to mother
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
9 13 17 21 25 >
Direct physical contacts to 
mother (CMTOUCH) 3 31.58 12.42 17.17 36.42
Contacts involving play 
material to mother 
(CMPLAYMT)
0.08 4.5 20.5 16.58 17.75
All ceil numbers are mean time intervals
Another, more obvious, sign of apprehension is reflected in 
the degree of negative affect shown by an infant. One measure of this 
is the frequency of ’cries' and 1 fretsf. These results are shown in 
Table 25. Though there are wide individual differences, infants tend 
to show more distress on average at 13 months than at other age levels. 
Furthermore, in contrast to all other age levels, the amount of ’cry1 - 
the most extreme form of distress - is more than twice on average 
that of ’fret*.
Infants at 13 months thus appear to show relatively more signs 
of apprehension and distress than at other age levels (except at 
25 months, see below). These results do not, however, clearly specify 
what it is about the playroom environment which causes their distress. 
It would probably be wrong to pin point the two strangers as the only 
source. At this age level, for example, infants were attempting to 
walk in the. playroom, and these were often cautious and unsteady 
expeditions that sometimes resulted in falls to the ground. Under­
standably this caused infants some distress! There were also other 
signs of negative affect at this age that did not appear to have 
any immediate cause. Indeed, infants at 13 months appeared to be
BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY AGE IN MONTHS
1
9 13 17 21 25
Total cries and frets
i
2.33 j 9.75
1
I
8.75 3.08 4.33
All cell numbers are mean time intervals
the most unpredictable and easily upset of all the age levels.
Yet there are also clues that at least some signs of 
apprehension and distress were attributable to the other infant.
One of these is the relatively extensive amount of time spent watching 
him (see Table 11). Often this would take place whilst in the safe 
proximity of their mothers. This appeared to reflect an interest in, 
yet an apprehension of, the other infant. That the other mother 
received relatively little attention in comparison, either visual 
or otherwise, indicates that it was the other infant who was the 
main focus of interest. Another, albeit indirect, clue stems from 
results already mentioned * infants tend to contact each other less 
at 13 months than at all other age levels (see Table 10).
If the situation at 13 months involved general signs of 
apprehension that were only partly attributable to the other infant, 
the situation at 25 months was more specific, yet at the same time 
more complex.
Attention has already been drawn to a relative decrease 
in total infant-infant contacts at 25 months. Moreover, like the 
situation at 13 months, infants at 25 months tend to contact their 
mothers to a relatively great extent. On average, they direct more 
total social contacts (CMTOTAL) at her, and maintain closer proximity 
to her, than at all other age levels. Unlike the 13 month old infants, 
however, this is not attributable to relatively impoverished powers 
of mobility. Infants did not stay close to their mothers because 
they were too unsteady on their feet to venture far. On the contrary, 
at 25 months they could all walk and even run in the playroom should 
they so wish. ' .
But perhaps infants stay relatively close to their mothers 
at 25 months because they are actively involved in social exchange 
with them. Examination of the type of social contact that infants 
engage in shows that this is not the case. Infants spend more time 
on average simply touching their mothers than actively contacting her
and touchings their mothers. There were wide individual differences 
in this - some infants would stand next to their mothers for very long 
stretches, whilst others would do so only briefly or not at all.
But if infants are not actively contacting their mothers 
when next to her, what are they doing? The relatively extensive 
amount of time spent watching other infants (see Table 11), reflects 
the commonly observed sight of infants at the oldest age level 
standing next to their mothers whilst constantly eyeing other infants. 
The signs of Apprehension1 evident in this type of behaviour (although 
apprehension is perhaps too strong a word - see below) thus appears 
closely bound up with the presence of the other infant.
Results from the intercorrelational analysis more clearly 
bring out associations between contacts to mother and the other infant's 
presence. They suggest that direct physical, and toy contacts, to ' 
mother now reflect different forms of orientation for the first time. 
More specifically, they are now for the first time negatively, though 
not significantly, correlated (r== -.33). There are thus signs that those 
infants who tend to spend more time touching their mothers will not 
tend to contact her with toys. A look at associations with the two 
other behaviours directed at mothers - namely proximity to mother and 
vocalizations to mother - makes this picture clearer. Direct physical 
contacts to mother are again for the first time negatively, though not 
significantly, correlated with vocalizations to mother (r= -.46), 
but positively and significantly correlated with proximity to mother 
(r=.69, p<0.02). In contrast, toy contacts with mother are positively, 
though not significantly, correlated with vocalizations to mother 
(r=.42), and are unrelated to proximity to mother (r=.12). These 
results indicate that infants who tend to touch their mothers will also 
stay close to them but will not engage them in active contact with 
toys or vocalizations. On the other hand, infants who contact their 
mothers ..with toys, will also, tend to-vocalize'to them but will not 
necessarily stay close to them. What do these two contrasting contacts 
with mother represent?
Again the intercorrelational data are informative,.for they 
show that infants who touch their mothers and stay close to their 
mothers more often will also tend to look more often at the other infant, 
though neither of these correlations reaches 'statistical significance 
at the 5% level (r=.43 and r=.48 respectively). However, infants who 
contact their mothers more with toys will not necessarily tend to. look 
more at the other infant (r= -.19). The picture thus seems clearer..
Those infants who stay close to their mothers do so out of an interest 
in the other infant rather than their mothers. It can be seen that
again it can be seen (though in an even more extreme form), that 
’apprehension’ between infants is characterised by a wariness, 
whilst at the same time a great interest in each other. On the basis 
of this evidence, it might be truer to conceive of ’apprehension’ ;
between infants in terms of ’ambivalence', for it involves a conflict 
between two opposing forces.
These data have one important implication. They show that 
developments in social skills that have been discussed elsewhere are 
not accompanied in a simple fashion by an ever increasing positive 
tone. On the contrary, the developing capacity for more advanced forms 
of interaction can be complemented by the capacity for a deeper 
wariness and even a negative form of contact. What is common to both 
positive and negative or apprehensive contacts is that they both 
reflect a greater awareness of another infant’s social potential.
In summary, then,the present results indicate that infants 
can show signs of ’apprehension’ toward each other. However, several 
important qualities of this apprehension are suggested. The first 
concerns the temptation to consider ’apprehension’ of strangers 
a stable and enduring type of orientation. The present results 
indicate that this does not do justice to the complexities involved.
It is likely that 'apprehension'* will always be dynamically related 
to situational factors and an infant’s attempts to come.to terms with 
his world. It is probable that experimental situations often used to 
assess apprehension (e.g. the steady and slow approach of a stranger 
for a brief period of time) lend themselves to a simplistic inter­
pretation of infant behaviour. Normal social encounters rarely take 
this form.As in the dyad sessions, infants will usually meet strangers 
for longer periods of time and with varying types and degrees of 
social demands being made on them. In the course of this contact, 
initially negative attitudes may change as infants become more familiar 
with each other and respond to social advances. Indeed one might well 
ask,"at what point does a stranger become a familiar?".
The second quality concerns evidence of a long term age effect.
That is, infants tended to show more apprehension at 13 and 25 months 
than at other age levels. This is not to say that signs of apprehension 
or distress were absent at other ages, only that they appeared most 
marked at these two levels. Moreover, there were qualitative differences 
between the behaviour of the 13 and 25 month old infants. The 'apprehension 
of the younger of these two groups tended to be a general state of affect 
that was often of indefinable origin and only at times clearly attrib­
utable to the other infant. ’Apprehension* at the older age level, on 
the other hand, was more complex. It appeared to reflect unresolved
infant. It was more obviously associated with the other infant* It 
has been suggested that ’ambivalence' might be a better term. .
Although it is as well to be cautious about this evident
age difference, it is tempting to speculate what it might represent. /
One albeit tentative possibility comes to mind when the apprehension
results are considered in the light of results concerning other 
social contacts. It has been repeatedly found, across different 
types of contact, that the uncoordinated and unresponsive contacts 
of the youngest infants (9-13 months) give way, at around 17 months 
or so, to more truly interactive exchanges, representing a greater 
interest in the other infant as play partner. Results from the 
apprehension analysis indicate that this change of social orientation may 
be accompanied by signs of apprehension. In a similar vein, the more
1
sophisticated and accomplished exchanges of the oldest infants (25 
months) also appear to be accompanied by a second peak of apprehension 
or, as called here, 'ambivalence*. Associations between apprehension 
and social conta'ct are. also suggested by the quantitive data. That is, 
the two declines in total infant-infant contact at 13 and 25 months 
(see Table 10) are complemented by increases in signs of apprehension.
At the risk of over-interpretation it is suggested that these 
advances in social skill and signs of apprehension are related. That 
is, signs of apprehension represent a conflict between an emerging 
awareness of higher - order social possibilities with other infants, 
without the required social skills to actuate it. Infants are thus 
caught in a dilemma. In the face of this, they tend to be constrained 
by each other’s presence and eye each other from their mother’s side. 
There is thus a time lag between social awareness and social skills 
needed to smoothly manifest this awareness. In Piagetian terminology, 
’apprehension’ between infants at 13 and 25 months represents diff­
iculties that accompany attempts to assimilate this new and interesting 
social object. Kagan, Kearsley and Zelazo (1975) have aptly called this 
same sort of phenomenon - ’activation of hypotheses’. The qualitative 
differences between the two peaks of ’apprehension’ thus reflect the 
different levels of social orientation that are beginning to emerge.
If this interpretation is correct, it shows again that infant- 
infant contacts proceed by qualitative as well as quantitive advances, 
and gives some clues about behavioural manifestations at critical 
points of change. It also indicates that onset of fear or apprehension 
toward strangers should not be(seen in isolation but as a reflection 
of short and long term developments in social cognition.
This section has focussed on developments in different types 
of infant-infant contact* By way of summary, a three stage develop­
mental model is proposed. This is outlined in Fig. 16.
The model is based on both the quantitive and qualitative '
data described above. It stands in similar relation to these data 
as did the stages used to assess individual contacts. Like them,
the stages are used as an analytical device to organise data. Develop­
ments in the individual contacts were compared in order to pick out 
significant advances that appeared to underlie them all. The main 
focus was with developments in social interaction. Although they 
reflect chronological developments to a large extent, the arrival 
of behaviours indicative of one stage does not supersede behaviours 
indicative of earlier stages. On the contrary, behaviours indicative 
of all three stages could occur in the same sessions and could develop 
out of, and into, each other. The older and younger infants will differ,
therefore, not so much in their different stage of interaction, as
in the fact that the older infants are capable of engaging in behaviours 
indicative of all stages whilst the younger infants only of the first 
or second stage. In a sense, then, the .stages describe potential forms 
of contact.
Stage 1 - Pre-Interaction contacts
These contacts were most prevalent at 9-13 months. Their defining 
characteristic was their lack of integration and contingency. This was 
evident in the way that both infants would, for example, act at the 
same time rather than alternatively. Contacts at this stage tended to 
be incidental by products of an interest in other pursuits, primarily 
involving toys, and were not the result of an interest in initiating, 
or responding to, social exchange with another infant. In consequence 
they were brief, being constituted by only one or perhaps two acts.
Often one or both infants would show little recognition of being in 
contact; if it occurred, recognition of another infant typically 
followed but did not precede or accompany contact. In short, contacts 
at this stage were the inevitable outcome of the close proximity of two 
relatively immobile infants involved in parallel and independent 
activities.
Because Stage 1 contacts were not integrated or reciprocal, 
they are not properly viewed as interactive or social. Hence they 
have been called ’Pre-Interaction’ contacts. In a sense, they are 
the basic backbone of contact, from which social interaction, more 
properly defined, must later emerge.
Stage 1 contacts were usually ’positive’ in tone. That is, 
infants did not seem apprehensive, aggressive or unwilling to make
between Infants
Stage 1 Pre-Interaction Contacts
Limitations - Lack of integration and contingency, /
Tone - ^Positive* but bland, reflecting a lack of
awareness.
Stage 11 Simple Interaction Contacts
Advances Beginnings of integration and contingency.
First interest in affecting, and being affected by, other infants.
Limitations (i) Initiation effects response, but is un­
connected in content• Interaction is 
e s s e n t i a l l y  random and meaningless.
(ii) Content of initiation total determines content 
of response. Interaction is over-determined
and inflexible. /
/
Tone Positive - Now reflects excitement and interest in
social involvement. Sometimes self-conscious and 
awkward.
Stage 111 Advanced Interaction Contacts
Advances Behaviour is part of plan of action, recognised by 
one or both infants, which encompasses preceding 
and future acts.
Tone 1AmbivalentT- Results from lag between recognition
of new social possibilities and sophistication of 
social skills.
cohesive and stable form of social orientation for it reflects 
a neutral and bland type of behaviour that indicates a lack of 
awareness of each other.
Soon infants began to move beyond these basic contacts.
/
There were signs that this was accompanied by .’ apprehension1.
It has been argued that this partly reflects an imbalance between 
recognition of another infant’s potential for action and reaction, 
without appropriate social skills to manifest this interest.
Stage 11 - Simple Interaction Contacts
These contacts were most prevalent at 17-21 months. Their 
defining characteristic was the appearance of:
(i) integration - this was evident in the way contacts were co-ordinated 
such that, for example, one infant would act and this would then be 
followed by another’s act. - '
(ii) reciprocity - this was evident in the way one infant’s initiation 
would effect another ’s response. For the first time, contact resulted 
from an interest in encouraging or facilitating another infant’s 
following response. Contacts were now characteristically longer than 
at Stage 1.
The characteristics of integration and reciprocity have been 
taken to define contact as strictly ’social*. The onset of Stage 11 
contacts are thus a watershed in the development of infant-infant 
contact because they mark the beginning of social interaction as such.
Although typically ’positive’, they were not the bland type 
of contact that characterised Stage 1. They now appeared to reflect 
interest and excitement in first discovering social possibilities of 
another infant. Some contacts appeared self-conscious and awkward 
as if infants recognised for the first time their freedom to effect, 
and be affected by, each other, and to decide what actions, to adopt.
Although an advance on Stage 1, Stage 11 contacts were limited 
in two ways. In the first place, they could consist of an essentially 
random chain of behaviours; although contacts were integrated and 
reciprocal, the actual content of behaviour was largely irrelevant.
Thus the content of one infant’s initiation would not necessarily 
place constraints on the type of response which followed. In a sense, 
any response would suffice. Contact was thus interactive but meaningless 
The second limitation of Stage 11 contacts took the converse 
form. That is, the content of a response was now totally constrained 
by the form taken by an initiation. Initiation-response chains were 
therefore ritualistic and predictable. For example, an offer of a 
toy was necessarily followed by its reception. In a sense, initiation 
and response were complementary parts of the same act. Although
differentiation (e.g. offerer-receiver), it had little potential
for development or duration.
In short, Stage 11 contacts were interactive but either
random or over determined. They might be viewed as the interactive
\ . # 
backbone from which meaningful exchanges with direction and
length could depart. Hence they have been called ’Simple-Interaction*
contacts.
Stage 111 - Advanced Interaction Contacts
These contacts predominated at the two oldest age levels 
(21-25 months). Their defining characteristic was the deployment 
of behaviour within the context of a higher order sequence which 
had a ’plan* or structure recognised by one or both infants.
Interaction was not now only marked by integration, reciprocity and 
facilitation. Now the content of a particular behaviour had to be 
understood in terms of a plan of action which encompassed both 
preceding and future acts. Interaction did not proceed randomly or 
as a mechanical response. It now occurred in terms of an objective, 
and sometimes shared, understanding of how one or both infants should 
act. To understand the full nature of an infant’s behaviour one now 
had to understand the plan or intention that it reflected; a behaviour 
could not now be understood simply in terms of its immediate precedent.
In a sense the onset of Stage 111 contacts marked the emergence of 
meaning in social exchange.
Stage 111 contacts cut across virtually all the different types 
of behaviour and were reflected in a number of ways. For example, they 
were evident in the way interaction had direction, an end point and the 
.development of a theme. They were evident in attempts to manipulate
another infant’s behaviour so that he would react in a particular way.
They were evident in the integration of predictable chains of behaviour
(e.g. offer-receive chains) into more complex and higher-order
sequences. They were evident in the adoption of different, but complementary
and stable types of behaviours - called here ’role taking’. And they were 
evident in the setting up, (sharpening’), stabilizing ( ’levelling*) 
and elaboration of a jointly created pattern of play activities.
Stage 111 contacts were longer and more flexible than those 
at previous stages. Infants had objectified themselves from immediate 
constraints in order to use behaviours for particular ends. Previously 
acquired behaviours were now used in a different, and at times, ’non­
literal’ fashion. Infants had now acquired a measure of control and 
direction in their contact.
The ’tone’ of Stage 111 contacts was more ambivalent and 
complex than that at previous stages. There were signs that significant
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Apprehension’ between infants. Advances in social skills were 
also mediated by conflict type interactions. Paradoxically, then* 
advances in social skills appeared to be complemented by signs 
of a ’negative’ attitude. Once again, however, it would be wrong 
to view this as an enduring and stable form of orientation. In 
the short term it represented attempts to come to grips with a new 
social stimulus and could be affected by familiarity and social 
advances. In the long term it should be seen in the context of 
developments in social skills and cognition. That is, it reflects 
a tension between the awakening of a deeper awareness of another 
infant as social partner (and competitor), and skills necessary to 
manifest this new interest. From this point of view, it was thought 
that apprehension was more properly conceived as ’ambivalent’.
and Antecedent Variables
Having explored developments in infant-infant contact, it is 
now time to look at these with respect to their nature and range, 
and antecedent variables. /
a) Differences between infants
Several authors have noted that infants differ in their 
behaviour with each ocher (see Chapter 3) but, to date, these*.diff­
erences have been described only briefly and informally. In agreement 
with these authors, reference has been made several times in Part 1 
to the existence of noticeable differences in infant behaviour 
toward other infants and the playroom environment. It is the aim of 
this section to more fully describe these differences.
As described in chapter 4, developments in differences between
\
infants are not easily assessed on the basis of cross-sectional
I
samples. The following discussion thus rests on descriptions of the _
longitudinal group. It will be remembered that this consisted of three
boys and three girls observed in dyads at the same five age levels as
the cross-sectional groups. Video tapes of the sessions were analysed in
the same way as the cross-sectional group, and yielded quantitive
measures of behavioural categories and descriptions of behavioural 
1
sequences.
The focus of this section is not on developmental norms of 
behavioural categories - these have been analysed in Part 1. Rather, 
concern will primarily be directed at similarities and differences 
between individual children and ’within’ the same child at different 
ages.
One of the most interesting impressions gained from observations 
of the longitudinal group was the way each infant appeared to have a 
particular style of interaction and response. In order to illustrate 
this point, each infant’s behaviour will be described and discussed 
in turn.
Quantitive data were only obtained from one of the three video taped 
sessions at nine months. This was because the tapes were irretrievably 
lost before this analysis could commence. However, detailed written 
descriptions were made of these sessions and will be referred to 
where appropriate in this section.Quantitative analysis was also based on 
16 minutes, and not 20 minutes, of video-tape in order to include 
several sessions that were shorter in length because of technical 
difficulties with video equipment.
Of the-six infants,Michael’s way of contacting other infants 
was the most discernable i he was the most interested in direct 
physical contacts. This is revealed in the quantitative data. He 
engaged in far mere total direct physical contacts than other infants / 
at 13, and 17 months and had the third highest score at 21 months. 
Michael’s rank position at 21 months is something of an underestimate 
because, although Anthony had a marginally higher score, these were 
all attempts to withdraw from another infant’s initiations. Moreover, 
although Sophie had the highest ..recorded score, these were all ’strike* 
infant. Thrs in terms of social initiations that were not aggressive or 
reactive in character ( surely a better measure of an infant’s interest 
in a particular form of activity), Michael engaged in more direct 
physical contacts at 21 months than other infants.
Analysis of individual categories which constituted direct 
physical contact reveals that Michael engaged in far more ’touch infant* 
than other behavioural categories and this was more in excess of other 
infants than was revealed by comparison of the total direct physical 
contact scores. It will be remembered from discussions in Part 1, that 
’touch infant’ was seen to reflect a more overtly social and direct 
interest in another infant when contrasted with other forms of direct 
contact (e.g. accidental contacts or physical contacts mediated by 
play material). Thus Michael appeared to be interested in initiating 
contact with another infant by touching him (especially at 13 and 17 
months) and these contacts did not appear to be by products of independent 
pursuits, nor were they aggressive in tone.
It is interesting to note that Michael appeared to be interested 
in this mode of contact even at the youngest age level (9 months). His 
contacts at this age consisted, for the most part, in manipulating and 
sucking Carol’s sock! As discussed in Part 1, direct physical contacts 
at 9 months often gave the appearance of treating the other infant as 
play material with little recognition that he could react or initiate 
contact himself. Micheal’s behaviour is consistent in this respect; 
he was interested in Carol as play material, and could not be said to 
have engaged in social initiation. What is interesting, therefore, is 
that Michael engaged in more direct physical contacts of the .’non- 
social’ Stage 1 type at the youngest age level, as well as more overtly 
’social’ Stage 11 contacts which tended to characterise the contacts 
of older children. Thus, although direct physical contacts changed with 
age, Michael’s interest appeared to be constant throughout.
On the other hand, Michael initiated relatively few contacts , 
through other behavioural ’modes’. For example, he engaged in less 
total vocalizations at 21 months and 25 months than all the other
at 9 and 13 months in the total number of contacts involving play 
material with other infants (TLMATCN2) and ranked fourth and third on . 
this measure at 25 and 21 months respectively. Neither was he interested 
in non-social pursuits: he engaged in least non-social toy contacts 
at 13 months and ranked fifth at 25 months. Nor was he interested 
in his mother: at 13 months he directed joint least contacts at 
her . and at no age level did he rank higher than third.
Michael’s main form of contacting other infants was thus 
through direct physical contact and this interest was made especially 
obvious because it was unaccompanied by an interest in other forms of 
contacting infants or other social and- non-social aspects of the 
playroom.
A  few specific examples should convey more of the quality of 
Michael’s behaviour. His contact with Mark at 13 months, and described 
in Part 1 (D45), for example, shows the different orientation of the 
two infants even at this young age. Notice, for example, their different 
reaction to the social and non-social possibilities of the situation. 
After Michael had accidentally knocked the pillar box, Mark looked 
at the pillar box, whereas Michael appeared far more concerned with 
Mark. Indeed, throughout the sequence, Michael appeared intent on 
making direct physical contact with Mark and ignored toys. Mark, on 
the other hand, was far more concerned with play material and only 
finally looked at Michael after Michael had worked his way into a 
face-to-face position. Michael’s concern with contacting Mark also 
has a measure of direction, consistency and purpose. This is reflected, 
for example, in the way that the sequence extended for just under one 
minute. -
In his next visit to the playroom (at 17 months) Michael 
appeared equally interested in making direct physical contact with 
another infant, this time with Hannah. Descriptions taken from this 
session (D46 and. 47) show that he was not concerned with initiating 
social contacts involving toys, but with either attempting to initiate 
direct physical contacts, e.g. by adopting a face-to-face position and 
touching Hannah, or standing next to her, obviously interested in her, 
but apparently rather at a loss to know how to proceed.
It ought to be said, by way of completing this characterisation 
of Michael’s behaviour, that his interest in'direct physical contact 
was not intense or rushed. It had a gentle and sensitive appearance 
and was taken at a slow pace as if he were attending to, and exploring, 
the other infant’s responses. Thus Michael’s concern was not so much 
with physical contact itself, but with the other infant.
Like Michael, Carol’s behaviour in the playroom was character­
ised by a dominant form of activity. Unlike Michael, however, she 
appeared most interested in engaging her mother in contacts involving 
play material. In common with other infants, Carol directed few such >
contacts toward her mother at 9 and 13 months, but she engaged in 
by far the most contacts of this kind at 17 and 25 months. That Carol’s 
interest in her mother specifically involved an active interest in 
toys is apparent from the fact that she had the lowest recorded 
amount of direct physical contacts to mother at 13, 17 and 25 months. 
Furthermore, these toy contacts were initiated entirely by Carol and 
not her mother. Indeed, as shall be seen below, Carol’s mother attempted 
several times to discourage Carol’s advances, even to the point of 
re-directing her interest toward the other infant.
t
Carol’s contacts to her mother mostly involved offers of toys 
that her mother would then passively receive. She would then either 
offer another toy or take the first toy back again. That Carol’s 
interest in making such contacts began at 17 months is in keeping 
with data on contacts involving play material reported in Part 1.
It is of interest to enquire whether Carol’s interest in 
contacting her mother with toys generalised to the other infant and to 
non-social use. With regard to the former of these, Carol ranked 
third and first at 13 and 17 months respectively (exclusive of 
’contact same toy* - i.e. TIMATCN3), but had the lowest recorded 
frequency at 21 and 25 months. On the other hand, she ranked fifth 
at 13 and 17 months in the amount of active non-social contact with 
play material but had the highest recorded frequency of such contacts . 
at 21 and 25 months. It thus appears that at 17 months Carol was 
generally interested in social use of play material, directing contacts 
to both the other infant and her mother, but that from the end of her 
second year began to: lose interest in contacting other infants, with toys 
and either channelled toy contacts to her mother or actively contacted 
play material in non-social contexts.
However, the amount of ’non-social' engagement with play 
material may have been somewhat inflated by the way that social contacts 
with mother only denoted actual contacts within a particular five- 
second time interval (see Appendix 2). Thus contact with play material 
in adjacent time-intervals would have been coded as non-social contact, 
though perhaps still representative of an interest in contacting mother 
(e.g. going to the toy table to get more toys). Consequently, Carol’s 
non-social use of play material may have been somewhat overestimated 
and her interest in contacting her mother underestimated.
mother, is evident from the finding that she directed more voc­
alizations than other infants at her mother at 13, 17 and 25 months 
and ranked close second at 21 months. As discussed in Part 1, voc­
alizations and contacts involving play material to mother (especially
/
at the older age levels) both appeared to involve an active type of 
social initiation, whereas direct physical contacts could represent 
a kind of reaction to the other infant.
Carol’s involvement with other infants was perhaps itself 
overestimated. This is because they were instigated, at the older age 
levels at least, in response to her mother’s requests to give toys 
to the other infant. Another sign that Carol was the least interested 
with age in other infants, is clear from the finding that she looked 
less at them at 21 and 25 months.
Carol’s predominant form of behaviour in the playroom was thu’s 
engaging, or attempting to engage, her mother in contact with play 
material, and this interest appeared to become more manifest toward 
her second birthday.
Hannah
Hannah’s behaviour in the playroom was unlike either Michael 
or Carol. For one thing, she spent relatively more time looking at 
the other infant. This was especially evident at the older age levels 
when she ranked second at 17 and 25 months and looked more at another 
infant at 21 months than the other five infants. These findings are 
indicative of her great interest in another infant’s presence. Yet 
assessment of her scores on other behavioural variables shows that she 
engaged in less contacts involving play material at 13, 17 and 21 months 
than all the other five infants. She also engaged in less overall 
vocalizations than any other infant at 13 and 17 months and ranked 
fourth on this measure at 21 and 25 months respectively. ,
These results begin to convey something of the character of Hannah’s 
style of behaviour in the playroom. That is, though very interested in 
another infant, she was rather shy and too reserved to easily initiate 
social contact.
Hannah’s shyness toward another infant is also reflected in 
her behaviour toward her mother: she engaged in more direct physical 
contacts to her at 13 and 21 months and stayed closer to her than did 
any of the other five children to their mothers at 21 months. Once 
again it will be remembered from the discussion of ’apprehension’ 
between infants in Part 1 that these two forms of contacting mother, 
especially at the older age levels, could be signs of shyness or 
’ambivalence’ toward the other infant rather than an interest in the 
mother.
of social involvement in the other infant was not because of an 
active interest in non-social use of toys (she ranked fourth at 
13 and 17 months and had the lowest score of any child at 21 months), 
nor was it in actively contacting her mother with toys (she ranked •
fourth at 17 months and had the lowest score at 21 months). Her 
’shyness’ was also evident in a rather more extreme form at 9 months 
when she alternated bouts of crying with looks to the other infant.
Thus Hannah’s behaviour was in general rather typical of the 
’ambivalent’ attitude described in Part 1: she was on the one hand 
interested in another infant and yet on the other hand rather wary 
of contact and consequently constrained by his presence.
But it also became clear during the course of her visits to 
the playroom that, although she did not easily initiate social contact 
with another infant herself, she would respond to, and further extend', 
contacts that were initiated by another infant. This is evident in 
D46. In this sequence she responded to Michael’s interest in direct 
physical contacts by responding and initiating contacts herself.
Moreover Hannah’s behaviour in this session was similar to Michael’s 
in that it revealed an exploratory and direct interest in another infant 
and his behaviour.
Perhaps a better example, of the way Hannah would at first 
respond to another infant’s advance and then initiate contact herself, 
is revealed in the lengthy play sequence with Mark described in D50. 
Significantly enough, although typically shy and reserved at the beg­
inning of the session, she was intensely excited and involved in social 
contact with Mark by the end. In the light of this discussion it is 
no surprise that very little infant-infant contact of any sort was 
observed when she met Carol. This was because Carol did not initiate 
contact and thus encourage a response from Hannah. In consequence,
Hannah remained at her mother’s side and looked at Carol during nearly 
every time interval.
Hannah thus had a strong interest in contacting other infants. 
And in this respect Hannah, like Michael, appeared less interested than 
other infants in social contacts involving toys and was more directly 
interested in another infant and his behaviour. (She ranked third, 
second and second in direct physical contacts with another infant at 
13, 17 and 25 months respectively). Even her ostensibly great interest 
in offering toys in her session with Mark disguises, the fact that this 
was used in a ’nonliteral* way in order to encourage further responses 
from Mark (see above discussion of ’social play’.) There were also 
signs that Hannah was beginning with age to overcome her shyness.
play sequence with Mark at 25 months.
Anthony
In some respects, Anthony’s later behaviour in the playroom 
was rather like Hannah’s. Yet whereas Hannah’s behaviour was /
developmentally consistent, Anthony appeared to switch rather 
dramatically from being active at 9, 13 and 17 months to being very 
inhibited and reluctant to engage in contact at 21 and 25 months.
For example, at 13 and 17 months he had the second highest recorded 
frequency of contacts involving,play material but,by, 21 and .25 months 
he had the joint lowest totals. Anthony’s non-social contacts with 
play material also became inhibited with age for he had the joint 
highest recorded frequency of active non-social contact with play 
material at 13 months, but had the lowest, second lowest and lowest
\
recorded frequency at 17, 21 and 25 months respectively.
Conversely, Anthony engaged in progressively more visual 
orientation of the other infant with age. He ranked joint third at 
13 months but ranked first, second and first at 17, 21 and 25 months 
respectively. His contact with his mother also switched from an 
interest in engaging her in contact with play material at 13 and 17 
months (he ranked first and second respectively), to little interest 
in such contact at 21 and 25 months (he ranked fourth and sixth 
respectively). On the other hand, Anthony maintained far more prox­
imity to his mother with age (he ranked first,. second and first at 
17, 21 and 25 months respectively). The behavioural records of Anthony’s 
behaviour at 9 months extend this picture of a change in behaviour with 
age because he was found to have the most colourful behaviour of all 
the infants, directing frequent contacts at his mother, the other infant 
and toys.
Anthony’s behaviour thus changed from a relatively active style, 
involving contacts to other infant, mother and play material, to a 
rather inhibited form of contact involving few active contacts to these 
three objects. On the other hand, he engaged in progressively more 
visual orientation of the other infant and proximity to mother: behaviours 
that can represent apprehension of the other infant (see Part 1).
Although Anthony’s and Hannah’s behaviour at the older age levels . 
were similar, there was one fundamental difference. Whereas Hannah 
would respond if another infant initiated contact, Anthony tended to 
respond negatively to any social advance from them. Moreover, this 
tendency became progressively Tfiore extreme with age. At 17 months 
he was beginning to show hesitation and inhibition in his behaviour.
Twice, for example, he clearly wanted to make contact with the pillar 
box that Sophie was squatting next to and putting shapes into. On
short and looked quickly up to his mother. For the first time in 
the course of his visits, Anthony began to look self-conscious 
about actions which at earlier age levels he would have enacted 
with little hesitation or forethought. He also spent far more /
time near his mother than contacting her with toys, indicating 
that he was not in active contact but was watching the other infant 
from her side. At 21 and 25 months, Anthony’s inhibition of 
contacting another infant was more obvious, for now, whilst standing 
next to his mother throughout the sessions, he would only reluctantly 
receive shapes offered by the other infant and would then withdraw 
still closer toward his mother’s chair. At one point he responded 
to Michael’s attempt to touch him by pushing Michael’s hand away 
and again withdrawing back to the wall and his mother’s chair.
\
Several times Anthony behaved in a very interesting way.
At 21 months Michael accidentally touched the pillar box which then 
rolled toward Anthony. In response to this, Anthony picked up one 
of the pillar box shapes and threw it back toward Micheal, as if to
say, ”1 don’t want to play with you or your toy!” Anthony had thus begun
to utilise relatively sophisticated, gesture-like behaviours to denote 
his reluctance about contacting another infant. Yet his whole behaviour 
revealed that the other infant was of central interest to him! This 
shows that his ambivalent reaction was becoming more deeply entrenched.
In this way Anthony differed from Hannah: whilst Hannah was beginning 
to more fully utilise contact with other infants, Anthony had begun, 
with age, to become more firmly and consciously.embedded in a negative 
stance toward them.
That the change of behaviour occurred at around 17 months is 
perhaps most fruitfully seen in the light of the view, expressed in 
Part 1, that infants begin to show first signs at this age of a truly 
social interest in each other. In Anthony’s case, his earlier active 
behaviour may have reflected a rather general, unself-conscious type 
of activity. His later self-conscious, apprehensive or ’ambivalent' 
behaviour may then have accompanied the emergence of a deeper recognition 
of the other infant's potential as a social agent.
Sophie
Of the six infants, Sophie and Mark were the most generally 
and consistently active throughout their visits to the playroom.
Sophie engaged in more contacts involving play material with another 
infant at 13 and 17 months and ranked second and third at 21 and 25 
months respectively. She also uttered the' most overall vocalizations 
at 13, 17-and 21 months, and had the third highest score at 25 months. 
Sophie was also active in direct physical contacts (ranking second,
consistently active m  the playroom-(having the highest recorded 
total activity scores- TLACTEXP- at 17 and 25 months and ranking 
third at 13 and 21 months).
Although active in all ways, Sophie’s predominant interest
/
appeared to be contacting the other infant with play material.
Although she was interested in active non-social contacts with play 
material at the younger age levels (ranking joint first and second 
at 13 and 17 months respectively), by the older age levels she appeared 
to be losing her interest in this form of contact (she ranked fourth 
at 21 and 25 months). Neither did she appear interested in contacting 
her mother, either with play material or by touching (she had the joint 
lowest amount of total direct physical, and toy,contacts to mother 
at 13 months,ranked fourth at 17 months and 21 months, and ranked 
fifth at 25 months). Moreover, Sophie did not stay close to mother - ' 
she had the lowest recorded score of proximity to mother at 13 months 
and ranked third, fifth and fifth at 17, 21 and 25 months respectively.
Thus with age, Sophie appeared consistently interested in 
contacting other infants with play material, progressively less 
interested in the use of toys in non-social contexts, and relatively 
uninterested in contacting her mother at all age levels. It might 
also be noted that Sophie tended to direct more vocalizations to the 
other infant at 17 and 21 months than did any of the other five 
infants, revealing that her interest in vocalizations was not only 
for its own sake (she also had relatively high scores for non-social 
vocalizations), but also to contact other infants.
Mark
Mark, like Sophie, was an active child, and it was no surprise 
that their meeting at 21 months was the most generally active of all the 
longitudinal sessions. Yet, whilst Sophie was most active in contact 
with other infants involving play material, Mark appeared equally 
interested in social and non-social use of toys. In this regard, he 
ranked third, fourth, first and second at 13, 17, 21 and 25 months 
respectively in total contacts with other infants involving toys, 
and ranked third, first, second and second at 13, 17, 21 and 25 months 
respectively in total active non-social contacts involving play 
material. Like Sophie, he was also interested in vocalizations,ranking 
third, third, third, and first at 13, 17, 2 1 -and 25 months respectively 
in total vocalizations. Again like Sophie, he did not appear interested 
in maintaining proximity to his mother, having the lowest recorded 
score on this measure at 21 and 25 months.
involving play material at 17, 21 and 25 months, Mark engaged in 
more*unresponsive1than*responsive1toy contacts at 13, 17, 21 and 25 
months; Sophie tended to use play material in order to initiate 
social response from another infant (witness, for example, her :
behaviour in the teasing sequence,D20), whilst Mark came into contact 
with other infants more because of an interest in play material 
than in other infants. For example, Sophie might offer toys whilst 
Mark would tend to take them.
There were other, more qualitative, differences’ in their behaviour. 
Sophie was perhaps the most colourful of all the infants, engaging 
in a varied range of activities and appearing the most adventurous 
and skilful in social contact. Mark, on the other hand, often behaved 
in a relatively crude fashion, for example, he would quickly curtail 
further interaction by snatching toys with little apparent recognition 
of other, more socially facilitative,forms of behaviour. This made 
his performance at his final visit to the playroom all the more fas­
cinating, for, as described above, his usual snatching of another 
infant’s toys was transformed into a complex play sequence within 
which he contacted toys not for their own sake but to further mutual 
engagement with Hannah (see D50).
To summarise this discussion of the longitudinal group; Michael 
was the most interested in direct physical contacts with other infants.
Carol was relatively uninterested in contacting other infants and most 
interested in contacting her mother with toys. Sophie and Mark were 
both generally active but Sophie utilised toys in order to facilitate 
social exchange, whereas Mark appeared more interested in toys for 
their own sake. Hannah’s behaviour might be characterised as the most 
’responsive’ of the infants, in that she tended to be rather shy of 
contact, but would respond and subsequently initiate contact if first 
instigated by other infants. Anthony’s behaviour was the most complex 
for he switched from one extreme to another, that is, from being very 
active to being very inhibited.
This discussion of individual differences bears on several 
issues. One of these concerns the degree of developmental stability in early 
social behaviour. Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to this 
issue. In terms of the first, individual differences reflect different 
rates of development in competencies that all normal infants will 
develop. Infants thus differ from each other because one is more or 
less advanced than another in the development of invariant, and 
presumably biological controlled, functions. This is a view taken 
by Kagan, Kearsley and Zelazo (1975) who have argued that, the 
younger the child, the more frequent will be the emergence of new
tiinerences uo reriect airrerent rates ot emergence*
The present results do not contradict this view; indeed, 
the summary model at the end of Part 1 assumes such an invariant 
view of development. But the longitudinal data also suggest the
/
relevance of a second approach - namely, individual differences 
can reflect relatively stable and enduring forms of social orient­
ation. One must, of course, qualify this statement by being aware 
of the small sample of children involved in the longitudinal group 
and the interpretative case-study approach that has been used to 
explore their behaviour in this section. Obviously one would want to 
base firmer conclusions on a larger sample and a more rigorous analysis. 
Bearing these qualifications in mind, however, there was still a strong 
suggestion that the six longitudinal infants had distinctive styles of 
behaviour that were to a large extent reflected in the preferred typek 
or 'moderf of behaviour that they employed.
This view is supported by findings reported by Bronson (1975). 
Bronson calculated the rate of infant-infant social initiations at 
three age levels % 13-16, 17-20 and 21-24 months. Correlational analyses 
of initiation rates between each age level revealed a significant degree 
of developmental stability on this measure.
An allied issue concerns the extent to which different styles 
of behaviour remain stable into the pre-school years. The present 
study was not designed to follow up the longitudinal group after 
their second birthday and thus one can only conjecture whether, and if 
so in what ways, continuity could be detected in the children's 
developing social contacts with other children. It would be of interest, 
for example, to investigate whether Michael still engaged in direct 
physical contact and whether Sophie still maintained a high level of 
social involvement with other children and whether this still involved 
play material. It would also be of interest to enquire whether Anthony 
and Hannah maintained their relative 'shyness* toward other children.
One suspects that Hannah would begin to adjust more easily to another 
child's presence if given more opporttinity for social contact and 
would more easily pursue her obvious interest in them. Anthony's case 
is rather more problematic because his shyness appeared more a type 
of inhibition -an inhibition, moreover, that was progressively 
dominating his whole mode of behaviour with age. How he would progress 
given the day-to-day routine of a nursery school or playgroup is 
clearly an open question.
An interpretation of individual differences in terms of 
predominant modes of behaviour may be rather over-stretched here, 
because behaviour clearly changes in fundamental ways over a long time 
span. This was to some extent evident even during the relatively
physical contacts declined on average with age. Individual differences 
might therefore appear stable only within the constraints of a rel­
atively narroxtf age range.
Yet it is also possible that long-term stability in social 
orientation may be reflected in a more subtle and pervasive fashion. 
That is, a general type of social orientation might be reflected 
at different age levels in terms of behaviours characteristic of 
that age. Thus Michael’s interest in direct physical contacts may 
have given way to other, more sophisticated types of contact, that 
may still have reflected a similar, underlying interest in social 
contact. Results reported by Bronson (1975), are again relevant 
here. Bronson correlated average social initiation rates of infants 
in their second year with 'sociability' scores of the same children 
when aged 3% years. Sociability scores stemmed from ratings of '
behaviour at nursery school. Bronson found the two measures to be 
significantly and positively correlated, indicating thait individual 
differences in infant-infant contact are predictive of behaviour at 
later age levels. Bronson's analysis also indicates that detection 
of continuity in social interaction will have to be based on criteria 
in keeping with the developmental stage children have reached.
\
and prior social experience.
The concern of the last section was to describe and discuss 
differences between infants in their behaviour toward each other. It 
is now time to explore factors that might be associated with these 
differences.
(i) Sex differences
As shown in Chapter 2, only a few studies have looked for possible 
sex differences in infant-infant contact and none of these report that 
sex was a salient variable (Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, 1975, Lenssen, 
1973).Yet these results stand in contrast to the significant sex 
differences found in mother-infant social interaction (e.g. Goldberg and 
Lewis, 1969).
It was therefore decided to explore possible sex differences in 
an infant's behaviour toward social and non-social aspects of the playroom 
environment. This was done by comparing boys and girls scores on selected 
behavioural categories at each age level. Because of the small numbers 
involved (6v6), -a non-parametic test for differences between independent 
samples was used. Under normal circumstances the Mann-Witney 'U' Test 
was used. However, under certain conditions, fully explained in Appendix 
10, the Fisher Exact Probability Test was employed. Behavioural categories 
used in this analysis at every age level were: looks to infant (LKINF), 
responsive, unresponsive and total contacts involving play material 
(RESPMAT, UNRESMAT, TLMATCN3), vocalize to infant, total social and non­
social vocalizations (VOCINF, RESPVOC and VOC), total direct physical 
contacts (TTLDIRCT), total infant-infant contacts (T0TLIN4A), contacts 
directed at mother involving play material (CMPLAYMT), direct physical 
contacts to mother (CMTOUCH), proximity to mother (CMPOSN), total cries 
and frets (TLCRYFRT), total active non-social contacts with play material 
(TLTFTWFT), inactive non-social contacts with play material (WFTNM), and 
the total amount and extent of activity in the playroom (TLACTEXP).
Results of this analysis are presented in Table 26.
The results do not reveal a clear cut picture, with very few 
reaching even the 10% level of statistical significance. They are thus 
in accord with the largely negative results that have been reported by 
other studies (see above, and more recently, Becker, 1977). The only 
result which reached a conventional level of statistical significance is 
the finding that boys engage in more active non-social toy contacts 
than girls at 17 months. This result is congruent with the view that boys 
are more active than girls in free play situations during the pre-rschool 
years (see Chapter 3), and gives some support to Goldberg and Lewis'
(1969) finding that this is already evident during infancy.
AGE LEVEL * , ' f- U P
GROUP WITH
HIGHEST
MEDIAN
1
9 months Total infant-infant contacts(T0TLIN4A)
2
0.10 Male
13 months
,
17 months Total infant-infant contacts involving 
play material (TIMATCN3) 7
0.094 Femalef
Total active non-social contact with 
play material (TLTFTWFT) 2 0.008 Male
Total activity and exploration 
(TLACTEXP)
6 0.064 Male
1
21, 3
months *• i-
25 3 
months Contacts involving play material to 
mother (CMPLAYMT)
• L
2
0.10 Female
1. No behavioural categories involving contacts to mother were analysed
at 9 months because of their infrequent occurrence.
2. Fisher Exact Probability Test.
3. Direct physical contacts (TTLDIRCT) were not analysed at 21 and 25 
months because of their infrequent occurrence.
However, there was little conclusive evidence for other sex 
differences that might be expected on the basis of Goldberg and Lewis* 
results. It would be expected, for example, that girls would stay closer 
and vocalize more often to their mothers. According to Goldberg and 
Lewis these are signs of a more dependent form of behaviour - a style 
of behaviour that might be expected to increase when in the presence of
a strange infant and adult. Yet no sex differences were found in the
present study in the amount of contact to mother.
Consideration of results significant at the 10% level of
statistical significance does give some indication of an interesting 
age effect, though it would be dangerous to make too much of this.
There is.some suggestion that boys are the most generally socially 
active at the earliest age level (9 months), but by 17 months this 
greater activity level appears to be now channelled into non-social
If
pursuits (i.e. with toys and movement around the playroom). Interestingly 
enough, there are signs that girls are now more socially active - a 
trend that continues to 25 months, at least in active toy contacts
youngest age level (i.e. that they are not truly interactive but 
are the product of an independent interest in aspects of the playroom 
environment - see Part 1 above), it might be the case that boys 
do not reveal a greater social interest in other infants at 9 months -
/
they are simply more active. This interpretation would be supported 
and extended by the situation at 17 months. That is, boys show a greater 
degree of activity that is now clearly non-social in orientation.
Yet there is some evidence that girls are becoming more socially 
orientated to the playroom situation - a sign, perhaps, that boys and 
girls are developing a different style or mode of orientation to 
each other and their environment with age.
Howeve^ on the present results, this can only be a highly 
tentative interpretation that must await further confirmation.
A s .discussed in Chapter 3,there is some indirect evidence that 
an i n f a n t s  behciviour toward other infants might be associated with 
his relationship with his mother. Possible associations between these 
two types of contact were explored by correlating measures of an infant*s '
behaviour in the infant dyad sessions with measures of his mother*s
behaviour toward him in the mother-infant session. Measures were chosen 
on the basis of discussions in Chapter 3. A non-parametric ranlc-order 
correlational analysis was used for this purpose. Full details and 
rationale of statistical procedure's employed can be found in Appendix 10
and complete correlation matrices can be found in Appendix 13.
Total Maternal Stimulation:
The first, and most basic,dimension to be explored concerned 
whether the overall extent to which mothers socially stimulate their -
infants was reflected in the extent to which infants contacted other infants. 
This possibility was tested by correlating at each age level the total 
number of contacts a mother directed toward her infant in the mother- 
infant play session with the total number of contacts her infant directed 
at other infants in the infant dyad session. No resulting correlation 
coefficients reached conventional levels of statistical significance (see 
Appendix 13a).
But analysis- at such a broad level may disguise more specific 
associations. It was seen in the last section, for example, that some 
infants appeared to make contact with each other in distinctive ways. For 
example, some preferred to make contact directly (e.g. Michael) and others 
through toys (e.g. Sophie). It may b e ,therefore, that the influence of 
maternal stimulation is reflected in the extent to which infants engage 
in their preferred mode of contact. This possibility was explored by 
correlating total maternal stimulation at each age level with the extent 
to which her infant engaged in the three main *modes* of contact with 
other infants,i.e. through vocalizations, contacts involving play material 
and direct physical contacts. Results that reached statistical significance 
at the 10% level are presented in Table 27. The full matrix can be found 
in Appendix 13a. '
These results reveal a complex picture. At 17 months there is
a positive association between total maternal stimulation on the one
I
Because of technical and practical difficulties, the number of coded mother- 
infant sessions fell below twelve at each age level. Analysis was conducted 
on sample sizes of 11 at 9 months, 10 at 13 months, 9 at 17 months, 9 at
21 months and 8 at 25 months.
As appeared in Appendix 10 Kenall rank order correlations were 
calculated. For the sake of presentation Kendall’s tau has been given the 
symbol **r”.
AGE LEVEL BEHAVIOURAL CATEGORY KENDALL 
TAU .
P
9 months Unresponsive contacts involving 
play material (UNRESMAT) -.51 .03-
Total contacts involving play 
material (TLMATCN3)
\
-. 4 .08
17 months Total direct physical contacts 
(TTLDIRCT) .59 .03
Vocalize to infant(VOCINF) . .57 .03
Total social vocalization 
(RESPVOC) .53 .05
Non-social vocalizations (VOC) .65 .02
Total vocalizations(TTLVOC) .63 .02
25 months Responsive contacts involving 
play material (RESPMAT) .5 .08
hand and infant -infant direct physical contacts and all forms of
infant vocalization in the infant dyad sessions on the otheri. the more 
initiatory a mother toward her infant the more initiatory her infant 
toward other infants. There are also signs that this trend is evident 
at the oldest age level (25 months), though this fails to reach stat­
istical significance at the 5 %  level. On the other hand, the association 
at 9 months is negative. It appears that the more a mother stimulates 
her infant at the youngest age level, the less likely is he to engage 
other infants in contact. There is thus some evidence of an age effect 
between maternal stimulation and infant-infant contact.
Before these results are discussed a word or two must be said 
about the methods of analysis used here. One of the difficulties with a 
correlational analysis is that amongst a number of correlations one would 
expect a certain number to reach statistical significance on a chance 
basis. For example, on a chance basis we .would expect one correlation 
in every twenty to reach statistical significance at the 5 %  level. By 
and large, in this and following analyses, more than 1 in 20 correlations 
reached this level of significance but, in the absence of a quite 
definite pattern, it is wise to introduce a strong note of caution into 
any interpretation of results. The small number of cases involved in 
analyses also highlights the need for cautious interpretation.
to make too much of the results in Table 27, but,, if there.is some 
basis for believing an age effect is operative? it is tempting to 
speculate what this might mean*
One possibility is that the youngest infants are at first
/
too constrained within their relationship with their mothers to yet 
turn there attention to other infants. In other words, the youngest 
infants may be too busy contacting their mothers to contact other 
infants. This possibility was easily tested by correlating total maternal 
stimulation with the extent to which infants contacted their mothers 
with toys and by touch (CMPLAYMT & CMTOUCH) in the infant dyad session.* 
These results are also presented in full in Appendix 13a.
Two of the eight correlations reached, or approached, statistical 
significance at the 5 %  level. At 13 months, infants who were used to most 
stimulation from their mothers were less, not more, likely to contact h'er 
with toys (r=-.58, p=0.02). Similarly at 25 months, the most intensely 
stimulated infants were least likely to contact their mothers by touch 
(r=-.55, p=0.06). * ,
The*first result indicates that younger infants who normally receive 
most stimulation from their mothers are not too busy reciprocating this 
contact in the infant dyad sessions to take an interest in other infants. 
Indeed, the reverse is the case: the most highly stimulated younger infants 
are unlikely to actively contact either their mothers or the other infant 
(see above) in the infant dyad session.
Clearly an alternative explanation is called for. If it is the case 
that the most intensely stimulated younger infants are the most socially 
constrained in che infant dyad sessions, perhaps they are generally less 
socially .active, i.e. in their general social orientation toward mother or 
infant, and whether inside or outside the playroom environment. Perhaps 
infants who ordinarily receive most stimulation at the younger age levels 
cannot yet reciprocate this experience to anyone. It might be the case, 
for example, that relatively intense stimulation has caused these infants 
to react by being generally reluctant, at these age levels at least, to 
initiate contact with anyone. As discussed in Chapter 3, this is a poss­
ibility suggested by Escalona (1973). Assessment of an infant’s behaviour 
toward his mother in the infant dyad sessions may be misleading here because 
specific qualities of that environment may encourage an infant to behave in 
an atypical fashion. It is of interest, therefore, to enquire how infants 
behave under more familiar conditions.
1 ! .This analysis was not conducted at 9 mohths because of the infrequent
number of contacts directed at the mother at that age.
the most intensely stimulated younger infants (9 and 13 months)
to direct less social contacts to their mothers when alone with
them. Accordingly, total maternal stimulation was correlated with
total vocalizations, total contacts involving play material and
total contacts directed toward her by her baby in the mother-infant 
1
sessions. Full correlation matrices can be found in Appendix 13b.
The results of this analysis do not lend support to the view 
that the most intensely stimulated infants will also be less socially 
active when alone with their mothers (see Appendix 13b for the full 
matrix). At no age level were these correlations negatively and 
significantly correlated. Interestingly enough, at 17 months the most 
intensely stimulated infants were also the most initiatory; total 
maternal stimulation was positively and significantly correlated ,
with the amount of vocalizations and total contacts directed toward 
her by her baby (r=.56, p<0.05, r=.65, p^O.OZ respectively).
It does not therefore appear that intensely stimulated infants 
are too busy contacting their own mothers in the infant-infant session - 
to pay attention to other infants. Neither do they appear reluctant 
to reciprocate contact with their mothers when alone with her.
The fact that these two possible explanations do not hold suggests 
that the negative association between mother-infant and infant-infant 
interaction at the younger age levels (9 and 13 months) may be specifically 
related to the presence of another infant. One possible, though tent­
atively advanced, explanation concerns age developments in the extent to 
which more intensely stimulate!! infants can generalize this awakened 
social interest to other infants. That is, although such infants may 
have developed a keener interest in social contact, they may not yet 
have acquired social competencies to easily generalize this interest
I
to other infants. In the face of these two conflicting forces, such 
infants may be more easily thrown off balance and may consequently 
appear socially inactive toward both the other infant and their mothers 
in the infant-infant session. It is therefore the more socially 
sensitised infant who may at first be most easily thrown by the presence . 
of another infant.
The change of direction in association at 17 months may then
Direct physical contacts were not correlated separately in this analysis 
because,infants rarely contacted their mothers in this way (see Part 3 
below). They were only pooled with vocalizations and contacts involving 
play material to give a measure of total infant contacts. \
enable such infants to follow up their keener interest. It is 
perhaps no surprise that more responsive and socially interactive 
contacts are beginning to emerge at this age (see Part 1 above).
Furthermore, this is a trend that now appears developmentally stable
/
because the most intensely stimulated infants at the oldest age 
level (25 months) are also more likely to contact other infants 
responsively with toys (see Table 27). It also appears that the most 
intensely stimulated infants at 25 months are less likely to contact 
their mothers by touch in the infant-infant session (see above) - 
contacts that could be indicative of an apprehensive form* of behaviour 
(see Part 1). Thus these infants now appear to direct more social 
contacts toward other infants and,, contrary to what one'might expect, 
appear less dependent on contacting their mothers in the presence 
of another infant. >
Whether this interpretation is correct or not, it indicates that 
there may be no simple answer to the question raised in Chapter 3, namely, 
whether infants who receive more social initiations from their mothers will 
tend to engage in more or less contact with other infants. There is some 
suggestion that this association may be affected by the age of the infant 
and (more tentatively) the extent to which he can generalize social 
interests awakened by his mother.
Modes of Maternal Stimulation: ;‘
So far, a motherfs behaviour has been assessed in terms of the 
overall extent to which she contacts her baby. Yet it is also possible 
that more specific inter-mode associations exist, as suggested in 
Chapter 3. For example, the preferred mode of contact a mother adopts 
with her infant may be reflected in the preferred mode her infant uses 
in contact with other infants. This was assessed by correlating the 
amount of maternal contacts within the three modes of contact (vocal­
izations, toy contacts and direct physical contacts) with her infantfs 
behaviour toward other infants in terms of the same dimensions. Infant- 
infant contacts employed for this analysis werej in the vocalization 
modes vocalize to infant (VOCINF), total responsive vocalizations 
(RESPVOC), non-social vocalizations (VOC), and total vocal­
izations (TTLVOC); in the toy contact mode: responsive, unresponsive 
and total contacts involving play material (RESPMAT, UNRESMAT, TLMATCN3); and
. —  . i
ln the third modes total direct physical contacts (TTLDIRCT).
1
Associations with this variable were not calculated at 21 and 25 
months because of their low frequency.
Only one of the inter-mode correlational analyses produced 
results that reached or approached statistical significance. This 
was within the vocalization mode: total maternal vocalizations 
were positively associated with vocalizations to infant, non-social 
vocalizations and total vocalizations at 9 months (r=.45, p= 0.06; 
r=.43, p=0.06 and r=.46, p<0.05 respectively, and positively and 
significantly correlated with all four types of infant-infant voc­
alization at 17 months (r=.58, p=^0.05; r=.61, p=0.02; r= .73, p^O.Ol 
and i— •71, p£0.01 respectively). \ .
In the light of the above discussion,the positive correlation 
at 9 months is a little troubling but may reflect the often 'asocial* 
nature of vocalizations at this age.That is, vocalizations, even 
those 'directed* at other people, were often an accompaniment to a 
purely visual interest and were not properly communicative or social 
in intent (see discussion of vocalizations in Part 1 above).
There is thus some evidence that a mother's preferred mode of 
contacting her infant will be reflected in her baby's characteristic 
way of responding toward other infants, though on the present evidence 
this is constrained to the vocalization modality.
Styles of maternal contact:
It is possible that even assessment of maternal behaviour in 
terms of preferred modes of contact may disguise different types of 
social orientation, MDthers, .that is, . - engage in qualitatively
different types of vocalizations, toy contacts and direct physical 
contacts with their babies. This possibility was pursued further by 
looking at different styles of maternal contact within one mode of 
social stimulation: direct physical contacts.
It was found during analysis of video tapes that a mother's 
direct physical contacts with her baby were of two types : physical
contacts that involved direct attempts to amuse or play with him, e.g. 
tickling him, and physical contacts that involved no such attempt 
and were performed in a purely routine fashionje.g. holding the 
infant on her lap or adjusting his clothing. The first of these was 
called 'playful* and the second 'functional* (see chapter 5).
In order to see whether these two forms of maternal direct 
physical contact were differentially associated with an infant's 
behaviour in the infant dyad session, rank-order correlations were 
calculated between them and total infant-infant direct physical 
contacts (TTLDIRCT) and total infant-infant contacts (T0TLIN4A ) at 
each age level. Associations with an infant's direct physical 
behaviour toward his mother in the presence of another infant
Appendix 13c.
Two of these 16 correlations reached or approached stat­
istical significance at the 5% level. At 13 months, playful, but not 
functional, maternal physical contacts were negatively ’ 
associated with total infant-infant direct physical contacts 
(r= -.44, p=0.08). However, by 17 months, playful maternal contacts 
were positively and significantly associated with total infant-infant 
contacts (r=.57, p<0.05). This might be taken to amplify the inter­
pretation offered above for the difference with infant’s age in 
associations between mother-infant and infant-infant contact. It 
appears to be mothers who engage in a more personal and playful form 
of contact who have children who are at first more constrained, but are 
subsequently more likely?to engage in contact with other infants. It 
may thus be suggested that a social interest in other infants will 
more likely be awakened by mothers who playfully stimulate their babies. 
At first this is represented by an inhibition but, with the onset of 
appropriate social skills, by social approaches.
t
Maternal contingency and, responsiveness
In the course of the discussion so far, the term ’social 
stimulation’ has been used in a rather broad way, covering any form 
of contact a mother engages in wi,th her infant. It is likely, however, 
that maternal social contacts will include some behaviours that are 
actively directed at the infant, for example, those that demand a 
response or are enacted in response to an infant’s behaviour, and 
some behaviours which perhaps involve contact with a common object 
but which are not embedded in an interactive exchange, e.g. manip­
ulation of the same object without attempts to initiate contact or 
respond ' to an infant’s behaviour.One essential difference between 
these two forms of social stimulation is that the former more clearly 
impinges on, and is more clearly contingent upon, an infant's behaviour.
Analyses involving 21 and 25 month old infants were not conducted 
because of the infrequent occurrence of mother-infant and infant-infant 
direct physical contacts at these age levels. Analyses involving direct 
physical contacts to mother (CMTOUCH) were also not conducted at 9 months 
because of its infrequent occurrence at this age level. Sample sizes 
involving functional and playful contacts at 17 and 21 months were 8 and 
not 9 because one tape was lost before it could be coded into these 
categories.
deeper social interest in the infant which will then generalize 
to other infants.
In order to test this possibility, maternal contacts* 
involving play material were coded separately in terms of initiatory 
and responsive contacts (TTIMINRS), and contacts involving the 
same play material which did not involve^initiation or response 
(TSTM). Looking at these two behavioural categories in terms of 
infant-infant contacts involving play material, the latter would be 
synonomous with 'contact same toy,', and the former would be syn- 
onomous with the sum of all other contacts involving play material 
(except 'conflicts' which, it will be remembered, were not a mutually 
exclusive category, and could not thus be added to other categories).
In order to provide a more detailed analysis of mother-infant 
interaction than that enabled by a 10 second time interval, these two ' 
behavioural categories were coded in terms of their appearance or not 
in consecutive 5 second time-intervals throughout the course of each 
mother-infant session. Thus the time interval employed in this system 
of coding was the same as that used for the infant-infant sessions.
These sessions were coded at 9, 13 and 25 months
Associations between these forms of mother-infant and infant- - 
infant contacts were then analysed by calculating rank-order correlation 
coeffecients between TTIMINRS and TSTM and responsive, unresponsive, 
and total infant-infant contacts involving play material (RESPMAT, 
UNRESMAT and TLMATCN3 respectively). The complete matrices are presented 
in Appendix 13d.
Two results reached statistical significance at the 5°L level.
At 9 months, TSTM was negatively correlated with responsive contacts 
involving toys (r= -.48, p<0.05), and at 25 months, TTIMINRS was 
positively correlated with responsive contacts involving toys(r= .71,
p <0•02).
These results amplify to some extent earlier results based 
on total maternal stimulation. The latter result indicates that infants 
who receive the most contingent and responsive form of maternal
This was because it was essentially a 'post-hoc' analysis, conducted 
after some video tapes had been re-used. Thus age levels with the 
most sessions 'left' were used in analysis. Sample sizes were*11 
at 9 months, 8 at 13 months, and 8 at 25 months.
to other infants. The former result indicates that at 9.months-infants 
who receive more maternal contacts that are not of a responsive 
nature will tend to engage in less responsive toy contacts themselves, 
whereas this association is not evident in the case of responsive > ■
maternal contacts.
By way of summarising this section, a number of possible 
associations between mother-infant and infant-infant contact were 
explored. Generally speaking no clear pattern emerged. There was limited 
evidence of an age effect in associations between total maternal 
stimulation and preferred modes of infant-infant contact and the 
suggestion was raised that this might be attributable to age effects 
in the degree to which infants can generalize an acquired social 
interest to other infants. Further analyses also indicated some 
associations between mother-infant and infant-infant contact within 
the same social mode, though this was not a clear pattern and limited 
to the vocalization mode. Analyses concerning more qualitative dimensions 
of social'interaction amplified the earlier results,though once again 
a clear picture did not emerge. "
Two further methodological qualifications must be noted before 
attention is turned toward associations between other facets of an 
infantTs home background and his contact with other infants. The first 
is that all the associations described above between mother-infant 
and infant-infant behaviour rest on correlational data and in no case 
can causal direction be inferred with certainty. For the most part the 
direction of effects has been taken to proceed from mother to infant. 
Howeverythis is an interpretation, of the data and not a statement of 
certainty. Although there is evidence that maternal behaviour is likely 
to be salient in an infant*s development (e.g. Clarke-Stewart,1973), it 
is also possible that a mother can structure her behaviour around her 
infant (e.g. Schaffer, 1974). It is possible, for example, that a mother 
may engage in more intense social stimulation in response to her highly 
active infant, and it would also be no surprise if such infants were 
more active with other infants.
The second qualification concerns a limitation of cross-sectional 
data as a basis for an analysis of developmental continuity.. That is, it 
cannot be said with certainty that the degree to which mothers 
stimulate their infants at one age level will necesarily be the same 
at other age levels. It could be the case, for example, (though unlikely) 
that mothers who stimulate their infants more at 9 months will stimulate 
their infants less at 25 months. This consideration strikes a note of \ 
caution for any interpretation of developmental stability in the degree 
of maternal and infant social stimulation.
As described in Chapter 3, infants will differ in the extent 
of their contact with other features of the social environment besides 
that with their mothers and it might be expected that these will be >
associated with behaviour in the presence of other infants.
In order to assess this possibility, associations were assessed 
between measures of prior social experience obtained from the maternal 
interview and measures of infant-infant contact. Dimensions of prior 
social experience were: number of siblings, amount of contact with other 
infants, amount of contact with other pre-school children, number of 
primary' caretakers, number of S e c o n d a r y 1 caretakers, number of extra- 
familial contacts and attachment intensity. (The rationale and full
details of how information was categorized can be found in Chapter 5 )♦
\
Measures of infant-infant contact were the same as those used in the 
analysis of sex differences.
Methods of calculating associations differed between different 
prior social experience variables. Measures of the first four dimensions 
(number of siblings, amount of contact with other infants, amount of 
contact with other pre-school c h i l d r e n , and number of p r i m a r y 1 care­
takers) involved many ties and were thus divided into two groups - those 
with the most and those with the least social experience. Differences 
in the quantity of infant-infant behaviour between these two groups 
were then calculated by non-parametric tests for differences between 
independent samples. For example, infants with no siblings were compared 
with those with one or more siblings. A different type of analysis was 
employed for the last three prior social experience variables (number 
of Secondary* caretakers, number of extra-familial contacts and 
attachment intensity). These formed a more continuous scale and rank 
order correlation coefficients with measures of infant-infant contact 
were therefore calculated.
Full details of these procedures cind sample sizes can be found 
in Appendix 10.
Associations between the seven prior social experience variables 
and categories of infant-infant behaviour that reached the 5 %  level . 
of statistical significance are presented in Table 28.
In general the results revealed a complex and inconclusive 
picture,and,in the light of comments made in the previous section^ 
it would obviously be wise to be very cautious about any interpretation. 
Discussion of Part 2b,
In general, then, exploration of possible associations between ■. 
the way infants behave with each other and qualitites of their social 
contact with their mothers and prior social experience does not reveal
PRIOR SOCIAL
EXPERIENCE
VARIABLE
AGE
LEVEL
INFANT-INFANT
BEHAVIOURAL
CATEGORY
»U* GROUP WITH
HIGHEST
MEDIAN
Number of 
siblings 21 months
25 months
Active non-social 
contact with play 
material (TLTFTWFT) 
Direct physical 
contacts to mother 
(CMTOUCH)
0.048
0 I 0.02
No siblings
One or more 
siblings
Amount of 
contact with 
other infants 9 months
13 months
17 months
Non-social vocalizations 
(VOC)
Inactive non-social 
contact with play 
material (WFTNM)
Total direct physical 
contacts (TTLDIRCT)
0 0.002
3 0.028
4 ['0.048
most experience
least experienc
Amount of 
contact with 
pre-school 
children 9 months 
21 months
non-social vocalizations 
(VOC)
Total vocalizations 
(TTLVOC)
Socially directed 
vocalizations(RESPVOC)
4 ! 0.048 least experience
0.048
\
0.018
Number of 
I Primary 
i Caretakers
PRIOR SOCIAL
EXPERIENCE
VARIABLE
AGE
LEVEL
INFANT-INFANT
BEHAVIOURAL
CATEGORY
KENDALL* S 
TAU
P
Number of 
s econdary 
caretakers
9 months
17 months
21 months 
25 months
Total cries
and frets(TLCRYFRT)
Total toy
contacts(TIMATCN3) 
Looks to infant(LKINF, 
Looks to infant 
(LKINF)
-.5611
m
-.5001
0.012 
8 M '
0.024
-
Inactive non-social 
contact with play 
material(WFTNM)
/
-.5984 0.007 '
Number of extra- 
familial contacts 17 months Total direct 
physical
contacts(TTLDIRCT) .7289 0.001
21 months Responsive toy 
contacts(RESPMAT) -.4464 0.025
Unresponsive toy 
contacts(UNRESMAT) -.5487 '' 0.014
Total toy 
contacts(TIMATCN3) -.5164 0.02
Total infant-infant 
contacts (T0TLIN4A) -.5487 0.014
Attachment
intensity
9 months Total activity and
exploration
(TLACTEXP) -•6844 0.002
13 months Looks to infant 
( LKINF ) -.4688 0.034
.
Proximity to 
mother (CMPOSN) .4497 0.042
17 months Looks to infant 
(LKINF) .4447 0.045
It is possible, first of all, than an infant’s 
behaviour with other infants is^  related to his previous social 
experience and that the largely neutral results of the present study 
reflect the relatively global categories that were employed. Whilst 
infant-infant contact itself was analysed in detail, the possible 
effect of antecedent variables is a relatively unexplored field 
(as described in Chapter 3) and measures were based on relatively 
global categories that may have disguised more specific, and possibly 
more salient, behavioural dimensions. Measures of prior social 
experience were also of a general nature. It may be that a more 
detailed portrayal of these independent variables, perhaps in terms 
of an infant’s day-to-day experiences, will reveal associations that 
the present analysis may have missed. Certainly the studies of Burton
1
White and his colleagues (1973) have drawn attention to associations 
between early child behaviour and the social environment that can be 
detected by a prodigiously detailed analysis of behaviour in the 
context of family and home life over a period of time. /
If associations between infant-infant contact and 
prior social experience were detected by a more detailed analysis, it 
would be of interest to enquire to what extent these were equivalent 
or more specific. It might be, for example, that different qualities 
of maternal contact or prior social experience might have rather 
different associations with infant-infant contact. As an example of this 
possibility, rather than as a discussion of results, attention might 
be drawn to Table 28 where it^can be seen that two prior social 
experience variables have quite different correlations with the same 
infant-infant behaviour at 17 months. That is, infants with the most 
prior contact with other infants make more, whilst infants with the 
most extensive extra-familial contacts make least, direct physical 
contacts in the infant dyad session. It is not intended to make too 
much of these ostensibly contradictory results but they do point to 
the intriguing possibility that the two forms of social experience may 
have different consequences. Direct physical contacts 
often gave the impression of representing a first exploration of a 
new social stimulus (see Part l). It may be that by 17 months, infants 
who are relatively used to contacting other infants have moved onto 
other types of social contact with more potential for social exchange.
On the other hand, infants who have wide extra-familial contacts may 
have acquired a rather general social interest but, without specific 
notions about how to contact other infants, this may be manifested in 
relatively -low-level contacts.
This is clearly a highly speculative argument, but
associations between prior social experience and intant-intant 
contact. By way of another example, it may be that relatively 
intensive social contacts with mother have rather different 
consequences on infant-infant contact to a relatively extensive 
degree of contact with other infants. The latter may, for example, 
generate more specific knowledge and expectations that might be 
reflected in different degrees and types of social contact.
A recent study by Lieberman (1976) gives some empirical 
support to the possibility of differential associations^ for she 
found that qualities of mother-child contact were positively associated 
with social competence with peers at nurs.ery school, whilst the 
extent of previous peer contact was not.
But there is a second interpretation of the largely neutral 
results of Part 2. The first interpretation assumes that associations » 
could be detected and the problem is to utilise measures and analyses 
that would detect them. Yet it may be that this kind of approach is 
over-optimistic and that different forms of social experience are 
only related in a general and non-specific fashion. It may be that 
infants bring only very general and basic expectations from previous 
social contacts. From this point of view more specific associations 
may only be found in extreme cases? e.g. severe deprivation or mal­
treatment; under ’normal1 conditions, previous contact with mother^ 
or previous contacts with other infants and pre-school children^may 
create only general social expectations that are only loosely related 
to an infant’s behaviour with other infants.
i
A Contrast between Mother-Infant and Infant-Infant Interaction
One way of gaining a wider perspective on social contacts 
between infants is to contrast them with those that occur between 
an infant and his mother. This comparison should be informative about / 
the extent to which the two types of social contact involve similar or 
different types of behaviour and whether these have a similar or different 
developmental course. This comparison will in turn bear on the degree 
to which infant-infant contacts are a separate and independent form of 
social relationship, characterised by different types of behaviour-*. an 
issue discussed in Chapters 1 and 3. The difference between this 
enquiry and that in Part 2, Section (ii), is that it is directed at a 
comparison of the two types of social interaction (e.g. by comparing 
group means) and is not concerned with associations between the two
I
(e.g. that two behaviours are correlated); the correlational approach 
can do little to elucidate differences and similarities between infant- 
infant and mother-infant contact.
In Part T of these results, a comparison was made of contacts to mo 
-her and infant in the infant dyad sessions. However, mothers did not 
behave ’naturally* in these sessions because they were asked not to 
initiate contacts with their babies. A more fitting comparison of the 
two relationships can come from comparison of the infant-infant data 
with a mother’s behaviour when alone with her infant (the mother-infant 
session). Categories of maternal and infant behaviour in the mother- 
infant session have been described in Chapter 5 and were the same as 
those used in Part 2, Section (ii). The mean number of 10 second time 
intervals within which mother and infant engaged in these categories 
can be found in Table 29.
The most basic dimension that might be compared is the overall 
amount of social contact. When given the opportunity to interact freely 
with either their mothers or another infant from whom do infants receive 
most contacts? This question can be answered by comparing total maternal 
contact at each age level with the total number of infant-infant contacts 
(T0TALIN3, see Table 10).
These figures are not strictly comparable because the two types 
of behaviour were coded for different lengths of time and in terms of 
time-intervals of different length. However, a comparable measure might 
be derived by calculating the ratio of the number of time intervals
mocner-mtant session.
I B EHAVIOURAL CATEGORY
i
AGE IN MONTHS
"■ ~~ ' ‘"T —'
9 13 • 17 21 25
Maternal behaviour 
Vocalizations mean 37 44 44 49.89 56.5
s .d. 12.69 16.14 17.46 4.37 4.47
Contacts involving mean 28 31 32.67 33.22 , 25.5
play material s • d. 7.78 8.26 10.17 8.41 11.2
Functional mean 13.73 4.2 3.13 i 1.38
physical contacts S.D. 14.6 4.52 4.64 1.2 . 1.19
Playful mean 5.55 2.5 1.13 0 0.88
physical contacts Sad* 4.48 1.65 0.99 0 1.46
Total . mean 19.27 6.7 4.33 1.33 2.25
physical contacts s • d • 15.79 5.21 4.64 1.5 1.75
Total maternal mean 84.27 81.7 81 84.44 84.25
contacts s • d* 21.47 24.72 27.40 12.56 11.9
Infant behaviour 
Vocalizations mean 12.45 9.1 21.44 25.67 41.88
s • d* 9.75 6.03 16.32 ■ 14.71 13.31
Contacts involving mean 15.45 18.6 25.11 26.33 21.88
play material s • d • 6.73 6.93 8.67 5.52 10.64
Physical- . mean 2.27 0 0 0 0.5
contacts s • d • 4.86 0 0 0 0.93
Total infant mean 30.18 27.7 46.56 52 64.25
contacts s • d* 11.77 7.67 22.08 11.46 17.65 
. . „
Sample sizes have been described in Section 2b (ii)
The resultant ratio for infant-infant contact is less than 1:5 at all
age levels. . However, the comparable ratio for maternal contact is well
2
over 1 at all age levels.
This reveals a basic difference between the two types of social / 
contact. Infants experience a far more socially intensive interaction 
with their mothers than with other infants. When alone with their mothers, 
infants typically experience a continual series of contacts and are 
constantly involved in social exchange. In comparison, infant-infant 
contacts are more infrequent andspasmodic, with longer breaks between 
contacts where other non-social activities take place.
It can also be seen from Table 29 that the overall amount of 
maternal contacts remain stable with age. This was verified;by'.statis­
tical analysis. A one way analysis of variance showed that there were no
*
significant differences between age levels. Infants therefore experience 
roughly the same total amount of social contact from their mothers 
throughout the last quarter of the first year and the whole of the second 
year of life. * /
However, comparison of mother-infant and infant-infant contact 
in terms of an overall measure might conceal differences in different 
types of behaviours.This was pursued by comparing contacts within the 
three fmodesf of contact, i.e. vocalizations,toy contacts and direct 
physical contacts. The results of this analysis for mother-infant 
contacts can again be found in Table 29. Comparable infant-infant results 
have been presented in Table 17.__________ _____________ _______  ' ~ _______
1
Strictly speaking, even this measure is not comparable. This is because 
total summary counts are not necessarily a function of the time interval 
length. There is a tendency for a longer time interval to result in a 
proportionately larger summary count. For instance, behaviours may occur 
once in every 10 second time interval, producing a summary count equal to 
the total number of time intervals (a ratio of 1:1). Yet the same behaviours 
coded in terms of 5 second time intervals will result in a summary count 
equal to one half the total number of time intervals (a ratio of 1:2).
The comparison is thus an approximate one, enabling a general contrast 
of the two types of social contact.
2
A  ratio can exceed one because more than one of the three modes of 
contact which constitute total contacts could occur in a time interval 
(see Chapter 5.and Appendix 5 for a description of coding procedures).
mothers tend to direct more vocalizations at their babies than either 
toy or physical contacts at all age levels (t-tests for correlated samples 
all differences significant at the 57. level except at 9 months when 
differences between vocalizations and toy contacts narrowly avoid this 
level).
The three forms of contact also have different developmental 
courses. Mothers touched the youngest infants (9 months) most frequently, 
but thereafter this form of contact decreased. Differences between age 
levels were significant (F( 4,42)=7;. 78, p<0.001), as was the linear 
term (F(4,42)=17.64, p<0.001). It can be seen from Table 29 that the 
majority of these contacts at 9 months were of a ’functional1 kind, for 
example, holding or supporting the infant, and their predominance owed 
much to the relatively restricted mobility of infants at this age level.
Of the other two forms of contact, maternal vocalizations '
tended to increase with age (differences between age levels were sig­
nificant, F(4,42)=3.11, p <(0.05, as was the linear term, F(4,42)=
12.43, p=0.001), and toy contacts remained relatively stable (differences 
between age levels were not significant).
Infants therefore receive a similar overall amount of contacts 
from their mothers from 9-25 months, but the character of these contacts 
changes with age. They are likely to encounter progressively more 
vocalizations, progressively less physical contact and roughly the 
same amount of contacts mediated through toys.
In contrast, infant-infant contacts have a rather different 
character, as we have seen in Part 1. Unlike the heavily speech 
orientated contact they receive from their mothers, infant-infant 
contacts tend to be mediated through toys. It will be remembered that 
infant-infant toy contacts significantly out numbered vocalizations 
and direct physical contacts at all age levels (see Part 1, Section d).
However, there are some similarities between mother-infant and 
infant-infant contacts: as with maternal physical contacts, infant- 
infant direct physical contacts were found to decrease, and socially 
orientated vocalizations were found to increase, with age. It is there­
fore the balance of the three main modes that differs between the two 
forms of contact.
So far, attention has been directed at the extent and type 
of contacts infants receive from their mothers and other infants.
But it is of equal interest to explore how infants behave themselves 
when alone with these two social partners. Are the contacts infants 
direct at them of a similar nature,indicating that infants have a 
relatively stable mode of social functioning, perhaps in keeping with
partner? Or do intants behave ditterentiy toward the two social partners, 
indicating that they adjust their behaviour in response to the social 
occasion? Results concerning contacts to mother and infant are again 
shown in Tables 29 and 17 respectively.
/
The most interesting thing about these results is the different 
balance of the three modes of contact. Infants direct proportionately 
more vocalizations to their mothers than to the other infants. It is 
also noticeable that they have no interest in contacting their mothers 
by touch after 9 months.
These results show that infants behave differently in contact 
with other infants and their mothers.lt is possible to conceive of this 
difference in terms of different forms of social orientation. Some ways 
in which this operates, and ways in which the two social relationships 
foster and involve different social skills, will be explored in the next 
chapter. But for the present it is as well to bear in mind that the
difference also owes much, no doubt, to properties of the play situation
and, in particular, the degree to which infants are reacting to the
i
advances of the two social partners involved. Thus infants experience 
a relatively more constant and intense form of stimulation from their 
mothers and will be more likely to react in terms of the predominant 
modes of contact encountered. In contrast, another infant does not 
constrain an infant's behaviour in such an intense way and contacts will 
more likely occur at an infant's own pace and in the context of activities 
he himself instigates. Inevitably they will be more infrequent and 
spasmodic. Moreover, because of the great interest in toys they will
often stem from, and be mediated by, play material.
i
Data from the Maternal interview
So far, attention has been paid to infant-infant contacts 
in the playroom setting. Whilst this was considered the most profit­
able way of obtaining detailed information, it may not be typical of 
an infant’s normal day-to-day social experience. In the last section 
of the results it is thus intended to seek a broader perspective by 
looking at infant-infant contacts in the context of everyday social 
contacts. This will be done by looking at the extent of contact with 
other infants and how this compares with other social contacts, both 
within and outside the immediate family, and by describing contacts 
that take place when infants do meet in home environments.
This information was obtained from the maternal interview 
(see Chapter 5).
Amount of contact with other infants
The number of hours infants spent in the company of other 
children of the same age in the las t week is shown in Fig.17.
Fig.17; Amount of contact with other infants in the last week
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for contacting each other. Thirty of the sixty infants were reported 
to have had no contact at all with other infants and only one infant 
was reported to have had as much as eight hours contact in the last 
week. Furthermore, opportunities for this type of contact do not 
appear to increase with age: six infants at 9, and six infants at 
25 months, were reported to have had no contact at all in the last 
week.
Amount of contact with pre-school children
Infant-infant contacts thus appear to occupy a relatively 
minor role in an infantTs social experience. But how does this compare 
with contacts with other pre-school children? The relevant results 
are shown in Fig. 18.
These results show that infants are more likely to contact 
pre-school children than other infants. For example, eleven of the '
sixty children were reported to have had eight, or more than eight, 
hours experience of such contact. There was also evidence that this 
type of contact increased with age. (Mean number of hours contact at 
9, 13, 17, 21 and 25 months was 1.41, 3.66, 4.75, 4.08 and 3 respect­
ively*)
Fig.18: Amount of contact with pre-school children in the last week
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relatively limited. For example, over half the infants had two or . .. 
less hours contact and twelve (207.) were reported to have had no. 
contact at all *
Amount of non-familial contacts
As might be expected, infants had relatively more contact 
with other people outside the immediate family who were not ^primary* 
or Secondary* caretakers (see below) than with other infants or 
pre-school children. Infants were reported to have contacted, on 
average, 8.5 people in the last week, although the extent of this 
contact varied from several infants who had only two contacts, to 
one child who was reported to have contacted over 40 people in the 
last week. ■
Number of * Primary* caretakers
1
The above results give some indication of the extent of 
contacts outside the immediate family. It has been seen that these 
are relatively limited, especially those with other infants and pre­
school children. This suggests that the bulk of a child*s early social 
experience will take place within the context of his home environment 
and with those who care for him on a day-to-day basis. But what is the 
structure of this early caretaking environment? Some sociologists have 
pointed toward the emergence of relatively isolated nuclear families 
consisting of only parents and their children. This would mean that the 
bulk of a child*s day would be spent with his parents, and primarily 
his mother. On the other hand, the infant may still be cared for at 
times by relations (e.g. grandparents) or neighbours, friends and child­
minders.
For the purpose of the present study (see Chapter 5), an 
infant*s caretaking network was considered in terms of *primary* and 
S e c o n d a r y f caretakers. Primary caretakers were defined as those who 
looked after the infant*s routine physical needs. As discussed in 
Chapter 5, these were further divided into those who looked after the 
infant*s needs on a day-to-day basis - *full-time* primary caretakers - 
and those who looked after his needs only occasionally or for inter­
mittent periods during the year - Occasional* primary caretakers.
Looking first at full-time primary caretakers, 21 infants were 
reported to have been cared for by only one person, 35 were cared for 
by two, and only 4 infants were cared for by more than two people.
Every mother in the'sample reported that she cared for her
child*s primary needs on a continual basis. Thus one third of all the
infants were cared for on a full-time basis solely by their mothers.
Interestingly, it was reported that a total of 36 infants had
fathers who cared for them on a full-time basis. Thus over naif
deduced that fathers always cared for their infants in conjunction 
with the infant’s mother, but they occupied a far more prominent, 
role than other people, e.g. grandparents.
On this evidence, an infant’s full-time care was largely .
confined within the nuclear family system and most particularly to 
their mothers. For the most part,the extended family unit occupied 
only a minor role in the infant’s care. Grandmothers, for example, 
did not on the whole have a prominent role, contrary to what has 
been found in some communities, (e.g. Young,and Willmott, 1957,
Hubert, 1974).
One factor said to have largely contributed to the breakup 
of the extended family network has been the greater geographical 
mobility of younger people. However, it is possible that the pattern 
of family and community life has adapted to this trend and has now ' 
a rather different character. Continual day-to-day ties - '■
may not be so common, but other people,e.g. grandparents,may period­
ically visit or be visited. In other words, infants may still have an 
extensive part-time or ’occasional* primary caretaking network. Yet 
examination of the relevant results does not support this contention 
for only 21 of the 60 children were cared for on a part-time basis. 
Moreover, fathers were reported to be ’occasional* primary caretakers 
for 8 of these 21 children. Neither was there any indication that a 
child’s primary care network became more extensive with age. By assigning 
scores of 1.0 to full-time and 0.5 to occasional primary caretakers 
(as described in Appendix 10), the mean number of primary caretakers
for each age level was 2, 2.16, 1.62, 2.45 and 2.07 at 9, 13, 17, 21 and
25 months respectively.
As for characteristics of occasional primary caretakers, these 
were reported to be fathers (as just mentioned), grandmothers, older 
siblings, babysitters, neighbours, aunts, friends and one childminder.
That only one infant was cared for by a childminder highlights one 
important point that must qualify the present results. This concerns 
the very probable regional differences that exist in early child care.
It is known, for example, that some communities rely more heavily 
than others on the services of childminders (van der Eyken,1977).
It is also likely that the extended family may still be operative 
in some, more settled, communities.
Number of secondary caretakers
Whilst the child’s primafy care appears to be largely confined
to his parents, perhaps he has a relatively larger number of people
who care for him in other ways, e.g. amuse him or take him for walks.
like primary caretakers, were classified into ’full-time’ and 
’occasional’.
It was found that 1 5 %  of the infants had day-to-day contact 
with secondary caretakers. In contrast, only nine were reported to /
have occasional caretakers. Clearly infants have a relatively extensive 
secondary caretaking network, that tends to occur on a day-to-day, and 
not an occasional, basis.
By assigning scores of 1.0 to full-time, and 0.5 to part-time, 
secondary caretakers (as for primary caretakers), children were 
reported to have 3.05 secondary caretakers on average. In contrast 
to primary caretakers, there was some indication that a child’s 
secondary care network expanded as he approached his second birthday.
Mean scores were 2.83, 2.17, 2.38, 3.33 and 4.54 at 9, 13, 17, 21 and
\
25 months respectively. Secondary caretakers were reported to be 
fathers, grandparents, friends of the family and siblings.
In summary, it is possible, on the basis of these results, to 
locate infant-infant contact within a wider social matrix. Infants 
spend the bulk of their time in the care of their parents, principally 
their mothers, though they have relatively extensive day-to-day contact 
with other people who amuse or play with them. In contrast, they have 
relatively little opportunity for contacting other infants or young 
children. Some implications of this state of affairs will be discussed 
in the next chapter.
Mothers reports on their infant’s contact with other infants
Attention will now be turned to the nature of contacts between 
infants and other young children when they do take place in home 
settings. This is of interest because it can complement and extend informa­
tion stemming from the playroom sessions.lt could also, address issues 
-that the playroom situation could not, e.g. the effect of familiarity, 
play setting and different aged participators on contact. In order to 
obtain this information, mothers were asked to describe as best they 
could what took place when their baby met other babies and young children. 
This was clearly of a relatively broad and retrospective nature and 
no attempt was made at quantification; it was seen as a convenient 
way of gaining some preliminary insight into how infants behaved with 
each other in home settings.
One aspect of mothers’ answers that might first be mentioned 
concerns the very general and vague terms with which many discussed 
their infant’s interactions with other children. Many gave the impression 
of having given the subject little thought. Quite often they would find •. 
it difficult, to reply or would reply vaguely that, "they got on well" or, 
"they don’t really play together". On the surface it would appear that
behaviour* On the other hand it was found that, with prompts 
to be more specific, many began to recall incidences that at the 
time they had taken for granted or had taken little account of, but 
which in retrospect, and one suspects in the telling, suddenly began 
to appear of some interest to them.
Amount of contacts
One basic impression to emerge from mothers* reports was 
how few opportunities their infants had to contact other infants#
This is of course consistent with the above, more systematic, findings. 
Some reported that there were no infants of the same age in their 
neighbourhood - the lack of contact here'being largely for practical 
reasons. Other mothers did not seem to feel that contact with other 
infants was of particular value and did not go out of their way to 
bring it about. One mother, for example, said, ,!You keep hearing that 
they don’t need other children before 3 years and so I don’t bother” . 
And another mother, whose infant very rarely met other children of 
any age, remarked that in her own childhood she had had little contact 
with other children, in her opinion this had not harmed her in any
way and she did not, therefore, feel that he own child needed it.
Direct physical contacts:
Turning, then, to mothers* descriptions of contacts between 
infants and their 'playmates*; one of the more common forms of contact 
between the younger infants was reported to be direct physical contacts 
Infants were reported to touch and pull another infant's clothes and 
hair, touch his face and attempt to touch his eyes. This is consistent 
with the playroom data reported above. The younger children were also 
reported to find another infant a source of interest and amusement. For 
example, they would sit and stare at him or laugh at him. Infants 
were also reported to play alongside, and independently ofjdnother 
infant, showing little interest in him. All these descriptions were 
indicative of Stage 1 contacts described in Part 1 of the results. 
Exchange of toys:
One of the first 'social* acts between infants was described 
as giving, offering and receiving play material. This type of activity 
was first noticed by mothers of 13 month old infants. Interestingly, 
two of these mothers reported that their infants had_teased another 
infant by offering a toy and then taking it back before the other 
infant had a chance to receive or take it. One of these mothers also 
reported that her child had accompanied her mock offer with, ’’here are" 
before quickly pulling the toy back. What is interesting is that this 
kind of teasing was observed in the playroom sessions ,but not until 
later age levels (see discussion of conflicts in Part 1 above).
Mothers of older infants (i.e. 17, 21 and 25 months), reported 
that conflicts had occurred. As found in the playroom obser- : .
vations, these were reported to arise over the desire for possession
of the same toys. A  few mothers reported that possessiveness over 
toys occurred most obviously when another infant came to their house 
and tried to play, with her infant's own toys. One mother of a 21 month 
old, for example, reported that her son was very possessive and guarded 
his toys when her nephew visited their house. When her son visited the 
cousin's house, on the other hand, this type of behaviour was not 
observed. This information supplements the discussion of conflicts in 
the playroom sessions and indicates some possible effects of independent 
variables such as familiarity of play material and setting.
Only a couple of mothers reported that more direct forms of
conflict occurred. One reported that her 17 month old boy bullied 1 
another boy of the same age "unmercifully” . This involved pulling his 
hair, taking his toys and, "leaving him stranded". In a similar vein, 
a mother of a 1 3 -month old boy observed her child to bite another infant 
and pull his hair.
Social play:
Many mothers reported that their children ’played’ with another 
child. Common types of play behaviour were chasing and fleeing games, 
and following and running after each other. These types of play 
behaviour were similar to those described in Part 1 (i.e. D49 and 50), 
for they did not appear to depend on, or necessarily involve, play 
material. The central ingredient was frantic movements about a room.
Several mothers remarked that their infant had only recently 
begun to really play with another child, clearly discriminating here 
between simply coming into contact and social interchanges. A  few 
mothers considered this to be a significant event in their child's 
development. Before this time their infants were reported to have 
largely ignored other children or played in 'parallel' with them.
For most mothers, 'playing with another child' and 'parallel play' 
were differentiated because only the former involved active involve­
ment and interest in another child's activity and role-taking. Role- 
taking often took the form of the chasing/fleeing game described 
above and joint activities with play material. Several examples were 
given by one observant mother of a 17 month old. They involved playing 
’peep-ho' from behind a curtain and a game involving bricks. This 
latter game began after her chijLd had built a tower of bricks only 
to see them knocked down by another infant. Her child was at first 
confused by this but soon a game developed which took the form of 
one infant building up the bricks and the other then knocking them
in which a play sequence can develop between two infants out or an 
original conflict situation that they then begin to take nonliterally 
(like the play sequence between Hannah and Mark, D50). Other play 
sequences described by the same mother involved infants pushing each 
other around in a baby pushchair, playing ’ball' together, and 'reading' 
a book together.
It was not possible to exactly pin point when infants began 
to 'play together*. However, several mothers remarked that the onset 
of 'playing' together was a sudden development; encounters which had been 
previously characterised by a lack of interest in each other, would 
suddenly blossom into exchanges constituted by mutual delight and 
reciprocity. This *either/or' quality of the onset of play exchanges 
also characterised those found in the playroom setting.
Friendships: 1
Another interesting aspect of infant-infant contact in home 
settings was specific friendships. One mother of a 25 month old boy . 
said that the child was 'close' to another child. This she deduced 
from the fact they they looked at books together, played co-operatively 
and "hhuckled over things". Significantly, they did not take toys 
from one another: their interaction showed no signs of conflicts.
Yet when her boy met another child (a little girl), they did not 
appear to play together at all. With some children, this boy would 
also apparently hide behind his mother. What is interesting is that 
one can detect beginnings of a differential and specific way of 
responding to certain children. It further appears that friendships 
between children can originate during infancy and this b o y ’s behaviour 
reveals some ways in which it-can’be. manifested.
Another mother also gave examples of activities between her infant 
and a playmate. These were unusual because the other infant had parents 
who did not speak English at home and he was beginning to speak their 
native tongue (Turkish).In one game^the Turkish infant would call "Babek"
("baby"in Turkish) and the other infant would come running and laughing' 
from another room and then go again. The two infants also created a game 
involving imitation of each other's physical acts (e.g. bouncing). They 
would also stand in front of each other and conduct a 'conversation'-an 
interesting sight, no doubt, when one remembers that they were beginning 
to speak different languages!.1
Yet another mother recalled the first time that her 21 month 
old infant- had showed obvious pleasure when he saw another infant who 
had previously visited their home. This was at 15 months - before this\ 
time the infant did not seem to take any notice of the other infant's
of specific social recognition might be conceived as the beginnings 
of Stage 11 contacts (see Part 1 above).
Siblings and older children:
Older siblings and other older children were considered to 
play a significant role in the infant’s early social life. Siblings 
were reported to lead or structure his activities, encouraging him 
to pursue activities at their own level. Some mothers described how 
siblings would set up role-play activities and assign the infant a 
role, or enable him to play a role,within the game. For example, one 
21 month girl was encouraged to take part in her sisters1 fmother 
and father tea-party1. The girl did not-initiate activities but 
joined in and was reported to understand and enact pretend activities, 
e.g. drinking out of an imaginary tea cup.
Older children appeared tp.supply a social - stimulus just a 
little beyond the infant*s level. Infants were therefore encouraged 
to engage in rather more difficult or advanced activities than 
they might engage in on their own or with other infants. On the other 
hand, some infants seemed to have a rather negative and quarrelsome 
relationship with siblings. They were reported to fight or squabble, 
or the older siblings would bully them. It was not possible, on the 
basis of mothers* reports, to clarify what factors discriminated 
between the two kinds of sibling relationship.
Summary of results
The main aim of the study was to describe developments in 
social interaction between infants. This was presented in Part 1 
of the results. Infants were found to engage in a variety of different 
contacts. These included: vocalizations, conflicts, exchanges and 
other contacts with the same toys, direct physical contacts and 
even referential communication and social play. Developments in these 
contacts were explored by quantitive and qualitative methods and 
developments were identified in a number of underlying social skills.
In contrast to what one might expect from some accounts of early 
social development, contacts could be integrated and reciprocal 
exchanges, involving such rudimentary qualities of social interaction
i
as role-taking,’division of labour,"development of a theme, as well - 
as the nonliteral use of previously acquired behaviours and mutual 
elaboration of a shared task.
In order to synthesize.these developments, a three’stage 
summary model was proposed. Each stage represented advances in social . 
interaction. At the first stage, contacts came about only as a 
consequence of other independent pursuits and showed little or no 
recognition of another infant as a potential social partner. Contacts 
at the second stage were for the first time integrated,reciprocal and 
facilitative and, on the basis of these criteria, Stage 11 designated 
the beginnings of social interaction as such. Although interactive, 
Stage 11 contacts were limited in two ways: following responses were 
either random or totally constrained by preceding actions. With the 
advent of Stage 111, contacts now stemmed from a plan of action, 
recognised by one or both infants, within which behaviour was now used 
as a means to an end.
In Part 2 of the results, attention was turned to individual 
differences and the role of independent variables in infant-infant 
social interaction. Longitudinal observations on a small group of 
infants showed that they had different and relatively stable styles 
of behaviour with each other. No conclusive sex differences were found. 
No conclusive associations were found between individual differences 
and the extent of different types of previous social experience, 
though there was some suggestion that infants who received the most 
maternal stimulation were at first least, but at later age levels 
most, able .to generalize this awakened social interest to other infants
i
It was suggested that the largely inconclusive results from this 
section could be attributable to the relatively global measures 
of previous social experience that were used but also to the 
possibility that previous social experience is only related in a
another*
In Parts 3 and 4 5 a broader perspective on infant-infant 
contacts was introduced. In Part 3,differences were identified 
between infant-infant behaviour and behaviour between mother and
/
infant when alone with each other. The latter was found to be a 
more intense and vocally mediated form of contact,whilst infant- 
infant contact was more spasmodic and mediated through toys.
In Part 4,the extent of an infants contact with other infants 
was located in the context of other forms of social contact both 
within and outside the family. Infants were found to have relatively 
little opportunity to contact other infants. The colourful nature 
of contacts that could occur in home environments, was evidenced from 
mothers* reports collected during the-maternal interview..
The development coursfe of infant-infant interaction
The present results bear on the debate, mentioned in Chapter 2, 
concerning the developmental course of infant-infant contacts. In 
contrast to some-suggestions (e.g. Eckerman, Whatley and Kutz, 1975), 
it was found that these did not simply involve linear increases in 
categories of behaviour. Whilst some behaviours did show this pattern, 
others tended to decrease, and yet others showed more complex develop­
mental patterns with age. Evidence was also found that some developments 
in social interaction were most profitably conceived in terms of 
qualitative advances. Critical developments in social behaviour were 
evidentj for example, in the way the same behaviour would be enacted in 
different ways or in different combinations with other behaviours.
Although the results cannot easily answer the question how 
these advances occur, they give some clues about specific mechanisms 
of change that are involved. One of these came to light during the 
assessment of social play and involved the operation of three processes: 
’sharpening*, l e v e l l i n g ’ and Elabor a t i o n 1• As new behaviours are 
acquired, or already acquired behaviours are used in new contexts 
and in new combinations, they are initially enacted in a rather rigid, 
inflexible manner, as if being practised to ensure they are firmly 
grasped - a process of 1 sharpening1. Once part of an infant’s social, 
repertoire, these behaviours then begin to be used in a rather more 
flexible or less rigid manner, as if infants are now somewhat unsat­
isfied with their present accomplishments and are ready for further 
acquisitions and advances - a process of ’levelling’. During the course 
of ’levelling’, infants are now, freer to discover new modes of behaviour 
and new combinations or ways of enacting already acquired behaviours - 
a process of ’elaboration’. Elaboration involves acquisition of new 
behaviours and restructing of old behaviours and heralds a higher
of these three processes with regard to a specific type of social 
exchange between infants was given in Chapter 6 (D50).
The description of these three processes brings to light 
the hierarchical quality of change; change does not simply occur 
by one behaviour replacing another, or even by a behaviour occurring 
more intensely, but by the same behaviours being enacted in different 
ways at different levels. As mentioned above, the same behaviour 
could be used nonliterally or in new combinations with other behaviours 
In each case it is the social orientation underlying behaviour that 
is crucial in change. Each development in orientation incorporates 
and builds on behaviours previously enacted in a relatively limited 
fashion at preceding levels. This hierarchical quality of change 
figures prominently in Piaget*s stage theory of cognitive development' 
(Flavell, 1963). PiagetTs account is based primarily on childrens* 
behaviour toward the non-social environment. This present discussion 
indicates that similar structures will also underlie children*s 
reactions to social forms during infancy.
Another quality associated with developments in social inter­
action came to light during the discussion of * apprehension* between 
infants. It was suggested that signs of apprehension could accompany 
or precede developments in social interaction and were attributable 
in part at least to an imbalance between an interest engendered by 
a novel social partner and lack of social skills to easily manifest 
this interest. The resultant tension between these two forces may be 
one motivational factor behind change in social functioning, because 
it confronts existing levels of social functioning with new poss­
ibilities.
In contrast to a developmental model involving linear and
I
quantitative increases in behaviour, the account of development 
proposed here might therefore be likened to a series of waves, each 
involving quantitive and qualitative advances; where troughs represent 
signs of apprehension, and where crests represent accomplished and 
loose enactment of established behaviours and the innovation of new 
or recombined behaviours.
This account not only differs from Eckerman, Whatley and K u t z ’s
I!
conception. It also offers little support for Buhler^s (1935) early 
contention that there is a fundamental psycho-biological change between
IT
infant-infant contact in the first and second year of life. Buhler 
based this notion on the change she observed from predominantly 
*positive* to predominantly * negative* social contacts between infants', 
in their first and second years respectively. In contrast, the present 
results indicate that social advances, even if they accompany or
one fundamental switch from negative to positive behaviour. Moreover, 
changes in social functioning will not be reflected by the predominance 
of negative or positive behaviour, but will structure both types of 
behaviour.
Interestingly, there is more support for Maudry and Nekula’s 
(1939) much cited, though sometimes criticised, view that other infants 
at first represent play material, then obstacles to play material, and 
finally play partners. Though there would be broad agreement about the 
nature of these three characteristics, disagreement would focus on the 
order with which they occur. Whilst Maudry and Nekula saw them pro­
ceeding in the order just presented, the present results indicate that 
infants will at first represent play material (Stage 1, Pre-Interaction 
contacts), but will then come to be of interest as play partners (i.e. 
Stage 11, Simple Interaction contacts), and finally, because infants 
are now more aware of the social potential of other infants, they 
will come to represent obstacles to play material as well as play 
partners (witness the peak of interactive conflicts over play material 
at 25 months - see Chapter. 6). The progression thus reads: play 
material, play partner and bothvplay partner and obstacle to play 
material.
Several times in the course of this text, reference has been 
made to the likely correspondence between interactive and cognitive 
development during infancy. Before we leave this discussion of the 
developmental course of infant-infant contact,it may be worthwhile at 
this point to digress a little and pursue this direction a little further.
One way of elucidating points of correspondence is to assess 
the three stage summary model in terms of accounts of cognitive develop­
ment. One account eminently suitable here is Piaget’s account of the 
sensori-motor stage during infancy, not the least because of the clearly 
defined sub-stages he has identified. This is also legitimate in Piaget’s 
own terms because social and cognitive functioning can be seen to involve 
similar structures and schemas; only the conditions which influence their 
development are different (Lee, 1975). To what extent this elucidation 
explains social development or simply describes it in different terms, 
is a difficult issue, but, at very least, it gives a broader perspective. 
This account will rest for the most part on Flavell’s (1963) comprehensive 
summary of Piaget’s work.
The achievement, if one can call it that, of Stage 1 Pre-Interaction 
contacts was that infants at least came into contact with each other and 
there was therefore the beginnings of an interest in manipulating 
objects external to the child himself. This might be located in Piaget’s
. (Stage 3). This a milestone, according to Piaget, because the child is 
now concerned with the environmental consequences of his actions as well 
as an interest in his own bodily functions (like grasping and sucking) 
for their own sake. From being centred on his own functioning, the child 
is therefore now more orientated outward beyond himself. It has been 
argued in the present study that Pre-Interaction contacts are limited 
because they are not integrated or reciprocal; they are by-products of 
a quite independent manipulatory interest. From Piaget’s perspective . 
this limitation might reflect the concern with repetition rather than 
new adaptations that are the core of secondary circular reactions.
To give this a social twist: infants are more concerned with their own 
actions on another infant than the other infant’s response to them.
It has been argued that the defining advances of Stage 11 are
\
the development of integration, reciprocity and facilitation. Infants are for 
the first time clearly interested in effecting another’s behaviour and 
attending to their response. From the point of view of Piaget’s account 
•this could be interpreted in terms of the origins of tertiary circular 
reactions- (Stage 5). Whereas secondary circular reactions involved 
repetition of behaviour schemas fpr their own sake, tertiary circular 
reactions involve repetition with variation - as if the infant . 
is beginning to explore potentialities of the object. This would then
overcome the essential limitation of Pre-Interaction contacts because 
infants are now more attentive to the other infant’s response and 
can recognise that they can use their own actions to bring about 
this response.
From the point of interactive development, the onset of 
tertiary circular reactions is crucial because there is a clearer 
differentiation between act and object, between means and ends.
This means that social interaction is now more purposeful, for infants 
can use behaviours on a social plane to bring about a social end 
product. As Flavell (1963) has been careful to explain, the end product 
is brought about, not by co-ordination of already established schemas 
(as in Stage 4), but by trial and error use of new means. The onset 
of this element of discovery and exploration Is entirely appropriate 
to the summary model because it tallies with the first signs of 
inquisitiveness and self consciousness that flavouredJSimple Interaction 
contacts.
It thus appears that the onset of tertiary circular reactions are 
a necessary requirement for the development of social interaction, 
defined, as this has been in the present study, in terms of integration'-^ 
and reciprocity. Their development also has wider connotations for
Piaget uses it in a fairly common sense fashion to refer to the deliberate 
use of intermediary acts to obtain a goal. For Piaget, intentionality 
pre-supposes a distinction between means and ends, In' these terms, tertiary 
circular reactions are the beginning of intentional behaviour and one i 
might therefore identify Stage 11 Simple Interaction Contacts as the beg­
inning of social intentionality in infant-infant contact.
Further developments in social interaction might then . . be 
seen in terms of the next major development of the sensori-motor period: 
the invention of new means by mental representations (PiagetTs Stage 6). 
Tertiary circular reactions are in a sense the zenith of sensori-motor 
adaptations but their essential limitation is that new means are only 
discovered by a sequence of overt behavioural explorations. The onset of 
Stage 6 signals the beginnings of first covert or internal combinations of 
means. This development would appear to underlie the onset of Stage 111 
Advanced Interaction Contacts. The defining characteristic of this was that 
behaviour was now embedded in an interactive sequence and took its departure 
from a plan recognised by one or both infants. This was evidenced in 
sequences involving role-taking, development of theme, ’division of labour1, 
teasing etc. All of these sequences appeared to hinge on infants holding 
in mind, to some extent at least, mental representations of future and 
possible acts.
The ’tone’ of the infant-infant contact
Another issue which the present results bear on is the ’tone* of 
infant-infant contacts. Again in contrast to some authors, infant-infant 
contacts did. not appear to be properly characterised in terms of a stable 
and enduring type of social orientation. Infants did not, for example, 
behave in a predominantly positive (e.g. Vincze,1971) or negative (e.g.
ti
Buhler, 1935) manner toward each other; the ’tone’ of contact was far more 
complex and subject to change. This was manifest from both a short and long 
term perspective.
With regard to the former, infants were sometimes observed to 
alter their attitude toward each other within the same session. Perhaps the 
best example of this was the way Mark in D50 (see Chapter 6 , Part l) 
suddenly began to create a pattern of activities with Hannah, to the great 
delight and interest of both children, after his earlier behaviour had 
involved relatively crude attempts to take Hannah's toys. It also seems 
probable that factors such as increased familiarity, both with other infants 
in general and specific infants in particular, will affect the ’tone’ of
t»
contact. As mentioned earlier, this may explain why Buhler found ’negative’
ii
affect, whilst Vincze found ’positive’ affect, to prevail. That is, Buhler 
observed unacquainted, whilst Vincze observed acquainted infants.
The potential for change in the tone of infant-infant contact 
was most clearly evident from a long term perspective. That is, infants
of the three stage summary model, contacts were at first ’positive1 
though rather neutral and bland. After some first signs of inhibition 
or apprehension, these contacts were again followed by positive 
contacts, though these stemmed from a clearer interest in social >
interaction. And finally, the attitude of the older infants was more 
complex because they could be both aggressive and facilitative. Some 
older infants also showed an ’ambivalent’ attitude for they appeared both 
interested yet reticent-; about social contact. Whilst this progression 
is only true as a general account, it does indicate that the actitude 
of infants townrd each other is complex and should always be located 
in terms of situational factors and an infant’s current level of 
social and cognitive functioning.
The ’value’ of infant-infant contact
""" T““ \
It is possible to pin point a number of ways in which infant- 
infant contact can be of value. One of these was discussed in Chapter
1 and concerns the significance of early peer interaction in the 
development of normal social and sexual development that is suggested _ 
by the research of Harlow (1969) with rhesus monkeys and Freud and 
Dann (1951) with children brought up in enforced isolation with 
each other. This work has been supplemented recently by Hartup (1977) 
who has reported on the therapeutic value of peer interaction to 
socially isolated pre-school.children.
Suggestive as these researches are, they are mainly concerned 
with infants reared, in deviant conditions in order to highlight 
conditions necessary for normal development. In contrast, the present 
results were based on observations of home-reared infants and they 
suggest a rather different value. This concerns the role of infant- 
infant contacts in the development and facilitation of social skills.
i
This was seen to operate in a number of ways.
At a very basic level infants will begin to recognise the 
independent effect they can have on each other and objects. It has been 
suggested that this will facilitate differentiation of an infant’s ovm 
action from objects, and some understanding of cause-effect relation­
ships on a social plane. It will also aid recognition that other 
infants will differ from objects, for example that they can also 
independently affect objects and can respond to an infant’s advances 
in ways quite unlike toys. Piaget’s theory suggests the importance 
to cognitive development of the child’s actions on the physical 
environment; that is?in acting on objects the child is forced to 
accommodate existing schemas to demands from the physical environment.\
In this respect other infants are a more potent form of feedback 
that will always demand accommodation and change because they, 
unlike objects, can independently initiate and react. They will thus
of social feedback.
At a later point, contact between infants will facilitate 
an ability to integrate and respond , in. social exchange. Their 
contacts will encourage a sense of timing and sensitivity in the /
deployment of social acts. For example, they will learn that it 
profits interaction if they alternate their behaviour and they will 
become more accomplished in detecting and responding to social 
initiations. Once again, play material can encourage these skills — 
for example, the properties of certain toys necessitate turn-taking 
in order that joint contact can take place.
At a still more sophisticated level, infant-infant contact 
can encourage the development of basic, though primary, dimensions 
of social competence. For example, infants can acquire competence in
\
adopting different yet complementary roles in social exchange, they 
can begin to construct joint activities involving a ’thematic’ content, 
direction and an end-point, and they can begin to use and jointly 
structure their activities with toys.
Play material can again play a vital role in the development 
of these competencies just as it did at earlier levels. Indeed there is 
something of an age effect in the role of toys in the development of 
infant-infant contacts. In term's of the three summary stages, toys can at 
first aid objectification of an infant’s action from objects (Stage 1). 
Then properties of toys will begin to structure interaction (Stage 11).
At this point toys still tend to dictate joint actions. A  significant 
advance thus occurs when infants begin to use toys in the context of 
higher-order plans of action (Stage 111).
The aim of listing these social competencies is to convey 
something of the potential learning function of infant-infant contact. 
However, all the skills discussed here could also be acquired within 
the context of other social relationships,for instance with mother or an 
older sibling, and arguably with more effect. Does this mean that 
infant-infant contact can only foster, to a lower degree, skills more 
aptly acquired in other social contacts? It is suggested that this
overstates the case and that infant-infant contact can represent a
\
rather special form of social contact with a distinctive contribution 
to early learning.
. Perhaps the best way of approaching this is by comparing an 
infant’s experience when in contact with an adult or older child and 
when in contact with another infant. In the former contact, interaction 
will inevitably tend to be instigated and directed by the other, more, 
socially 'experienced, person. This was evident at a general level in 
the present study, for it was found that mothers directed far more 
contacts toward their infants than did other infants. This type of
role is likely to be a dependent one.
Contact with another infant, on the other hand, is an 
altogether different kind of experience. This is because it involves 
contact between two social and intellectual equals. For perhaps the 
first time, infants cannot rely on other people to instigate and 
maintain interaction - the responsibility for starting and maintaining 
it now lies solely with themselves. This is why social interaction with 
another infant is a difficult experience. Often, for example, infants, 
would appear interested in each bther but seemingly at a loss about 
how to proceed. And sometimes interaction would appear tentative 
or painfully inept, and could falter after only a few acts.
Yet this type of contact also has a tremendous potential because 
infants are faced with the recognition that only they have the capacity
i
to begin, maintain and end contact. For some this was an exciting 
experience, as if they were suddenly freed from the shackles of external 
constraint and suddenly able to find delight in being a director as well 
as a participator in social exchange. Infant-infant contact is thus a 
rather unique experience, for although adults (Moerk, 1975, Seitz and 
Stewart, 1975, Snow,1972) and older children (Shatz and Gelman, 1973) 
can adjust their behaviour to an infant’s level, they can never truly 
be social partners. The surprised looks on mothers’ faces during some of 
the infant dyad sessions was significant? it seemed to carry recognition 
that their child was suddenly rather strange to them and engaged in a 
kind of social contact.that they could never hope to truly emulate. For 
no matter how expert an adult’s ’mothereese', interaction can never 
proceed on an equal footing, and the excitement of creating new social 
sequences cannot be jointly experienced.
Infant-infant contact also involves a rather different type of 
social feedback. This is because another infant's behaviour will be in 
keeping with an infant's own level of functioning and will be at a 
relatively similar pace and level of sophistication. In Piagetian 
terms, another infant’s behaviour will be easily assimilated into an 
infant’s own plans of action and he can therefore easily accommodate 
his plans to include another infant's behaviour. Infant-infant contact 
can therefore be a fruitful learning environment because another infant’s 
behaviour can be optimally discrepant (see Elkind, L9.76, Sigei, 1969)Jthat 
is, it is inevitably different, yet similar enough,for an infant to 
come to terms with it. In contrast, an older person's behaviour may be 
too discrepant or advanced and an infant may not be able to incorporate 
it into his level of understanding.
It is because another infant behaves at a relatively similar 
level that infants can begin to predict the course of interaction
was drawn to this delicate balance between the predictable and the 
innovative in the discussion of .’social play' in Chapter 6., What seems 
clear is that the dynamic for innovation depends on the predictability 
of another infant’s behaviour. It is then possible for infants to 
predict, encourage and manipulate that behaviour, They are able to. 
take risks and innovate behaviours in interaction with a social equal.
Infant-infant contacts can thus have a rather distinctive value in 
the development of social skills. This does not involve the acquisition 
of social skills(though this can occur - see Chapter 6),so much as the 
practice of them. It provides conditions whereby infants can enact social 
behaviours at their own pace and level and thus bring them under conscious 
control. In this way they can become more effective in social discourse. .
In the introduction of: this thesis, three main reasons were put- 
forward for the potential significance of concern with social interaction 
between infants. It is now possible to return to these in the light of 
the results of the study. .
Infant-Infant and Mother-Infant Contact
The first reason advanced fo<r a concern with infant-infant 
contacts was its bearing on the claims of some psychological theories 
for the primacy of the mother-ipfant. relationship. The present results do 
not dispute the obvious importance of a child’s contact with his 
mother, but they do indicate that infant-infant contacts are an easily 
overlooked, but rather different type of social relationshipfthat may 
have a distinctive contribution to make to the development of.social skills
It is thus suggested that infant-infant contacts are not 
necessarily dependent on adult-infant contacts and can have a different 
character and value. From this point of view, those who have stressed 
the primary and prototypical role of mother-infant relations appear 
to have overstated their case. Indeed, it might be argued that such 
claims rest on an illicit conceptual leap. That is, theorists such 
as Bowlbv began by stressing the importance of mother-infant interaction 
on the basis of the ill effects attributed to maternal deprivation, but 
then also credited it with a special, instinctual role in the child’s 
development. Such claims have a highly speculative status, but have 
begun to acquire the status of a fact. What they tend to neglect is 
the largely cultural context within which mother-infant contacts take 
place. Thus the importance of mother-infant relations lies not so 
much in biological or instinctual bonds, as in the way it is valued 
in x^estern industrialised societies and in the way societal, roles are 
organised so that infants spend the bulk of their time in their 
mother's company. From this point of view, writers such as Bowlby
and credit it with a fixed and immutable biological function, It 
is now becoming recognised that this view warrants re-examination 
because it tends to take attention away from qualitative aspects 
of adult-infant relations and cultural contexts within which the
/
relationship proceeds and, one might add in the light of the 
present results, it also tends to underestimate other social rel­
ationships in the young child’s life.
There are some researchers who have reacted strongly to 
theories such as Bowlby’s. It has been argued, for example, that 
early peer relationships have a separate and independent ’function* 
to mother-infant relations (e.g. Lewis .and Brooks-Gunn, 1972- see 
Chapter 1). Lewis and his colleagues have recently elaborated this 
theme and have set out a model of the young child’s social world 
within which adults are seen to have a caring and protective function1 
and peers are seen to have a ’friendship’ function (Lewis et al, 1975). 
There is clearly much in the above discussion of the value of 
infant-infant contacts that is in sympathy with this view* that is, 
adults can be seen to have a significant role in the care of the child 
and the transmission of a culture, and infant-infant contacts can be 
assessed in terms of their value in the development of social competence.
Paradoxically, however, there is some danger that this view 
can fall into the same trap as the view it was set up to criticise.
In other words,. Lewis et al have simply replaced a model of social 
development in terms of one, with a model involving two types of 
function. The danger of this reaction is that social development is 
still conceived in terms of fixed and immutable functions, presumably 
of biological origin. The implicit assumption is that infants come to 
life equipped with modes of behaviour specifically adapted to different 
classes of social objects. However, this, like Bowlby’s view, is a 
rather simplistic and static account; in the latter, one form of 
relationship is seen to be dependent on the other, and in the former, 
both relationships unfold in an independent and predetermined fashion.
In contrast, the present results indicate the value of a 
more flexible approach which locates social relationships in terms of 
an infant’s developing competencies. There is also likely to be a 
continual interplay of effects between different social relationships. 
Attention has been drawn in a tentative way to some associations between 
mother-infant and infant-infant interaction. Whilst the direction of 
effects is normally assumed to proceed from mother-infant to infant- 
infant, it is also possible that the converse direction of effects 
will take place, or that both will affect each other. This latter, rather 
overlooked possibility, is perhaps more apparent in the case of 
children who are of an age to have more opportunities for contacting
age mates. How many inves tigations^ for example, have been designed 
to assess the possible effects of peer contact at nursery school 
on home relationships?
Infant-infant contacts and the development of early peer relations
The second reason advanced for studying infant-infant 
contact was that it was a prerequisite for a full understanding 
of social interaction between older children. In contrast to the 
popular view, some investigators have recently shown that truly 
reciprocal exchanges, within which children mutually adjust their 
behaviour to attain structured discourse, can occur as early as 
3 years (e.g. Borke, 1971, Garvey, 1974). The present results 
indicate that social contacts between children have a fascinating 
and distinctive history even prior to this age. On this evidence 
it would clearly be dangerous to account for infant-infant contacts ( 
simply in terms of an extrapolation from descriptions of contacts 
between older children, for it would not fully capture very early 
and distinctive.qualities of emerging sociability between children.
It is of course widely believed that children'can profit 
from each other’s company when they reach nursery school age. Yet 
it is suggested here that contacts between even younger children 
can be a valuable learning experience. There are implications here 
for the kind of extra-familial provision and experiences that are 
available for the under 3*s.
In order to explore this further, it is worth looking at 
the overall extent of ‘extra-familial provision for pre-school children. 
Unfortunately this is not an easy thing to assess because it is 
difficult to obtain accurate and comparable statistics. One major 
difficulty concerns the fact that the figures issued by the Department 
of Education and Science (for attendance at nursery school and nursery 
classes) are not strictly comparable with those issued by the 
Department of Health and Social Security (for attendance at day and 
residential nurseries, childminders and voluntary playgroups). Another 
concerns the notorious difficulty in accurately estimating the 
number of children who stay with childminders. Yet bearing these 
difficulties in mind, it has recently been estimated that only 21% 
of all 3-4 year olds attend some form of ’educational’ provision 
(van der Eyken, 1977). This was rather arbitrarily defined as 
attendance at maintained and independent nursery schools, classes 
in primary.schools^and playgroups. On the basis of these kind of 
statistics it has been strongly argued (van der Eyken, 1977, Tizard, 
Moss and Perry, 1976) that the extent of pre-school provision falls 
far short of its demand. It is now clear that the once anticipated 
expansion of pre-school education will not take place for sometime,
many other countries in Europe.
Even in comparison to this rather unsatisfactory situation, 
the extent of extra-familial provision for children under the age 
of 3 years is minimal. In contrast to older children, there are 
virtually no settings within which under 3 ’s can contact each other.
By and large this can only occur during visits with friends or 
relatives, or briefly in the waiting room of the local doctor or 
clinic. Yet bearing in mind the distinctive role that has been 
attributed in the present study co infant-infant contactjit seems 
reasonable to enquire about settings within which the experience 
might take place.
Though the importance of mother-infant interaction may have 
been overestimated, it would be unrealistic to now over-react and . 
not recognise the very close*dependence a young child is likely to 
have on his mother. It is clear that any form of provision would 
have to closely involve parents. Oiie contemporary development that 
would appear.to fulfil this role is mother and toddler groups.
These are largely a spin-off from the pre-school playgroup movement 
and are set up in order that mothers and their toddlers can meet for 
a short period,Say one day a week, usually on the premises of a 
, nursery school or playgroup. At present, however, mother and toddler 
groups do not represent a coherent force in the pre-school field 
for they tend to be informally organised,occur for a very short time, 
and do not have the more established status of a nursery school or 
playgroup. In the present authorTs> experience,they tend not to be 
organised with a clear view concerning how to best further a toddler’s 
activities with playmates and play material; they tend to be over­
crowded and hectic and social contacts are not easily initiated 
and sustained. However, there are now signs of an increased interest 
in these groups and it is likely that problems of aims and organisation 
will be confronted as the groups acquire a more established status.
The present results suggest a number of ways in which settings 
might best be organised in order to facilitate toddlers’ contacts with 
other children.
One of the most obvious characteristics of infant-infant contacts 
is the relatively slow and tentative manner with which they proceed. It 
has already been remarked that these contacts are easily curtailed by 
other distractions. It is thus important that they occur in a relatively 
quiet environment within which sequences of interaction can begin and 
proceed without outside distraction.
Observations of infantrinfant contact also bring to light the 
key role played by play material. It has been found that toys can bring
to facilitate social exchange. The choice of toys is thus a key 
component in settings within which infants v^ill meet each other.
To take an obvious example - items of play material that are normally 
used in conjunction can aid co-operative activities. With a little ' 
ingenuity, toys could be chosen to facilitate various forms of social 
activity.
Another key dimension of a setting for infant-infant contacts 
involves the number of infants to be brought together. In the present 
study pairs were observed.'This procedure ,was adopted 
more for the clarity with which these contacts could then be coded 
and described, than from any belief that a dyad represented the 
optimal group size. However, infants are relatively easily distracted 
and would probably become overawed in a large group. There is also < 
some indication from previous research that infants do not easily 
make contact with more than one other child at a time (see Chapter 2).
The present result's also suggest guidelines for the role of 
adults in such settings. They indicate that the value of infant-infant 
contacts lies in the way that infants can instigate and control 
interaction at their own pace with a social equal. It is thus suggested 
that an adult’s role should be a consciously non-interventionalist one. 
She or he should be present in order to keep an eye on proceedings 
but to leave the infants to their own devices as far as possible. In 
actual fact this is not as easy as it might seem. Certainly some mothers 
in the infant-infant sessions found it very difficult to let their 
baby interact freely with the other child. For instance,some seemed 
a little uncomfortable at the relatively slow build up of these contacts, 
and a few found it difficult not to ’help* matters along by providing 
toys or suggestions of activities. Usually these interruptions simply 
distracted the infants* attention from each other and did not serve to 
further interaction at all. It is not proposed that a non-interventionist 
educational policy is necessarily the most valuable for pre-school 
children. Indeed, comparisons of different' nursery school approaches 
indicate that the most effective involve a structured programme with 
carefully defined objectives (see Bronfenbrenner, 1974). However, it 
is suggested that infant-infant contacts can profitably proceed without 
adult help and thus, in this context, a non-interventionist approach 
is valuable. In a sense, the majority of an infant’s day-to-day 
contacts are ’interventionist* in nature (albeit unwittingly), because 
adults will inevitably tend to structure and direct them. One of 
the values of infant-infant contact might therefore be that it 
can act as a balance to the ’interventionalist’ contacts with which
In summary, a profitable setting for infant-infant contacts 
would involve a small group of infants in a relatively quiet 
environment, with a plentiful supply of carefully chosen toys.
Adults would be on hand to supervise but not structure activities.
Such a ’toddler playgroup’, as it might be called, was set up by 
the author. Six infants met one morning a week for a period of 
six weeks. A  rota; was employed so that only a few mothers need 
be on hand at any one time, though it was found that this had to be 
flexible because some infants sometimes needed their mothers on hand 
in order to easily explore and play.
These toddler playgroups were videotaped but have not yet 
been coded or analysed. Informal observations indicated (in common with 
evidence from the longitudinal study) that the infants had different 
styles of behaviour 5- some were sociable, others were interested in 1 
toys, and yet others were rather reticent. Several children also 
preferred the company'of certain other children, whilst a couple 
remained independent from specific relationships. Evidence was also 
found of more prolonged and varied forms of play activity than in 
the infant dyad sessions, though this usually occurred only between 
those infants who had 'paired u p ’. In contrast to the infant dyad 
playroom, the toddler playgroup took place in a larger room and 
contained far more toys and apparatus, and it is likely that this 
encouraged more varied activities to take place. Though the infants 
differed in how much they got out of the playgroup, it appeared, on 
the whole, to be a productive setting for them. There was enough 
room and toys, and not too many of them, to enable them to freely 
engage in either social or non-social pursuits as they so wished.
The playgroup only ran for six weeks, but one was also struck by the 
potential for the development of specific friendships and varied 
social exchanges, and it is likely that longer running groups would 
be particularly fruitful in this respect.
Infant-infant contacts as a research setting
The third reason advanced in Chapter 1 for a concern with 
infant-infant interaction was its value as a setting for the study 
of deviopments in social skills. It is hoped that the results and 
discussion in the present thesis bear out this view. The distinctiveness 
of infant-infant contact as a research setting is that it temporarily 
frees infants from adult constraints and thus more clearly permits 
exploration of an infant's own level of social functioning.
In a recent introduction to a volume of papers on mother-infant 
interaction, Schaffer (1977) has drawn attention to three themes in
interaction and maternal dyadic behaviour. But it is in the context of
f f
the third theme - the infant’s interactive achievements-that the study 
infant-infant interaction has most relevance. Though observations of 
infant-infant contact may not be very informative about the acquisition, 
of interactive skills, they can be particularly informative about an 
infant’s interactive achievements when left to his own devices. As 
Schaffer has also remarked, ’’the child's major achievement lies in 
attaining what we may call the concept of the dialogue” (1977, p.10). 
Infant-infant interaction is a profitable setting within which to explor 
the two components that Schaffer has identified for this concept - 
reciprocity and intentionality.
Suggestions for future research
There are a number of research directions that are suggested 
by the present results and, by way of finishing, it might be worth- 1 
while considering several of these.
In the first place it has been suggested that infant- 
infant contacts have a distinctive value in the early development 
of social skills. One future direction that might be taken is the 
systematic investigation of this claim. The central aim here 
would be to tease out the effect of infant-infant contacts on 
social skills. This could take the form of a comparison of the 
social skills of infants who contact other infants regularly with 
infants who have little or no opportunity for such contact. Possibly 
a ’toddler playgroup’ such as that described above might be used 
in this research design. Whilst ’action research* designs are 
fraught with all kinds of methodological and practical problems - a ■ 
fact well known, for example, by those involved in evaluation of 
’compensatory’ educational programmes (e.g. Halsey, 1972) - it should 
begin to isolate effects of this particular social relationship.
In this first suggestion, infanc-infant contacts are considered 
as an independent variable. A second research direction would consider 
them as a dependent variable and investigate the effect of other 
independent variables on them. Several^ such variables. ■; ... , _. ;
are suggested by the present results. They include the effect of
setting - for example, do infants behave differently in their own
home and in another infant’s home; the effect of familiarity -
for example, do friendships and more sophisticated types of behaviour 
develop, and what behavioural parameters manifest these developments; 
and the effect of different aged partners - for example, is an infant’s 
behaviour more likely to be structured by slightly older, than same-aged 
partners._Some of these issues are the subject of recent studies (e.g. 
Becker, 1977, Lewis et al, 1975). Infant-infant contacts do not occur
in a vacuum and systematic exploration of the role of other, factors 
should produce a clearer picture of how they are affected by day-to- 
day experiences.
In the present study, wide individual differences were found 
in an infant’s behaviour toward other infants. There was also some 
evidence that these could remain relatively stable during 
infancy.and that some associations could exist with 
prior social experience. A third direction taken by future research 
might involve further exploration of these.issues. In the light of 
the results from the longitudinal study, for example, it would be 
of interest to follow up infants to see whether individual styles 
of behaviour toward other children are still evident as infants
progress into the pre-school years. This kind of study is a complicated
\
one. Changes in behaviour with age may, for example, still reflect an 
underlying social disposition (see Chapter 6). However, it could 
provide important insights into the character and stability of 
early social development. /
The role of prior social experience on an infant’s behaviour 
toward other infants also deserves further study. It has been 
mentioned in Chapter 6 that detailed measures of an infant’s day- 
to-day experiences may detect associations missed by more global 
analyses of independent variables such as that in the present study. 
Further exploration of associations between infant-infant and mother- 
infant contact deserves special attention. For too long now, different 
types of social interaction during early childhood have been con­
sidered in relative isolation with little regard to their bearing 
on other relationships or how they operate in the child’s overall 
’ecological’ environment. As suggested above, different social 
relationships will mutually affect each other, and exploration of 
ways in which this operates will go some way toward a more realistic 
account of early social development.
Recently there has been a growing interest in the interplay 
between cognitive and social development. This owes much to the 
influence of Piaget’s theory. A number of researchers, for example, 
are beginning to apply Piaget’s theory of the development of logical 
knowledge to the child’s understanding of his social world. This 
has been called a concern with 'social cognition’ (e.g. Shantz,1975).
A fourth and final future research direction would be the application
I .
of this interest to infant-infant contacts. Reference has been made 
several times in the course of this thesis to the likely inter­
dependence between interactive and cognitive development and some
particular reference to Piaget’s theory) in the present chapter. The 
recent work of Lee (1975) and Mueller and Lucas (1975) also suggests 
the potential of this approach. It is likely that further exploration 
in this direction will begin to introduce a fuller theoretical 
perspective and, because of the value of infant-infant contact as a 
research setting, have wider implications for early interactive 
•development in general.
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Appendix i apeciricaaor. 01 viueo -Equipment.
Tlie equipment used to record the play sessions was:
Aston Video Number Generator (Ung IT)
Sanyo Studio 99 Videotape Recorder
National Video Monitor
I.T.C. Viewfinder T.V, Camera
J.V.C. T.V. Zoom Lens (f =  1.8, 15-60 mm.)
Daiwa Professional Tripod
Ampex, B.A.S.F. and Memorex 5" and 7n Videotapes 
Sanyo Unidirectional Dynamic Microphone
and Conventions
Contacts From a Distance 
Looks to Infant
Visual orientation toward another infant during a five-second ' 
time interval.
Examples:
There were many different types of looks toward another infant.
These ranged from continual looks to brief glances in the context of
\
other independent activities.
Conventions: .
The convention was adopted of coding 'looks to infant* only 
once in a five second time interval even though they may have occurred 
more than once. This was because it was often difficult to detect ; 
individual and sometimes rapid occurrences of looks. However, discrete 
occurrences were noted when possible in situations where such knowledge 
was informative, for instance, immediately after another infant had 
offered or showed an item of play material, or in the context of 
1 contact same toyf. At one time it was thought that looks to infant 
might be differentiated from looks to another infantfs activity with 
play material. However, pilot observations revealed that such a dist­
inction was extremely difficult to make and potentially unreliable.
1 Looks to infant* thus incorporated both types of behaviour. Some further 
sources of difficulty in recording * looks to infant* can be found in the 
discussion of inter-observer reliability in Chapter 5.
Vocalize to Infant
Vocalizations accompanied by.looks to another infant or contingent 
upon another infant*s behaviour.
Examples:
’Vocalize to infant* ranged from unintelligible noises whilst 
looking at the other infant to recognisable words or sentences. 
Conventions:
Pooling all forms of vocalizations to infant in one category 
involved some loss of information but the frequent lack of clarity 
and difficulty of inferring different degrees of social interest in 
vocalizations at this age rendered further differentiation rather 
unreliable and not particularly informative..The only forms of * social* 
vocalization that could be reliably differentiated were those with a 
recognisable communicative intent, those uttered in imitation of 
another infant’s vocalization, and * frets* (see ’communicate*,
’imitate* and ’fret* below). For the purpose of an overall
measure these were coded individually but included in summary measures
ways-and were not mutually exclusive trom overall 'vocalize xo 
infant1 (see below for further details).
At one time it was thought that localize to infant1 could 
always be defined by accompanying visual orientation, but this
/
convention was found to exclude instances where an infant clearly 
vocalized at another infant but did not contemporaneously look at 
him. In such cases, it was the content of an infantTs vocalization 
which marked it as contingent upon another infant*s behaviour. For 
example, an infant might say "go away” to another child who was 
attempting to take his toy. These vocalizations were usually, but 
not necessarily, accompanied by looks to the recipient. The definition 
of *vocalize to infant* was thus extended to include these vocal­
izations.
Statistical analysis was based on the number of time intervals 
within which *vocalize to infant* occurred. This was because vocalizations 
usually occur in a series and at this age are often unintelligible. 
Individual occurrences could not therefore be easily noted or described 
and yet a method of coding was required that incorporated all vocal- * 
izations. It might be added that infant-infant vocalizations are perhaps 
more difficult to code than those between older people • because they 
often do not have clear para-linguistic cues and often cannot be segmented 
in terms of syntax. However, discrete occurrences were noted whenever 
possible and when it was informative, e.g. when another infant responded 
to it. The actual context of the vocalization was also noted whenever 
possible, though this was usually the case only with the oldest infants 
(25 months).
Gesture
Any behaviour directed at another infant whilst looking at 
him apart from other categories below. (
Example:
Shaking a finger at another infant whilst looking at him. 
Conventions:
To be coded *gesture*, a behaviour always had to be accompanied 
by * looks at infant*. This convention was adopted because it was often 
important * evidence* that the behaviour was in fact directed at the 
other infant. Discrete occurrences of gestures were always noted. It 
was found during pilot observations that gestures occurred most commonly 
between the younger infants.
Communicate
■ i
Behaviours directed toward another infant that are used in 
an attempt, whether successful or not, to convey information.
Pointing at one of the posters, accompanied by looks to the 
other infant, and movement toward the poster.
One child holds up a doll and says, "dolly" whilst looking 
at the other infant.
Conventions:
1 Communicate’involved gestures (e.g. points) or vocalizations 
that were clearly communicative in intent. Such gestures would then 
only be coded * communicate1, but vocalizations would also be coded as 
’vocalize to infant* - see above^ • It was not therefore entirely mutually ex­
clusive of *vocalize to infant*. Discrete occurrences of *communicate* 
were noted and its exact nature, e.g. what was being pointed at or 
the nature of the vocalization, was always described.
Imitate -
Repetition of another infant*s behaviour in the same or the ' 
immediately following time-interval.
Example: -
One infant watches another infant shake a hand,bell, picks
f
up the other hand bell himself, and then shakes it whilst looking at 
the other infant. •
Conventions:
Discrete occurrences of imitate* were noted, as was the specific 
type of imitative behaviour concerned. Behaviours were coded * imitate* 
if they occurred in the same or the immediately following five second 
time interval as the imitated behaviour. This was in order to allow 
some * time lag* between the two behaviours; restricting imitative 
behaviours to the same time interval may have underestimated their 
amount. A  maximum of one time interval was allowed because it was thought 
that longer time lags would have considerably reduced the certainty 
with which- a behaviour could be considered imitative. Like * communicate*, 
’imitate* was not entirely mutually exclusive from ’vocalize to infant*
(i.e. when the imitative behaviour was a vocalization). An important 
assumption underlying the reliable use of both parametric and non- 
parametric statistical procedures is that observations must be indep­
endent of each other. Steps taken to ensure independence of observations 
in analysis will be detailed, where applicable, in Appendix 10.
Contacts Involving Play Material 
Take unoffered toy
Unoffered play material is taken from another infant who 
previously possessed it. ,
Example:
An infant, standing near his mother, watches another infant 
at the toy table banging wooden pegs with the hammer into the pegboard.
He then suddenly dashes over to the toy table and snatches- the 
pegboard away.
Conventions:
TTake unoffered toy1 always involved exchange of play material
/
from one infant to another. Particular care was taken to record the
reaction or lack of reaction of the infant who had his toy
taken.
Attempt toy
Unsuccessful attempts to take unoffered play material.
\ •
Example:
Catching sight of the push toy, an infant leans over and grasps 
it, but it is quickly dragged out of reach by the other infant who, 
unnoticed by the first infant,had hold of it.
Conventions: i
1 Attempt toy* always involved actual contact with an item of 
play material and always went beyond merely touching it, that is, it 
involved pulling or tugging. In order to standardise coding of incidences 
when * attempt toy* progressed into * take unoffered toy1 in the same 
continuous act, only the latter was coded if the former led into 
it ' in the same time interval. However, Tattempt toy1 was co ded 
if 1 take unoffered toyT stemmed from it in subsequent time intervals.
*Attempt toy1 was also recorded if it occurred in the same time interval 
as * take unoffered toy1 but was a.. .. separate eventj i.e. the first 
did not lead into the second.
Withhold toy
Attempts to retain possession of an item of play material 
desired by another infant.
Example:
An infant pulls the hammer away from another infant who has hold 
of it and is tugging at it. *
Conventions:
!Withhold toy1 usually followed A ttempt toy1 or 1 reach for toy1 
and was always a responsive behaviour. If an item of play material was 
subsequently regained after it had been taken, it was again coded rtake 
unoffered toy1. If struggles over play material extended for more than 
one time interval,the infant who initiated attempts to gain possession 
of play material was always coded as engaging in Tattempt toy* and the 
recipient of these advances was coded as engaging in Twithhold toy’, 
no matter how long the sequence might be.
Reach for toy
Unsuccessful attempts to make contact with another infantfs
toy •
Example:
<=>’ evvred b another infant
an infant leans forward toward.It, puts nxs nana out, uui_ uu«t> u u l  
actually touch it.
Conventions:
Reach for toy always involved extension of the hand. It was 
different to ’attempt toy* because actual contact with a toy never ' 
took place. It was only coded if infants were within reach
of each other and each other*s play material, in order to differentiate 
it from *ask for toy* (see below). ’Within reach*, in this context, 
was defined as being able to reach another*s body or play material 
without needing to move the whole body, e.g. by walking or crawling.
The same convention used to differentiate *attempt toy* from * take 
unoffered toy* was employed to differentiate * reach for toy* from 
*attempt toy* and *take unoffered toy*.-That is, ’reach for toy* was 
not coded in the same time interval if it was part of the same 
movement as ’attempt toy* or ’take unoffered toy*. However it was 
coded if it occurred in previous time intervals or as a separate 
occurrence in the same time interval.
Offer toy
Play material is held out toward another infant who is within
reach.
Example:
Both infants are standing at the toy table. One is banging 
the pegboard with the wooden hammer and the other is without a toy.
The infant with the hammer then stops banging and holds out the hammer 
to the other infant.
Conventions:
In order to differentiate ’offer toy* from ’show toy* (see below), 
infants had to be within reach of each other. ’Within reach* was defined 
in the same way as for ’reach for toy*. ’Offer toy* was co ded whether 
or not play material was received. Play material was always held up, 
or out, from the body.
Show toy
Play material is held up to an infant when not within reach of him
Example:
One infant stands next to his mother at 12 (see Fig.3), and 
another watches him from the toy table. The first infant then holds up 
a bell whilst looking at the other infant.
Conventions:
’Show toy* was only co ded when infants were not within reach 
of each other. If they were within reach, this would have been coded 
’offer toy*. ’Within reach* was again defined as for ’reach for toy* \ 
above. As for ’offer toy’, play material was always held up, or toward, 
another infant. In this sense, ’snow toy* included ’offer toy* from a
neceive coy
Reception of offered play material.
Example:
An infant reaches and takes an offered bell.
Conventions: '
’Receive toy* always followed ’offer toy’ and always involved 
transference of play material from one infant to another. It was 
coded whether infants actively reached out or passively received play 
material; it was found during pilot observations that differentiation 
of these two types of reception was difficult to make and potentially 
unreliable. It can be seen that exchanges of play material we re always 
broken down into constituent behaviours. In this sense ’give toy* was 
not a viable category because it would have pooled two individual 
behaviours (i.e. ’offer toy* and ’receive toy’). ., '
Ask for toy
A  hand is held out for an item of play material that is out of
reach and possessed by another infant.
Example: ' • • .
Two infants stand next to their mothers and watch each other.
The infant at 3 (see Fig.3) has the pillar box that the infant at 12
has been attempting to take. The infant at 3 then holds out her hand,
whilst looking intensely at the other infant, as if asking for the 
pillar box.
Conventions:
’Ask for toy' was only coded when infants were not within reach 
o f  each other. 'Within reach' was again defined as for 'reach for toy'. 
'Ask for toy* was one of the last categories to be added to the checklist. 
It always involved a hand being held up and away from the body, usually 
with palm upwards and fingers outstretched.
i
Take toy other infant has left
Contact with an item of play material that another infant has 
put down in the same or the immediately following time interval.
Example:
An infant stands at 8 (see Fig.3) and watches another infant 
putting shapes into the plastic ball at the toy table. When the infant 
at the toy table walks away, the other infant moves across and picks 
up the ball. —
Conventions:
There always had to be a time lag between when a toy was left 
and when it was taken up. It was found necessary to extend this time 
lag to one time interval, in order to include behaviours that were 
contingent upon the play material being left, but which would otherwise 
have been excluded. A time lag of one time interval (allowing a
but was employed because more time intervals would have involved 
progressively decreasing certainty that the second behaviour was 
contingent on the first. However, one exception was made to this 
convention. This involved times when an infant’s interest in play 
material was clearly contingent upon another infant’s putting 
down play material, but where lack of mobility or perhaps apprehension 
of the other infant, lengthened the time gap to more than two time- 
intervals. In such cases, an infant usually looked at the infant who 
left t h e .toy, then at the toy, and so on, until contact was made 
with the toy.
. . In order to distinguish ’take toy other infant has left’ from
’contact same toy’ (see below) in contexts where an infant took up 
contact with a toy which had been put down in the same interval, thei 
convention was adopted of only coding 'take toy other infant has left* 
when the infant who left the toy did not look at the other infant as 
he took the toy. Instances when an infant put a toy down and then 
looked at another infant as he took it were considered to be more o f - 
a reciprocal exchange than simply taking a toy which another infant 
had forsaken and were thus more suitably coded as 'contact same toy*.
Touch toy to other infant’s toy
A toy is touched to another infant’s toy.
Example:
Two infants sit opposite each other on the floor at 8 (see 
Fig. 3) with a shape each. One infant then reaches and touches the 
other infant’s shape with his own.
Conventions:
This category always involved two items of play material and 
never involved exchange of them.
f
General conventions for Contacts involving Play Material described so far
Separate occurrences.and durations (if extended over more
than one time period) of the above contacts involving play material 
were always noted. If a behavioural category occurred more than once 
in one time interval it was noted, even though it was only counted 
once for the purpose of statistical analysis. This enabled account, to 
be made of discrete occurrences in .descriptive analysis.
Contact same toy
• Contact with the same item of play material in the same five 
second time interval which is not coded in terms of any other toy 
contact category.
Example: ■
Two infants stand at the toy table. One holds the pegboard 
and the other bangs it with the wooden hammer.
It was found during preliminary observations, that ’contact 
same toy’ could not be reliably differentiated into degrees of 
social involvement ( as some studies have attempted - see Chapter 2 
above). It thus denoted all contacts with the same item of play 
material. However, detailed descriptive notes were usually made of 
these contacts in order to obtain information that would otherwise 
have been lost*
’Contact same toy' always involved both infants in contact 
with the same item of play material and did not necessarily denote 
mutual awareness that this contact had taken place. Unlike the 
other contacts involving play material, it did not denote single 
but joint acts and was not coded in terms of discrete occurrences 
but simply in terms of whether or not it occurred in a time interval.
i
It was thus the only mutually exclusive contact involving play 
material to refer to both children’s behaviour. It was added to 
the checklist in order to code instances when both infants made 
contact with the same toy but which had not been coded in terms of 
any other social toy contact. In this sense, it was something of 
a 'dustbin* category.
Both children’s total 'contact same toy* score was inevitably
the same because the score of one infant in a dyad necessarily
determined the score of the other. These scores were not therefore 
free to vary in the way they were for categories that occurred singly. 
This placed certain constraints on the use of these scores in stat­
istical analysis and this is discussed more fully in Appendix 10. 
Conflicts
Struggles for possession of play material.
Example:
Upon seeing another infant with the hammer, an infant dashes
over to him, attempts to snatch it away,but it is withheld by the
other infant.
Conventions:
’Conflicts’ always involved attempts to gain and maintain 
possession of play material. Thus both infants were’always involved 
and active. Instances when only one infant was active (for example, 
when one child took another's toy and the other did__not attempt to 
withhold it) were not thus coded as 'conflicts*.
Constituent behaviours of 'conflicts’ were ’take unoffered 
toy’, 'attempt toy’, 'withhold toy’, 'reach f6r».toy’ and 'ask for 
toy*. Unlike other toy contacts, 'conflicts’ always included other 
contacts involving play materia] and were therefore never mutually
occurred-in the same sequence and that both infants had been 
involved. They were not thus directly observed behaviours but 
were derived from the behavioural records and expressed a. 
relation between the individual toy contacts. Like ’contact same '
toy’, they were not therefore coded in terms of discrete occurrences 
but in terms of whether they occurred in a time interval.
It is possible, of course, that a response might no.t fall 
w.ithinthe same time interval as an initiation, jn order that 
’conflicts’ should not be unnecessarily underestimated in such cases, 
it was also coded if a following response occurred in the same or 
the immediately following five second time interval.
Because conflicts were not mutually exclusive and referred 
to the behaviour of both children, constraints;were placed oh the way , 
in which they could be analysed (see ’contact same toy’ above).
This is again discussed more fully in Appendix 10.
Direct Physical Contacts
Touch infant '
An infant is touched without play material being involved.
Example:
Two infants sit facing each other in the middle area of the 
playroom (7, see Fig.3). One infant leans forward and touches the 
other infant’s face with his fingers whilst looking at him.
Conventions:
’Touch infant’ was never mediated by play material. Any part 
of the body could be touched or be used to touch, but it usually 
involved one infant touching another infant’s face with his hands.
It denoted any type of action (e.g. contact with finger tips, tugging 
or stroking) except those of an aggressive nature (see ’strike’ below).
It did not denote instances when interest was primarily in another infant’ 
clothing ( see 'touch infant’s clothes’ below). In order to ensure that 
the infant who touched was aware that he had made contact, the con­
vention was adopted.that it always had to be accompanied by looks 
either to the infant’s face or to the part of the body being touched.
This convention distinguished contacts that involved awareness of 
making contact from ’accidental’ contacts (see below).
’Touch infant’ always involved active reaching out with the 
part of the body that was used to touch. Thus it was only coded for 
the active infant, not the recipient. It was recorded for both infants, 
though, when they both actively touched each other.
Touch infant with toy \
The same definition and conventions as ’touch infant’ except 
that play material was used in order to touch another infant. However,
play material was always useu na <x xntjuiuui lu incu^ t: u n e c i  j.<_-aj.
contact. If interest was in properties of the toy itself it would
have been coded as a contact involving play material.
Touch infant’s clothes
Again the same definition and conventions as ’touch infant* 
except that items of clothing were touched or manipulated and not an 
infant’s body. For example, an infant’s dress might be touched or
pulled rather than her face or hands.
Reach for infant
\
Unsuccessful attempts to make physical contact w i t h .another
infant.
Example:
Two infants are sitting on the floor at 7 (see Fig.3) and 
are engaged in independent activities with play material. One infant, 
then looks up, reaches out with his hand towards the other infant’s 
face, but does not manage to actually 'touch it.
Conventions:
’Reach for infant’ was exactly the same behaviour as ’reach - 
for toy’ except that the object of interest, judged by the direction 
of looks, was the other infant himself rather than his play material. 
No attempt was made to distinguish between reaches for an infant’s 
body and reaches for his clothing, because preliminary observations 
had revealed how difficult it sometimes was to judge which was the 
true object of interest. The conventions used to code ’reach for 
infant’ were the same as ’reach for toy’. ’Reach for infant’ was coded 
in relation to ’touch infant** in the same way as ’reach for toy1 stood 
in relation to ’take unoffered toy’ or ’attempt toy’. In other words, 
it could not be coded if it led continuously into ’touch infant* 
within the same time interval, but it was coded in time intervals 
before it progressed into ’touch infant’, or if it was a separate 
occurrence within the same time interval. Also like ’reach for toy’, 
it had to occur within reach of the other infant. ’Within reach’ was 
defined as for ’reach for toy’. Again like ’reach for toy*, it always 
involved extension of a hand.
Withdraw from infant
An infant moves away from, attempts to move away from, or 
tries to fend off, the advance of another infant.
Example:
An infant stands rather uncomfortably near her mother as a 
boy attempts to put his arms around her. As the boy attempts once 
again to hug her, she retreats co her mother’s chair, continually 
watching him.
Like ’withhold toy*, ’withdraw from infant* was always a 
reactive behaviour. It was differentiated from ’withhold toy’ . 
because it was a reaction to attempts to make physical contact 
and not to attempts to take a toy. Usually, then,,it followed '
’touch infant’ or ’reach for infant’. It always involved a visible 
movement of at least one part of the body; passive acceptance of 
physical contact was not coded. Attempts to push away an infant 
who was attempting to make physical contact were also coded, though 
these had to be an immediate reaction. If not, they were coded 
’touch infant* or * strike’. The distinction between ’withdraw 
from infant* and *strike;infant* in such cases was in the degree 
of physical force exerted; ’withdraw from infant’ denoted attempts 
to stop an infant making physical contact rather than aggressive ,
acts and were in this sense purely reactive.
Strike infant
Aggression, or attempted aggression, against another infant. 
Example: '
An infant stands near her mother and watches another infant 
who is intent on his activity with the bell at the toy table. Suddenly 
she dashes to the table, pushes him, and he falls to the ground. 
Conventions:
’Strike infant’ always denoted aggression or attempted aggression 
toward another infant’s body. It was not coded if the main object was 
to obtain possession of a toy, no matter how violently two infants 
might tug at it. (This would have been coded ’attempt toy’ and ’withhold 
toy’*) ’Strike infant* could involve any physical movement but it 
usually involved hitting, pulling or pushing with the hands. It was 
always coded irrespective of whether actual contact was made but it
i.
always had to take place within reach of another infant. ’Within reach’ 
was again defined as for ’reach for toy*. It was also coded if play 
material was used to aggress against another infant (e.g. by hitting 
or pushing with a toy).
Touch infant accidentally
Times when an infant touched another infant’s body or clothing 
without showing awareness that he had done so.
Example:
One infant sits on the floor. The other crawls past, touches 
him as he does so, but continues crawling without looking at him, 
or showing any recognition of having made contact.
Conventions:
It was considered important to differentiate between ’touch 
infant’ that involved recognition of having made contact and ’touch
contact that, on the evidence of pilot observations, appeared to 
distinguish contacts of the younger from the older children.
’Touch infant’ was defined as an accidental contact if it was 
not accompanied by looks at the part of the body being touched. The 
response to these contacts did not affect whether they were 
considered accidental or not even if the recipient infant was clearly 
aware of being touched. As in other direct physical contacts, any 
part of the body could be used.
Touch infant accidentally with toy
Exactly the same definition and conventions as ’touch infant 
accidentally’ except that play material mediated contact.
General conventions for Direct Physical Contacts
Just like contacts involving play material, all of the direct 
physical contact categories were coded discretely if they occurred mdre 
than once within the same time interval, although for the purposes of 
statistical analysis they.were only considered in terms of their occurr­
ence or not in each 5 second time interval. >I
Supplementary Behavioural Categories 
Non-social vocalizations
Vocalizations that were not contingent upon another person’s 
behaviour or accompanied by looks toward them.
Example:
An infant puts shapes into the pillar box whilst standing on his • 
own at the toy table and vocalizes as he does so.
Conventions:
Non-social vocalizations denoted all vocalizations that were not 
directed at the other infant, the other infant's mother, or the infant’s 
own mother; they were never contingent upon the behaviour of another 
person or accompanied by locks to them. ’Contingent* in this context 
was defined as for ’vocalize to infant* above. Like other forms of 
vocalization, non-social vocalizations were considered only in terms 
of whether they occurred in a time interval, although actual occurrences 
were noted if of interest (e.g. in order to indicate that the vocal-o 
ization had caused another infant to react to it). Vocalizations were 
coded as ’non-social* according to the above definition without regard 
to the consequences of them on other people. Thus occasions when 
another person responded to them were, not-considered, to..affect .the fact 
that they were not instigated as a social vocalization.
Cr2
Intense sounds of distress.
\
Examples:
An infant sits near his mother and looks at the other infant
i
and begins to cry.
Conventions:
’Cry* involved paralysis of other activities, with eyes 
closed and usually tears. It was differentiated from ’fret* by the / 
intensity of affect. No systematic account was made of the cause of 
an infant’s distress, although this was noted where possible for the 
purpose of descriptive analysis. It is recognised that some information 
was lost by this procedure but it was inevitable because of the 
difficulty in some cases of pin pointing the exact nature of the 
’cause’ involved.
Fret
Sounds of distress not intense enough to be considered ’cry*.
Example:
An infant stands at the toy table attempting to put shapes 
into the ball but frets as he fails to fit the correct shape into 
one of its holes.
Conventions: /
Unlike ’cry’, ’fret’ did not cause inhibition of other activities 
but tended to accompany and give expression to them. If it occurred 
whilst looking at another person or was contingent on their behaviour, 
it was also, of course, coded ’vocalize’ to that person. Thus frets 
were not entirely mutually exclusive of the three social forms of 
vocalization.-’Fret’ rarely denoted intelligible words; more usually 
it was an expressive sound.
Contact Mother 
Looks to mother
Exactly the same definition and conventions as ’looks to infant* 
except that looks were directed at the infant’s own mother and not the 
other infant. '
Vocalize to mother
Exactly the same definition and conventions as ’vocalize to 
infant* except that vocalizations were directed at the infant’s own 
mother and not to the other infant.
Direct Physical Contacts to Mother
These were the same as direct physical contacts to infant and 
involved the same definition and conventions. For reasons described 
in Chapter 5, no attempt was made to differentiate different forms of 
direct physical contact to mother as was done for infant-infant contacts. 
’Direct physical contacts to mother* was therefore the sum of all the 
individual categories. All physical contacts were coded, irrespective
\
of their passivity; inactive touching of a mother was included even 
though an infant might be primarily engaged in looking at, or con-
Contacts.involving play material to mother
This category involved all contacts to mother that were mediated 
by toys. It w a s  made up of the same toy contacts as the infant-infant check 
list and involved the same definitions and conventions. '
Contact Other Infant’s Mother 
Looks to infant’s mother
Exactly the same definition and conventions as ’looks to 
infant’ except that looks were directed at the other infant’s mother 
an'l not the other infant.
Vocalize to infant’s mother
Exactly the same definition and conventions as ’vocalize 
to infant’ and ’vocalise to mother’ except that vocalizations x^ere 
directed at the other infant’s mother.
1
Contacts involving play material and direct physical contacts to other 
infant’s mother
These were exactly the same as the sum of ’direct physical
contacts to mother’ and ’contacts involving play material to mother’
except that they were directed at the other infant’s mother. No attempt
was made to distinguish between toy and physical contacts for reasons
described in Chapter 5: they were simply pooled.
General conventions for all above categories
All the above behavioural categories, whether to infant,
mother, or other infant’s mother, could be coded in any time interval
within which they occurred. In other words, the presence of one
category did not exclude the presence of another. Each category was
also coded in a time interval, irrespective of whether it had also
occurred in preceding time intervals.
Non-social Contacts with Play Material
Definitions and examples of the three categories will be
first presented separately and then coding conventions for all three
variables x^ill be taken together.
Take free play material (Take free toy)
Activities are begun with an item of play material, except
when used in social contact.
Example:
An infant is standing next to the other infant at the table 
and catches sight of the push toy on the floor at 8 (see Fig.3). He 
walks over to it, picks it up, and begins to push it along the floor. 
Continued Involvement with play material (with free toy)
Continued active interest in play material except when employed 
in social contact. ’Active interest’ was defined by looks toward, and' 
active manipulation of, play material.
From the beginning to the.end of a 5 second, time interval,, 
an infant pushes the push toy along the floor of the playroom 
whilst looking at it.
Continued inactive contact with nlay material (with free toy(no movement))
Contact with an item of play material without active 
involvement in it. 'Inactive contact’ was defined by an infant 
neither looking at play material, nor actively manipulating it.
Conventions
The conventions used to ..code the categories may appear at 
first rather complex, but it was found during pilot observations 
that they were necessary in order to achieve reliable coding.
Paradoxically, relatively general categories probably require more 
detailed conventions if they are to be reliably coded.
1. Only one of the three contacts could be coded for any one type , ! 
of play material in any one time-interval. The categories were there­
fore mutually exclusive. They were coded on the basis of a hierarchy 
of priorities,such that^firstly,’take free toy’was always coded in preference 
to both’with .free toy’and’with free toy(no movement)’and,secondly,.’with 
free toy1 was always coded in preference to ’with free toy (no movement)'.
In the first case this necessarily followed from behavioural 
definitions. That is, ’with free toy’ and ’with free toy (no movement)' 
denoted continued contact with a toy throughout a five second time 
interval. Clearly, if contact was taken up during a time interval, 
continued contact could not be said to have occurred, and ’take free 
toy1 would have been coded. However, continued active or inactive 
contact into subsequent time intervals would have been coded ’with 
free toy' or ’with free toy(no movement)’ respectively.
In the second case, ’with free toy’ was always coded if an 
infant was seen to be actively involved in a toy regardless of whether 
he was also inactive with it during the same time interval. This 
procedure was adopted because it had been found difficult during 
pilot observations to denote exactly when an active interest in play 
material became an inactive interest and vice versa. In other words, 
the boundaries of an infant’s active involvement in toys were difficult 
to precisely define. Coding ’continued inactive contact’ only if it 
occurred throughout a time interval was found to be the most con­
venient method of differentiating between the two. It was also one way 
of dealing with commonly observed situations where an infant's 
manipulation of a toy would proceed in a series of ’bursts’ of 
activity interspersed with ’lulls’ of inactivity. Attempts to 
code beginnings and ends of bursts and lulls would have been a 
hazardous and arduous process and might have underestimated ’with
of activity than inactivity. It is recognised that this pro­
cedure probably weighted active involvement-with play material 
at the expense of inactive contact. However, this potential bias 
was not considered too serious because measures of active and
/
inactive contact were to be mainly used in analysis of age changes 
within each variable and in comparison to other behavioural variables, 
but not primarily with each other.
To summarise: ’with free toy (no movement)’ was only coded 
in cases where none of the other two categories occurred in one time 
interval, ’with free toy’ was coded in cases where the infant was 
actively engaged in contact with play material but did not take up 
activities with it during the same five-second time interval, and 
’take free toy’ was coded whenever activities with play material 
were taken up in a five second time interval. '
2. Breaks in continued contact with play material were considered 
to have occurred if the ’gap' was one time interval or more. If, 
for example, an infant put a toy down and picked it up. again in the 
next time interval, ’with free toy’ would have been coded. If, 
however, he put down a toy for more than one time-interval, 
renewed contact with the play material was coded ( ’take free toy*).
This gap in attention span of five seconds stands in contrast to the 
gap of one minute used by Bott (1928) for older children. Obviously the 
gap chosen is arbitrary to some e x t e ntbut it was felt that a five second.
gap would not unduly over-estimate the length of time an infant was 
continually involved with a particular toy after he had put it down.
3. If an infant had two items of the same play material (e.g. two 
bells or two shapes) and used one item in social contact and one 
item in non-social contact, then both social and non-social contacts 
were coded. If however, two items of the same play material were both 
used in non-social contact, then only the ’priority’ category was coded. 
If, for example, an infant was making continued active contact with one 
bell whilst simply holding the other bell and not looking at it, then 
only ’with free bell' would have been coded and not 'with free bell
(no movement)' as well. This procedure was adopted in order to simplify 
coding and to ensure that inactive contact was not overestimated 
during situations when active manipulation of one item 
denoted active involvement in the overall type of play material.
4. If a toy was used in social contact during a five-second time 
interval, then non-social use of the same toy was not coded in the 
same time-interval. It was found necessary to adopt this convention 
because the specific point at which activity with play material 
became ’social’ from being ’non-social’ was very difficult to define;
its non-social use in the same time interval was one way in which 
this difficulty could be overcome. It is recognised that this 
could underestimate non-social contacts. The arbitrariness of the 
convention is also recognised (in the sense that non-social /
contacts could have had priority over social contacts). Yet it 
was thought that social contacts had to take preference over non­
social contacts because they were of primary focus in the study and 
because of their comparative infrequency. If play material was used 
in non-social ways in time intervals subsequent to its use in 
social contact, it was coded according to its appropriate non-social categor 
and not necessarily as renewed contact with play material ('take 
free toy1), for this would have artifically inflated the amount of 
this latter variable. ~ / .
5. If one item of play material was put down during one time interval 
(e.g. a hand bell) and another item of the same type of play material 
was picked up in the next- time interval (e.g. another hand bell), 
then 'with free toy' rather than 'take free toy' was coded. This 
procedure was adopted because different items of the same play 
material were often used in the same activity but perhaps alternatively. 
Coding 'take free toy* in the example above would thus have over­
estimated renewed contact with the hand bells and underestimated
(and broken up) continued interest in them.
6. Whenever play material was put down in a five second time interval 
and not picked up again for at least one subsequent time interval, 
then active continued interest in play material ('with free toy') 
was always coded in the time interval within which the toy was put 
down. This procedure was adopted because ending contact with play 
material appeared to imply awareness of, and active involvement 
with, the toy. , '
7. Only actual physical contact with play material was coded; reaching 
for play material without making contact was not. This was in order
to simplify coding and not to overestimate the actual extent of
contact with, play material..
8. There were occasions when it was thought that 'with free toy 
(no movement)' ought to be distinguished from contact with play 
material that was more properly considered no contact at all. Examples 
of the latter were instances when an infant (usually at the youngest 
age level - 9 months) was actively engaged in social or non-social 
contact with a toy, whilst another lay across his foot, without 
attention of any kind being directed at it. In order not to over­
estimate 'with free toy (no movement)' in such cases,it was only 
coded when an infant had play material in his hands and was not
attending to it. Instances when a toy lay unattended on an m i a n t ’s 
lap were thus not coded in any category.
9. Accidental contacts with a toy (e.g. brushing past it without 
looking at it), were not coded in order not to overestimate actual
/
toy contact. For the purpose of analysis, it was thought that such 
contacts were better considered no contact at all. Sometimes infants 
clearly and persistently kicked play material, without apparently 
recognising they were doing so (an activity more characteristic 
of the younger infants). In such cases, 'take free toy* or 'with 
free toy* would have been coded (the latter if an infant had contact 
with play material in previous time intervals),only if the infant looked 
at the toy as he kicked it. If he did not, then the contact was 
considered accidental and it was not coded.
10. The type of play material involved in all non-social toy contacts 
was always specified, in order that an analysis of toy preferences 
would be possible. Thus 'take free toy', 'with free toy* and 'with 
free toy (no movement)* were never coded as such but as, for example, 
'take free bell'.
11. It was found difficult in some cases to distinguish 'with 
free toy (no movement)* from 'contacts involving play material 
to mother*. Examples of this arose on occasions when an infant 
held a toy against his mother's body whilst looking at the other 
infant. In order not to overestimate the extent of contacts with 
mother in such cases, non-social contacts were always coded. If, 
however, an infant actively directed the toy toward his mother 
in any way, it was designated 'contacts involving play material 
to mother'.
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Appendix 4b): Example of Behavioural Record B: Non-social contact with
play material and position. Mark/Carol. I-7 months. Male/Female
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Examples and Conventions
I
Maternal Behaviours 
Vocalizations
Any vocalization a mother utters within a 10 second time interval.
Example:
A  mother discusses and points to a Womble poster on the 
playroom wall .
Conventions:
It was decided to code any vocalization in this category 
irrespective of whether it was directed at the infant or not. This 
was because the vast majority of all vocalizations were clearly directed 
at the infant. Unlike the infant-infant sessions, the infant was here 
the only other person in the room and thus if vocalizations were not 
directed at him then mothers would have been talking to themselves!
Even on occasions when the object of a vocalization was not clear, it 
'■‘was- still probable that the infant was the target, albeit in an 
indirect fashion. For example, a mother might comment about a toy as 
she manipulated it. Although this might not be an initiation or a 
response to her infant, it was still a comment that served to direct 
him to the same topic of interest. For the sake of this analysis 
it was therefore assumed all maternal vocalizations were directed 
at her infant.
4
Contacts involving play material
Any 10 second time interval within'which mothers contact 
their infant with play material.
Example:
A  mother offers her infant the push toy.
Conventions:
This category encompassed all the contacts involving play 
material in the infant-infant behavioural checklist, except 
conflicts (which, it will be remembered, was not a mutually exclusive 
category - see Appendix 2).
Physical contacts
Any contact a mother instigates with her infant involving 
direct physical contacts in a 10 second time interval.
Conventions:
Like direct physical contacts between infants, the central 
focus of the contact was with an infantas body. If toys were used, 
they were employed as a way of mediating this concern. Direct physical 
contacts were of two types:- 
Functional physical contacts
Any direct physical contact that involves a purely routine
task enacted without signs of playfulness.
Example:
A mother bends down and briskly wipes her infantas nose 
with a handkerchief. ' '
Playful physical contacts
Any direct physical contact involving a clear attempt 
to bring about pleasure or enjoyment in an infant.
Example:
A  mother repeatedly bends down and prods her infant with 
her finger, moving away quickly and laughing as the infant attempts 
to see what has touched him.
Infant Behaviour
Infant behaviours in the motner-infant session were, coded in 
terms of the same three modes of behaviour, i.e. vocalizations, 
contacts involving play material and direct physical contacts. 
Definitions and conventions were the same as those used for maternal 
behaviour, the only differences being that physical contacts were 
not differentiated into functional and playful contacts (see Chapter 5).
Appendix 6: Example of Mother-Infant Behavioural Record
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Appendix 7 Maternal Interview Schedule
It would help us greatly in our study of the way children respond 
to each other in the first two years of life if we could obtain 
some background information on each.child;in opr .sample. Could 
you therefore complete the following, answering each question as 
accurately as possible. All answers will> of course, be absolutely 
confidential.
1. Name of child
2. Date of birth s
3. Could you write down the sex and dates of birth of your
other children.
4. During the last week was your child in the company of another child 
of the same age (give or take a month) for:-
1 hour
2 hours 
4 hours
8 hours
more?
5. During the last week was your child in the company of another child 
of under 5 years of age for:-
1 hour
2 hours
4 hours
8 hours
more?
6. (a) How many people look after your child!s routine physical needs, 
e.g. feeding, changing and bathing the child? Could you please name 
each person (e.g. mother, father, grandmother) in the following space
(b) How many people look after your child in other ways? For example, 
take him for a walk, play with him, amuse him? i.e. How many people 
look after your child apart from those concerned with his routine 
physical needs? Once again would you name each person (e.g. father,.. 
grandmother, friend, sister) in the following space
Please tick where 
appropriate
i
Please tick where 
appropriate
(c) How many people did your child have direct contact with in the 
last week, e.g. friends who came to visit or friends you visited? -
7. For the following seven everyday situations could you please answer 
the questions by ticking where appropriate:
(a) The child is left alone in a room
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or does 
it only occur at certain times or under certain conditions? .
always occurs
only occurs at certain times
(iii) If your child does protest how intense is it?
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(b) The child is left with other people
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or does 
it only occur at certain times or under certain conditions?
always
only occurs at certain times
(iii) If your child does protest, how intense is it?
/” --
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or does 
it only occur at certain times or under certain conditions?
always occurs
only occurs at certain times
(iii) If your child does protest how intense is it?
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(d) The child is left in his pram outside shops
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or does 
only occur at certain times or under certain conditions?
always occurs
j
only occurs at certain times!
(iii) If your child does protest, how intense is it?
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(e) The child is left in his cot at night 
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
does it only occur at certain times or under certain 
conditions?
always occurs
only occurs at certain times
(iii) If your child does protest, how intense is it?
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(f) The child is put down after being held in an adult*s arms or lap
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes.
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or does' it 
only occur at certain times or under certain conditions?
always occurs
only occurs at certain, times?
(iii) If your child does protest, how intense is it?
Is It a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
(g) The child is passed by whilst in his cot or chair !
(i) Does your child show any form of protest?
Yes
No
(ii) If your child does show protest, does it always occur or
does it only occur at certain times or under certain conditions?
always occurs
only occurs at certain times
(iii). If your child does protest, how intense is it?
Is it a full blooded cry?
Is it a whimper or a moan?
Mothers were first of all reminded of the main aims and 
details of the research project. They were then told that in order 
to gain background and comparative information on the way children 
in the first two years of life make social contact with each other, * 
it was of some interest to gain some knowledge about social contact 
between mother and infant. They were told to treat this session 
rather as if they had ten minutes within which to play with their 
child in any way they wished in their own home. Mothers were then 
told why it had been decided to carry out the study in the 
University rather than the home environment. They were told that the 
play session was not in any way a 1 test1, but would be of help in 
building up knowledge about how young children make social contact.
They were also asked to enjoy themselves, if that were possible in -• 
such a strange environment! Finally, mothers were told that, in 
order that the observer's presence should not disturb their infants 
or themselves, a partition had been set up in the playroom and they 
would not see the observer during the session. They tvrere then told . 
to wait about ten seconds from the time the observer entered the 
playroom and .to then enter the playroom themselves, without waiting 
for a signal.
Appendix 8b) Instructions to mothers at the infant-infant visit
Mothers were briefly reminded of the main aims and details 
of the research project. They were told that interest during this visit 
was upon the way in which the two infants made social contact with 
each other. It was made clear that the focus was on the infants and 
not them. Mothers were asked not to initiate any contacts with their 
infants, but to respond whenever they thought it necessary. They were 
asked to sit in either of the two chairs provided and, if they were' 
carrying their infants, to put them on the floor in front of them and 
facing the other child. Preliminary investigations had revealed that 
a mother's behaviour in the play session could affect her infant's 
behaviour. The main objective behind instructions to mothers was to 
ensure that they gave their infants the security to freely explore 
the playroom environment and yet at the same time not to initiate 
or structure the infant's behaviour. It was found that one way of 
bringing about both these requirements was to encourage mothers to 
chat to each other. In this way they became occupied with each other 
and this invariably drew their attention away from their children.
For their part, infants appeared to find this quite natural and it 
effectively freed them to make social and non-social use of the 
playroom at their own instigation. It was hoped that the experience 
for both mother and infant was rather like a coffee morning involving
infant-infant: visit had been tried in pilot investigations. At 
one time, for example, mothers were given the choice of either 
reading newspapers and magazines or chatting to each other. It 
was found, however, that this rather neutral instruction was sometimes
* t
taken to mean that mothers ought not to contact the other mother as 
well as their child. As a result, they sometimes looked rather 
inhibited or bored ^behaviours to which their infants were sensitive. 
Asking mothers to chat to each other seemed to make the situation 
more enjoyable for them and it seemed to create a less strained 
ambience for the infant than the_ sight, of their mothers either lost
behind newspapers or looking into space. Interestingly, infants seemed 
less concerned about gaining their mother’s attention when it was 
directed to the other mother than when mothers sat quietly without 
talking to anyone. '
Once again, mothers were told that they would not see the 
observer, that the session would last twenty minutes and that it
would be of interest to hear any comments or views they had afterwards/
about their infant’s behaviour in the playroom.
Distance between infants at the beginning of every five 
second time interval was calculated on the basis of the number 
of rectangles between them. There were five possible distance 
measures: infants in the same rectangle were given a score of one, /
infants in adjoining rectangles were given a score of two, infants 
separated by one complete rectangle were given a score of three, 
infants divided by two complete rectangles were given a score of 
four, and infants divided by three complete rectangles were given a 
score of five. For the p u r p o s e o f  this analysis, diagonally adjacent 
and completely adjacent rectangles were given the same score. Reference 
to Fig.3 in the context of an example should clarify this scoring 
procedure. If one infant was situated in rectangle 8 and another in
9 at the beginning of a five second time interval,they would have been
1
assigned a score of two. However, had one infant been situated in 8 and 
another in 4 they would still have been assigned a score of two. Two 
further examples should make this clearer: infants situated in 6 and 
8 at the beginning of a time interval would have been assigned a score 
of 3 and infants in 6 and 14 would have been assigned a score of 4.
It was decided that the best way of obtaining an overall 
’distance1 measure was to construct a ’weighting scale* that pro­
gressively inflated distances that were further apart. This enabled 
the total distance score to be more susceptible to larger individual 
distance scores than other procedures, e.g. averaging individual 
scores. Use of an averaging method could produce a similar overall 
score for two different dyads,although infants in one dyad may have 
maintained a constant degree of separation between each other,whilst 
the other dyad might have alternated close proximity with periods when 
they were some distance apart. A  weighting scale of the kind described 
here was one way of making total distance scores more susceptible to 
’far’ scores of say 3, 4 or 5. It was thought important to bring out 
these 'far* scores because they appeared to represent a rather diff­
erent form of social orientation to relatively 'near* scores.
Overall distance scores were therefore calculated by multi­
plying the number of times infants were assigned each of the five 
distance scores by the individual distance score. For example, one 
behavioural record yielded the following individual distance scores:
Overall distance measures would have been calculated as
1. 68x1 =68
2. 127x2 =254
3. 20x3 =60
4. 14x4 =56
5. 11x5 =55
and would, in this example, have totalled 493.
follows
. At a basic level, there is some debate concerning the suit­
ability of parametric statistical tests for frequency data such as 
that employed in the present study. The debate hinges essentially 
on whether such data can be considered as an interval scale or '
whether they are more properly conceived $s an ordinal scale. The 
debate is crucial because the arithmetic procedures involved in 
parametric tests can only legitimately be applied to an interval 
scale or the more exact ratio scale. In this debate there are the 
•'purists’, like Siegel (1956)'; who stress that data stemming from 
many studies in psychology and education are most properly analysed 
by non-parametric tests, i.e. tests that do not depend on the 
assumptions that underly the use of parametric tests, e.g. normality, 
homogeneity of variance and a continuous measurement scale involving 
equal distances between measures. On the other hand, there are the 
’pragmatists’, like Kerlinger (1964), who argue that the purists 
have overstated their case, that parametric tests are remarkably 
robust to deviations from underlying assumptions, and that ’’parametric 
procedures are the standard tools of psychological statistics” 
(Anderson, 1961, quoted in Kerlinger?1964). The debate is a com­
plicated one that does not permit definitive conclusions. It was
decided to follow Kerlinger’s considered advice, namely,one is best 
advised to employ parametric statistical tests,unless the assumptions 
of normality and homogenity of variance are seriously violated.
Thus under normal circumstances, parametric statistical tests 
were used. These tests were: analyses of variance, t-tests and corr­
elational analyses. ’Under normal circumstances’ were defined in two.
ways: distributions should not be noticeably skewed (e.g. because a
relatively large proportion of subjects had low frequencies or ties), 
and sample sizes should not fall below the maximum of 12, possible at 
each age level. If these two conditions were not met then it was 
considered most advisable to use the equivalent non-parametric tests. 
These were: Mann-Whitney ’U ’ tests, Fisher Exact Probability Tests, 
Wilcoxin Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks tests and Kendall rank order 
correlation coefficients*
In all cases, two-tailed tests were used. This was because 
no firm predictions were made about direction of effects: the basic 
requirement underlying use of one-tailed tests.
Four approaches were adopted to the infant-infant data 
in Part 1. As discussed in Chapter 6, only the first three rested 
on quantitive analysis. Each of these involved different stat­
istical procedures.
1st Approach
The first approach involved assessment.of differences . 
between age levels in the frequency of time intervals spent in 
selected behavioural categories. This was done by conducting one-way 
analyses of variance. Sample sizes were 12 at each age level, making 
a total of 60. Behavioural categories used in this analysis were 
selected in terms of whether they■■■were appropriate to the aims of 
the study and on the basis of the ’normal circumstances’ defined 
above. With regard, to the latter of.these, categories ot infant-infant 
’contacts involving play material’ and ’direct physical contacts’ 
often involved low frequencies and the danger, of non-normal dis­
tributions and thus only ’summary’ categories of these two measures 
were used in analysis.In a similar vein the following variables weire 
excluded because of their low frequencies of occurrence: ’gesture’,
f I
’communicate’, ’imitate, ’cry’, ’fret’, total cries and frets and 
all contacts to the other infant’s mother except looks to her."In 
addition,analyses were only conducted on variables that were potentially 
independent for each infant. This is one of the assumptions underlying 
reliable use of parametric tests. Thus ’contact same toy’, ’conflicts’, 
’proximity to infant’ and ’distance from infant’ were not analysed 
because the summary scores for each infant in a dyad totally constrained 
each other and were necessarily the same. ;
The facilities of the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (S.P.S.S.) were employed in order to conduct the analyses of 
variance. Further tests were also specified. Between groups sums of 
squares were partitioned into linear, quadratic, and cubic trend 
components in order to assess developmental patterns in behavioural 
variables with age. Duncan’s Multiple Range Tests were also used 
(as discussed by Winer, 1962), in order to assess a posteriori 
contrasts between pairs of age levels.
2nd Approach
The second approach taken in Part 1 was a comparison of the 
frequency of different behavioural categories at each age level. As 
this involved a comparison of data from the same subjects, t-tests 
for paired samples were used. Sample sizes in each test were equal
to 12. The facilities of S.P.S.S. were again used for this analysis.
Ideally, a two-way analysis might be considered preferable,This 
would involve age and type of contact as factors and the latter as a
the incidence of particular categories at particular age levels, not 
across all age levels. But there were other reasons of a more methodological 
nature. One of these concerns the fact that caution has to be exercised 
in the degree to which different behavioural categories can be considered 
to be levels of a factor. Unlike age, say, they do not constitute a dich- 
otomous variable. In order to make analyses manageable it would also have 
been necessary to restrict it to a few selected categories, yet this 
may have produced an incomplete picture and possibly influential variables 
may have been left out. There is also a practical problem here: Packages 
such as S.P.S.S. cannot deal with a continuous variable as a factor level 
in analysis of variance and so calculations have to be done by hand. For 
these reasons 2 way ANOVA’s were calculated only on summary variables 
like responsive and unresponsive toy contacts where the comparison was
\
general enough not to exclude potentially influential variables and where 
it appeared to be particularly relevant to the issues under discussion.
3rd Approach
The third approach adopted in Part 1 was an assessment of 
associations between behavioural categories at each age level. This 
was done by calculating Pearson product-moment correlations between 
pairs of categories at each age level. Categories were selected in 
terms of their a priori meaningfulness, in terms of the aims of the 
study, and on the basis of the ’normal circumstances’ defined above.
The following categories were used: looks to infant (IKINF), looks 
to infant’s mother (IKINFM), looks to mother (LKMOTHER), vocalize to 
infant (VOCINF), vocalize to mother (VOCMTHR), socially directed vocalizations 
(RESPVOC), non-social vocalizations (VOC), total vocalizations (TTLVOC), 
responsive, unresponsive and total contacts involving play material 
(RESPMAT , UNRESMAT and TLMATCN3), total direct physical contacts 
(TTLDIRCT), direct physical contacts to mother (CMTOUCH), contacts involv­
ing play material to mother (CMPLAYMT), take free play material (TFT), 
continued active involvement with play material (WFT), total active 
contact with play material (TLTFTWFT), continued inactive contact with 
play material (WFTNM), number of different items of play material (NOOFTOYS), 
activity rate (ACTRATE), exploration rate (EXPLRATE), total activity and 
exploration (TLACTEXP) and proximity to mother (CMPOSN). These variables 
constituted the basic correlation matrix at each age level. Five matrices 
were thus calculated in all. However, all contacts to mother at 9 months, 
and direct physical contacts to infant at 21 and 25 months, were excluded 
because their low frequencies rendered them potentially unreliable in 
the analysis.
of behavioural categories. Thus only mutually exclusive variables 
were used. ’Vocalise to infant’ and ’communicate’, for example, 
were not mutually exclusive and would.have resulted in spuriously
high correlations. Like the 1st approach, variables were also /
excluded which did not involve potentially independent scores for 
each infant. Thus ’contact same toy*, ’conflicts’, ’proximity to
infant ’ and ’distance from infant’ were excluded. Because ’conflicts’
and ’contact same toy’ were not included, ’total contacts involving 
play material’ was represented by the sum of all independent social 
toy contacts except these two categories - i.e. TIMATCN3 (see Table 8). 
The facilities of S.P.S.S. were again used for this analysis.
Part 2 Section b(i)
Sex differences in infant-infant contacts were analysed by
I
comparing the frequency with which males and females engaged in 
selected behavioural categories at each age level. Because sample 
sizes were small (6 v 6), it was considered most advisable to 
use non-parametric statistical tests. The Mann-Whitney ’U* Test 
was used for this purpose. As Siegel (1956) has remarked, this'is 
the most powerful non-parametric equivalent of the parametric t-test 
for independent samples in cases where one wants to avoid the 
assumptions underlying parametric statistics.
In situations when ties exist between two groups with small 
n ’s , it is probable that two values of ’U ’ will be obtained (this 
is a separate issue from situations where a researcher has focussed 
on the ’wrong* group in determining ’U ’ - see Siegel, 1956 £ in 
such cases four possible values of ’U* can be obtained). When this 
occurred, the less powerful Median test was used. As nl+n2 did not 
exceed 20, the Fisher Exact Probability Test was used as advised by 
Siegel (1956).
■'Behavioural categories were again chosen on the basis of their 
a priori meaningfulness. They have been listed in the course of the 
text in Chapter 6. As in other analyses, measures of categories that 
were necessarily the same for both infants in a dyad were excluded, 
i.e. ’contact same toy’, ’conflicts’, 'proximity to infant* and 
’distance from infant*. Because ’contact same toy’ and ’conflicts* 
were excluded, then ’total contacts involving play material’ and 
’total infant-infant contacts* were represented by the sum of all other 
relevant categories, i.e. TLMATCN3 and T0TLIN4A respectively (see 
Table 8).
All of the statistics in this analysis were conducted by hand 
using Siegel’s (1956) computational procedures.
. Associations between mother-infant and infant-infant 
measures were assessed by Kendall rank-order correlations. A 
non-parametric correlational procedure was used because sample 
sizes fell below 12 at each age level. Details of sample sizes >
have been given in the course of the text. Kendall rank-order 
correlations were chosen in preference to Spearman’s rho, 
because they appear to be more meaningful with data that involve 
ties. (Nie et al , 1975).
The rationale for selection of categories was based on 
discussions in Chapter 3. As for other analyses, categories were 
excluded that were not free to vary for each infant in a dyad, as were 
categories that were not mutually exclusive. Thus total 
contacts involving play material and total infant-infant contacts , 
were again represented by TIMATCN3 and T0TLIN4A respectively 
(see Table 8).
The facilities of S.P.S.S. were again used.
Part 2 Section b(iii) '
Associations between infant-infant contact and prior social 
experience were analysed in two ways. Firstly, background variables 
that most easily formed a nominal scale were used to form two 
independent groups. These were variables with scores that involved 
many ties. They were: number of siblings, number of hours contact 
with other infants, number of hours contact with other pre-school 
children, and number of primary caretakers. Differences in frequencies 
were then analysed at each age level by Mann-Whitney ’U* Tests.
Fisher Exact Probability Tests were again used under conditions 
described above for sex differences. Non-parametric tests for diff­
erences between independent samples were used because sample sizes 
ware small (nl+n2 could not be more than 12). Procedures used to form 
the two groups varied between types of prior experience variable and 
sometimes between age levels of the same variable. Procedures were 
chosen with two criteria in mind: the two groups should have as 
equal n ’s as possible (ideally 6 v 6) and they should form two groups 
representing least and most social experience. Thus, for example, 
infants without siblings were compared with infants who had one or 
more siblings.
Criteria used to form the two groups for each variable 
were as follows:
Number of siblings !
Scores of infants without siblings were compared with those \ 
cf infants with one or more siblings at 9, 17, 21 and 25 months.
because only two infants had siblings at this age level.
Number of hours contact with other infants
At all age levels those infants who had no contact with 
other infants in the last week were compared with those infants /
who had one or more hours contact.
Number of hours contact with pre-school children
Infants at 9 months with no contact in the last week were 
compared with those who had one or more hours contact. At 13, 17,
21 and 25 months those with twq or less hours contact were compared 
with those with four or more hours contact.
Number of primary caretakers
Primary caretakers were classified into ’full-time* and 
’occasional* primary caretakers. Measures for each child were 
calculated by assigning ’full-time* caretakers a score of 1.0, '
’occasional’ caretakers a score of 0.5, and then summing each 
score. At 9 and 17 months, infants with scores of 1.5 or less 
were compared with infants who had scores of 2 or more, and at 
13, 21 and 25 months those with scores of 2 or less were compared 
with those with 2.5 or more.
Tests used in these analyses were calculated by hand using 
Siegel’s (1956) computational procedures.
A  second and different method was used to assess associations 
between the last three prior experience variables (number of secondary 
caretakers, number of non-familial contacts and attachment intensity) 
and infant-infant behaviour. Scores of these, three variables formed 
a more continuous scale and rank-order correlations were used to 
assess associations. Once again,Kendall’s tau was chosen in preference 
to Spearman’s rho for reasons already described. The facilities of 
S.P.S.S. were again used. 1
Methods of deriving measures of these variables were as follows 
Number of secondary caretakers
As for ’primary’ caretakers, ’secondary* caretakers were 
categorized into ’full-time’ and ’occasional’ caretakers. Scores 
for each child were also calculated in the same way, i.e. full-time 
caretakers were assigned a score of 1.0, occasional caretakers a score 
of 0.5>and the scores were summed for each child.
Number of Non-familial contacts
Measures for each child were derived by simply summing the 
total number of non-familial contacts in the last week.
Attachment Intensity
Measures of attachment intensity were calculated for each 
infant by adopting Schaffer and Emerson’s (1964) procedure described
In both types of analysis the same categories of infant- 
infant contact were used as those employed in the analysis of sex 
differences. These have been listed in the course of the text.
The rationale behind the choice of categories and limitations/ 
on the use of certain variables are the same as those described in 
Part 2 Section b(i) of this Appendix.
Part 3
Differences between age levels in measures from the mother- 
infant play sessions were calculated in the same way as the infant- 
infant sessions, that is, by one way analyses of variance, 
parametric analyses of variance were'used despite the fact that 
sample sizes fell below 12 at each level (n=ll, n=10, n=9,n=9 and 
n=8 at 9, 13, 17, 21 and 25 months respectively)fand thus did not
\
satisfy one of the ’normal circumstances’ defined above. This 
exception was made for two reasons: in the first place, the frequencies 
of mother-infant behaviour in the mother-infant sessions were 
noticeably higher than those in the infant-infant sessions. They 
also involved less ties and a wider range of scores. They thus tended 
to approximate more closely a normal distribution. In the second 
place, it was desired to calculate trend components and a posteriori 
contrast tests between age levels, and these are not easily con­
ducted with non-parametric statistics.
Once again S.P.S.S. was used.
'- ’ Analyses of variance
. One possible problem;with data stemming from dyads is that it
introduces some degree of intra-class correlation. In the present study
 ^>
there were 60 cases, 12 at each age level, but it might be argued that 
the 6 dyads which made up the 12 cases had scores which would be correlated, 
w  It is possible, for example, that one child’s behaviour will constrain the
\\ other dyad member’s behaviours an offer of a toy will tend to encourage
a response from another child, one highly active child may ’boost’ the
v .
activity level of another child. This is a difficult issue, both matliemat-
:y ‘ ically and in its implications for experimental design. It has been
1
estimated by one authority that highly positive correlations within a 
v treatment will tend to increase F and t values, encouraging more significant
results. One possible way around the problem is to combine scores for each 
pair and treat this as the unit of replication in analysis (Eckerman,
Whatley and Kutz, 1975). But the obvious drawback to this procedure is that 
information will be lost on the individual child and one’s sample size is 
also effectively halved - an unwanted state of affairs in observational 
studies such as the present one where sample sizes already tend to be small.
The central issue concerns the extent to which individual scores 
are independent and thus the extent to which one can reliably use parametric 
tests. Our ’purists’ referred to earlier might balk at the threat of intra­
dyad correlation and be unhappy about the use of parametric tests. On a 
practical note, however, the actual extent of intra-dyad correlation is not 
C clear cut. Only in the case of categories which denoted the behaviour of
both children ( ’conflicts’, ’contact same toy’, ’distance’ and ’together’);.
’y did one child’s behaviour totally constrain another’s (they had the same
score) and analyses of variance were therefore not conducted on them. For 
other categories both children’s scores were potentially at least independent. 
It is not clear, for example, to what extent.the amount of looks directed 
by one child at another will correlate with the amount of looks in the 
converse direction. Perhaps looks occur more often within the context of 
social contact and thus both-infants might tend toward similar scores, but 
looks also occur outside social exchange and are more individually organised. 
It is quite true, however, that some behaviours will tend to be related.
An offer of a toy for example, to some extent demands its reception. But 
the constraint here is between behavioural categories (offer and receive) 
and for the most part analyses of variance were univariate tests on in­
dividual categories. Of course, this situation is confounded to some extent
1
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are added and thus intra-dyad (and category) correlation may again become 
a factor to consider. • .
In the absence of really clear cut evidence that the assumptions 
of parametric tests have been violated, the advice of. Kerlinger (1964) was 
therefore again followed and the parametric analysis of variance was 
employed.
Inter-category correlation
Putting to one side the issue of intra-dyad correlations there is 
another way in which observational studies tend to introduce interdependence 
between measures. This relates more to correlations within individuals, so 
to speak, and concerns correlational analyses between categories. An infant 
who spends a lot of time at his mother’s side, for example, is unlikely 
to have a high score for active manipulation of toys. In one sense these 
interdependencies are unavoidable in that behaviour, if it be structured 
in any way, necessarily involves interdependence. The approach adopted 
was to recognise the inevitability of interdependence and thus ’biased’ 
correlations between categories and to pay particular care to interpretations 
of correlations.
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SHOW
m
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0.25
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0.67
1.44
0.83
1.59
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Receive
RECEIVE
m
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0
0
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CONTACTS
Touch m  
TOUCH sd
1.67
2.10
0.33 . 
0.49
2.42
7.76
0.5
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0.17
0.58
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Touch
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0
0
0
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Touch :
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Touch
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ally with sd 1.08 0.45 0.58 0.29 0
toy *
ACCTOY
Total
direct
physical m 11.00 2.75 6.25 0.92 1.58 7.87 45231 L.16.64,
contacts sd 6.52 2.73 8.93 1.0 1.58 .000 ~  ooo
TTLDIRCT
Total
accidental
direct
physical
m 2.58 0.5 0.25 0.17 0.08 i
sd 3.06 0.90 0.62 0.39 0.29
contacts
TTLACC
SUPPLEMENTARY
CATEGORIES
Non-social
vocaliz­ m 13.25 23.33 15.58 20 15.08 • 4 92
ations sd 21.09 22.94 19.76 20.01 17.48 .741
VOC
Cry m 1 7 2.17 0 2.42-
CRY sd 3.16 23.02 . 6.10 0 6.11
Fret m 1.33 2.75 6.58 3.08 1.92
FRET sd 2.57 5.5 10.95 5.86 4.03
BEHAVIOURAL . 
CATEGORY
AGE IN MONTHS F1
&
DUNCAN'S TREND 
SUBSETS ANALYST 
(p<0.05) F & p 1
<l) (2) (3) (4) (5)
P
9 13 17 21 25
7
Total cries 
and frets m  
TLCRYFRT sd
2.33
4.58
9.75
23.03
8.75
13.51
3.08
5.83
4.33
7.62
CONTACT ... 
MOTHER
Looks to m  
mother sd 
LKMOTHER
10.83
13.49
16.50
14.43
20.17
15.55
16.67
13.99
16.17
14,22
.652
.628
Vocalize 
to m  
mother
VOCMTHR - sd
1.08
2.02
4
7.71
4.5 
7.56
5
5.91
15.42
16.81
4.11
.005
12345 L.11.77, 
.001
Direct 
physical m  
contact sd 
to mother 
CMTOUCH
3
7.27
31.58
49.21
12.42
26.26
17.17
23.25
36.42
50.74
1.81
.140
Contacts 1
involving
play
material to 
mother m  
CMPLAYMT sd
0.08
0.29
4.5
6.71
20.5
16.94
16.58
18.6
17.75
25.56
3.66 
.01
12453 L.9.88 
---  v003
Total
contacts m  
to mother 
CMTOTAL sd
.4.17 - 
9.46
40.08
53.43
37.42
40.22
38.75
33.27
69.58
47.47
4.07
.006
13425 L.12.58, 
.001
CONTACT 
OTHER INFANT' 
MOTHER
S
Looks to 
infant's m  
mother 
LK1NFM sd
55.75
35,81
48
33.92
38
24.01
24.33
12.88
31
22.17
2.62
.045
45321 L.8.96, 
. --- .004
Vocalize 
to infant's 
mother m  
VOCINFM sd
5.17
6.18
0.5
0.67
1.08
2.27
0.17
0.39
0.08
0.29
Direct 
physical 
contacts and 
contacts 
involving 
play S 
material to 
other infant* 
mother 
COINFM
0.17
0.39
0.33
1.15
2.92
4.83
1.75
2.56
0
0
s
(
BEHAVIOURAL
-CATEGORY
AGE IN MONTHS 1
•
F 1
&.
DUNCAN'S TREND 
SUBSETS ANALYS: 
(p<0.05) F & p :
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
P
9 13 17 21 25 /
Total
contacts
to other
infant*s , 
sd
mother
COINFMTL
5.33
6.24
0.83
1.19
4
5.39
1.92
2.57
0.08
0.29
SUMMARY
CATEGORIES
Socially 
directed m  
vocaliz­
ations sd 
RESPVOC
15.33
13.65
7.5
8.90
7.5
11.5
10.5
10.6
22.75
20.99
2.63
.044
23415 Q.8.69, 
—  .005
1
Total
vocaliz- m  
ations sd 
TTLVOC
28.58
24.01
30.83
26.39
23.08
30.26
30.5
26.84
37.83
36.76
.394
.812
Total
infant-
infant m
contacts
(without sd
gesture)
T0TALIN3
45.00
18.96
24.5
14.95
32.5
23.83
45.42
27.87
35.75
21.12
1.96
.113
23514 C.6.71, 
---- .012
Total 
infant- 
infant m  
contacts 
T0TLIN3A sd
• 45.75 
18.58
25
15.39
33
24.85
45.67
28.09
36.00
21.19
1.92
. i n
23541 C.6.54, 
0.013
Total
infant-
infant
4- 111contacts
(without
CST)
T0TLIN4A
36.25
16.79
19.67
12.12
20
18.21
27.00
26.08
25.58
15.42
1.62
.182
Social
play m , 
SOCPLAY S
55.25
21.60
65.92
52.66
74.42
47.93
86.33
34.92
105.67
41.57
2.67
.042
12345 L.10.91 
.002
NON-SOCIAL 
CONTACTS 
WITH PLAY 
MATERIAL
Take free 
play m  
material sd 
TFT •
16.08
6.43
18.83
11.9
18.33
10.4
19.42
8.72
14.42
7.76
.618
.651
Continued 
active 
involvement 
with play m  
material
87.5
29.22
107.67
69.58
102.25
42.79
113.25
42.85
123.58
57.57
.849
.501 \
WFT
BEHAVIOURAL
CATEGORY
AGE IN MONTHS F 1
&
DUNCAN 1 
SUBSETS
S2 TREND2 
ANALYS
<
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
P I Cm p
9 13 17 21 25 /
Total active 
non-social
contact 
with play 
material
103.58
29.90
126.5
79.14
120.58. 132.67. 138.00 
51.97 46.35 61.14
.672 ' 
.614
TLTFTWFT
Continued
inactive
m
contact ^ 
with play 
material 
WFTNM •
65.42
42.79
55
55.94
76,33
79.72-
57.75
38.08
79.5
51.71
.462
.763
Number m  
of toys sd
n o o f t o y s  •
5.58
1.98
6.33
2.42
8.08
2.91
8.75
2.26
7.58
1.62
3.85
.008 12534
I
L.9.06, 
.004 
Q . 4.0 , 
.05
Solitary m  
play sd 
SOLPLAY
169
50.77
181.5
81.89
196.92
52.65
190.42
40.76
217.5
71.18
1.05
.391 -
ACTIVITY
AND
POSITION
Activity m  
rate
ACTRATE sd
4.25
7.64
30.25
21.61
44.75
21.52
56.33
35.4
49.58
41.27
6.50
.000
12354 L.19.95, 
.000 
Q.5.25, 
.026
Exploration
rate m
EXPLRATE , 
sd
2.25
1.66
6.67
3.55
8.25
3.84
9.67
3.45
8
2
10.55:
.000
12534 L.22.81, 
.000 
Q . 14.54, 
.000
Total m  
activity 
and sd 
exploration 
TLACTEXP
6.5
9.16
36.92
24.88
53
23.77
66
38.34
57.58
41.27
7.45
.000
12354 L.21.94, 
.000 
Q. 6.5, 
.014
Proximity 
to infant m  
TOGETHER sd 
(n=6)
191.67
65.53
57.33
37.08
40.67
35.72
88.83
48.76
66.5
36.6
Prox imity 
to m 
mother , 
CMPOSN S
14.58
36.38
44.67 
54.95
67.58
43.29
48.08
42.87
74 
62.02 .
2.74 
, .038
12435 L.7.48, 
.008
Distance /
from
infant m ,
DISTANCE
(n=6)
316.5
91.09
448.83
50.48
475.33
60.76
439.33
90.44
474.83 
99.7 .
1
1Degrees of freedom for all analyses of variance weres (4,55 )„
2
Duncan1s Multiple Range Tests of differences between means at 
all age levels. Numbers refer to age levels. Significant 
differences were found between those not joined by a horizontal 
line.
3
Linear term=L, Quadratic ternF=Q, Cubic term=C.
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stimulation ,, three modes of Maternal stimulation and 
Infant-Infant categories on the same dimensions______
(i) 9.-months (n=ll) r MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
i—
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physica1 
contacts
total
maternal
stimulation
Vocaliz­
ation
Mode
\
Vocalize to infant 
VOCINF
.45
(.06)
X X .33
(.16)
.
. ■
Responsive
Vocalizations
RESPVOC
..22'
(.34)
X X .15
(.53)
Non-social
Vocalizations
VOC
.43
(.06)
X
X
/
.17
(.47)
Total
vocalizations
TTLVOC
.46
(.05) X X
.24
(.31)
i■
i
>
i
i
ji
Contacts
involving
play
material
mode
'Responsive
toy
contacts 
' RESPMAT
X -.28
(.24)
X -.02
(.93)
i
!
»
1t
it
j
Unresponsive
toy
contacts
UNRESMAT
■
X -.13
(.57)
x
-.51
(.03)
i
\
?i•
i
I1
[
Total
toy
contacts
TLMATCN3
t
X -.28
(.24)
X -.40 
(.08) •
| Direct 
j Physical | 
I Contacts 
! Mode
i
i
i
Total '
direct
physical
contacts
TTLDIRCT
X X .09
(.69)
.02
(.94)
1----- ;.... ..
i(
|
I1
i .
i . . !
Total
infant-infant
contacts
T0TLIN4A
.04
(.87)
-.06
(.81)
-.11 . 
(.64)
-.15
(.53)
ancl infant:-infant behaviours
Appendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between tota1 -Maternal
stimulation,, three modes of Haterna 1 s tirnu 1 a 11 on and
Infant-Infant categories or. the same dimensions__________
(i).9 months (n=ll) MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical j total 
contacts jmaternal
\stimulation
Contacts 
to i
Mother
Direct 
physical 
contact 
to mother 
CMTOUCH
Contacts
involving
play
material 
to mother 
CMPLAYMT
j_
x X
X
Contacts to mother were not included in analysis at 9 months because 
of their relatively low frequencies of occurrence
and infant-infant behaviours
Appendix 13a; Correlations & probability values between total' Maternal
cont1 d stimulation three modes of Maternal-stimulation and
Infant-Infant categories on the same dimensions_______ _
(ii) .13 months (n=10) , MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical
contacts
total
maternal
stimulation
Vocaliz­
ation
Mode
\
Vocalize to infant 
VOCINF
0 x X -.12
(.64)
i
Responsive
Vocalizations
RESPVOC
.02
(.93)
X X -.18
(.47)
\
i
I Non-social
Vocalizations
VOC
i
.ii
(.65)
X X
/
-.09
(.72)
-
Total
vocalizations
TTLVOC
i
.11
(.65)
X X -.09
(.72)
1
Contacts
involving
play
material
mode
Responsive 
toy 
_ contacts 
RESPMAT
:
X -.02
(.92)
■
X
'
-.17
(.50)
!
t
i
1i
• •
Unresponsive _ 
toy
contacts
UNRESMAT
X -.35
(.16)
X -.39
(.12)
Total
toy
contacts
TLMATCN3
X -.09
(.71)
f
X -.13
(.59)
<
j
i
Direct j 
Physical 
Contacts 
Mode
Total ' 
direct 
physical 
contacts t 
TTLDIRCT
X X -.33
(.19)
0
i
i
i
ii
}
( .. :....
Total
infant-infant
contacts
T0TLIN4A
-.18
(.47)
-.11 
(. 65)
- .24 
(.34)
-.24
(.33)
and infant:-infant: behaviours
Appendix 13a: Correl a tions & probability values between total Maternal
cont *d stiiinu i a t i on , three modes of M&ternal stimulation and
I nf an t-1 n l: ant: cat ego r i es or, the same dimensions ____ _
(ii) 13 months <m»10). ' MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
»
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
-----------1------- ----- '
physical j total 
contacts & maternal
[stimulation
i<*
Contacts
to
Mother
1
i
{t
I
i
i 'Direct j 
physical j x 
contact i 
to mother j
CMTOUCH j
I
X
i
-.07 | .05 
(.77) ! (.85)
j ■
r
Contact's i ' ' ■ .f * 
involving \ v
play |
material 1
to mother !
CMPLAYMT |
-.49
(.05)
1
x 1-.58 
| <.02)
j -
and infant:-infant behaviours
Appendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between total Maternal
_  . stimulation * three modes of Maternal stimulation andcont' a ~------- ~----- 7— — --------------------------;----------------------
------ Infant-Infant cafcegorl.es on the same dimensions_________
(iii) 17 months' (n=.9) MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical
contacts
total
maternal
stimulation
Vocaliz­
ation 
Mode •
Vocalize to infant 
VOCINF .58
(.03)
X X .57
(.03)
Responsive
Vocalizations
RESPVOC
• 6i; 
(.02)
X
'
x .53
(.05) ,
\
Non-social
Vocalizations
VOC
i
j .73
j (.01)
1
X X .65
(.02)
-
Total
vocalizations
TTLVOC
.71
(.01)
X
:
X .63
(.02)
]
Contacts
involving
play
material
mode
Responsive
toy
contacts
’r e s p m a t
X .17
(.52)
x
•
0
1
/1
i
Unresponsive
toy
contacts
UNRESMAT
X -.06
(.83)
X -.06
(.83)
1
I
1
Total
toy
contacts
TIMATCN3
X .11
(.68)
/
X -.06
(.84)
)
I
1
Jj
Direct 
Physical 
C o n t a c t s  j 
Mode
Total
direct
physical
contacts
TTLDIRCT
X X .29
(.28)
.59
(.03)
j
i
i
I
Total
infant-infant
contacts
TOT LIN 4 A . |
i
.14
(.59)
.14
(.6)
.49
(.07)
.2
(.46)
and infant-infant behaviours
Appendix 13a; Correlations probability values between total-Maternal 
cont’d stimulation 9 three modes of Maternal .stimulation and
Infant-Infant categories on the same dimensions_________
(iii) 17 months (n=9), MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR ’ ,
Infant-Infant Behaviour
. ; '
vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical |total 
contacts ]maternal
|stimulation
Contacts . 
to
Mother
1 '■1
........ —
Direct 
physical 
contact 
to mother 
CMTOUCH
x : X
j ; 
_.16 .18
(.56) j (.49)
I
Contacts j ^ 
involving f 
play [ X 
material j 
to mother j[
CMPLAYMT |
's.
-.03
(.91)
i \
x | -.32 
(.23)
f
f
■ '
and infant-infant behaviours
■.ppendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between total Maternal
cont’d stimulation „ three modes of Maternal stimulation and
Infant-infant categories on the same dimensions
(iv). 21 months (n=9)- .MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour 
*
vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical
contacts
total
maternal
stimulation
Vocaliz­
ation
Mode
Vocalize to infant 
VOCINF
-*23
(.38)
'  X X
•
-.07
(.81)
'
Responsive
Vocalizations
RESPVOC
-.38
(.16)
X X -.23
(.39).
Non-social
Vocalizations
VOC
-.25
(.34)
1
■
X
\
- x
/i
-.17
(.53)
Total
vocalizations
TTLVOC
-.34 
(.2) .
X
•
x -.2
(.46)
Contacts
involving
play
material
mode
Responsive
toy
contacts
*r e s p m a t ’
X - #17
(.52)
'
x -.2
(.46)
i
i
i
5
1
Unresponsive
toy
contacts
UNRESMAT
X -.32
(.23)
X
; ■ 
-.4 
(.13)
i
i
<
1
!
Total
toy
contacts
TLMATCN3
1
X -.29
(.28)
i
X -.31
(.25)
1
1
1
I|
i
1
Direct i 
Physical 
C o n t a c t s  
Mode
Total
direct  ^
physical 
contacts 
TTLDIRCT
'
*
\
i .•
i
r------  -------
i
! '
1 .
!
I
i ... _ .'. .
Total
infant-infant
contacts
T0TLIN4A
-.31
(.25)
-.25
(.34)
-.09
(.73)
:
-.39
(.15)
!
Direct physical contacts were not analysed at this age level because
of their relatively low frequency of occurrence
Appendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between total Maternal
contrd stimulation „ three modes of Maternal stimulation and
Infant-Infant categories or. the same dimensions
(ivl 21 months' (n=9) • MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
j'— — ..- ....... ------------
Infant-Infant Behaviour 
*
vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical |total 
contacts jmaternal
. * stimulation
' ■  I ■
Contacts
to
Mother
f -1
Direct 1 
physical • 1 x 
contact | 
to mother j 
CMTOUCll . j
X -.29 -.17 
(.28) [(.52)
!*
Contacts | ^ 
involving f 
play \ x 
material j 
to mother [
CMPLAYMT 1
.31
(.25)
i ’ ’
i
x J .28
(•3)
(
and infant-intant behaviours 
Appendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between tota1 Maternal
stimulation  ^ three modes of Maternal stimulation and 
Infant-Infant categories on the same dimensions______
(v) 25 months (if=8) MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour
i
vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical
contacts
total 
maternal 
s timulation
I
i -
Vocaliz­
ation
Mode
'
■
Vocalize to infant 
VOCINF .37
( . 2 )
‘ X ,  ! ,  
( . 1 7 )
i
Responsive j 
Vocalizations | *08 
RESPVOC j ( * 7 8 )
j
X x ' . 14  
• ( «62 )
\ >
Non-social j 
Vocalizations ! *17 
VOC j ( * 5 6 )
# i
X
(
x j - . 0 4  
K.9)
{
Total
vocalizations
TTLVOC
i ■ ! 1 ’
0 X i X ! 0
i ! 1\ i *
Contacts
involving
play
material
mode
Responsive
toy
contacts
RESPMAT
i
' i 
1X !. . 4
; ( . 17)
!
x .5
( . 0 8 )
7
:
Unresponsive
toy
contacts
UNRESMAT
X
1 ;
! :
. 34  j x 1 .22
( . 2 4 )  j( *44)
i
1 Total j 
toy . | x 
| contacts i 
1 TLMATCN3 j
j /
1 1
.25
(.38)
i
x j . 29  
j ( . 3 2 )
1\S
Direct ; Total 
Physical { direct 1 
Contacts j physical 
Mode j contacts 
j TTLDIRCT
■ I
! 1
J
i
}
\ Total
I infant-infant 
| contacts
T0TLIN4A I
' L  _ .  _____ • I.
. 24
(.4)
.25
(.38)
.21 ; .29 
(.48) i (.32)
i
I
Direct physical contacts were not analysed at this age level because
of their relatively low frequency of occurrence
Appendix 13: Rank-order correlations between maternal behaviours
and infant-infant behaviours
Appendix 13a: Correlations & probability values between total Maternal 
stimulation , three modes o£ Maternal stimulation and 
Infant-Infant categories on the same dimensions
(v) -25 months (n=8) MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant Behaviour vocali­
zations
contacts
involving
play
material
physical |total 
contacts I maternal
|stimulation
r.
Contacts 
' to
Mother
;
Direct 
physical 
contact 
to mother 
CMTOUCH
X X
i• i
i
-.59 -.55 
(.04) (.06)
Contacts j ^ 
involving [ 
play | x 
material \ 
to mother ' \
CMPLAYMT \
.4
(.17)
1
j
x f .43 
(.14)
*
{
Appendix 13b; Correlations and probability values between total Maternal
stimulation and Infant behaviours in the Mother-Infant 
session
Infant
Behaviour
Total Maternal 
Stimulation
9 months 
(n=l1)
Vocalizations .11 (.64)
Contacts involving 
play material ' .09 (.7)
Total contacts 0 .
13 months Vocalizations [ -.14 (.58)
'
(n=10)
Contacts involving i
play material t .34 (.17)
Total contacts | .19 (.45)
17 months j Vocalizations j .56 (.04) ]
(n=9)
Contacts involving 
play material .31 (.25)
I
T o t a l  contacts | .65 (.02)
21 months ! Vocalizations . j -.25 (.34)
| f ......
. . j Contacts involving I
^n—  ! play material 1 .39 (.15) !
I" \
1 Total contacts j -.2 (.46)
25 months j
(n=8) l
J !
Vocalizations ) -.25 (.38) 1
i !
Contacts involving j
play material j .04 (.9)
I Total contacts j -.04 (.9)
Appendix 13c• Correlations and probability values between Maternal
•
’playful1 and f u n c t i o n a l ’ physical contacts and 
infant-infant behaviour
MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR ,
Infant-Infant Behaviour functional playful
9 months 
(n=l1)
Direct physical contacts 
TTLDIRCT
Total infant-infant 
contacts T0TLIN4A 
Direct physical contacts
to mother CMTOUCH^: •
\
• 07(.75)
— •13(.69)
.09(.69) 
.07(.75)
13 months 
(n=lO)
Direct physical contacts 
TTLDIRCT
Total infant-infant 
contacts T0TLIN4A 
Direct physical contacts 
to mother CMTOUCH
0
-*12(.63) 
•15(.55)
.44 (.08)
-.24(.33) 
-•15(.55)
17 months 
(n=8)
'
■
Direct physical contacts j .38(.19) j 
TTLDIRCT
Total infant-infant j
contacts TOTLIN4A | .2(.5) '
Direct physical contacts j
to mother CMTOUCH | .12(.67) j
-................‘ .......  I
•23(.42)
.57(.05) 
-.32(.27)
Not included in analyisis at 9 months because of its relatively 
infrequent occurrence
Appendix 13d: Correlations ana p r o u a u n i L y  vcu-u^a uciwccn
initiatory and responsive contact, same play material 
contact and infant-infant contacts involving play 
material
MATERNAL BEHAVIOUR
Infant-Infant
Behaviour
Initiatory & 
responsive 
contacts 
TTLMINRS .
Same play 
material 
contacts 
TSTM
9 months 
( n=l 1)
Responsive toy contacts 
RESPMAT
-•3(,2) -.48(.04)
Unresponsive toy . 
contacts UNRESMAT — •21(.37) - .02(.94)
T o M k f t l b c o n t a c t s : -.34 (.15) — •17(.48)
13 months 
(n=8)
Responsive toy contacts 
RESPMAT
0 - .04(•89)
-
Unresponsive toy 
contacts UNRESMAT -.07 0 8 ) — .2 3(.43)
Total toy contacts 
TLMATCN3 •04(.9) -.15(.61)
S  25 months 
(n=8)
Responsive toy contacts 
RESPMAT
.71(.01) .07 C81)
s
1
Unresponsive toy 
.contacts UNRESMAT •3(.31) .15(.61)
Total toy contacts 
TIMATCN3 •36(.22) •29(.32)
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